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FOREWORD

Although fuses are used in electrical-supply-systems for more than a
hundred years now-a-days questions are still open about details of
processes running off in a fuse operating in a circuit.
Beyond this one finds worldwide efforts to develop new types of fuses with
better points for special applications.
These international interest on investigations in the field of electrical fuses is
reflected by a number of international conferences.
Starting with an international conference on fuses 1976 at Liverpool further
conferences were held at Trondheim (1984), Eindhoven (1987) and
Nottingham (1991).
Now the Technical University of Ilmenau is pleased to host the Fifth
International Conference on Fuses and their Applications. More than 40
papers are to be presented, the authors being from 16 countries. The
participants of the conference are both with companies and universities all
around the world. This proves the great international interest on fuses.
A very warm welcome is extended to all participants. It is hoped that they will
find the conference activities to be both interesting and enjoyable.
Mrs. G. Nutsch and I wish to thank the members of the Local Organizing
Committee and the members of the German Group of the International
Committee for their assistance. Many thanks are also to ZVEI and to DFG
for their generous sponsorship.
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CURRENT LIMITATION BY
HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS
AND BY CONDUCTING POLYMERS
M. Lindmayer, M. Schubert
TU Braunschweig, Germany

Abstract
The transition of materials from zero or low resistivity to comparatively high resistivity may be utilized for current
limitation, enabling permanent fuses that don’t have to be replaced after short circuit operation. This paper deals
with two principles - superconductors and conducting polymers - and reports about experiments and simulations.
Mainly two ways are known to limit short circuit currents by using superconductors, the inductive and the resistive
one. This paper concentrates on the resistive limiter. It directly uses the transition from superconductivity to
normal conduction. Measurements of the resistivity of high temperature superconductors as a function of
temperature and current density are presented. Based on these data, the performance of resistive limiters is
simulated and the consequences are discussed.
Conducting polymers with a temperature-dependent transition from low to high resistivity are a similar way to
limit short circuit currents. Based on measurements of the thermal and electrical properties of such polymers, the
current-limiting behavior is simulated as well. The results are in good accordance with switching tests in a low
voltage circuit.

1. Introduction
The principle of current limitation by elements that increase their resistance upon short-circuit has been known for
a long time to the fuse community. In conventional fuses this is achieved by arcing after the element has fused.
Circuit breakers use the establishment, prolongation and subdivision of an arc between quickly separating contacts.
Another approach is the application of elements whose resistivity is either current- or temperature-dependent or
both. In contrast to normal fuses they are reusable due to their reversible behavior. Such examples are
• permanent fuses with sodium as active metal, utilizing the reversible resistivity increase at melting and plasma
formation [26],
• ceramic materials with positive temperature characteristics (PTC), such as barium titanate or vanadium oxide
[27],
• superconductors, turning normal when their critical data, especially their critical current, is exceeded,
• temperature-dependent conducting polymers [28].
Of all these mechanism, the following presentation shall be concentrated on current limitation by superconductors
and by temperature-dependent polymer materials, which have both been investigated by the authors recently. Their
applications lie in different fields. While superconducting limiters are being developed mainly for medium voltage
systems, the present use of polymer limiters lies in the low voltage field, ranging from the protection of electronic
elements and circuits to motor protection.

2. Superconducting Current Limiters
Work on current limitation by means of superconductors has already been done before the discovery of high-Tc
superconductivity [2-7]. Because of the simpler cooling conditions - only liquid nitrogen is required instead of
liquid helium - and several favorable physical properties, high temperature superconductors (HTSC) seem to own
some advantages over low temperature superconductors for the use in current limiters [5], provided they will be
available in shapes that can be handled technically. The further details in this chapter shall be concentrated to
HTSC.
There are mainly two principles with many variants known, the inductive and the resistive limitation principle. It
makes no sense to differentiate between them very strictly, because in both cases the change of superconductor
resistance is generally utilized.

2
2.1 Inductive Limiters
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The group of inductive limiters [7,9,11,20] consists of a transformer or an inductance with at least one
superconducting winding. Its impedance is changed upon the occurrence of a short-circuit. Some variants are
summarized in fig. 1 [20]: Variant a) („inductance with resistive triggering“) consists of an inductance shunted by
a superconductor. When its critical current is exceeded, the inductance becomes effective and limits the current.
Fig. lb („magnetic shielding“ or „flux compensation“) represents a transformer with a one-turn superconducting
secondary winding. While under normal operation the impedance of the short-circuited transformer is low, the
increased resistance of the secondary is transformed into the primary circuit when it becomes normal-conducting at
overload. The type of fig. lc is a series combination of two saturation reactances with superconducting DC premagnetization windings. Under normal conditions both cores remain saturated, resulting in low impedance. At
overload, one of the cores, depending on the polarity, gets out of saturation and increases the resulting impedance.
Many other variants have been suggested, e.g. superconducting three-phase differential transformers [11].
The advantage of inductive limiters is that most solutions do not need cryogenic bushings, and that they can be
better realized by presently available HTSC materials. Their main drawback seems to be the considerable amount
of iron needed. Due to the stray flux, the impedance ratio ON / OFF is limited.

2.2 Resistive Limiters
The other way is the resistive fault current limiter, fig. 2 [7,8,10,12,15]. It is arranged directly in series with each
phase of the power circuit and consists of the cooled superconductor which limits the fault current by transition
from the superconducting state to normal conduction, if necessary some linear or nonlinear resistive elements RP in
parallel, and a switch to finally interrupt the residual current. It may either be triggered by external pulses or
utilize the natural quench when the critical current is exceeded. The further considerations are restricted to such
resistive limiters.

3
2.2.1 Resistivity of HTSC Materials
To assess the realization of resistive HTSC fault current limiters, samples of different HTSC materials where
measured with respect to their resistivity as a function of temperature, current, and magnetic field. Polycrystalline
bulk material of Y^I^CugOx ("YBCO") and Bi2Sr2Ca2CugOx ("BSCCO"), the latter manufactured by the
"powder-in-tube" process [13,14] were investigated, as well as thin layers on ceramic substrates [19].
The sample length was several centimeters, the measuring length for voltage and resistivity between 5 and 10 mm.
As an example typical for most materials, fig. 3 depicts the resistivity behavior of a BSCCO superconductor at
nearly zero current and with different transport currents in a lin-log scale. The silver coating which would be
prohibitive for current limitation was removed by an
10°
electrolytic process. The critical current of this sample at
77 K (temperature of liquid nitrogen) was » 1.8 A
(approx. 1500 A/cm2). Its Tc lies around 105 K. While
the temperature is below the critical point Tc , the
10 -1
resistivity increases only weakly when the current is
..-V
raised [16,17], The curves meet all in one point (2) at a
E
11.5 A
0/ 0/
u
*
fraction of the full normal resistance, and continue
Mindependently of current beyond this point. To utilize the
10 -2
0-7
1.6 A
3.2A
full span of resistivity, it is necessary to exceed the
critical
temperature.
50 uA

/

10 -3

70

80

90
100
, r.,.

110

120 Fig. 3: Resistivity of BSCCO as a function of
temperature and current. Ic
1.8 A at 77 K.

2.2.2 Simulation of HTSCs as Resistive Current Limiters
2.2.2.1 Method of Simulation
For simulations the dependence of the HTSC resistivity on current density and temperature must be modeled.
Fig. 4 shows in a linear scale analytical approximations which were used for this purpose. They are described in
detail in [19].
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The resistivity level, e.g. p300, depends on the critical current density of the superconductor. The following
dependence was taken from a summary of data [21]
p3oo*/c2 =5.24*10’3‘7c1'83,

(1)

4
where p30o • Jc

2

in W/cm3 and Jc in A/cm2.

This relation (p proportional to Jc '°'17) was used in the whole resistivity range to model fictive conductors with
different critical current densities.
On the basis of these resistivity functions simulations of the electrical - thermal behavior of HTSC conductors as
limiters together with the electric circuit were carried out.
The equation for the power balance per unit volume in integral form reads

fjfvdv +

gradT)dv ' Iffyc'J7dv -

0

(2)

The HTSC or HTSC/substrate combinations were modeled by discretizing equ. (2) with a two-dimensional Finite
Difference Method (FDM). More details are described in [22,23]. The geometry was discretized as demonstrated in
fig. 5. The properties across the third dimension (width w) were assumed homogeneous.

-a

-r

L

i/

Fig. 5: Two-dimensional Finite Difference model
—► heat flux to LN2
X current flow, perpendicular
• grid points

The solution of the thermal balance was coupled at each time step to the current flow field. The current distribution
in the conductor was assumed to follow the local resistivity which in turn depends on the local current density and
temperature. This required the application of iterations. The unknown current distribution was gained by solving
the second order partial differential equation of the current flow field by a Finite Difference scheme similar to that
of the thermal balance.
The coupled electric circuit was modeled by one difference equation for the R-L circuit (cos <p = 0.2), and if
necessary further equations for parallel elements, triggering capacitor, etc. The implicit Euler method was used for
its solution.
As random conditions for the thermal field problem, the strongly temperature-dependent cooling power to the
surrounding liquid nitrogen was taken into account. They, as well as the nonlinear thermal data of the HTSC
material are described in [19].

2.2.2.2 Simulation Results
All results were calculated with the standardized HTSC resistivity values as given in section 2.2.2.1 and [22,23].
Unless otherwise specified, a critical temperature Tc » 105 K (BSCCO) was used throughout. The following
calculations were carried out for simple conductors without any support materials. Under these conditions, the
temperature distribution over the HTSC cross section proved to be practically homogeneous during switching. The
conductor is further assumed to be homogeneous along its length. Natural quenching, i.e. triggering by exceeding
the critical current and temperature without an additional pulse, was assumed.
Fig. 6 depicts results for a small model switch with a flat HTSC tape of7c = 1.5*1(P A/cm^. Its data are very
close to the measurements of fig 3. Up to a threshold of 13 A or 7 »/c the HTSC is not fully driven into normal
conduction, i.e. the critical temperature is not exceeded. The heat is completely dissipated to the LN2 coolant at a
stable temperature well below Tc. A slightly higher current leads to power losses that exceed the maximum of 0.12
Watts per square millimeter of the conductor surface that can be dissipated into the nitrogen bath. The conductor
heats up and finally quenches after 14 ms. The tripping time tT is defined as the time when 110 K are reached.
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Fig. 7 represents the measured resistivity evolution of equivalent BSCCO samples with Ic » 1.8 A subjected to
current pulses of different magnitudes, demonstrating that measurement and calculation are in general agreement.
All results may be scaled up for higher voltages by proportionally increasing the conductor length and for higher
currents by increasing its width, respectively.
Fig. 8 compares tripping times for fictive superconductors with different critical current densities at impressed dc
load. It should be noticed that the ratio between cross-section and surface of the conductors is different from that of
fig. 7. There are two limits: In the range of the vertical asymptote there is balance between the heat generated and
dissipated at stable temperatures below Tc. In the range at high ///c the heat flux to the coolant is negligible
compared to the electrically generated power, leading to adiabatic heating of the conductor. Because the conductor
cross-section decreases anti-proportionally with the critical current density and the resistivity is only weakly
dependent (equ. 1), the resistance increases and hence the threshold decreases considerably with higher critical
current density. At the same time the smaller mass to be heated reduces the thermal inertia and the tripping time,
respectively, in the adiabatic range. Fig. 8 reveals that a 1(P A/cm^ HTSC is not suited for a resistive limiter based
upon exceeding Tc . To limit ac currents effectively, the release time must not exceed several milliseconds.
Conductors of at least 10^ AJcrr? critical current density are necessary.
Figs. 9 and 10 represent the temperature, voltage and current evolution of small model switches under ac short
circuit conditions. In both cases the critical current lies at 28.9 A. To stay well below the critical current under
normal operating conditions, the rated RMS current of such a limiter would lie around 10 A. In these and all other
ac calculations the moment of circuit closure lies at voltage zero, causing maximum dc component. Fig. 9
underlines the fact already known from fig. 8. The threshold of the 10^ A/cn? conductor and its thermal inertia
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(b). 103 A/cm2 HTSC, Tc = 105 K, 3.4*0.85 mm2, length b)
200 mm, circuit 30 V ac, 100 A, cos qp = 0.2.
Fig. 10: Calculated temperature (a), current and voltage
(b). 104 A/cm2 HTSC, Tc = 105 K, 3.4*0.085 mm2;
other conditions like fig. 9.
prevent any current limitation. The situation becomes different with a 10^ A/cm^ conductor (fig. 10). About 3 ms
after the critical current is exceeded, the critical temperature is reached, the transition to the state of normal
conduction quickly takes place, and the current is limited before its prospective maximum. The temperature rises
steeply. From coarse energy considerations, the quantity of heat additionally stored in the conductor during this
time is the sum of the energy 1/2 L
stored in the circuit inductance immediately before and the energy supplied
from the circuit during the transition. The following residual current is determined by the normal resistance; as it
would cause further temperature increase, it has to be interrupted after a few ten milliseconds by an additional load
switch in series. The voltage across the conductor shows a strong peak during the fast transition. It may be
unacceptably high unless reduced by parallel elements.
Technically manufactured superconductors would be subject to certain inhomogeneities, i.e. statistical fluctuations
of critical current density and critical temperature along the conductor. This influence was also studied. Fig. 11
presents the temporal temperature evolution of the same 10^ A/cm^ limiter as before. It was assumed that one per
cent of the total HTSC length is weaker, with both lower Jc and Tc. Current and voltage do not differ substantially
from those of fig. 10. The weaker part turns normal first and quickly overheats. The higher the grade of
inhomo^eneity, the more uneven is the temperature distribution. This problem increases as the critical current
density^and hence the conductor mass decrease. The longitudinal quench propagation by thermal conduction
within the ceramic superconductor is by far too slow to equalize this behavior.
There are several methods conceivable to overcome the inhomogeneity problem:
It could be an alternative not to exceed the critical temperature but to operate in the area below Tc and above Jc. in
the "foot region" left of point (2), figs. 3, 4. As the resistivity is much smaller, the conductor length would have to
be increased considerably, by more than one order of magnitude. Ac losses [25] would increase by the same ratio.
Fig. 12 shows simulation results for the same conductor as in fig. 11, however with only 1/40 of the system voltage
per unit length. For the same voltage the length would have to be increased by 40. The two critical currents are
marked by points on the current curve. The results show that there is an effective current limitation and that the
temperatures stay well below the critical points of 95 and 105 K, respectively.
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in the regime below point (2), figs. 3-5.
Circuit 0.75 V ac, 100 A, cos cp = 0.2.

As further simulations show, the problem of uneven release by inhomogeneities can also be improved to a certain
degree by appropriate triggering from a charged capacitor [19]. A steep current pulse quickly drives the conductor
into normal conduction - again by heating over Tc - and lessens the temperature unevenness. This solution needs a
rather high trigger energy and is costly and space-consuming.
Triggering by a magnetic field could be another alternative. The effect is similar to exceeding the critical current,
i.e. only a fraction of the full resistivity span is available at the first moment, and the conductor subsequently has to
heat up above the critical temperature. In any case, the conductor has to be placed in a rather even magnetic trigger
field to avoid additional inhomogeneities.
Thermal and electrical stabilization by close contact with well-conducting metal is a proved means to equalize the
effect of local inhomogeneities. It has been used in low temperature superconductor technology for some time,
where metallic niobium-based superconductors are stabilized by copper or CuNi alloy [2,10]. While for most
applications, like cables or machine windings, the stabilizing material should have as low electrical and thermal
resistance as possible, a resistive HTSC limiter would need a stabilizer with high electrical resistance [10].
Provided the technological problems can be solved, a sandwich tape consisting of resistive material as a support for
a layer of HTSC could be the solution.
Fig. 10 has already demonstrated that the fast resistance transition is accompanied by a sharp voltage peak several
times as high as the peak system voltage. For even higher Jc such as 105 A/cm2 the transition occurs still faster
and hence the overvoltage is still higher. At the same time the temperature rise increases because the available
conductor mass is reduced. Additional elements parallel to the superconductor (resistor or voltage limiter) are a
means to reduce both the voltage and temperature stress.
Because the ceramic HTSC materials are rather brittle, they need a mechanical support anyhow. This could be a
ceramic substrate. Its heat conduction and heat capacity would additionally contribute to consume the energy
produced at switching. Some simulation results with such an arrangement are discussed subsequently. It consists of
a fictive 50 m long, 0.1 mm thick and 50 mm wide homogeneous HTSC layer on a ceramic substrate of 1 mm
thickness (aluminum oxide, thermal data from [24]). The critical current is 5000 A, yielding a nominal current
around 2000 A. The conditions are equivalent to one phase of a medium voltage power distribution system.
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Fig. 13: Calculated temperatures (a), currents and voltage
(b) for a fictive 50 m long sandwich of 105 A/cm2, 105 K
HTSC, 50*0.1 mm2 on 1mm A1203 substrate. Circuit
20 kV ac, 10 kA, cos tp = 0.2, external resistor 20 Q
parallel to the HTSC; numbers are coordinates of the
(uneven) grid across the conductor / substrate thickness;
isc + ia total current, iSc current in superconductor
Fig. 13 shows exemplary courses of voltage, superconductor current, and current in a parallel resistor during a
narrow time span around the transition. The temperature distribution across the sandwich thickness reveals that
within the conducting layer where the heat is generated there is a strong negative temperature gradient towards the
still cool substrate, causing strong heat flux towards it. It should be noticed that the grid spacing is not equidistant!
Fig. 14 summarizes computed results of the overvoltage factor (peak voltage related to the peak RMS voltage) and
the maximum temperature at the hottest location as a function of the short circuit current for the above
arrangement without parallel elements, and with a parallel 20 Q resistor and an ideal 40 kV voltage limiter,
respectively. While the application of a 105 A/cm2 HTSC without any parallel path would be prohibitive for both
voltage and temperature reasons, the situation strongly improves by adequately chosen parallel elements. Fig. 13
demonstrates that a considerable part of the total current flows through the bypass when the superconductor has
started to go normal, thus preventing excess heating and too fast resistance rise accompanied by overvoltages.

3. Current Limitation by Conducting Polymers with PTC Characteristics
Materials with strongly increasing resistivity above a certain threshold temperature, though different in the
physical nature, show many similarities with superconductors when their critical temperature is reached. BaTi03
and V203 ceramics with such positive temperature coefficients have been known for some time [29]. In the last
years, conducting polymers have gained industrial application. They generally consist of polymers like
polyethylene filled with conducting particles, especially carbon black [28, 30, 31, 32, 34]. As shown in fig. 15, the
filler particles form bridges of low resistivity when in the state of nominal load. When the crystalline melting point
is exceeded at about 125 °C, the polymer matrix expands, the bridges are ruptured, and the resistivity is increased
by orders of magnitude. This process is reversible and enables the design of current-limiting devices which act as
permanent fuses.
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expansion

a) Coherent chains at room temperature

b) Disruption by volume expansion upon heating

Fig. 15: Principle of resistivity increase of carbon-filled polymers with temperature.
Such limiters are presently available as small elements of rated currents between fractions of an Ampere to several
Amperes, shaped like ceramic disk capacitors. They may be integrated into circuit boards for overload or short
circuit protection [32, 33]. A different form of application are three-phase current-limiting modules for ratings of
several 10 Amperes. Used in combination with energy-absorbing parallel resistors and with conventional
mechanical miniature circuit breakers in series they are utilized as low voltage motor starters [30, 31].
In order to study the mechanisms of these conducting polymers in detail, their electrical as well as their thermal
properties were measured. Based on these data, simulations of the coupled thermal and electrical process similar to
those described in the preceding chapter were carried out and compared with measurements.

3.1 Electrical and Thermal Properties of PTC Polymers
Type

Rated
Current
A

Rated
Voltage
V

Dimensions of Rated Current
Polymer Disk Density
mm
A/cm2

Density of
Polymer
g/cm3

Resistivity
at 25 °C
Q cm

36
3.75
0.5
0.25

400, 350 AC/DC
60 AC/DC
60 AC/DC

60 • 35 • 1.3

1.0
1.46
1.33

3,5

1.02

5.5

0 19 • 0.55
0 6.4 • 0.5
0 4.3 • 0.5

1.71
0.75
1.55
1.72

References

[30,31]
[28, 32]
[28, 32]
[28, 32]

Table 1: Characteristics of the investigated current limiters with conducting polymers
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Samples of the active polymers of different commercially available devices, round disks and rectangular plates
between 0.5 and 1.3 mm thickness were investigated. Table 1 summarizes the main data of these types. Either the
original elements (types #2, #3, #4) or coupons of a few millimeters diameter contacted by a conductive paste (type
#1) were subjected to current pulses within a furnace. Their resistivity was evaluated. The measured results are
given in figs. 16 and 17.
Fig. 16 represents averaged resistivity values from samples type #1 and types #3, #4. The common feature of all
materials is their steep transition between 120 and 130 °C, whereas their difference in other properties indicates
that there are differences in composition, filler content etc. These curves were used for the simulations discussed
later. Fig. 17 shows that the resistivity, in contrast to superconductors, is only very weakly current-dependent.
The specific heat cP was measured by DTA [35]. The result is depicted in fig. 18. The strong increase at 120 °C,
where the crystalline part melts, represents the latent beat. Above 130 °C, the values are extrapolated as dashed.
The thermal conductivity X could not be measured yet. At room temperature, it is expected to lie considerably
above that of pure polyethylene.
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Fig. 19: Switching test of type #1 with parallel resistor *
« 0.1 Q and miniature circuit breaker (mcb) in series.
250 V, 50 Hz, 8 kA, cos qp = 0.6, making angle 53°.
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3.2 Switching Experiments
Single-phase short circuit switching experiments were carried out with a complete limiter of type #1. Its rated
current is 36 A. As characterized in [30, 31], the polymer disk is contacted in this area by two metal plates under
spring pressure. An additional resistor of approximately 0.1 Q parallel to the nonlinear PTC element serves to
absorb a considerable part of the energy liberated at switching and to reduce the switching voltage surge.
The technical data of this limiter require its operation in series with a miniature circuit breaker. The test current of
8 kA lies slightly above the current of 7 kA which is specified as the minimum current where the PTC limiter
contributes to the interruption.
Fig. 19 is a typical oscillogram of the current as well as the resistance of the mcb and of the polymer/resistor
combination at this operation. The resistance of the circuit breaker (mcb) is raised first. At / = 1.25 ms the polymer
element reaches its transition and quickly increases its resistance. Afterwards the limiter resistance, which is
mainly determined by the parallel resistor, remains nearly constant. At t = 2 ms it has gained about 60% of the
circuit breaker resistance or 40% of the total resistance. The further increase of mcb resistance is due to the
essentially constant arc voltage and decreasing current. In this experiment, the let-through current amounts to
3.7 kA. At higher short circuit current the contribution of the polymer limiter increases.
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Fig 20: Switching test of type #1 with parallel resistor
0.1 Q, without additional mcb.
Circuit conditions as in fig. 19.

Fig. 21: Simulated current limitation by type #1 with
parallel resistor 0.1 Q, without mcb.
Circuit conditions as in fig. 19.

Fig. 20 represents an experiment under the same conditions, where, beyond the specifications, no additional circuit
breaker was used. Instead, a thyristor in the test circuit limited the current flow to one half cycle. This time the
current is effectively limited to «■> 5 kA by the polymer / resistor combination. The sudden resistivity decrease at t 6 ms will be discussed later, as well as the simulation results of fig. 21.
In fig. 22 the tripping time at DC load vs. the normalized current, measured with limiter elements of types #3, #4
(table 1) is plotted and also compared with results of computations. It will be discussed later.

3.3 Simulation of Short Circuit Limitation and Comparison with Measurements
The thermal - electrical interaction under short circuit conditions was modeled numerically by the FDM method
described briefly under 2.2.2.1. The geometry and the electrical and thermal data were taken from type #1 (table 1,
figs. 16, 18). The insert of fig. 22 is a sketch of the general geometry of the polymer. The thermal and electrical
connection was made by copper plates 1 mm thick. Any contact resistance between these plates under spring
pressure and the polymer was neglected. The outer temperature of the plates was taken as constant = room
temperature. Because the heat conductivity X of the conducting polymer was not known exactly, a rough estimation
was taken. Due to the near-adiabatic conditions during tripping, it proved that X was not critical. A constant
parallel resistor RP = 0.1 Q was connected to the polymer element. The electrical parameters are identical with
those of the experiments (chapter 3.2, fig. 20).
Fig. 21 summarizes the computed current, voltage, and resistance of the limiter. There is a rather good agreement
with the experiments (fig. 20), especially as far as the time to trip and the let-through current is concerned. The
slight deviation afterwards can be attributed to the parallel resistor, which is actually temperature-dependent. This
coincidence is a strong evidence that the limiting process is initiated by thermal heating above the transition point
120 - 130 °C, and that it can be well described by the above data. The agreement between computation and
measurements also yields that the transition mainly occurs in the bulk of the polymer, and not only in a thin layer
of increased resistance at the contacts as supposed in [30].
An interesting detail that cannot be explained purely by this thermal process occurs at t = 6 ms (fig. 20) when the
decreasing current gets below 1.5 kA. The resistance quickly drops, while the simulation yields much higher times
to cool down. In [30] the fast recovery is explained by the fact that only a thin layer at the contact plates has been
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in the state of high resistivity. Though no detailed
investigations were carried out in this respect, it is
thought that this could also be attributed to mechanical
changes within the softened polymer under the influence
of the contact pressure and the decreasing repulsive
forces between the conducting particles as the current
goes down.
In fig. 22 the solid line represents simulated tripping
times for an arrangement using the geometry and
material data of types #3, #4. These elements have plane
contacts directly adherent to the polymer disk, i.e. no
increased contact resistance. The heat exchanged with
the surroundings was taken into account by a heat
transfer coefficient a, which was fitted to the vertical
asymptote at 1/Ir ■=> 1.4. The second fit parameter was the
(constant) thermal conductivity of the conducting
polymer. It was adjusted to model the transition in the
region of I/Ir = 30..50, and lies around two orders of
magnitude above that of pure polyethylene. This
simulation also shows that resistive heating is the
dominating process. It further helps to identify the role of
the different parts of the current-limiting arrangement.
Fig. 22: Measured and simulated
tripping characteristics.
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4. Summary and Conclusion
The transition behavior between superconducting and normal-conducting state of high temperature superconductor
materials was investigated experimentally with respect to the application in resistive fault current limiters. When
the critical current is exceeded, a relatively weak resistivity increase occurs first. To utilize the full resistivity
stroke, the critical temperature must be exceeded. By using the measured dependencies, simulations of the problem
of two-dimensional dynamic thermal field in the superconductor together with the electric circuit were carried out.
When the limitation is based on exceeding Tc, the critical current density Jc of the HTSC must be at least 104
A/cm2. Inhomogeneities in Tc and Jc along the conductor may cause problems with uneven transition to normal
conductance. Some possibilities to overcome this problem are discussed. Especially with high Jc conductors
considerable overvoltages may result at switching. They as well as excess heating of the conductor may be reduced
by parallel elements.
While the general function of current limiters with HTSCs is well understood, the main problem presently lies in
the development of the material. It should have high current density, good homogeneity and low ac losses, it
should be available in long lengths, and should be well deformable. Intensive research work is going on in this
field worldwide.
For low voltage circuit breakers the expenditure would be much too high for superconductors that have to be cooled
in an LN2 bath - and there are no room temperature superconductors in sight yet. The use of nonlinear
temperature-dependent conducting polymers for current limitation could be a promising supplement or
replacement for mechanical low voltage breakers. Similar to the work on HTSCs, electrical and thermal data of
different carbon-filled disc- or plate-shaped polymer elements were measured. They were also used in simulations
of the thermal - electrical behavior of such polymer plates as current limiters. For comparison, short circuit
switching tests were carried out. The coincidence between the measurements and simulations shows that resistive
heating above the crystalline melting point (« 125 °C) is the effect responsible for the limitation, and that their
tripping can be well modeled. The sudden resistance drop on decreasing current slope would need further
investigations for a satisfactory explanation..
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5. List of Symbols
cP
dV
4/

Ic
Ir
J
T

specific heat
volume element
current
critical current at 77 K
rated current
current density
temperature

Tc
tT
Y
X.
p
p3oo
o

critical temperature at / = 0
tripping time
density
thermal conductivity
resistivity
resistivity at 300 K
electrical conductivity
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1

Introduction

One of the most frequent applications of fuses is the protection of control apparatus against short-circuit.
With respect to other short-circuit protective devices, fuses present many advantages due both to economical
aspects and to their operating characteristics, such as promptness of intervention, cut-off current and fit letthrough.
A correct choice of the protective fuse can avoid damages to control apparatus, as contactors and motor
starters, and in particular the welding of contacts, which in some cases could lead to serious consequences not only
for the protective apparatus, but also for the plant.
In order to obtain an adequate protection of the control device, the thermal and mechanical phenomena
that occur in the fuses and in the protected devices has to be accurately known. To this end, a model that permits
the simulation of the behaviour in short-circuit conditions of the fuse element, during the pre-arcing and arcing
period, and the contemporary evaluation of the heating process of the protected contact elements could result very
useful to obtain indications about the possible contact welding.
As regards the fuse model in the pre-arcing period, the current distribution and the heat exchange inside
the element must be taken into account, neglecting, for short-circuit current, the heat transferred to the other
uselink parts because of their relatively low thermal conductivity and the shortness of the considered period [1], In
the arcing phase the model must be able to evaluate the arc voltage in order to predict the current behaviour in the
protected circuit. Different models have been proposed in literature; between them, the model developed by
Gnanalingam and Wilkins (2,3] has been considered and used in this context.
The fuse model is coupled with a contact model which allows the determination of the contact transient
heating taking into account the deformation of the material. The output of the fuse model, in the form of current
behaviour applied to the contact model, permits the evaluation of the contact thermal behaviour up to the melting
point.

2

Numerical models

2-1

Analysis of the problem

The modelling of contacts protected by fuses is complex, because it involves the study of different
phenomena. As regards the temperature evolution inside both the devices, the interaction between thermal and
electric current fields has to be accurately analyzed; besides, in the case of the contacts the mechanical deformation
due to contact pressure and temperature increase in the contact region has to be considered, whereas for the fuses
the evolution of the electric arc has to be studied by a suitable model.
The system under study is constituted by a voltage source us(t)^Vl sin(w/+i/0 and a load (having
resistance R and inductance L) in scries to the fuse element which protects the contacts (Fig. 1).
Since the contacts are assumed to remain closed, the current in the circuit is determined only by the load
impedance and the voltage across the fuse element. As a consequence, the study of the fuse and the contacts can be
faced separately. First the behaviour of the current is determined by analyzing the pre-arcing and the arcing period
of the fuse element; then, known the current which flows through the contacts, their temperature increase and the
risk of possible welding are analyzed.
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Fig. 1 - Scheme of the circuit with a fuse in series to the contacts

2.2

Fuse model

During the pre-arcing period, the heating of the fuse strip is analyzed by considering the interaction
between electric current and thermal field. During this phase, the heat exchange between the strip and the filler is
neglected because of the rapidity of the phenomenon.
The problem can be conveniently reduced to a 2D study taking advantage of the symmetry of the elements
(the field quantities practically do not vary along the thickness).
The electric current field is governed by the Maxwell equations

rotE = 0

divj = 0

P

(1)

where E is the electric field, J is the current density and p is the electric resistivity, which depends on temperature
d. Equation rotE=0 allows the introduction of a scalar potential <f>, with

E = —grad$

(2)

From (1) and (2) the final current field equation can be written:

=

0

(3)

The thermal equation represents the balance between the heat generated, the heat lost by conduction and
the heat stored in the element:

where c is the heat capacity, X is the thermal conductivity and J is the current density modulus. The temperature
time derivatives is expressed by the Euler approximation

dd _ ö(l) -d(t -At)
dt t
At

(5)

where At is the time step.
The spatial derivatives in field equations (3) and (4) are approximated by the Finite Difference Method
(EDM) leading, together with the boundary conditions, to an algebraic system of equations. The fuse element is
then discretized by a non uniform grid, assuming as unknowns the temperature and the scalar potential in each
node of the mesh.
The solution of the electric current and thermal field is inserted in a step-by-step time procedure starting
from known conditions. At each time step, the distribution of current density and temperature is evaluated inside
the element. When the melting temperature is reached in a restricted section, an electric arc appears and its
evolution is treated using [2,3]. Following this model, which permits the reproduction of the fuse performances
with good accuracy by means of semi-empirical relationships, the arc is supposed to be composed of a given
number of lumen segments, whose dimensions vary during time following defined differential equations. At each
time step the number of lumen segments increases and new differential equations are introduced. At the generic
instant tn, being K the number of lumen segments, the differential equations are:
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where / is the current, us is the supply voltage, wyis the arc voltage, x is the arc length, n„ is the number of strips in
parallel, S is the cross sectional area of the fuse and Aj, Ej and tj are respectively the area, the axial arc gradient
and the time measured from the beginning of the y'-th lumen segment. The other quantities are parameters which
depends on the filler and the strip material, determined by experimental studies.

2.3

Contact model

The modelling of the contact elements involves the study of the interaction between electric current field
and thermal field [4,5], taking into account the mechanical deformation of the elements. The model is developed
ander the assumption of cylindrical symmetry of the contact elements (coordinate system (r, <j>, z)).
The electric current field is governed by equations (1); in this type of problem, it is convenient to
introduce a vector potential T, considering that divJ=Q:

J = rotT

(7)

Taking into account the problem symmetry, the vector potential T has only the component 7^ which depends on
the coordinates r and z:
T

o)

(8)

The resulting current field equation can then be derived:

dp (dT
,2

+

r är

T\
r

T

dp dT

d2T

(9)

where the unknown T is the component 7^.
Similarly to the fuse model, the thermal field is described by the equation:

dd
~dT

j
+X

(d2d

dr 2

i dd

+FäF +

d2d]

(10)

If during the transient the contact area reaches a temperature higher than the softening one, it is necessary
to take into consideration the deformation; this can be obtained by evaluating the true contact pressure (given by
the applied mechanical load minus the contact repulsion force) and the enlargement of the contact area by means
°f the stress-strain diagrams. The approach is described in detail in [6],
Also for the contact model, a step-by-step time procedure is adopted and the FDM is used to solve the field
equations. At each time step, the temperature distribution is evaluated and the deformation of the contact is
determined. Known the new contact shape, a new mesh is generated and the current and thermal fields at the
following time step are computed.
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3. Experimental validation of the model
The experimental validation of the model presents two different aspects: the first one regards the
computation of the current behaviour limited by the fuse operation, while the other is the evaluation of the accuracy
of the temperature evolution computed inside the contact element.
As regards the first problem, the comparison between numerical results and experiments has been
performed on the current behaviour in order to verify the capability of the model to reproduce the limiting effect of
the fuse. To this end, different fuses have been considered and the limiting current behaviours, obtained under
different circuit configurations, have been compared.
Similarly, extensive tests have been performed on the contact model [7]; the verifications were carried out
by imposing to the contact elements the experimental current behaviour. Since the temperature evolution of the
contact surface during the transient cannot be directly measured, the comparison was carried out on the evolution
of the contact voltage drop and on the initial and final contact area (measured by microscope).
As an example, two different tests are reported in the following. The first one refers to a fuse of rated
current of 50 A (type gl) and contact elements of contactors (contact element radius of about 3 mm); the
mechanical load on the contacts was 14 N. Fig. 2 reports the computed and experimental behaviours of the limited
current obtained with a prospective current of 2.7 kA. The comparison between numerical and experimental
contact voltage drop is shown in Fig. 3. Because of the range of variation of the experimental contact voltage, the
maximum and minimum voltage drop versus time, obtained from a group of seven tests carried out under the same
conditions, are reported.
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The second test refers to a 50 A fuse (type aM) and the same contact elements but with a mechanical load
of 20 N; the circuit conditions are the same of the previous test. Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the
numerical and the experimental current behaviour, while the contact voltage drops are compared in Fig. 5.
The experimental validation of the results has evidenced that the models reproduce with satisfactory
accuracy the behaviour of the system fuse-contact. Both the models give good results as concerns the reproduction
of the phenomena during the increase of the current (pre-arcing period of the fuse); on the contrary, some
discrepancies with experiments are present during the descending part of the current behaviour (arc phase in the
fuse). Anyway, the aim of the model is to evaluate the maximum temperature reached by the contact surface, which
is obtained during the raising part of the current.
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4. Application of the model
The fuse-contact model has been applied to the analysis of different operating conditions, with the aim of
determining their influence on the maximum temperature reached by the contact area. In such a way it is possible
to have preliminary indications about the limit conditions which can lead to the welding of the contacts, if the
opening of the contact does not occur.
The analysis has been developed considering a 50 A fuse (type gl) which protects the contact elements
considered in the previous verifications. For each operating conditions the fuse model has been used to determine
the current behaviour and successively the maximum temperature reached by the contact has been computed by the
contact model.
First, the influence of the prospective current flowing in the circuit has been analyzed. Current values
ranging from 3 kA up to 10 kA (r.m.s. value) have been considered; the power factor of the circuit is fixed to 0.3
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and the making angle i/- has been chosen in order to obtain a symmetrical waveform; finally, the mechanical
contact load has been imposed to 20 N. The maximum temperatures reached by the contact area during the
transient are plotted in Fig. 6 versus the prospective current. As can be noted, this fuse limits the maximum
temperature reached by the contact surface to values lower than the melting point for prospective currents up to
10 kA.
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Fig. 6 - Computed contact maximum temperature versus the prospective r.m.s. current value
The second application shows the influence of the current waveform which changes modify ing the value
of the making angle. The value of the prospective current has been chosen equal to 5 kA r.m.s. (power factor of 0.3
and contact force of 20 N) with \p varying from 0° to 180° (Fig. 7). The analysis of these results shows that, in this
case, the maximum thermal stress is obtained in the case of symmetrical shape of the prospective current (^ of
about 70°).
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Fig. 7 - Computed contact maximum temperature versus making angle
Finally, it is worth analyzing the influence of the fuse characteristics which modify the behaviour of the
limited current. Four different types of fuses have been considered: 20 A (type A), 35 A gl (type B), 50 A gl (type
C) and 50 A aM (type D). The prospective current is fixed to 5 kA (power factor 0.3, contact force 20 N):
Table I - Influence of the fuse on the contact maximum temperature
Fuse type

B
D

Cut-off current
(A)
2500
3290
3260
5580

Contact maximum
temperature (°C)
570
876
874
1083 (*)

Note: (*) The melting point is reached
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5. Conclusions
The tests carried out and the numerical simulation of the heating of contact elements protected against
short-circuit by fuses indicate that the model is able to reproduce with satisfactory accuracy the thermal behaviour
of contacts with particular reference to the maximum temperature reached by the contact surface during the
heating transient. As a consequence, it could be used to obtain preliminary indications about the possible risk of
contact welding, in the case of closed contacts. Future development of the model will be the study of the contact
thermal behaviour in case of higher values of current, leading to the opening of the contacts with the presence of
short arcs.
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1

Introduction

Low voltage high breaking capacity fuses according to IEC 269-2-1 section (NH fuses) represent the most
important switching and protective devices in low voltage distribution systems of German power utilities. Their
application ranges from LV distribution boards of transformer substations to cable distribution cabinets and
customer fuse-units, the takeover points between power utilities and customers. The technical requirements for
electrical fuses in LV distribution systems may be listed under three major groups:
electrical performance
operational behaviour
design component.
Research work and international standardization in the field of electrical fuses have primarily dealt with their
physical effects, electrical performance and operational behaviour. Not very much attention was paid to their
function as design components for LV substration cable distribution boards, in spite of the fact that the user benefits
and consequently the competitiveness of fuse systems depend very much upon this function. Looking closer at
problems related to fuse adaption to switchgear designs, the fuse-base appears to obviously of gaining importance as
the essential link to the switchboard. In the literature and international standards, however, fuse-bases are hardly
mentioned and the physical integration of HRC fuses in their technical environment has not been a major issue so
far. On the occasion of a poll conducted within major European and North American countries by IEC SC 32B,
which was aimed to determine the most important features of a potential worldwide unified fuse system, out of the
ten top ranked attributes, five each were related to electrical performance and operational behaviour respectively.
Design features were given low priority /1/2.
Electrical function and performance of the NH system, however, have reached a high level of user satisfaction in
various respects, such as
reliable protection of cables, lines and equipment against short-circuit and - if need be - overload currents
discriminating disconnection of defective lines or devices
tailor-made characteristics for protection of almost any apparatus and systems
limitation of dynamic short-circuit currents on a high level of breaking capacity
minimum power dissipation
reliable function without aging or the need for maintenance work.
After more than a hundred years of development work in this field, the state of the art can be deemed to have
reached maturity, i. e. major progress in functionality of electrical fuses cannot be expected in the foreseeable
future. In order to strengthen the competitiveness of fuses over other protective devices, the focus of development
and - if need be - standardization work has to be directed towards application, primarily design improvement of
distribution boards and additional benefits for the network operator. The authors believe that on the basis of
standardized fuse-links, specially designed fuse-bases and where applicable fuse-carriers may offer a variety of
additional functions to the installer and operator of low voltage distribution systems. By means of the example of
specific features of the NH system according to IEC Publ. 269-2-1 Section I "Fuses with fuse-links with blade
contacts" /3/, the authors explain some of the useful additional functions fuses may exhibit in LV distribution
systems.
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2

Paramount Features of the NH System

2.1

NH Fuse-Links

NH fuse-links exhibit in addition to the electrical properties described in IEC 269-1 and 1EC 269-2-1 some special
properties that can be used for improved network operation and switchgear design in low voltage distribution
networks. One of them is the fact that all fuse-links of one size are interchangeable independent of their rated
currents, utilization category or rated voltage. Thus, an existing LV distribution board may easily be adopted to the
electric devices or network components to be protected. The distribution board may be designed and built based on
the expected total load without knowing all the details of later use. The adoption of the NH fuses to the individual
components to be protected and if need be limitation of the load is simply done by insertion of the proper fuse-link
into the outgoing circuit.
NH fuses have been known and used in Germany since about 1920. The variety of products and their quality have
continuously been improved according to users' needs: consequently all technical requirements were stipulated by
users' needs and layed down in the German standard VDE 0636 /4/ which exceeds IEC 269-2-1 considerably. A
major advantage of this standard-family is the great number of available utilization categories and current ratings of
each fuse size. Table 1 gives an overview of the NH fuse-links made according to VDE 0636 and available in the
market: A number of additional utilization categories and current ratings that are not contained in IEC 269-2-1.
Fuse-links with rated voltages of 690 V, 500 V and 400 V are available in the same dimensions. In addition, VDE
0636 standardizes fuse-links for 1000 V rated voltage.
Table 1- Range of Current Ratings and Utilization Categories of NH Fuse-Links
Size
00

4a

2.1,1

part 21 gL/gG
2- 160 A
6- 160 A
6- 250 A
25 - 400 A
315 - 630 A
500-1600 A

Utilization category according to VDE 0636
part 22gB
part 23 gR
part 22 aM
part 22 gTr
part 23 aR
16- 125 A
16- 160 A
16- 100 A
-/80- 160 A
32- 160 A
-/25 - 160 A
35 - 160 A
25 - 250 A
-/16-250 A
35 -250 A
32 - 250 A
80- 400 A
50- 250 kVA
16-400 A
80 - 400 A
160-400 A
315 -630 A 125 - 630 A
50- 400 kVA
-/315 - 630 A
315 - 1250 A
50- 1000 kVA
-/-/-

solid link
250 A
250 A
400 A
630 A
1000 A
2500 A

Utilization Categories

VDE utilization categoric "gL" corresponds to "gG" of the international standard IEC 269-2-1. There are, however,
more severe requirements to be fullfilled with respect to low overcurrent interruption: For utilization "gL" an
additional breaking capacity test has to be passed with the fusing current If at full recovery voltage.
Utilization category "gTr" has specifically been developed for overload protection of distribution transformers in
°rder to allow for economic transformer load. These fuse-links acc. to VDE 0636/22 provide discrimination to the
up-stream high voltage fuses as well as to the down-stream fuses for the outgoing cables.
Utilization category "gB" is designed for cable and line protection in the mining Industrie and is especially
insensitive to in-rush currents of electric motors. In addition they meet aggravated test requirements concerning
breaking capacity test.
Among the fuses for semiconductor protection, VDE 0636/23 defines in addition to "aR" fuse-links as known from
IEC 269-4 full breaking range fuse-links of the utilization category "gR". The utilization categories "aR" and "aM"
me identical to the corresponding IEC-types. As a rule their breaking capacity is however at least 120 kA.
In case there is no circuit protection needed, a solid link may be used instead of the fuse-link and provide a point of
Une isolation. Solid links provide greater current carrying capacity to the fuse-base and are therefore mainly used in
busbar feeder units.
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Aside of the various fuse-links shown in table 1, there is a number
of special links available which can be used instead of standard
fuse-links, e. g. current transformer combination units (Fig. 1). C.
t. combination units consist of a NH fuse-link with a c. t. mounted
on the blade contact. Both the fuse-link and the c. t. have one
gripping lug each and the combination unit can be installed in the
place of a regular size NH fuse-link. Earthing and short-circuiting
devices in the standard dimensions of NH fuse-links can also be
inserted into the fuse-bases for safe working conditions. Insulating
links are available for protection against inadvertent energizing of
disconnected circuits.

Fig. 1 - C. t. combination unit
Because of their generally high breaking capacity, NH fuses of different sizes and extremly different current ratings
may be installed on the same busbar system up to prospective short-circuit currents of 100 kA and above.
2.1.2

Design Features

One of the most useful design features of NH fuse-links is the solid 6 mm blade contact made of silver plated
copper or copper alloy. They do not only provide excellent permanent electrical contact and allow for easy fuselink replacement but are also suitable moving contacts for switching operations, as shown in 3.2.1. Arc erosion of
the solid material and deterioration of the contact surface is kept within acceptable limits.
Sometimes even minor details may provide significant benefits to the network operator, e. g. blown fuse indicators
that ease identification of interrupted circuits are mandatory for NH fuse-links. Geometry and material allow for an
indicator placed preferably in the front center where visibility is best.
Insulated gripping lugs are mentioned in IEC 269-2-1 but not really specified as such. They are supposed to
provide protection against accidential access to live parts. The German standard for NH fuse-links, VDE 0636/21
defines test requirements concerning insulation, mechanical and thermal endurance of insulated gripping lugs that
ensure a high level of workers' safety.

2.2

NH Fuse-Holders in Low Voltage Cable Distribution Boards

A paramount feature of the NH fuse-base is the spring-loaded silver-plated copper jaws that receive the 6 mm blade
contacts. According to table IV of IEC 269-1, silver-plated copper contacts are not subject to a temperature rise
limit other than the necessity of not causing any damage to adjacent parts. All other sorts of contacts have to respect
the temperature limits as given in table IV.
The contacts of the NH system make fuse-link replacement very easy even when live or under load. For improved
workers' safety the contacts may be covered with insulating covers, that compliment the insulating gripping lugs as
mentioned above to a high level of protection against accidental access to live parts.
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The development of 3-phase units of NH fuse-bases
for direct busbar mounting (Fig. 2a) in Germany
reduced the assembly effort and the dimensions of
LV fuse-boards significantly. Fuse-rails as shown in
Fig. 2b consist of three vertically arranged fusebases for 3-phase circuits and have integrated crossbars to the terminals outside the busbar area. Thus,
an even more space saving busbar arrangement in
one plane can be achieved. Fuse-rails additionally
give the LV distribution boards a very clear
appearance for easy identification of the individual
outgoing circuits.
Fig. 2 - NH fuse-bases for direct busbar mounting
a) Single-phase fuse-bases
b) three-phase fuse-bases (fuse-rails)
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As mentioned before, NH fuse-links may be operated by means of a replacement handle under load conditions as
occur in the LV distribution network of power utilities. The operational performance may further be increased by
special contact design or additional arc quenching devices. There have also fuse-bases and fuse-rails been
developed with integrated fuse-carriers (Fig. 3) that allow even less skilled persons to safely operate these devices.
The switching capacity of these devices exceeds the necessities of power utilities and makes them suitable for
industrial use with higher rated currents, higher rated voltages and power factors as occur in motor circuits. These
devices meet the requirements of the fuse standard IEC 269-2-1 as well as the standard for fuse combination units
IEC 947-3 /5/.

m
m

a)

b)

CJ

c)

Fig. 3 - Fuse-holders with load break capacity (fuse-switches)
a) Single-phase unit
b) Three-phase horizontal fuse arrangement
c) Three-phase vertical fuse arrangement
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NH Fuses - Major Switching and Protective Device in
Power Utility Distribution Systems

3.1

Places of Use of NH Fuses in Distribution Systems

3.1.1

Architecture of German Power Utility LV-Networks

The majority of private housholds and small business customers are supplied with electrical energy via the 400 V 3phase distribution network of public power utilities. For that reason the LV-network expands over the whole
country, is heavily branched and consists of huge lengths of cables and overhead lines. The necessity to have full
control over this very complex network and to provide cost efficient service has led to mashed network
configurations or open rings operated as radial networks. Networks in areas with very low power consumption or
concentrated load (residential areas with electric storage heaters) are sometimes designed purely radially. In case of
a breakdown, the faulty line can be disconnected easily and the remainder of the network step by step reenergized.
Individual lines can also be isolated for construction work.
As the continuity of electric power is the major target of distribution network operation, all network components
have to be selected thoroughly with respect to reliability of function, ease of assembly, easy adaptability to local
load conditions. They should also be maintenance free and of safe design.
NH fuses have therefore been selected by German power utilities as protective, isolating and switching devices in
the LV distribution network. They enable a very simple and economic design of LV distribution boards in the
transformer substations as well as in cable distribution cabinets and house connection boxes.
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3.1.2.

LV Distribution Board in Transformer Substations

Transformer substations represent the link between regional MV and the local LV system. The LV distribution
board contains as a rule a 3-phase busbar system with 6 to 8 outgoing circuits having rated currents up to 400 A
(Fig. 4). The utilization of fuse-rails as standardized in DIN 43623 161 leads to a very compact, cost efficient, easy
to install and clear arrangement of the outgoing units. The incoming unit consists of an NH fuse-switch
disconnector equipped with fuse-links of the utilization category "gTr". The "gTr"-fuse-links allow to run the
transformer at 130 % of its rated current over a period of 10 h, which is sufficiently long to cover the daily highload periods of power utilities. With this feeder unit an economic utilization of the transformers thermal capacity
can be realized together with overload protection.
The outgoing units (fuse-rails) are equipped with NH fuse-links of the utilization category "gL/gG" for short-circuit
protection of the cables or overhead lines connected.
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Fig. 4 - LV-distribution board in a compact 630 kVA
transformer substation, 1 feeder, 5 outgoing circuits

3.1.3

Fig. 5 - Cable distribution cabinet

Cable Distribution Cabinets

Cable distribution cabinets (CDC) form the knots of the LV distribution network. They are also used for switching
and isolating of the connected lines. CDCs contain an installation similar to the LV compartment of transformer
substations (Fig. 5). Fuse-rails mounted on 3-phase busbars, equipped with "gL/gC'-fuse-links are used for
connection and protection of the individual branches. The outgoing cables and overhead lines have to be protected
against short-circuit currents including those generated by faults at the end of the line. The high breaking capability
of NH fuse-links at low short-circuit currents or high overcurrents respectively is therefore of significant importance
in expanded networks.
In many cases additional circuits will have to be connected to the CDC busbars without interruption of the supply to
existing customers. NH fuse-rails have been designed for safe installation on live busbar systems and do therefore
not have to be installed in advance when the further development of power consumption is not known yet.

3.1.4

Fuse-Units for Private Homes

Service lines to private homes and small business customers are generally connected to the main supply cable by
branch joints without fuses. Short-circuit protection of the branch cable is provided by the upstream fuse-link in the
CDC. According to German wiring regulations VDE 0100/732 111, supply cables and lines entering homes need to
be protected against overheating because of the fire hazard. This mandatory overcurrent protection as well as the
protection of the supply network from faults in the customers installation is performed by NH Fuse-links of the
utilization category "gL/gG" installed in a sealed fuse-unit (Fig. 6). The fuse-bases inside the fuse-unit represent the
take-over point between the power utilitiy's distribution network and the consumer's installation.
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The network operators may remove the fuse-links of the fuse-unit in
order to isolate the home installation from the supply system e. g., to
prevent damage of electronic equipment or household appliances when
high voltage is applied to the supply cable for fault location.
The great number of fuse-units in the field requires a very dependable
and absolutely maintenance-free protective, switching and isolating
system which has been found in the NH fuse-system. Mechanical
switches or MCBs have not proven their suitability as they are
significantly more expensive, dissipate more heat and are not
maintenance-free over the expected service live.

Fig. 6 - Fuse-unit for private homes

3.2

System Operation with NH Fuses

3.2.1

Load Current Switching

Regular switching operations, such as off and on switching of cable and overhead lines or customer main entrances
are performed by removal or insertion of the corresponding NH fuse-links. Switching operations up to 400 V
operating voltage and 400 A operating current can safely be carried out by skilled power utility operators using the
standardized replacement handle and personnel protection means. Even making on a high fault is possible and does
not expose the operators to danger. This practice is limited to the service conditions of the LV distribution network
including a relatively high power factor. Currents above 400 A and lower power factors, e. g. feeder units of the
LV busbar in transformer substation, will also be switched by means of NH fuse-links but fuse-bases with integrated
fuse-carriers, e. g. fuse-switches and fuse-switch-rails, will be used. The utilization of NH fuse-link as moving part
for switching operations offers a great number of switching and isolating points in the distribution network at low
costs and enables the power utilities to sectionalize very small units of their LV distribution network.
When the fuse-links are removed, the fuse-bases form an easy visible and safe isolating distance. Insulating inserts,
if need be with a danger notice, may be used to prevent unauthorized reenergizing of systems when people are at
work. The fuse-bases can also be used for cross-connecting and earthing of a three-phase circuit.

3.2.2

Short-Circuit Protection

The prospective short-circuit currents in LV distribution networks have been continuously increasing and exceed in
most places the level of 25 kA. In congested areas the prospective short-circuit current may reach significantly
higher levels. The power utilities have opted for current limiting fuses rather than circuit breakers as the thermal and
dynamic stability of network components, which means capital investment can be kept on a much lower level.

3.2.3.

Interruption of Overload Currents

While high short-circuit currents do not represent a major problem for power-fuses (the breaking capacity of NH
fuse-links typically exceeds 100 kA), the interruption of lower level fault currents or overload currents may
represent a problem to some fuse-systems. NH fuse-links of the utilization category gL have to pass the fusing
current test at full recovery voltage. This test duty is related to the smallest short-circuit current generated by faults
at the end of a line, that needs to be interrupted by the fuse. Overload protection of underground cables and
overhead lines is usually not necessary as human lifes and private property will not be endangered (with the
exception of home supplies as mentioned under 3.1.4). The interruption of temporary overloads is anyhow not
desired as the power utilities are very much interested to keep the system in service during the periods of maximum
energy consumption or in emergency cases.
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3.2.4

Discrimination

The radial architecture of LV distribution networks contains several protective devices in series. They have all to be
coordinated so that correct discrimination is achieved under all fault conditions and only the nearest protective
device should clear the fault. The network protection by means of NH fuse-links from the transformer substation to
the customers fuse-unit ensures proper discrimination and limits the interruption to the faulty circuit. NH fuse-links
are available in a broad range of current ratings in each size and do therefore enable very fine discrimination from
the transformer substation down to the CDCs and the customer fuse-units. Discrimination is given between current
ratios of 1:1.6 over the entire operation characteristic, i. e. under overload and short circuit conditions. Proper
selection of the gL-fuse-links in series by their rated current, limits the faulty circuit and service interruption to an
absolute minimum and gives optimum utilization of the thermal capacity of underground cables and overhead lines.
3.2.5

Additional Features

NH fuses as protective and switching devices in the LV distribution network combine a high level of reliability with
a minimum of maintenance effort as they do not contain any complicated movable mechanical parts. The melting
element of the fuse-link integrates the functions of current and time measurement, triggering and breaking in a very
simple matter. There is no sophisticated parameter setting or calibration necessary and no malfunctions or other
problems may occur by mechanical wear or fatigue of materials as are quite common with circuit-breakers.
The low power dissipation of NH fuse-links compared with circuit breakers enables small dimensions of customer
fuse-units and CDCs and avoids thermal problems even at high operating currents.
The power utilities use the interchangeability of NH fuse-links by rated current for adoption to changing local load
conditions or for changes in the network configuration.
Last but not least it has to be mentioned that disposal of NH fuse-links after operation has not been a problem and is
not expected to be one in the future. Operated NH fuse-links may be disposed like ordinary household waste but
under environmental aspects the recovery of noble metals in a converter process as used by copper refineries seems
to be advisable. The residual mineral components contained in NH fuse-links are suitable materials for road paving.
The presently high level of technical requirements and product quality of NH fuses goes back to a German power
utility initiatives of more than 30 years ago when the important criteria for fuses in power utility distribution
systems were laid down in a German standard. Major subjects of this standard formed part of the international and
European fuse standard. The VDE mark usually restricted to consumer products has also been implemented for
fuse-links in order to ensure a consistantly high level of quality by third party certification and product survey. NH
fuse-links have therefore become a very cost efficient component for the public power utility distribution network
and since proven their longterm reliability.
3.3

Workers's Safety Aspects

3.3.1

Safety Rules for Switching Operations

The replacement of current carrying NH fuse-links follows the rules of work carried out on live parts. Withdrawal
and insertion of NH fuse-links in an open type assembly without protection against direct access to live parts and
without any specific arc quenching means is not considered dangerous, providing certain conditions and rules are
adhered to. The operator has to make use of standardized replacement handles with integrated leather sleeves and
has to wear a safety hat with protective screen. Distribution boards in the LV system of power utilities are as a rule
of the open-type assembly, the operation and specifically replacement of NH fuse-links is therefore reserved to
trained electricians or to operators instructed in electrotechnical matters. They are authorized to withdraw and insert
NH fuse-links under regular operating voltages up to 400 V and operating currents up to 400 A. Making on a high
fault is also possible because of the current limiting characteristics of the fuse-links and does not represent a major
risk. Switching of currents and voltages that exceed the above mentioned limits is also possible if the fuse-links are
operated by means of fuse-carriers that are integral parts of the fuse-holders. Additional means for better control of
the arc energy (arc quenching devices) may be needed.
Existing distribution boards with empty spaces on the busbars may be completed by additional fuse-rails without
disconnection of the busbar system. The connection of additional outgoing cables is also possible without service
interruption of existing circuits. Before working on a live system, insulating covers have to be applied to adjacent.
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live parts in order to prevent accidential access. Insulating tools as well as suitable body protection means have to
be used. Aside from the technical safety devices and rules, there are clear operating instructions and a clear
organization structure is necessary, too. That means the design of low voltage distribution boards and the
organization of the staff have to go together. Under these conditions work on live systems can be done on a high
level of safety.
3.3.2

Installation in closed operating rooms

There is no permanent protection against access to live parts needed for distribution boards inside customer fuseunits, CDCs and transformer substations. The protection required by safety rules is provided by their location inside
locked operating rooms. By organization directions it is ensured that specifically trained and instructed operators
only may have access to these rooms. The utilization of uniform design criteria for transformer substations and
CDCs over extended periods of time ensures uniform and well known working conditions throughout the network.
The implementation of additional insulating covers or encapsulations in distribution boards or on individual
components is partially possible but includes the risk of mistakes as the operators have to identify the actual type of
distribution and level of protection and act accordingly.
Under extremely narrow conditions, NH fuse-boards may be equipped with contact covers and insulated grippinglugs for better protection against direct access to live parts. The open type assembly is however the preferably used
type of NH fuse-board. It has proven its suitability in operating practice and represents the generally accepted state
of the art of German power utilities.

4

NH Fuse-Boards for Industrial Use

Low voltage distribution boards in the industry are usually not located in separate operating rooms where
unauthorized access may be excluded, but in easily accessible locations. Fuses and fuse-switches are therefore
installed behind locked steel-doors. The operating personnel does usually not exhibit the same level of skill in
switching and handling of NH fuse-links as the power utility staff. This is a major reason for why the industry
prefers NH fuse combination-units with integrated fuse-carriers which do not need a replacement handle for
operation. The three-pole fuse-rail design is preferably used for the sake of efficiency in space consumption and
clearness of the arrangement of outgoing circuits in large size distribution boards. Fig. 7 shows an arrangement of
fuse-switch-rails for dependent manual operation and fig. 8 withdrawable switch-fuse-rails for independent manual
switching operation. One of the most important features of these NH fuse-combination units is isolation of electric
circuits and equipment for maintenance and repair work. For this purpose the actuators of these devices can be
locked in either connected or isolated position by means of several padlocks in order to prevent unauthorized
switching operations.

Fig. 7 - Industrial switchboard with
fuse-switch-disconnectors

Fig. 8 - Industrial switchboard with
switch-disconnector-fuses
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Distribution boards with fuse-switch-rails are usually of the enclosed assembly type, whereas switch-fuse-rails are
used in dead front assemblies with accessible actuators. They are suited for more frequent switching including
motor-switching by unskilled persons. Due to the withdrawable design, switch-fuse-rails can be exchanged without
deenergizing of the busbars, that means without interruption of other equipment of the same distribution board. NH
fuse-combination units have been basically designed to be used in dead-front assemblies or enclosed assemblies
with a minimum 1P2X degree of protection against direct contact and typically 1P3X.
In industrial distribution boards remote indication of blown fuses is very often needed in order to identify the defect
circuit or equipment immediately and initiate corrective actions with no time delay. For that reason fuse
combination-units are equipped with electronic or electro-mechanical blown fuse indicating devices that signalize
via a micro-switch wheather a fuse and which fuse has blown. Additional micro-switches may be used to indicate
the I/O-position of the switch or whether a fuse-link is present or not.

5

Conclusions

On the basis of standardized fuse-links, specifically designed fuse-bases and -where applicable- fuse-carriers may
offer a variety of additional functions to the installer and operator of LV distribution systems, e. g.
compact sized and clearly arranged distribution panels,
less assembly effort,
uniform components,
adaptability to load circuits,
sectionalizing and isolating function,
load-break function.
By means of the example of specific design features of the NH system according to IEC Publ. 269-2-1 Section I
"Fuses with Blade Contacts", the authors explain some of the useful additional features fuses may exhibit in LV
distribution systems. Triple fuse-bases for installation on copper busbars of a 3-phase system (fuse-rails) have
shown to be very efficient in space consumption, installation effort and clearness of the arrangement of distribution
panels.
The generally high breaking capacity of NH fuse-links enables side-by-side installation of low and high rated
current circuits on high-power busbar systems. As NH fuse-links are interchangeable by rated current, rated voltage
and utilization category the distribution panels are very flexible in use even after installation. Increasing load or
changing equipment, in most cases requires the replacement of fuse-links only and no modification of the panel.
The nature of NH blade-contacts made of solid copper or brass allows for load-break operations. Clear operating
instructions for work with NH fuses allow for a high level of workers' safety. With the fuse-links removed, the
fuse-base represents an easily visible isolating distance between adjacent parts of the network. Thus NH fuse-panels
offer a great number of possibilities to sectionalize a LV network at reasonable costs. Power interruptions caused
by faults or maintenance work may thus be limited to small areas and the continuity and reliability of service
increased in an economic way.

/!/ IEC SC 32B (Sec) 198 "Enquiry: Survey to evaluate an order of importance of the attributes of fuse-systems"
111 IEC SC 32B (Sec) 113 "Results of enquiry on 32 B (Secretariat) 198"
13/ IEC Publication 269-2-1: 1987 "Supplementary requirements for fuses for use by authorized persons (fuses
mainly for industrial applications)"
/4/ Deutsche Norm VDE 0636 "Niederspannungssicherungen"
151 IEC Publication 947-3: 1990 "Low-voltage switchgear and controlgear; switches, disconnectors, switchdisconnectors and fuse-combination units."
161 Deutsche Norm DIN 43623 "Niederspannungs-Hochleistungs- (NH) Sicherungsleisten 660 V 100-630 A,
Mai 1981"
111 Deutsche Norm VDE 0100 Teil 732 "Hausanschlüsse in öffentlichen Kabelnetzen"
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FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF CURRENT LIMITING
FUSES PROTECTING MOLDED CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERS
JOHN M. ACKERMANN
Bussmann Div. Cooper Industries, Inc.,St. Louis, MO 63178 USA
Abstract-In the past one method of coordinating circuit breakers and fuses has been accomplished through testing
according to test agency standards. Fuse-circuit breaker combinations are subjected to a short-circuit without a
clear understanding of the outcome of the test. The fuse rating was determined by a process of trial-and-error, that
is, the fuse ampere rating was decreased until a combination of fuse and circuit breaker was found that would
protect the circuit breaker from damage.
A critical time in the circuit breaker's performance has been identified and it will be shown that the circuit breaker
will be protected at any available current if the selected fuse melts prior to the critical time in the breaker's
operation. A desired level of protection of a circuit breaker by a fuse will thus be determined by a method other
than trial and error.
Circuit breakers with a 10,000 ampere interrupting rating were tested with a series fuse with an available current of
100,000 amperes. All of the circuit breakers were successfully protected at 100,000 amperes by the fuse selected by
the methods given in this paper.

Introduction
This paper addresses the relationship between current limiting fuses and 125 volt molded case circuit breakers
when the combination is applied beyond the circuit breaker's marked interrupting rating. The ratio of the
instantaneous potential across the circuit breaker and the current through the circuit breaker when the circuit
breaker is subjected to a short-circuit is defined as the instantaneous circuit breaker resistance. A point in time has
been identified from the graph of instantaneous circuit breaker resistance that is critical to the performance of the
circuit breaker and has been labeled as the "critical time". The success or failure of the circuit breaker is
determined by its behavior after the critical time. The critical time is a function of the current rating of the circuit
breaker, available current and the closing angle of the circuit.
It is common practice to insert a series fuse on the line side of the circuit breaker for the purpose of applying circuit
breakers in systems where the available short-circuit current exceeds the breakers interrupting capability. The
purpose of the circuit breaker is to protect the load side conductors and the load while the purpose of the fuse is to
protect the breaker and down stream equipment. The reason for using fuse-breaker combinations is to obtain
higher interrupting ratings at lower cost. The interrupting rating of the combination is determined by the
interrupting rating of the fuse when fuses and breakers are applied in series properly. It has been determined that
the relationship between the time for the current carrying element of the fuse to melt and the critical time for the
circuit breaker is the determining factor for the successful protection of the circuit breaker.
The melting time of the fuse is a function of the ampere rating of the fuse, the available current and the closing
angle. The critical time for a circuit breaker and the melting time for a fuse can be represented by a time-current
characteristic. When the melting time-current characteristic for a fuse lies below the critical time-current
characteristic for a circuit breaker, the circuit breaker will be protected at all levels of fault current, up to the
interrupting rating of the current limiting fuse.
Current practice is to use a fuse with a large current rating. A combination of fuse and circuit breaker is tested at
the maximum available current for which protection is desired. A small number of tests are conducted without a
clear understanding of the outcome of the test and without any knowledge of the margin of protection.
The level of confidence in the coordination of the combination of circuit breakers and fuses selected for circuit
protection is increased by the principles given in this paper. The outcome of subsequent fuse-circuit breaker tests
can be predicted once the characteristics for the circuit breaker critical time and fuse melting time is determined.
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Procedure
Experiments were performed with circuit breakers rated at 30 and 60 amperes. All measurements were performed
at 125 VAC, 60 Hz. The interrupting rating of the circuit breakers was 10,000 amperes (RMS). Test currents
ranged from 11,800 amperes (36% P.F.) to 25,200 amperes (21% P.F.). Data was collected for closing angles of 0,
30 and 60 degrees for each of the test circuits. The critical time for a circuit breaker was determined with circuit
breakers tested alone. One test was conducted for each circuit breaker rating for each circuit.
The ratio of the instantaneous potential difference measured across the circuit breaker and the current through it
yielded the instantaneous circuit breaker resistance. The critical times for each of the tested circuit breakers were
determined by graphing the instantaneous resistance for the circuit breaker as a function of time. The critical time
can be determined from the instantaneous resistance characteristic regardless of the success or failure of the circuit
breaker. The nature of the circuit breaker failures were: ruptured cases, loosened rivets or failure to reclose at the
conclusion of the test. There was no attempt to verify the calibration of the breakers at the conclusion of the
experiments.
The melting time for fuses in series with circuit breakers were determined at currents ranging from 11, 000
amperes to 25,200 amperes, the same circuits that were used for the circuit breaker tests. A melt time-current
curve was generated for the fuses by graphing the time for the fuse to melt versus the available current for each of
the closing angles. In most cases more than one fuse was tested for each of the test conditions.

Results
A critical time was found for each of the circuit breakers as a function of available current and closing angle. The
time for a fuse to melt while in series with a circuit breaker was used to construct a melt time-current
characteristic for fuses with circuit breakers. A time-current characteristic was determined from the critical time
data obtained from the tests of circuit breakers. The proper coordination of fuses and circuit breakers can be
determined by graphing the melt time for a fuse in series with a circuit breaker and the critical time for a circuit
breaker on the same axis.
The instantaneous resistance for a successful and unsuccessful circuit breaker test is shown in Fig. 1. The critical
difference between the successful and unsuccessful circuit breaker performance is determined from the data from
these two tests. The point of departure of the two graphs has been identified as the critical time for the circuit
breaker. The inflection point, identified as the critical time, can be found from the instantaneous resistance graph
regardless of the performance of the circuit breaker.
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Fig. 1 Instantaneous resistance versus time for a successful and an unsuccessful breaker test.
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Fig. 2 Critical time versus available current for a 30 ampere circuit breaker.
A graph of critical times versus available current for a 30-ampere circuit breaker is shown in Fig. 2. Results for a
60-ampere circuit breaker are shown in Fig. 3. Both were tested at closing angles of 0°, 30° and 60°.
The time for fuses to melt was determined with a fuse in series with a circuit breaker because of the influence of the
circuit breaker on the available current. The contacts of a circuit breaker separate a short time after current
initiation resulting in an added impedance to the circuit and as a consequence the rate of rise of current is less than
with a fuse alone. The time for a fuse to melt when it is in series with a circuit breaker is a function of the available
current.
The time for a fuse to melt is shown with and without a series circuit breaker in Fig. 4. The time for a fuse to melt
with a series circuit breaker is longer than the time to melt without a series circuit breaker.
The melt time for a fuse in series with a circuit breaker is also a function of closing angle. Melt time for a typical
200 ampere Class RK1 [1] fuse in series with a 30 ampere circuit breaker is shown in Fig. 5 at three closing angles.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the melt time for a fuse in series with and without a series circuit breaker.
If the critical time-current characteristic for a circuit breaker and the melt time for a series fuse are plotted on the
same graph, the level of coordination of the fuse and circuit breaker can be determined. Fig. 6 shows the melt time
current characteristic for a 400 ampere Class J [1] fuse in series with a 30 ampere circuit breaker.
The time-current characteristics for the fuse and circuit breaker together shows that the melt time for the fuse is not
well separated from the critical time for the circuit breaker. At the 25,000 ampere level (with zero degree closing)
a breaker failure (breaker case ruptured) was encountered in this series of experiments. Fig. 6 shows that there are
cases in which the fuse melted before the critical time for the circuit breaker. There were also cases in which the
circuit breaker opened before the fuse melted. Note that two of three breakers reclosed, did not have loosened
rivets and did not rupture the case at the conclusion of the test at the 25,000 ampere. The result of a test with a 400
ampere Class J fuse and a 30 ampere circuit cannot be predicted because there is no clear separation of the fuse
melt times and the circuit breaker critical times.
Melt time-current characteristics for a 200 ampere Class RK1 [1] and a 30 ampere circuit breaker are shown in
Fig. 7. The graph clearly shows separation between the critical times for the circuit breaker and the melting times
for the fuse.
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Fig. 6 Critical time for a 30 ampere circuit breaker and the melt time for a 400 ampere Class J fuse.
A comparison of the critical times for a 30 and 60 ampere circuit breaker with the melting time for a 200 ampere
Class RK1 [1] fuse are shown for a 0° closing angle in Fig. 8. The definite separation between the melt time for
the fuse and the series circuit breaker's critical times can be seen from this graph.
Conclusions
The trend of the graphs of the critical times for the 30 and 60 ampere circuit breaker suggest that the critical times
for those breakers will always be greater than the melt time for a 200 ampere Class RK1 (1J fuse. As a test of the
hypothesis, circuit breakers rated at 15, 30, 60 and 70 amperes were tested in series with a 200 ampere Class RK1
[1) fuse with an available current of 100,000 amperes. The assumption was made that the critical time for a 15
ampere circuit breaker was near the critical time for a 30 ampere circuit breaker and the critical time for a 70
ampere circuit breaker was near the critical time of a 60 ampere circuit breaker. 100,000 ampere tests were
conducted at closing angles of zero degrees and sixty degrees. At the conclusion of the test all of the circuit
breakers were in tact, reclosed and showed continuity.
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This investigation was limited to a single model of circuit breaker from one manufacturer. Circuit breakers of
different designs and manufacturers should be studied before applying the techniques described in this paper in
general.
The purpose of this investigation was to find a guiding principle for the protection of circuit breakers by fuses when
circuit breakers are applied beyond their interrupting capability. A critical feature in the instantaneous resistance
characteristic for the circuit breaker proved to be useful when relating the interaction of fuses and circuit breakers.
Relating the melt time of the fuse to the "critical time" of the circuit breaker allowed the correct prediction of
desired performance at ten times the interrupting rating of the circuit breaker.
References
[1] North American Harmonized Fuse Standards, Class J 248-8, Class R 248-12.
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COORDINATION OF FUSES AND OVERVOLTAGE
PROTECTION DEVICES IN LOW-VOLTAGE MAINS
J. Schönau, F. Noack, R. Brocke
TU Ilmenau, Germany

Summary
Fuses are used together with arresters in different types of overvoltage protection devices for low-voltage mains. The
requirements on lv fuses which are installed in cascaded surge protection devices at the entrance of buildings are
discussed. Experimental investigations on different sizes of lv fuses with lightning single pulse currents (10/350 ps)
up to 80 kA deliver the behaviour of fuses in the prearcing phase. From this the permissible lightning pulse currents
and the matching short-circuit currents were determined.

1

Introduction

Fuses are commonly designed, tested and used to interrupt short-circuit currents as well as long duration
overcurrents. But it is a worldwide experience in distribution systems that fuses operate during thunderstorms and
have to lead lightning currents.
In some countries it is a common method to use single-phase expulsion fuses for medium-voltage overhead line
protection. Statistics from UK showed that most fuses blow during thunderstorms caused by no-damage transient
phenomena [1], Therefore these fuses were more and more replaced by other devices.
The nuisance operation of fuses on medium-voltage transformers during thunderstorms caused by long-duration
lightning currents (amplitude less than 1 kA and some ms duration) was described in a Canadian paper [2]. This
overcurrent operation is not a problem of the lightning current withstand of the fuses, but a problem of coordination
of fuses, lightning arresters and transformers.
An other aspect of coordination between current limiting fuses and lightning arresters in medium voltage networks
was described in [3], When a current-limiting fuse interrupts a high fault current, the peak arc voltage over the fuse
causes a discharge current through the arrester, which mustn’t damage the protective device.
Also in the Australian medium-voltage networks the problem of nuisance fuse operations became important and the
reasons were investigated in research projects. Laboratory tests with single puls lightning currents (8/20 ps to 40 kA,
4/10 ps to 80 kA) and multipulse currents (6 times 8/20 ps to 10 kA) were carried out on fuses up to 25 A current
rating [4], The results demonstrate that multiple lightning strokes with relatively small peak currents can vaporise
fuses.

2

Fuses in low-voltage mains

Overvoltage protective devices in low-voltage mains are used in an ever increasing extent to protect the increasing
number of sensitive electronic equipment like computers, information systems, control systems.
These problems of Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) become more and more important in low-voltage mains. In
order to guarantee the undisturbed function of these vulnerable electronic systems the requirements on the
overvoltage and overcurrent protection systems regarding protection levels and uninterruptible power systems (UPS)
are much higher than for usual electrical installations. From this one has to see the fuses as a part of the protection
systems which are installed mainly at the entrance of power lines into the buildings.
For the coordination of fuses and overvoltage protection devices in low-voltage mains only a few investigations are
known. There is a long experience in European companies that surge arresters have included an internal disconnector
for disconnection of the failed varistor from the main (Fig. la). This combination of a special fuse and a
disconnector avoids explosion or burning of the arrester during passage of large fault currents [5].
This arrester circuit guarantees an uninterrupted duty but the „protected loads" can be exposed by following transient
overvoltages so long as the arrester has not been replaced.
An optional fusing circuit (Fig. lb) was recommended by STÄNDLER [6] for use with suppressors on the lowvoltage mains.
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Fig. la: Low-voltage arrester equipped with thermal controlled disconnector and indicator circuit
Fig. lb: „Open fail“ fusing circuit for low voltage arresters
Fig. lc: Cascaded surge protection device
The fuse will open not only during overload currents but also if the varistor fails. When the fuse opens, the protected
loads are disconnected from the mains so that they will not be stressed to future overvoltages. However, the
interruption of the power supply is often not acceptable. This technique is appropriate for use only in some special
situations. The use of an adjusted fuse in series to the varistor will decrease the reliability of the surge protection,
because the usual low-voltage fuses are more vulnerable to lightning surges than the varistors [7], [8].
Therefore the coordination of surge arresters and fuses in series in high reliable cascaded surge protection devices
has to be considered even in the case of required high protection levels. In such a cascade (see Fig. lc) some surge
protective devices were installed in parallel, electrically separated by the impedance of the wiring inside the
building.
The first surge protective device consists of a heavy duty spark gap which is able to lead lightning currents up to
some 10 kA. From the manufacturers a fuse 2 series connected to the spark gap is foreseen, additional to the usual
installed main fuse 1. During a lightning stroke the ligtning arresters operate and the lightning pulse current flows
through the protective device and also through the fuses.

3

Requirements on the fuses

To guarantee the coordination between the elements during steady-state operation, short-circuit condition and
lightning strikes too the fuses in Fig. lc have to fulfill the following requirements:
- Fuse 1 is normally dimensioned to lead the load current and to protect the loads against overcurrents and shortcircuit currents. The fuse must further lead the lightning current without melting, if an arrester operates during
lightning strike, especially if the spark gap breaks through. In such a case after the lightning pulse a power
frequency short-circuit current flows through the spark gap. Because the arc quenching capability of the spark gap
is limited, the fuse has to protect the spark gap and to interrupt the short-circuit current if the limits will be
exceeded. In some times it is difficult, to fulfill all these requirements in one fuse. Therefore it is necessary to install
the additional fuse 2.
- Fuse 2 must also lead the lightning pulse current without melting and interrupt the short-circuit current through the
spark gap. It is absolutely to avoid that this fuse, in series connected to the arrester and installed between phase
conductor and earth, opens during the lightning puls. This severe requirement follows from the fact, that due to the
high lightning overvoltage the melted fuse generates a relatively high arc voltage which can destroy the parallel
arresters and also the sensitive loads. To guarantee the uninterrupted power supply the Joule-integral of fuse 2
should be less that this of fuse 1 (discrimination of the fuses). Consequently , the fuse 2 could be designed in an
other way, because this fuse must not lead the continuous currents.
Depending on the peak value and the shape of the lightning current the fuses react in different ways:
- leading the pulse current without melting
- melting during the pulse
- exploding due to high energy
The behaviour of low-voltage fuses during lightning pulse stresses is widely unknown. Only some user-oriented tests
were carried out on fuses with lower current ratings mostly using the 8/20 ps-pulse [7], [8].
Therefore investigation were performed on fuses, stressed by lightning pulses according to the new IEC-parameters.
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4

Lightning current stresses of fuses

The parameters of the lightning threat are defined in TEC [9]. Because a ground flash is commonly composed of a
number of separate different discharges (from one to more than 10 strokes) 3 types of stroke currents have been
fixed: the first stroke, the long duration stroke and the subsequent stroke. Parameter for the different protection
levels are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Lightning current parameters acc. IEC (Seer.) 44

protection
level
I - IV

typical wave shape

first stroke
% n2 - 10/350 ps

tj

peak current / kA
energy / MJ/fi

100 ...200

2.5... 10

long duration stroke
Td= 0,5 s
current / A
charge / As

tj

200... 400
100 ... 200

I

I
t—

subsequent stroke
Ti /T2 = 0,25/100 ps
peak current / kA
mean steepness / kA / ps

25..
100..

.
t—

If a building with external lightning protection system was hidden by a direct strike, the injected pulse current is
distributed to the earthing system and to all conductive tubes and cables entering the building. Consequently, only a
part of the lightning current will flow through surge protective devices.
The investigations were carried out with first stroke currents having a waveform 10/350 ps and peak values between
4 and 80 kA. Only these results will be discussed here. Also the effect of multiple pulses should not be considered.

5

Test arrangement

For the lightning current simulation a high-current coaxial pulse generator was used. The generation of high-voltage
and high-current pulses is based on the discharge of a capacitor bank through a low-resistance discharge resistor.
With variable resistors and inductances the same wave shape can be achieved at different pulse currents. The
schematic view is shown in Fig. 2.
This design allows due to the high generator voltage up to 10 kV the injection of a load-independent current, that
means the series connected spark gap with an arc voltage up to 200 V has no influence and can leave out for the test
of the fuses.
capacitor bank
discharge resistors
dumping switch

r

/

&_ /

coupling of
test arrangements

1m

Fig. 2: Schematic view of the highcurrent pulse generator

.
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A coaxial test arrangement including fuse, measuring shunt and voltage probe base been designed, to make the
magnetic field nearly symmetrically and to avoid magnetic forces during the arcing phase in the fuse (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3: Coaxial test arrangement
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The sizes and rated currents of the tested ,,NH“-low-voltage fuses (rated voltage 500 V) are shown in Fig. 4.
size

I

Fig. 4: Sizes and rated currents of the
tested fuses
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Experimental results
The fuses were tested by single pulses with increasing peak currents to obtain the stress limits during lightning
strikes beyond there the fuses open. Figure 5 shows the time behaviour of characteristic functions. Currents and
voltages were measured, it is possible to calculate other values from the digital records.
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Fig. 5: Characteristic functions of fuses during lightning current stress (a - peak current 4 kA,b - peak current 15 kA)
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If a fuse is stressed by a pulse with relatively small peak value the notches melt during the tail of the current pulse
and the melting time is relatively long, e. g. some 100 ps. The higher the peak current the shorter the melting time
down to some ps, that means the notches can melt during the rise of the pulse.
In order to compare the melting effect due to pulse currents with the usual power frequency fuse characteristics, the
pulse melting currents were converted into rms-values (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6: Conversion of pulse currents
into rms-values
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The pulse melting integral values, calculated from these rms-values, and the melting times can be drawn in usual fuse
characteristics (Fig. 7). The power frequency scatter bands of the different rated currents are defined by the
standards. For every actual type of the investigated fuses also some 50-Hz-values were measured, which describe the
transition to the pulse values.
1.000
l2ptp/kA2s

Fig. 7: Melting integral and melting
time versus current rms-values
(Ip = prearcing current, tp = prearcing
time, tVp = virtual prearcing time)
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The slight rise of the necessary melting integral with increasing pulse current is also to obtain in the graph, showing
the melting integral versus current density in the notches in fig. 8.
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Fig. 8: Melting integral versus
current density in notches
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It is to consider, that increasing pulse currents are combined with diminishing melting times. The increase of the
Joule integral for long melting times as well as for very short melting times can be recognized in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: Melting integral versus
melting time
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Regarding these results 3 regions in the prearcing (melting) behaviour of usual low-voltage fuses can be defined
(Fig. 10):
a) Power frequency overcurrent region
Due to heat conduction inside the melting conductor and from conductor to sand a relatively high melting integral
is necessary.
b) Short-circuit current and pulse current region
Under adiabatic conditions the minimum melting integral occures.
c) Fast pulse current region
With increasing pulse peak currents and current steepnesses the melting time decreases and the melting integral
increases. This region, having current densities more than 107 A/cm2, means the transition to the „exploding
wires".
fi*dt' overcurrent
region

V

heat storage
and
conduction

short circuit
pulse current
region

fast pulse
region

heat storage
(adiabatic)

exploding
wires

Fig. 10: Prearcing (melting) regions
of lv-fuses
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As explained before, the fuses can explode, if the pulse current exceeds specific limits. Figure 11 illustrates these
limits, depending on the lightning peak currents.
Fig. 11: Melting and exploding limits
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Conclusions

1. The plot of the melting integral from fig. 7 should be used to illustrate the pulse current withstand of low-voltage
fuses. In this diagramm the connected points represent the change of the rms-values of a given lightning pulse
current, depending on the melting time. This curve represents therefore the specific energy W/R of each injected
load-independent pulse current (Fig. 12). Only these fuses can lead 10/350 ps pulse currents without melting,
whose scatter bands lie above the pulse current curve.
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Fig. 12: Comparison of melting
integrals and specific energies of
lightning pulses
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Comparing the fuse and pulse current characteristics one can indicate the permissible peak values of the lightning
currents for every investigated fuse (Fig. 13).
100-

Ipeak^kA

jlightning melting)

'20ms /kA

— measured
- - calculated

Fig. 13: Permissible lightning
currents and 50-Hz-currents for
lv-fuses

10^permissible lightning current)

The lower limits of the permissible
lightning currents were calculated by
using the specific energy of the first
stroke current and the minimum I2tvalues at t^ = 1ms for the different
fuses, given by the standard [10].

| permissible power freq. current)

35A

63A

100A

160A
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From the coordination of arresters and fuses follows, that fuses must lead a power frequency current of given
values without melting during a period of 20 ms. These permissible power frequency currents were also drawn in
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the diagramm. Therefore this diagramm shows the assignment of permissible pulse currents and short circuit
currents to fuses with different rated currents.
2. It is to guarantee that fuses don’t explode during lightning strikes. The exploding fuse can damage the installation
and produce further short-circuit failures. Over the damaged fuse a short-circuit arc can exist for a longer period
without current limiting effect.
3. The melting integral of low-voltage fuses at usual lightning pulse shapes represents in a relatively wide current
range the attainable minimum of the melting integrals.
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POSSIBILITIES FOR THE EXTENSION OF USE OF
ELECTRICAL FUSE IN FAULT CURRENT LIMITER DEVICES
E.Hnatiuc , Em.Furnica, P.Leonte
Technical University “Gh.Asachi” Iasi-6600 , Romania
Faculty of Electrical Engineering

1

Introduction

The use of fault current limiter devices is usually accepted in MV and HV network. This paper deals with the fuses
and fault current limiter devices as whole working together.
The result are both the reduction of current values and the increase of the reability of the components of the electric
circuit.

2

Current limiter devices with L-C parallel circuits

The principled schema regarding the work of a current limiter device using a L-C parallel circuit (in fact Lo-C0) is
shown in Fig.l .

Lo
CEA
Ri
Of^O

u(t)

Li

M

l_2

Co

R2

o
N
Fig.l
According to the normal state of the circuit supplied by an alternative voltage with U-amplitude , w-pulsation, and
0 - initial phase:

u(t) = U s\n(a)t + 0)

(l)

the impedance Zs:

Zs = R + ja>L,L =L, +L2,R = R\ +R2

(2)

will be completed by the contribution of the L,rQ, parallel circuit.
We can notice that usually they prefer the capacity behaviour of the L,-C0 circuit, [4], which works as a series
compensator of reactive energy in normal state and as current limiter device in fault state respectively.
The total impedance of the circuit is :

Zs=R + jXe,
where :

(3)
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X= (oL —

a>Ln
(4)

co-L0C0 -1

The graphical representation of the |Xc(co)| function shown in Fig.2 shows the following values of the pulsation:

■■'r‘ ’
/
%

I

ML

.4.98,
co„ a) co,

Fig.2
the resonant pulsation of the LQ-Q, circuit, having co0 value:
1
Oil -

(5)
L0C0

- the pulsation co, for which the reactance |Xc(co)| has zero value:

°i\

=

(0

l(X + ~)

>

(6)

Oil

When the Ln-C0 circuit works as a series compensator of reactive energy, is desired that the co pulsation of the
supply should be between co0 and co,, e.g.:

w'=wo(i+^;)

(7)

which makes real the following relation:

X= —coL

(8)

For the fault situation, e.g. short circuit, as a result of an accidental electric connection between the M and N points
of the schema shown in Fig.l, the effect of the limitation of the current is obtained by the change of the
or C0
values which will be L,,’ or C0’ respectively, so that the new resonant pulsation to get the value given by the (7)
relation:

1

L0C0

or

(9)
L0C0
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Taking into account the (5), (7) and (9) relations, results:

£.--V<£.
l

c„--%-<c0

or

(10)

2L

2L

which in case of a fault situation indicates the necessity of the diminuation of L,, or Q, values to the IV or Q,’
values.
It is obviously possible to obtain a double work of this L,,-C„ circuit, as a series compensator of reactive energy in
normal state and as a current limiter device in fault state respectively, e.g. short circuit. This is possible by
modifying the L,, or Q, values to their limits IV or Q,’ respectively.

3

The usage of the fuses in current limitators schemes

This work intends to show the usage of the ensembles which consist of fuses and current limiter devices for the
protection of the circuits when a fault situation appears, e.g. short circuit; it is the break of the fuses which makes
the opportune and efficient work of the current limiter device. Having as a resonant pulsation the supply pulsatior
itself, see relations (5,..., 9) and Fig. 2.
We underline the fact that the work of the fuses when fault states can do switch off of a commutation effective
apparatus (CEA), which is the circuit, due to the increase of the voltage at their terminals.
The switch off of the circuit will be done after enough time to allow the work of the current limiter device, for the
low values of the current, with favourable effects for the circuit components.
We mention that we used EMTP programme to obtain the information by calculations regarding the behaviour of
these circuits which allow to compare the different solutions.
A first solution to use the fuses-current limiter devices ensemble is presented in Fig.3, the fuses being in parallel
with the L,rC0 circuit.

CEA
F

Ri

O

Li

M

Lo

u(t)

b

Co

fc

0

O

N
Fig.3
Fig.4 shows the evolution of the current of the circuit which permits the identification of the successive work stages.
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mm

WWv

Fig.4
Fig.5 shows the solution to use the ensemble fuses-current limiter devices as a series compensator of reactive energy
in normal stage and as a current limiter devices in fault stage. The fuses work makes possible the passing
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/

o

0,2

F
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L,

Cm

Ut
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Fig.5
from the series compensator behaviour characterised by the resonance pulsation (o„, see rel.(5):

L0(Cm +C02)

(11)

to the current limiter behaviour characterised by the cn pulsation, see rel.(l)&(7):

*:=

1

L0C<n

(12)
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WWV

Fig.6

The evolution in time of the current for the circuit in Fig.5 is shown in Fig.6 and it confirms the efficient work of
the current limiter device after the work of the fuses, which completes the series compensator of reactive energy in
normal stage.
One of the shortcomings of the schema presented in Fig.5 referes to the overvoltage of the fuses terminals one it is
switched off.
For the diminish of these overvoltages a schema as the one in Fig.7 is indicated:
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R,
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N
Fig.7
The current evolution in time regarding the circuit shown in Fig.7 which goes through the CEA, is shown in Fig.8
and it’s similar to the one previously presented, but the overvoltages which appears at the fuse terminals are 5-6
times lower in the studied circumstances.
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4 Conclusions
This study suggests the extension use of the fuses in the current limiter devices. For this, taking into account the
possibilities of the L-C parallel circuit we propose different kinds of the fusses-current limiter devices ensembles.
The behaviour of these ensembles can be appreciate by the help adequate soft (EMTP), which makes possible to
compare them.
There is the possibility of a double functionality of these ensembles, as a series compensator of reactive energy in
normal stage and as a current limiter device in fault stage, the passing from one to another is made by the switch of
the fuse.
We propose a solution to diminish of the overvoltage which appears at the fuse terminals.
The period after which CEA makes the switch off the circuit at fault stage allows the work of the current limiter
device with certain advantages regarding the solicitations and the reability of the circuit components.
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1

General.
A document is

still under study at international level (IEC-SC32B) dealing with guidance

notes on co-ordination between fuses and contactors/motor-starters. The work is carried out by
IEC fuse experts in collaboration with contactors/starters manufacturers and is based on the
results of researches and type testing throughout the world. The test requirements for the coordination between contactors or motor starters and fuses are specified in IEC Standards 947-4-1.
Experience has shown that the knowledge of the principles leading to the Standards
requirements is useful to people which are bound to comply with them. The guidance notes under
consideration, then, should provide guidance to assist both the manufacturers and the users in
selecting the most suitable fuse-link ensuring
co-ordination with
a properly specified
contactor/motor starter. As well known, the criterion for co-ordination is based on the comparison
of the l^t and peak current withstand of the contactor and its relay with the total l^t and cut-off
characteristic of fuses.
The comparison has to be
made in accordance with
the test
results expected with
reference to the standardized types "1" or "2" of co-ordination. An additional type "3" of coordination, which has been recently proposed by USA IEC Committee to cover continuity of service
after the occurrence of specified overcurrents is deemed very interesting.
According to type "3” co-ordination, no damage to the overload relay or other parts and no
welding of contactor or starter contacts are permitted.
Fuse-links suitable for ensuring required values of total l^t and peak current are easy to be
found, as, usually, the corresponding characteristics are clearly specified in agreement with the
IEC Standards by fuse manufacturers. As regards contactors or starters, their effective withstand
characteristics to l^t or peak current values are ordinarily not specified. It is customary to state only
that a given contactor or starter protected against overcurrents
by fuses
or other
SCPD's
complies with the test requirements of a standardized type of co-ordination. The specification of the
thermal and electrodynamic
characteristics of a given
contactor or starter under short-circuit
conditions seems therefore to be worthy of further discussion.
A contribution
is presented in this paper together with the results of an appropriate
experimental research. The withstand characteristics of a specified contactor protected by fuses are
shown, as an example, and the conditions are discussed to meet in turn the requirements of types
"1" and "2" of co-ordination and, in addition, those of the above mentioned type "3". The
experimental results are referred to prospective short-circuit current values up to 50 kA (r.m.s.
value).
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2
Dependence of I^t withstand of a contactor upon the electrodynamic
contact repulsion.
Whenever l^t withstand of a contactor is examined, it is necessary to state the prospective
current value to which reference is made. In fact the l^t withstand of a contactor protected by a
given fuse strictly depends upon the current flowing through the contactor, so that the l^t values
as a function of the prospective current vary like those shown in figure 1.
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Fig. 1 l^t withstand of a contactor as a function of prospective current through its contacts
le
8 le
n le
lr
lq

Operational current for utilization category AC3 of the contactor
Overload withstand capability (for 10 s) of the contactor
Minimum current value for which separation of contacts of the contactor (by
electrodynamic effect) occurs
IEC test current related to the operational current for utilization category AC3 of the
contactor
Rated conditional short-circuit current.

It can be seen from figure 1 that the l^t withstand of a contactor rapidly decreases starting
from the current value for which the contacts of the contactor are just thrown apart by
electrodynamic effect.
The importance of such a current value has been discussed in previous papers; here the
results are reported of some appropriate experimental tests intended to emphasize its influence on
the l^t withstand value of a contactor.
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Fig. 2 Photograph a) and relevant sketch b) of the contactor tested.
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Fig. 3 Photograph a) and relevant sketch b) of the artifice by which the l^t witstand of the
contactor shown in fig.2 has been increased.
The tests were carried out at a convenient voltage, 50 Hz, on a single pole of a contactor
( shown in figures 2 a), b) ) having a rated operational current, le, of 300 A.
According to I EC Standards, this contactor has an overload withstand capability of 8le
(2400A, r.m.s.) for 10 s, i.e. an overcurrent withstand l^t of about 58-10® A^s.
The pole of the contactor was submitted in the closed position to successive tests in
order to check its adequacy to withstand the above value of l^t (58-10® A^s) with increased
current values. The current was therefore gradually raised test by test and its duration
correspondingly decreased so as to maintain constant the l^t let-through value.
The test results confirmed that for current values higher than 8le, but lower than that
which starts separating the contacts by electrodynamic effect, i.e. up to 4000 A, r.m.s. value,
(about 5700 A peak value) no contact damage occurred. In other words, the l^t withstand value
relevant to the overload capability of the contactor remained unaltered up to the current value
(about 13 le) for which electrodynamic separation of the contacts occurred.
By the artifice shown in figures 3 a), b), to be compared with figures 2 a), b), the current
value causing contact separation by electrodynamic effect of the poles of the contactor was then
increased up to 26le (7,8 kA r.m.s., 11 kA peak value).
The corrisponding diagram of the l^t withstand becomes that of figure 4.
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Fig. 4 l^t withstand of the contactor, arranged as shown in fig. 3 a), b), as a function of
prospective current through its contacts.
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Fig. 5 Oscillogram of the test current (25 le) withstood for 1.35 s without any damage by
the contactor shown in fig.3

In fact, in the operating conditions of fig.3, the conclusive test was carried out with a
current value of 7,5 kA (25 le) for the duration of 1,35 s, without causing any kind of damage to
the pole contacts of the contactor.The related test oscillogram is shown in fig. 5.
The corresponding l^t withstand of the contactor resulted (76 10^ A^s) , i.e. 35% more
than its overload Kt withstand.
A further increase of the test current above 7,5 kA caused the expected phenomenon of
contact separation which, as well known, is regularly accompanied by arcing, contact erosion or
welding and serious damage to other parts of the contactor.
It is evident, again, that the Kt withstand of a contactor is limited by the current value for
which its contacts are thrown apart by electrodynamic effect.
Laboratoty experience shows that the Kt withstand of a contactor for currents higher than
that causing contact separation becomes much lower in comparison with that corresponding to its
overload capability and has to be limited by a suitable fuse-link (or other SCPDI.This is in
agreement with the European Standards EN 60947-4-1, which, with reference to the overload
current withstand capability of contactors, states: "The l^t value calculated from this test cannot
be used to estimate the performance of the contactor under short-circuit conditions".
The qualitative diagram concerning the l^t withstand of a contactor as a function of
prospective over-current flowing through it is therefore like that already shown in figure I.The
quantitative characteristics for a given contactor to be protected by specified fuses are examined
in the following.

3
Laboratory tests and relevant characteristics aiming at co-ordinating a
contactor with protective fuses.
The above considerations once more prove by evidence that l^t and peak current
withstand of a contactor under overcurrent conditions are firmly related to each other.
As an example, the compendium of the indications that a contactors manufacturer
migth usefully specify in order to facilitate the pursuing of the required type of co-ordination could
be that reported in figures 6 a),b),c),.
Fig. 6a) shows the characteristics of the l^t whitstand, as a function of the prospective
current, of a contactor rated 210 A (operational current for utilization category AC3) at 380V, 50
Hz, having as parameter the Standard co-ordination types 1 and 2 and the new proposed type 3.
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210 A (AC3) , 380 V, 50 Hz, as functions of the prospective current, for the three
standard types of co-ordination.
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Figures 6b) and 6c) give the complementary information about the peak current and the
relevant total current duration withstand to be necessarily taken into account when a selection is
made of the fuse-links ( or other SCPD ) suitable to protect the contactor.
The curves of figures 6 a), b), c) have been determined by appropriate laboratory tests
and represent the highest values likely to be experienced in practice by the contactor for each type
of co-ordination. To be noted, in particular with reference to figure 6c) .that the verification of the
overcurrent withstand of the contactor has to be extended to those values of prospective
current, if any, which, although lower than current "r" (1) are high enough to cause contact
separation of the contactor.
As a matter of fact these current values may often be lower than that for which the current
limiting effect by the protective fuse-link begins to occur : the contactor contacts are then
repeatedly separated by electrodynamic stress for many periods, with serious consequences due
to arcing.

(1) .- Test current "r" is a current related at discrete steps to the rated operational current for
utilization category AC3 of the contactor. The current "r" values are specified in the above quoted
International Standards.
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Thermal system protection of switchgear through high voltage fuse links with
integrated temperature limiter under consideration of IEC 420:1990
Dipl.-Ing. U. Haas
SIBA, Sicherungen-Bau GmbH, Lünen, Germany

1

General

High voltage fuse links (HV fuse links) type tested according to IEC 282-1 are intended for distribution protection
to limit and interrupt prohibited short circuit currents. Moreover the fuse links can interrupt overload currents in
three phases if their striker pin works in combination with the switchgear trip release. [1]
Here temperatures of several hundred degrees C can be develop without damaging the high temperature resistant
materials of the fuse link. If the fuse links are used in gas insulated or narrow enclosed air insulated switchgear,
this high temperature level has to be handled by the surrounding synthetic material of the fuse link enclosure.
In the type testing of fuse/switch combination according to IEC 420 using fuse links with a high rated current, and
from practical field experience, the subsequent temperature rise can exceed the permitted values of the switchgear.
Ageing of the synthetic material, microcracks or deterioration of contacts within the fuse enclosure can result. [2]
On the basis of numerous temperature rise tests with fuse links in switchgear from different manufacturers, SIBA
has developed a tripping system which, independent of the cause, starts fault interruption at prohibited
temperatures.
HV fuse links with this integrated temperature limiter reduce the developing temperature rise by operating the
switchgear trip release.

2

Fuse links in fuse/switch combination

The current flowing through the fuse link causes a temperature rise much higher than the temperature values of the
other components and conductors in the net concerned. These temperatures are transmitted to the contacts of the
fuse base by axial heat flow and radiate heat to the immediat environment of the fuse link.
The maximum temperature limits determined in the standard will only be reached at full load of the fuse link
current and also at fuse link rated current values intended for transformers above lOOOkVA. If the fuse links are
selected according to DIN VDE 0670 part 402 the operating current reaches less than half the fuse rated current
(Fig. 1). Under normal operation (50-150 % capacity of the 1000kVA/24kV transformer) temperature values of up
to 50°C at the caps and 70°C at the insulating body are to be measured on a 24kV, 63 A fuse link in an air
insulated switch. [3]
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Fig. 1
Selection of HV fuse links for transformers
acc. to DIN VDE 0670 Part 402
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Fig. 2
Fuse link teperatures with transformer overload 150%
a) air insulated switchgear
b) gas insulated switchgear
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In narrow enclosed gas- or synthetic material insulated switchgear the temperature level is essentially higher due to
the lack of air convection and quasi-heat insulation by the switchgear. Consequently up to 80°C at the contact caps
and 120°C at the insulating body can be measured. (Fig. 2)
During these temperature rise tests the conditions at the fuse container are very important. Here the maximum load
temperatures of the synthetic material selected by the manufacturer must not be exceeded. With regard to the
example of the fuse for a lOOOkVA transformer at 150% load, up to 70°C can be measured right in the middle of
the synthetic material depending on the volume of the fuse enclosure.
Much higher temperatures are reached if the fuse links mounted in a fuse/switch combination have to interrupt a
current in the range between their minimum melting current and the minimum breaking current. In this range of
back-up fuse links the measured values easily approach the temperature limit of the fuse enclosure of the
switchgear.
Because of the introduction of the new IEC 420 and the established British regulation ASTA 22, SIBA has worked
intensively on the temperature conditions in fuse/switch combinations in the overload range of the fuse links.
Switchgear from well known German and other European manufacturers have been tested to determine limiting
temperature rises. [4]
A first series of tests showed the maximum of temperature arising under load. Figure 3 shows the temperature
course of a HV fuse link when loaded in the range 0,5 times the rated current up to the minimum breaking current.
It can clearly be seen that the maximum temperature rise is reached when loaded with approximately 200% fuse
rated current (approximately 4 times the transformer rated current).
160-c
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Fig. 3

Temperature rise at different load of HV fuse link

Fig. 4
Max. values of temperature at 200% fuse
rated current

During these tests, temperatures have been measured which under repeated load would certainly have led to
damage in the switchgear by ageing of the synthetic materials. The measured values vary depending on the type of
switchgear. However a longer lasting temperature of 110°C may result in weakening or ageing of the synthetic
material used.
Figure 4 shows typical peak values of temperatures of a 24kV, 63A HV fuse link. In vertical position the fuse link
reaches 160°C at the fuse caps and the body of the fuse link heated up to 450°C. The temperature drop to the fuse
link enclosure varies according to its volume. The measured peak values were at 180°C.
According to IEC 420 test duty 3 represents the highest thermal load for the fuse link by loading it with
approximately 2-3 times the rated current. This test will indicate that the fuse/switch combination is able to
withstand, thermally, long lasting overcurrents, and by means of striker pin is able to interrupt faults below the
minimum breaking current.
Here too the measured temperatures have been confirmed out of the maximum value determination. While the fuse
link materials overcame these high temperatures easily, ageing of the switchgear materials cannot be disregarded.
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3

Fuse links limiting current and temperature

Therefore SIBA has developed high voltage fuses further. The fuse link should not only work as current limiting
fuse, but also as temperature limiting fuse. By using a melting activator the resulting temperature inside the fuse
has been drastically reduced to 230°C. Now the opening of a fault on the switchgear no longer relies on the
melting of the elements (melting temperature 960°C), but a striker pin release is started by the activator causing
the striker to operate the 3-pole trip mechanism of the switchgear.
The Components of the fuse link and the switchgear stay comparatively cool. Approximately 80°C can still be
measured at the caps, and at 250°C the fuse barrel stays considerably below the value without the temperature
limiting. (Fig. 5)

Fig. 6
Current- and
temperature limiting
HV fuse link

Fig. 5
Fuse link 24kV 63A
load current 126A
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temperature at
standard fuse link
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Reduced values of
temperature with
melting activator

Special arc quenching
•adiia

Now it is especially advantageous that the temperature of the fuse enclosure, measured in the switchgear with the
smallest volume, is just 100°C. This is a temperature value which, even with frequent repetition will cut down the
danger of ageing of the synthetic materials.
The activator is placed in the housing of the fuse tripping device. As shown in Figure 6 this newly developed
tripping device requires no more space than the original. Use is made of the free space available within the
pressure spring. This still gives sufficient space between it and the source of heat, the fuse elements. The activator
gives the system the necessary delay in order to avoid the tripping device responding immediately to a temporary
current increase.
The power part of the fuse link remains unchanged when using the temperature limiter. The fuse element design
and its arrangement correspond to the design tested and certified. The auxiliary melting element, the electrical
contact of the tripping device, has not been changed either.
The function as a back-up fuse is therefore enhanced. Up to the rated current, and from the minimum breaking
current, this new fuse link development corresponds to the conventional one. It is 100% compatible and can be
directly replaced with the conventional fuse link of the same rated current and same rated voltage if required.
Internal classification tables remain valid to the same extent as regulations of DIN VDE 0670 Part 402.

4

Operating points of the temperature limiter

Figure 7 shows the time/current characteristic for the new high voltage fuse. Here line a-c shows the typical
time/current characteristic curve of a high voltage back-up fuse. The range b-c is described as the breaking range
and the range a-b as the prohibited range where the fuse link must not operate. At point b, the crossing of the
broken line with the straight line, is the minimum breaking current, and at point a the minimum melting current.
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Fig. 7
Time/current characteristic
of a current and temperature limiting fuse link
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The operating range of the temperature limiter is within the area between the points a-d-e. The exact operating
point will vary according to the type of swithgear used, ambient temperatures and instalation conditions. It is even
possible that a fuse will operate at its rated current if the prescribed temperatures are exceeded.
This gives the best possible protection for the switchgear. Random tripping is stopped as there is sufficient margin
to the transformer operating current - even at 150% load (hatched range).
The operating points of the temperature limiter are in a range where temperature rises last longer than 10 minutes.
Such rises can occur as a result of the following conditions:
-

Faults between windings in the transformer cause a long lasting fault current.

-

The transformer is operated considerably above its capacity limit.

-

The fuse rated current chosen for transformer protection is too small.

-

An prohibitively high temperature caused by poor contact is experienced by the fuse link.

-

Fuse links experiences a fault current below the minimum breaking current.

-

The fuse link carrying capacity will be reduced because of transient influences damaging individual elements of
the element system.

During the last fault example, a situation would arise when only one or two fuse elements open though the fuse
link is equipped with a total of six melting elements. As the fuse links, according to the classification tables, are
only loaded up to half their rated current, the developing temperature is eventually not sufficient to activate the
temperature limitation. Only when the additional elements open and consequent prohibitively high temperatures
occur, will the temperature limitation become active.
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Summary

SIBA has further developed the type tested and certified high voltage fuse links. They have been equipped with a
temperature limiter in order to overcome prohibitively high temperatures (regardless of the cause) in gas insulated
or narrow enclosed air insulated switchgear. By the use of a melting activator the temperatures in the housing of
the fuse link container have been reduced from more than 180°C to below 100°C.
Here special importance has been given to power supply safety in customers switchgears. Not all short-time
overcurrents lead immediately to response by the fuse. Only when the permissible limits are exceeded will the
release system of the new fuse link activate and act on the trip release of the switchgear.
The new fuse links are fully compatible with conventional back-up fuses; all classification tables remain the same.
Now the operating range of the fuse in a fuse/switch combination has expanded into a comprehensive switchgear
protection system.
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SOME FACTORS INFLUENCING BREAKING PERFORMANCE
OF HIGH VOLTAGE FUSE CUT-OUTS
V R Smart*, M H Sheng**, S S Douglas***
*GEC ALSTHOM Low Voltage Equipment Ltd, Liverpool, UK , ** Xian High Voltage Apparatus Research
Institute, Xian, China, *** Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, UK
Abstract:
This paper reviews some factors influencing the breaking performance of high voltage expulsion fuse
cut-outs, and makes some proposals for the design, operation and testing of high voltage fuse cut-outs.

1.

General:

The simple construction, reliable performance, low cost, and easy maintenance of high voltage expulsion fuse cutouts have resulted in their widespread application throughout the world. In power distribution system from 6 kV to
40.5 kV the world demand has reached over a million units per annum, for short-circuit and overload current
protection of transformers, cables and other distribution apparatus. So any improvement in the design and
application of this equipment could significantly improve manpower and material usage efficiency. However,
unsuitable use of fuse cut-outs can reduce their performance leading to short-circuit current interruption failure and
dangerous incidents.
From the short-circuit current interruption tests of the new GEC ALSTHOM type GA-15, GA-27, GA-38 series
high voltage fuse cut-outs we have found that fuse carrier design, fuse link construction and mounting arrangement
and environmental conditions have a significant influence on performance. Our work provides an opportunity to
review the established body of design knowledge associated with this type of equipment.
This paper reports on a series of experiments and is a continuation of the research reported by M H Sheng [1], A
literature search indicates that there has been no other work published in this area.

2.

The influence of fuse carrier design:

There are two types of construction used for the fuse carriers used in high voltage fuse cut-outs in the world at
present. The first is single venting construction, and the second is double venting construction combined with a
pressure relief cap, Fig 1. The significance of the double vented design is that at high levels of fault current the unit
double vents. However, for low fault currents the pressure relief cap enables the double vented unit to operate as a
single vented unit. This construction solves the problem of interrupting high and low currents with fuse cut-outs,
increasing the interrupting current capability.

Fig 1: Alternative fuse carrier constructions. A, single venting. B, double venting.
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Double venting has other advantages such as:
•

Fault diagnosis: If the pressure disk is still in place then the fault is probably an overload. If the pressure disk is
not in place then the fault is probably a short circuit. This assists the line engineer to identify the type of fault.

•

Health and Safety: If the line engineer connects a fuse carrier onto a fault then half the gases are expulsed
vertically, away from the engineer. This reduces the relative risk to the engineer.

3.

The influence of fuse link construction:

Fault current interruption testing at the GEC ALSTHOM Manchester test station, UK, and Xian High Voltage
Apparatus Research Institute test station, China, indicates that the position of the fuse element within the fuse link
has a significant influence on the interrupting capability of the fuse cut-out unit. Under fault conditions the fuse
element vaporises and the lower part of fuse link will be rapidly drawn out from fuse carrier as a result of the
tensile force from the spring and spring plate at the bottom of the fuse carrier. Arcing commences when the element
vaporises and the arc is extended as the fuse link is drawn out of the fuse carrier. A large quantity of arc quenching
gases are released by the fuse carrier inner lining as a result of the incandescent arc temperature. The gases cause a
rapid increase in pressure within the fuse carrier, which assists the expulsion of element material and fuse link. The
arc is extended and cooled, such that the arc ceases when the applied voltage passes through zero and establishes
higher dielectric density against discharge under the recovery voltage. Finally the fuse carrier swings down and
gives a visible disconnect point.
At present, the most of the fuse links used world-wide for this application have the fuse element immediately below
the button head, Fig.2. In this type of fuse the element is located adjacent to the brass inner wall of the upper
moving contact casting. Under fault conditions the arc can not release gases in the fuse carrier until the arc is drawn
below the level of the upper casting under the tensile force of spring and spring plate, which is on average a
distance of 100 to 120 mm. Only when the arc has reached the fuse carrier inner lining are arc quenching gases
released and the arc will then be quenched at the next current zero point.

Fig.2 Fuse link with element immediately below the button head
Under fault conditions the element is vaporised but the fuse link tail is expulsed from the fuse carrier and describes
an arc centred on the lower contact termination, fig.3.
From our high speed camera photographs we have been able to see that the vibration amplitude is directly
proportion with the interruption current. The result is that during Test Duty One interruption testing with the
maximum rated current fuse link (such as 100 ampere), that there is a tendency for the fuse link tail to "whiplash"
such that the tail contacts the outside of the fuse carrier and this can cause flash over between the end of the fuse
link tail and the top contact casting, fig.4. This flash over occurs within the 0.1 seconds delay before the fuse arm
begins to move. According to our high speed camera records, the fuse carrier begins to drop on average 0.1 second
after interruption commences.
Examination of the oscillogram from such a flash over shows that the arc is re-established three half waves after
commencement of interruption (0.03 seconds), fig.5. This is considered to be an interruption failure.
Our hypothesis was that there is a relationship between the creation of a flash over and the position of the element
in the fuse link. Experiments were conducted with the element 100 to 120 mm below the button head, Fig.6.
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Fig.3: the motion arc of the fuse link tail during interruption test.
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Fig.4: Photograph of fuse carrier showing result of flash over between the fuse link tail and top contact casting.
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Fig.5: Oscillograms of fault current interruption flash over at 22 kV, 100 ampere rated fuse and 5 kA interrupting
current 5 kA from GEC ALSTHOM Manchester testing station of United Kingdom.

%

Fig.6 Fuse link with element offset by 100 to 200 mm.
The same tests were repeated using fuse links with offset elements without flash over occurring. Our conclusion is
that this was because the fuse link tail was 120 mm shorter and as a result the insulation distance along the outside
of the fuse carrier was increased by 120 mm, preventing flash over. There is an opportunity for further work to
theoretically investigate and model the dynamic behaviour of the fuse tail.
An alternative technique for offsetting the fuse link element within the fuse carrier is to use an arc shortening rod
with a threaded connection to the fuse link, Fig.7. This technique is not as efficient as using a fuse link with an
offset element because of increased cost of manufacture. Also, the arc shortening rod can be damaged as a result of
fault current interruption, which means that the rod must be replaced.
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Fig.7 Fuse link with arc shortening rod

4.

The influence of mounting arrangement

When a fuse cut-out interrupts a short circuit or overload current incandescent gases containing a quantity of copper
vapour are expulsed from the upper and lower parts of fuse carrier. The length of the gas flare is directly
proportional to the interrupted current and is typically 0.3 to 0.4 metre long with a diameter about 0.1 metre. If
there are any conductors, transformers, cross beams or posts within 2 metres from upper and lower parts of fuse
carrier within a radius of 0.5 metres, the incandescent gases will be reflected onto the fuse carrier and deposit a
layer of copper on the surface of the carrier. This deposit increases the possibility of a flash over along the fuse
carrier, which could cause the interruption failure under the recovery voltage.
Our hypothesis was that the mounting arrangement also influenced the spark creation characteristics of the
equipment. Experiments to test this hypothesis were conducted at Xian High Voltage Apparatus Research Institute,
China, using the test procedures specified in Australian standard AS1033.1 [2],
If the expulsion gases were not properly controlled then there was reflection of the gases causing flash over along
the fuse carrier, burning the lower contacts and creating liquid copper droplets. These were found to make bum
marks in excess of 3 mm diameter, which could lead to the creation of ground fires in arid conditions.
If the expulsion gases were properly controlled then the gases contained a minimum quantity of copper vapour,
which was cooled prior to contact with the ground. As a result there were no bum marks and a significantly reduced
risk of ground fires.
Some designs of fuse cut-outs use a special spark trap device under the fuse base. This device is used to change the
direction of the incandescent gases and increasing the cooling distance for the copper vapour. However, our
conclusion is that a double vented fuse cut-out mounted 3 metres or more above the ground and with a correct
mounting arrangement can interrupt short-circuit currents with Class A (no spark) performance to AS1033.1. This
is a simpler and more efficient solution compared to using an arc trap.

5.

Environmental conditions and testing.

Fuse cut-out units are an outdoor product designed to interrupt the fault current conditions sometimes encountered
during adverse weather conditions. The fuse cut-out units should be able to interrupt the fault current correctly, as
per the performance claimed by the manufacturer to IEC 282 part 2 or IEEE 37.41 under the type of wet conditions
associated with heavy rain.
From the results of many tests under rain conditions (the rain density 1 - 8 mm / min) at the Xian High Voltage
Apparatus Research Institute and the GEC ALSTHOM Manchester testing station we found during test duty 1 at
rated interruption current the first test is normally successful and the fuse carrier drops correctly. The second test
using the same fuse carrier (8-10 min following the first test) are frequently a failure as a result of flash over along
the outside surface of the fuse carrier. Without rain all the interruption tests from series No. 1 to 5 at the same fault
conditions pass successfully.
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Comparing the tests results with or without rain raises the question; fuse cut-out units are outdoor products and
should be able to be used in rain conditions. Short-circuit conditions can appear in rainy weather and the fuse cutout units should be able to interrupt the short circuit successfully in these conditions. At present the IEC 282-2 and
ANSI/IEEE C37 standards do not have any provision to specify testing under rain conditions. As a result most
testing is phased to avoid rain conditions. This means that the performance of the units can not be guaranteed under
these conditions. We propose that the IEC 32A working group should review this issue. Parameters to be
considered include rain density, angle of precipitation and recovery voltage conditions.

5.

Conclusions:

We believe that double vented units achieve higher breaking capacity than single vented units, assist with fault
diagnosis and reduce the safety risk if a line engineer connects a fuse carrier onto a fault.
Analysis of the design of fuse links indicates that using an offset element gives an improved performance for
double vented units. The dynamics of the fuse link tail needs to be theoretically investigated and modelled.
We believe that spark production of fuse cut-out units can be improved if the manufacturer specifies in detail the
most efficient mounting arrangement for their equipment.
We suggest that IEC working group 32A should review the issue of testing under adverse weather conditions.
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NEW CONCEPT IN DESIGN OF DROP-OUT TYPE FUSE WITH REPLACEABLE
SAND-FILLED FUSE-ELEMENT AND VACUUM SWITCH COMBINATION
Wang Ji-mei
Department of Electrical Engineering
Xi an Jiaotong University
The People's Republic of China

ABSTRACT The configuration, basic principle, operation processes and advantages of new concept in .design of drop-out type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element are described in this paper. The main process of solidfying technology for sand-filled fuse-element is recommended. To improve the performance and
functions of this new designed fuse, a vacuum switch is combined to form "Drop-out type fuse and vacuum
switch combination”. Finally,the test results are given in the paper
1. TNTRODUCTION
The drop-out type fuse with a replaceable sand-filled fuse-element is a new conceptional design. The fuse-element in the common construction of this type is not replaceable, so that the maintenance is more expensive
than that of the drop-out type fuse in expulsion construction. Therefore, no producer is willing to manufacture the drop-out fuse with sand-filled fuse-element.
In recent years the capacity of power system is rapidly increased. The maximum interrupting capacity of dropout type fuse in expulsion construction is of 12. 5KA only that limits its scope of applications. The interrupting capacity of drop-out type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element is of 40KA more which can be
used to meet the developing requirement in power system.
In addition,this new type of drop-out type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element possesses the following advantages %
(1)
The fuse-element is made of pure copper instead of expensive pure silver, so that the product cost can b
reduced;
(2)
The sand-filled fuse-element is solidified by such material as water-glass (Na2Si03)to make the sand-pow
der and fuse-element into a solid-state that is easy to be replaced.
(3)
The sand-filled fuse-element after solidification is became in a sealed state,which prevents from the oxid
tion of copper element. Thus, it stabilizes working characteristics and enhances endurance of the fuse-element.
To improve the performance and functions of this new type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element, a
vacuum switch is installed to break and close the load current, thus becoming what is called a “Drop-out type
fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element and vacuum switch combination. ”
2. CONFIGURATION DROP-OUT TYPE FUSE WITH SOLIDIFIED REPLACEABLE SAND-FILLED
FUSE-ELEMENT.
A solidfied sand-filled fuse-element is shown in figure 1 in which there is a seven-star porcelain support-core
1 wound with pure copper-element 2. Both ends of the copper-element are welded to two metal caps 3 on the
seven-star porcelain support-core. A striker 5 is installed on one end of seven-star porcelain support-core. As
soon as the drop-out type fuse is operated, the pin of striker is pushed out, thus pushing the release-rod of
drop-out type fuse and making the fuse drop-out.
Figure 2 shows the configuration of solidified sand-filled fuse element installed in a fuse-cartridge forming a drop-out type fuse with a solidified replaceable sand-filled fuse-element. The following are the steps for
installation.
Step 1—Push the solidified sand-filled fuse-element into the fuse-cartridge with a special tool;
Step 2—Bend the conduct-plates 11 and 12 fitted on both metal-caps;
Step 3—Screw on the disk-frames 1 and 8 to both gates of fuse carridge.
3. SOLIDIFYING TECHNOLOGY FOR SAND-FILLED FUSE-ELEMENT
The solidifying technology is a key technique to the drop-out type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-
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Figure 1. Solidified sand-filled fuse-element
1—seven-star porcelain support-core 2—pure copper-element
3—metal cap 4—silicon sand
5—striker
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Figure 2. The configuration of drop-out type fuse
1—disk-frame 2—metal cap 3—fuse-cartridge 4—siclicon-sand
5—seven-star porcelain support-core 6—pure copper element 7—metal cap
8—disk-frame 9—striker 10—sealing copper film 11 „12—conduct-plate

element. This will change the conventioal manufacturing process for current-limiting fuses by filling sand into
the fuse-element cartridge. The main manufacturing process for the solidified sand-filled fuse-elememt is described as follows:
(1)
Place seven-star porcelain support-core with winding fuse
ures.
(2)
Pour silicon-sand through the hole of steel-case into the s
to the required density;
(3)
Inject a specified density of water-glass liquid through the
uum pumping method;
(4)
Dry and solidify the sand-filled fuse-element in an oven fo
to room temperature;
(5)
Remove "the solidified replaceable sand-filled fuse-elemen
4. BASIC PRINCIPLE AND OPERATION OF THE DROP-OUT FUSE WITH REPLACEABLE SANDFILLED FUSE-ELEMENT AND VACUUM SWITCH COMBINATION

A drop-out type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element and vacuum switch combination is shown in
figure 4. Figure4(a) shows the fuse combination is situated at normal working condition. The load current
led from the upper terminal 3 through the mechanism box 2 and the contact 11 flows to the fuse 8. Due to
the two terminals of vacuum interrupter 1 being in short-circuit condition, only very small current flows by
the vacuum interrupter. If the short-circuit or large overload current happens in a power system the fuse will
be operated. At the same time ,the striker of fuse acts to push the striker-pin and operates to release the release rod 10. Thus it makes the fuse drop-out in counter clockwise and downward direction. Finally,the fuse is
in a drop-out state as shown in figure 4(b).
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Figure 3. Configuration of steel model-case
1—gap for fixing fuse-element support-core 2—steel case body
3—holes for injection water-glass liquid and sand
4—head for fixing fuse-element 5—end plate
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Figure 4.

Drop-out type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element and vacuum switch combination

In a normal working condition,it is necessary to disconnect the load current, then the release-rod 1 can be
pushed off, as shown in figure 5(a). At that time, it makes the contact 2 separated from the fuse 5, as
shown in figure 5(b). The load current alters to flow the vacuum interrupter 3. The overtake travel mechanism 6 of switch is unceasingly moving to separate the contact of vacuum interrupter 3 and thereby the load
current is interrupted,as'shown in figure 5(c).
When the combination is under opening condition, it is necessary to close it in order to supply the load current. This can be done by means of an insulated hook to be inserted in the pull-ring 4, and then push upward
to move the fuse into a closed position as shown in figure 5 (a). The whole process is that firstly the contact
of vacuum interrupter closes, then the fuse terminal makes contact with the contact 2 and finally the releasedrod 1 locks the fuse at a closed-position.
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Figure 5. Operating process of the combination
1—released-rod 2—contact 3—vacuum interrupter
4—pull-ring
5—fuse
6—overtake travel mechanism

cc)

5 . TEST RESULTS
The tests for the combination are divided into two parts: the fuse part and the vacuum switch part.
(1) Fuse part
(A) Time-current characteristics—Typical melting time current characteristics of fuses at different current
rating from 6. 3-63A are shown in Figure 6.
(B) 1] J2 and I3 characteristics—Typical tests of I, >I2 and I3 with 50A current rating are shown in Figure 7.
8 and 9 respectively.
(2) Vacuum switch part
This part according to IEC-420 contents dielectric tests, temperature-rise tests,short-time withstand
and peak withstand current tests, and making and breaking tests. In this paper there is not given above test
results due to unnecesaty.
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Time-current characteristics of drop-out type fuse with sand-filled fuse-element.

6. CONCLUSION
The drop-out type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element is a new concept fuse.
The sand-filled fuse-element in the fuse is solidified with water-glass to form a solid state that is easy to be replaced.
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The interrupting capacity of such type is higher than that of the expulsion type fuse and its time-current characteristics are very stable.
This drop-out type fuse is installed in combination with a vacuum switch, a "drop-out type fuse with replaceable sand-filled fuse-element and vacuum switch combonation "will be formed.
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Abstract
Conventional high voltage fuses, in which the fuse wire is surrounded by sand, have been
successfully developed and are applied for many years, while the relevant arc quenching
mechanisms studied intensively in the past is being fairly well understood now. However,
there is a lack of switching capability in the low overcurrent range, which is depending on the
basics of the arc quenching mechanism in sand filled fuses.
To fill this gap, investigations at the High Voltage Laboratory of the Technical University of
Darmstadt have been performed since 1983, which aimed at eliminating this weakness. As a
possible solution the design of a so called "High Voltage Hybrid Fuse (HVHF)" was proposed
consisting of a modified conventional sand-filled fuse and a SFg-filled fuse in series. While
the conventional sand-filled fuse-part acts as a current limiter the new SFg-filled fuse part
acts as a current zero extinguisher.
Theoretical and experimental work will be dealt with in this contribution including
considerations with respect to the coordination of the function of the two parts of the HVHF
including relevant design criteria.
1.
Introduction
Conventional high voltage fuses in general have a zone of an uncertain arc quenching
capability and by this show an uncertain switching performance in the low overcurrent
region. The relevant standard takes this weakness into account by defining several classes of
fuses [1], Back-Up-Fuses must be able to interrupt all currents between the minimum
switching current Ia mjn and the rated breaking capacity. General-Purpose-Fuses must be able
to interrupt all currents from the level Ijh , at which operating time is one hour, up to the
rated breaking capacity. Since 1992 a third class is defined by [2], Full-Range-Fuses must be
able to interrupt all currents which lead to fusing.
Thus the aim of future fuse development is defined by this standard. Now there are concepts
required to be able to design a new type of High-Voltage-Fuse with these properties. Those
must switch off all currents while the breaking and current limiting capacity of conventional
fuses is maintained. In order to realize such a fuse the applicability of SF5 for arc quenching
in fuses is investigated.

2,
Reasons for the uncertain switching performanc
When a conventional high-voltage fuse is stressed by a low overcurrent, a temperature profile
across the fuse results as shown in Fig. 1. In the middle of the fuse the melting temperature
Tm of the fuse wire will be reached. Thus a short arc is generated, which burns back to the
caps of the fuse. The velocity of this bum-back process is proportional to the current. Low
overcurrents lead to a low bum back velocity and thus to a low bum back length. The bumback process continues until a gap distance is reached, which can withstand the recovery
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voltage after the arc has extinguished at current zero. The length of a gap needed in high
voltage fuses is considerable. For a 10 kV-fuse a necessary gap distance of about 1 m was
found in [3]. Furthermore the time required to melt the fuse wire is very high. Increasing
temperature reduces the arc extinguishing properties of the filling media [4], Thus a long
arcing time results until the required gap distance is reached. The generated heat is transferred
mainly in radial direction. The permissible temperature difference between the inner and the
outer surface of the ceramic tube must not exceed 100 K [5], This difference is reached after
a few current cycles. Longer arcing times lead to bursting of the ceramic body. Then there is
no chance for arc extinguishing.

C7

Hg. 1: Principle temperature distribution across a conventional high voltage fuse
stressed by a low overload current
3.
Wavs towards the Full-Range-Fuse
The minimum current which can be cleared by fuselinks can be reduced firstly by varying the
number of fuse elements. This method is well known and used in conventional fuses. But it is
not possible to reach a Full-Range-Fuse only by the application of this method [6],
Secondly there the fuse wire material can be modified. In [7] a concept of a high-voltage fuse
is proposed, which contains a fuse wire made of cadmium.The bum-back rate of a cadmium
strip in sand is higher than that of a silver strip. Thus the required arc length is acchieved
faster. One serious problem is the long-time stability of cadmium. Temperatures of more than
150 °C lead to sublimation of the fuse wire. The literature gives further examples for other
fuse wire materials and material combinations. But mostly those are applied in low-voltage
fuses, where the fusing of the wire is the major problem, while the required arc length after
current zero is very short compared to high-voltage fuses. Thus these solutions are not simply
transferable to high-voltage fuses, where the bum-back process is decisive.
There is thirdly the possibility of modifying the surroundings of the fuse wire. In [6] a star
core made of an outgassing material is recommended. This measure should lead to a better
cooling of the arc and a faster recovery of the dielectric strength after current zero. Similar
considerations were presented in [8], where the fuse wire is arranged inside a tube made of an
outgassing material. In [9] the properties of different filling media were investigated. High
heat conductivity and high heat capacity were found to be necessary for clearing high short
circuit currents and recognized to be responsible for the bad performance in the low
overcurrent range. These properties lead to a low bum-back rate. However, filling media with
low heat conductivity and low heat capacity lead to high bum-back rates. Gases and vacuum
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are filling media having these required properties. Thus they enable a reliable switching of
small overcurrents.
Other considerations for eliminating the weakness of conventional high voltage fuses were
influenced by the excellent arc quenching capability of vacuum interrupters. The technologies
of vacuum interrupters and power fuses were combined [10]. This resulted in a vacuum fuse,
which is very similar to a vacuum interrupter. In an interrupter the arc is created by seperating
the contacts. In a vacuum fuse the fuse wire is connected between two fixed electrodes. A
fault current leads to fusing and creating of an arc. Due to the similarity to vacuum
interrupters such vacuum fuses were able to switch off currents in the range of 10 kA. In the
low overcurrent range, where conventional quartz sand-filled fuses have a zone of an
uncertain arc quenching capability, the switching performance of the vacuum fuse was
excellent, too. These fuses belong to the category "Full-Range-Fuse". They can interrupt all
ranges of fault currents. However, the switching occurs without current limitation, which may
be a severe disadvantage with respect to a high number of practical applications. Additionally
the acceptance of a new type of fuse is strongly influenced by oeconomic aspects. This type
of vacuum fuse does not meet the oeconomic requirements.
Investigations made since 1983 at the Technical University of Darmstadt showed, that the
very different properties and effects of solid and gaseous filling media or vacuum can be
skillfully combined. A conventional, but modified current-limiting sand-filled fuse switchs
off the short circuit currents. It is connected in series with a gas-filled fuse, which has to
interrupt the small overcurrents. This fuse is called "High Voltage Hybrid Fuse (HVHF).
4,
Concept of the High Voltage Hybrid Fuse fHVHF')
Fig. 2 shows the principle of the High Voltage Hybrid fuse, in the following called HVHF. At
the left, there is a sand-filled fuse part. At the right, there is a gas-filled one. These two

Fig. 2: Design of the High Voltage Hybrid Fuse (HVHF)
chambers are connected in series. By appropriate coordination of the sand-filled and the gasfilled fuse parts a time/current-characteristic can be acchieved as given in Fig. 3. All fault
currents lower than the crossover-current IQ are switched off by the gas-filled fuse part, while
higher currents are switched off with current limiting effects by the sand-filled fuse part. To
meet the requirements of existing standards with respect to standardized dimensions the
geometry of the new HVHF must be the same as for conventional sand-filled fuses. Thus
investigations were necessary to optimize the sand-filled part for getting enough space for the
gas filled part. Furthermore, investigations had to answer the question which filling media
can be applied in the gas-filled part and which problems are connected with their application.
Comparative investigations of different promising solid filling-media showed, that none of
those filling media a enables a similar high breaking capacity as it was found for sand.
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Fig. 3: Time/current characteristic of a High Voltage Hybrid Fuse (HVHF)
A special treatment of quartz sand can further increase its arc quenching capability. Thus the
conventional sand-filled fuse can be reduced in length. The saved length can be used to
extend the gas-filled part of the HVHF [9].
As stated earlier, a gas used for filling media will increase the bum-back length. The
question, if a arc quenching will be successful or not will be strongly influenced by the
recovery of the dielectric strength after current zero. Available experiences in the field of Gas
Insulated Switchgear (GIS), where SFg-gas is applied as an excellent insulating and arc
quenching medium should be used. Therefore SFgwas mainly choosen for further
investigations. The oeconomic aspects require a simple design of the fuse. Aim of the
investigations at the Technical University of Darmstadt is to get knowledges about the
possibilities and limits of simple designed SFg -fuses.
5,
Test Arrangement
Fig. 4 shows the object of the investigations. The fine grained silver fuse wire (1) is placed
concentrically in the ceramic tube (2). The PVC cylinder (3) and the sealing rings (4), ensure
the gas-tightness of the test chamber. The test chamber can be filled with SFg-gas by the
valve (5). The fuse wire diameter varied from 0.15 mm to 0.67 mm. The investigated lengths
of the wire and thus the ceramic tube were varied between 60 mm and 125 mm. The inner
radius of the tube was 11 mm or 16 mm.
Investigations of the bum-back rate were performed singlepole in a 20 kV - network system.
The current setting was made by inductances. The test current range is 2 - 150 A. A detailed
description of this test circuit is given in [9,11],
Investigations about the influence of the fuse wire deposit on the dielectric strength after
successful arc quenching were performed in a capacitor bank combined with an inductance.
The 50 Hz test currents could be varied up to 800 A. After evaporation of the wire, the test
chamber was stressed with variable voltages (AC) up to 100 kV. A detailed description of
these tests is given in [12].
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6.
Bum-back performance of a fuse wire in SFg
Under low overcurrent conditions the fuse-element reaches its melting temperature right in
the middle of the fuse wire, where one arc is established. This arc is lengthened along the axis
of the fuse wire. As long as the low overload current keeps running, the established arc bums
back. The bum-back rate of the fuse wire is depending on the fuse-element material, its
geometric dimensions, the filling medium and the current rating.
In [13] the bum-back rate v is described as proportional to the current density J. With the
introduction of the specific bum-back volume c can be given:
(1)

It is difficult to measure the bum-back rate v, which is proportional to the time dependent
sinusoidal current. To assess the bum-back performance of different filling media, it is
necessary to determine the specific bum-back volume c. The quantity c can be calculated, if
Equation (1) is be developed by integration to:

to

where

c
A
L
t
t
.i
i

- specific bum-back volume
- cross area of the fuse wire
- burn-back length
- time of arc generation
- time of arc extinction
- current

The arcing time as a difference between tj and tQ and the current can be measured. The cross
area of the fuse wire is known. After opening the test arrangement, the bum-back length lyy
can be measured.
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The specific bum-back volume calculated by Equation (2) in sand is nearly constant value of
about 1.4 mm-VAs. The bum-back volume depends on the heat transport features of the
filling medium, in special the heat conductivity and the heat capacity [9]. Thus in SFg the
bum-back volume is increased. Investigations in [13] determined that the bum-back rate is
not constant in case of preheating of the fuse element. To check the influence of preheating,
the cross area of the fuse wire was reduced in its middle reduced to the half of the diameter
across a length of 1 mm to get one defined spot of interruption. Then the fuse wire was
stressed by a defined current density. The calculation of the specific bum-back volume c of
the experiments led to Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Specific burn-back volume c in a SF6-fillded fuse (pabs=0.4 Mpa) as a function
of the current density J for different fuse wire diameters
It shows the specific bum-back volume as a function of the current density for two different
fuse wire diameters. The specific bum-back volume c for current densities of more than 800
A/mrn^ is about 4 mm^/As and nearly constant. The arc lengthening in this current density
range happens in SFg about three times faster than in sand. But with decreasing current
densities this value increases up to 20 mm^/As, which is a factor of about 15. This means,
that very low overload currents increase the specific bum-back volume and thus these critical
currents lead to over proportional high bum-back lengths.
This effect might be caused by the temperature distribution across the fuse wire. Inside a 10
mm large region near the caps, the wire temperature reaches 95% of its maximum value [14].
If an arc is generated, the rest of the fuse wire already has reached nearly its melting
temperature.
7.
Dielectric strength of the ceramic tube contaminated bv silver wire deposit
Interactions between the evaporated fuse wire and the dissociated SFg-gas produce gaseous
and solid decomposition products. The solid products form a deposit layer on the inner
surface of the ceramic tube, which increases with the volume of the evaporated wire. The aim
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of the investigation is to find correlations between the geometrical characteristics of the
ceramic tube, the fuse wire and the dielectric strength reduction due to the deposit.
The fuse wire was evaporated with a current density of more than 3000 A/mm^. Then the test
chamber was stressed with AC-test voltages up to 100 kV. Fig. 6 shows the one-minute
withstand voltage Uimjn as a function of the fuse wire diameter d.
100
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Fig. 6: One-minute withstand voltage U1min as a function of the fuse wire diameter d
Parameters: fuse wire length l(w= 63 mm
inner radius of the ceramic tube x. = 16 mm
Ulmm and thus the dielectric strength decreases with increasing d. Surprisingly, evaporated
fuse wires with a diameter less than 0.35 mm do not influence the dielectric strength in the
investigated range of voltages. Diameters d exceeding the value of 0.67 mm lead to a
dielectric strength of less than 10 kV.
Optical investigations using a microscope showed that the solid products are not distributed
homogeneously, but in the form of little "islands". Small distances between the islands
require low voltages for ignition of little arcs between the islands. If these arcs unite,
breakdown of the voltage across the specimen will follow. For very large fuse wire diameters
(like the 0.67 mm in this example) many islands merge bridging parts of the insulating tube
and reduce drastically the dielectric strength. Decreasing wire diameters lead to an increasing
of the distance between the islands. Beyond a maximum distance, an influence of these
islands on the dielectric strength does not exist up to a stress of 100 kV. It might be useful to
get estimated values for the expected one-minute withstand voltage as a measure of the
dielectric strength after arcing, in order to enable an optimization of a fuse filled with SF^
with respect to variable chamber and wire geometries. Since neither this formation nor the
behaviour of the internal arcs can be described precisily, a model was developed to solve this
problem. A detailed description of this model is given in [12, 15].
Summary
Investigations performed during the past 10 years have showed that SFg-filled fuses with a
simple design are able to interrupt overload currents. However, SFg-fuses can not switch
current limiting, which is generally required for short circuit interruption. This task must be
done by a sand-filled fuse part, which is connected in series with the SFg-filled part. By
optimizing the sand-filled part, these two fuses could be inserted in a conventional fuse
housing, which has standardized dimensions. This new fuse, called High Voltage Hybrid Fuse
(HVHF) fulfils the requirements of a Full-Range-Fuse. It can interrupt all currents, which
lead to fusing, up to its breaking capacity and is able to act current limiting at high currents.
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A HV VARISTOR ASSISTED FUSE
A D Wolny and A.D. Stokes
Results of investigations on fiise-to-varistor current commutation has been presented, indicating that a significant
reduction in the energy dissipated during a fault current breaking by the fuse can be achieved if the support of a
parallel varistor is provided. In the focus of interest are expulsion fuses, which are cheaper and better suited for
high voltage operation, because of their possible full range characteristic. The varistor assistance can increase
almost infinitely fuse breaking capacity, reduce significantly gas expulsion, permitting even a closed fuse design,
and limiting fire hazard. Basic features required for a fuse design to operate with the assistance of a varistor has
been discussed for both low and high current faults. Although voltages as high as 1 kV/cm can be generated by
fuses with small diameter capillary confinement, in most practical applications, the authors used a half of that
value.

1. Introduction
The current interruption supported by an external energy absorber displays many advantages. To the most
important belong: the dramatic reduction in the energy dissipated in current breaking devices, a higher current
breaking capacity and capability of current limitation with devices which, typically, interrupt currents at current
zero while operating independently. Such effects, Fig. 1, can be acquired by means of, eg., electrical arc-to-varistor
current commutation. The idea works in both AC and DC
circuits.
6
2
The condition of current commutation is a high arcing
voltage generation, exceeding that of varistor voltage. Hence,
the best suited arcing device for such an operation seams to be
a fuse which, typically, produces a very high arc ignition peak
voltage in a very short time. It should be underlined that the
fuse ability to create the required high arcing voltage in a few
tens of microseconds is very beneficial, because this way the
precommutation arcing period, and the arc dissipated energy,
can be significantly reduced. Having analysed the fuse-tovaristor current commutation process, the authors showed
that varistor assisted fuses possess almost unlimited current
breaking capacity [1],
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Fig. 1. Expulsion fuse-to-6-kV varistor current
commutation in an oscillatory test-set. Prospective
Compared features of a variety of fuses, one concludes that
current Ip=2.2 kA r.m.s.
expulsion fuses are better suited than other types to be applied
to fuse-varistor arrangements. They perform better under low overcurrent conditions than sand fuses, and their
operations are cheaper. There is no need to bother about relatively low breaking capacity of expulsion fuses if one
expects an efficient varistor assistance while clearing high current faults. Arc ignition voltage peaks of sand-filled
and expulsion fuses are comparable if diameters of ablative confinements are small enough [3], Previous reports of
the authors [2, 3, 4, 5] show that expulsion fuses with very close capillary enclosures are able to produce not only
high, but also steadily rising voltages. For all these reasons, attention has been focused on expulsion fuses.
In practice, there is no need to commutate currents from an expulsion fuse to a varistor at low overcurrents. The
current limitation and arc energy reduction are not attractive under such conditions. Therefore, current
commutation has been only analysed, and tested for high current faults. Nevertheless, the fuse features associated
with the varistor support during the operation do influence the fuse behaviour while breaking low currents and
such a problem has been also examined.

2. Current commutation process
The current transfer from an arc to a varistor depends on special arc features. First of all, the arc u-i characteristic
should be a positive slope curve. However, this is not enough. Such a curve could also lead to a partition of current
between the arc and varistor. To commutate the current, additionally, two other conditions have to be met [5]:
•

the main circuit current must not reduce significantly due to the rising arcing voltage;
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• the rate of energy deposited in the arc limited by the varistor voltage, must not balance the rate of dissipation
and absorption of arc energy for any arc current.
The first condition indicates that the system magnetic field energy is high enough to force the current through the
varistor, and the second implies that the arc internal energy has to be diminished, causing plasma deionisation. If a
fuse is applied as the arcing device, the disintegration of fuse element during the arc ignition process guaranties a
high rate of absorption of energy by the fuse element disintegration. Unlike in the process of current interruption,
the success of current commutation is not connected with the competition between TRV and the rise in dielectric
strength. In the latter case the arc and post arc column are intensely stressed by the varistor voltage.
24

Fuse-to-varistor current commutation starts after the
fuse arcing voltage has exceeded that of varistor, and
18
6
before the arc ignition peak voltage. The latter event
occurs towards the end of fuse element segmentation
12
4
Pt
process, when the fuse current path, is formed by the
maximum number of liquefied metallic segments of the
6
disrupted fuse element [3]. Judging from the energy
deposited in the fuse up to that instant [6], the total
length of plasma segments connecting metallic
segments must be considerably smaller than the length
200
250
50
100
150
of fuse element. To create an uniform arc column a
time, /j,s
sizeable amount of fuse element metal must still be
vaporised and removed. Therefore, one can imagine Fig. 2. Expulsion fuse-to-varistor current commutation.
that the current commutation process, starting clearly
Copper fuse element, 0.36-mm 0, inserted into nylon
before the arc ignition voltage peak, must be forced by
confinement, 2-mm 0, and 6-kV varistor were used.
the continued fuse element rupturing and disintegration
at an almost constant voltage defined by the varistor [5], At that time the heat dissipated by the arc cannot be very
high due to still a low arc plasma temperature and moderate length of plasma segments.
-

-

-

A model process of fuse-to-varistor current commutation is illustrated in Fig. 2, in which records of currents,
voltages and power are presented for an arrangement consisted in an expulsion fuse and 6-kV varistor, operating in
a 6-kV oscillatory test-set. The varistor voltage Uv was calculated based on the varistor u-i characteristic,
inductance L of the fuse-varistor loop, and current records. The fuse current if is forced to zero in a time slightly
exceeding that of the voltage rise, the fuse voltage Uf is markedly higher than that of varistor Uv during the
commutation process, and the temporal function of fuse power Pf is approximately an isosceles triangle-shaped
curve. The total fuse arcing time is less than 200 ps. It is noticeable that the sum of varistor and fuse currents (if+
j'v) remains almost constant during the commutation process.
To understand better these observations a short examination of the simplified circuit of fuse-to-varistor
commutation, presented in Fig. 3 helps, where V is the ideal varistor, R is the sum of the varistor resistance
responsible for the increase in varistor voltage Uv due to the current rise and remaining loop resistance, is is the
current forced by the system, iv is the varistor current. The current commutation process starts when the fuse
voltage Uf>Uv, because the positive difference of voltages (Uf - Uv) produces a positive varistor current time
derivative diy/dt implying an increase in iv and reduction in if, since
if = (is - iv)-

(1)

To enforce a rapid current commutation, (Uf - Uv) must be positive and high. The initial, approximately isosceles
triangular shape of the fuse power curve Pf , Fig. 2, is typical for a smooth commutation processes. It
demonstrates similar rates of change of fuse deposited power in arc ignition and commutation periods. However,
the signs of changes are opposite.
This assumption can be examined closer in Fig. 4 presenting
linearised and normalised profiles of fuse and varistor currents and
voltages as well as the fuse power Pf. With if = 1 constant, Uf and
Pf increase linearly, following line AB. With the absence of
varistor V, Uf and Pf continue to rise at unchanged rate and
constant current between points B and D’. The power growth in the
interval (tj - tm) is P/, which is equivalent to an increase in the fuse
resistance AR = Pt As 2. In accordance with the analysis given in [3],
this effect is mainly due to the rupturing of fuse element.

V

R

F use
Uf

Fig. 3. Fuse-to-varistor current
commutation circuit.
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In the case of current commutation, the rupturing has to be continued, however, at the constant voltage Uv instead
of constant current is. One can imagine that in both cases a similar portion of energy is needed to create each
break, which is connected with the decomposition of a portion of volume of the fuse element. Hence, assumed that
the frequency of rupturing depends, first of all, on the energy actually deposited in the fuse element, which does not
change abruptly, the energy used for the disintegration of fuse element over the same interval of time (tj - tm) for
both processes, e.g., the fuse arc ignition and current commutation should be initially similar, Pj « P2 This
reasoning leads to the conclusion that in both cases a similar increase in the resistance of fuse current path must
be expected. Therefore, during the current commutation interval (tj - tm), the fuse resistance ARC increases, and
fuse current if reduces respectively.

/.

where

l

f=‘s

P-P2’

i

P - U.. i.

(2)

p

If one considers the fact that magnetic forces influence the
ULP
fuse element disintegration then in practice at low currents
the frequency of fuse element rupturing should decrease. In
Pi
U
addition, the burn-back must also reduce at low currents.
P=>
Hence, a slowdown of the rise in the fuse resistance and current reduction is observed for the fuse current decay, see
Pf
Fig. 2. Indeed, the most prominent deviation from straight
lines of the profiles examined are noticed for small fuse
currents. Therefore, the commutation time tc and energy Wc
defined in Fig. 4 should be considered minimum. A
simplified calculation of the latter parameters is easy to
perform followed Fig. 4 and applying the average rate of
rise of the fuse arc ignition voltage given by the quotient of Fig. 4. Linearised and normalised Uf , if, Pf curves
ignition peak voltage Umax and time of its creation
■tb

td

, -JL_t
e JJ ign’

(3)
^ max

Typically, for properly defined length of the fuse element, the fuse arc energy of a varistor assisted fuse need not be
much higher than the fuse arc ignition energy. This implies that a fuse operating under such conditions dissipates
no more than a few percent of the arcing energy of a stand alone fuse. Therefore, a dramatic increase in the current
breaking capacity is observed after application of the parallel varistor.

3. Basic features of fuses for the fuse-varistor assembly
There is no doubt that the fuse current cannot be totally commutated to the varistor until such a part of the fuse
element has been disintegrated that the gap created is able to withstand the varistor voltage. This gap may be taken
as a criterion of the minimum length lmui of fuse element. However, it is worth bearing in mind that the arc
ignition peak voltage Umax, which must exceed the varistor voltage Uv, also depends on the fuse element length /.
Therefore, in practice, both
and / connected with Umax have to be taken into consideration, and under special
conditions only, both of them are similar. This reasoning leads to the conclusion that an optimal fuse length and
design should exist.
Examined relationships between the fuse arc ignition voltage peak, confinement diameter, and fuse element length,
one can conclude that these factors are strictly interconnected [3], Thus, applying a shorter fuse element, the unchanged fuse arc ignition voltage can be produced just with a smaller confinement diameter, with some limitations,
off course. Therefore, in the optimal case, the fuse element length should be founded on the minimum gap withstand, while the fuse confinement selected this way that Umax exceeds the varistor voltage £/,, with an indispensable
margin depending on the inductance L of the commutation loop consisted in connections between the fuse and
varistor. The minimum voltage margin (Umax - Uv) should exceed the inductive voltage drop L-div Alt in the loop
caused by the reduction of fuse current if. For the fastest reduction, with the slope corresponding to the fuse arc
ignition voltage rise, the voltage margin can be evaluated from the following expression:

—U„ - L • /'

u„
U-t ign

or

u max
U„

_

1

Tc
ign

where
’

T =

Li.
U-t ign

(4)
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Equation (3) suggests that the inductance L of
1200
PTFE d=0.8 mm
commutation loop should be as small as possible.
However, an analysis of the fuse arc ignition process
shows a similar behaviour of a fuse and a capacitor in
600
electric circuits under dynamic conditions [5],
Therefore, presence of a certain loop inductance L is
sand
beneficial, since the energy stored in magnetic field
nylon d = 2 mm
accelerates the current zero in RLC circuits for
currents significantly reduced. Oscillatory, near o 400 -1
critical response of circuit is welcomed, hence, the
beneficial loop inductance L can be calculated for the
air
loop resistance Ri taking also into consideration the
1 00
200
300
400
varistor u-i characteristic, and a capacitance Ca
time, /usee
defined by the ratio of the system current is and the
average rate of rise of the ftise arc ignition voltage,
Fig. 5. Voltage gradient of the fuse arc ignition for copper
substituted for the fuse ignition arc. For such a model
fuse element, 0.36-mm 0, and a variety of confinements
the time constant T0 defined in (4) can be transformed
to the following expression:
-

4
T-

frH

(5)

This definition permits, followed (3), to calculate the fuse arc peak voltage Umax required, which enables to
establish the fuse element length if the maximum voltage gradient for the suggested fuse design can be assumed.
The authors found that, although a voltage gradient as high as 1 kV/cm can be generated by expulsion fuses with
capillary confinements, in such a case, the time required is long, due to a slowdown in the rate of voltage rise if
higher than approximately 300 V/cm [3], The level of 600 V/cm can be achieved with sand filled fuses. Therefore,
for practical applications the gradient of 0.440.6 kV/cm seems to be the most typical. In Fig. 5, profiles of voltage
gradients of the fuse arc ignition, recorded by the authors, are shown for the prospective current 2.2 kA r.m.s. and
a variety of confinements.
It is important to notice that a very long fuse element may be also disadvantages from the point of view of
efficiency in current commutation. Since, the rate of rise of arc ignition voltage, and the initial current reduction
during the commutation process depend on the length of fuse element, one can expect that the longer the fuse
element the shorter the commutation time and the lower the energy involved. However, a very fast fuse voltage
buildup can cause a rapid fuse current reduction to a certain point only because the rupturing will be stopped and
burn-back become less effective due to the low current value. At that moment the total gap in the fuse element can
still be too short to withstand the varistor voltage. In such a case, a lingering current can be observed, enforced by
the varistor voltage, if the dissipation of arc energy is sufficient. If not, the current transfer is reversed and the fuse
takes again the whole of the current over. Under beneficial conditions the reduced current may flow until the gap is
extended enough, by the bum-back, to conclude successfully the commutation, which takes, however, a long time.
To support these assumptions, the current of a fuse,
950 mm in length connected in parallel with a varistor
composed of a variable number of 6-kV blocks is
presented in Fig. 6, for a commutation period. The
number of blocks varied from 1 to 6. The prospective
Umax and the rate of rise of the fuse arc voltage were
equal in all cases. The commutation loop inductance
was approximately of 12 pH, due to long connections
to the current measuring shunt. For a low number of
blocks the initial rate of current reduction is the same
for all curves, in accordance with the discussion in the
former sections. In such a case, the fuse current is
suppressed rapidly to a low value, and persists over a
long time, until the necessary gap is created by the
deformation of liquefied segments and burn-back.
When the number of blocks increases, the varistor
voltage rises and the voltage difference (Umax - Uv)
becomes too low to balance the inductive voltage drop
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Fig. 6. Commutation fuse current for a variable number
of varistor blocks (1+6 denote the number of blocks).
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L-diy/dt at the maximum rate of current reduction. Hence, div /dt must decrease. In the latter case, the current is
not reduced so rapidly, and the fuse element rupturing can be accompanied by the deformation of the liquefied
fuse element segments and burn-back., which produces longer gaps at currents reduced to the same degree.
Therefore, it is easier to produce the necessary gap with 1-block varistor than with 6 blocks.
To conclude analysis of features of the fuse elements for varistor supported fuses, it is worth noticing that such fuse
elements should be notchless, as uniform as possible to secure a fast generation of the very high arc ignition
voltage required. Any change in the cross-section area must diminish the frequency of rupturing, slow down the
voltage increase, and enhance the energy deposited in the fuse. The voltage peak would also be lower.

4. Confinement of the fuse element
It was shown above that the arc energy of a varistor assisted fuse is relatively low. On the other hand the pressure
must be very high to generate high fuse arc ignition voltages [4], These factors exercise opposite effects on the fuse
design. Low energy means a light, material saving construction, and high pressures require, even if acting only a
short time, strong, resistant enclosures.

a

o -M
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0
0.80
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0.44 0.48 0.52 0.56
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Fig. 7. Fuse arc ignition voltage in simple (continuous line) and reinforced (broken line) confinements. Fuse
element diameters and prospective currents (r.m.s.) are provided.
To find the answer to the question what should be the characteristic like of the enclosure of fuse element of the
varistor assisted fuse, fuse voltages were recorded during arc ignitions, for copper fuse elements inserted into
simple or reinforced confinements. The simple enclosure consisted in a PTFE tube, 1-mm 0, squeezed into a nylon
tube, 2 mm in the inner diameter. Walls of the latter tube were 0.5 mm thick. The enclosure with the fuse element
inside was inserted into ABB drop-out carrier, with the bore of 12.8 mm in diameter. An additional nylon tube, 3mm 0, was applied in the reinforced model. Differences in the arc voltage profiles were examined. Results are
given in Fig. 7, where in b voltage profiles for the prospective current of 4 kA r.m.s. and copper fuse element,
0.36-mm 0 (provided also in a) are zoomed.
These experiments demonstrate that a thin fuse element behaves similarly in the simple and reinforced nylon
enclosures, during the arc voltage buildup, even at 12 kA. The confinement starts to rupture, which is marked by a
sudden voltage reduction, at approximately the same time for both models. However, rates of the voltage decrease
are different, due to the faster changes in pressure in the simple model, where the degree of tube destruction is
higher. The generated fuse voltage can be increased markedly by reinforced confinement, for thick wires and high
currents.
However, it is worth noting that thin-walled tubes, both simple and reinforced, expand due to the pressure
produced by fuse arc ignition processes, which slows down further pressure and voltage increase. Therefore, there
is a difference in arc ignition parameters between fuses with rigid and plastic tubing confinements. In case of a
rigid capillary, see Fig. 5, the fuse voltage rises over a long period and acquires a high level. The sudden voltage
reduction is not observed.
The way the arc affects enclosures also is different. Nylon tubes inserted in large carriers break, typically, at a
number of points. They fail to be torn completely to pieces. Later, they are melted or destroyed in a higher degree
by arcs burning over significant part of the halfperiod. The authors made these observations compared a great
number of enclosures after current commutation to a varistor and a full halfperiod operation.
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The low energy deposited in varistor assisted fuse, during its operation, fails to produce a large volume of gases,
even in organic confinements. Therefore, it is possible to design something like a “sealed expulsion fuse”. To
check this idea, experiments have been carried out with a rigid fuse carrier, 150 mm long, lined with a nylon tube,
2 mm in inner diameter, and closed at both ends with small containers, 6 cm3 in volume. Such a container is
presented in Fig. 8. Small bores, 2-mm 0, were drilled to facilitate a slow evacuation of gases, to avoid permanent
high pressure. The fuse was connected in parallel to 1-block, 6-kV varistor. Current commutation was successful
for currents ranging from 2.2 kA to 8 kA and copper fuse elements, 0.36-mm 0. The fuse itself remained intact.

5. Interruption of overload currents
In both types of fuses, i.e. sand filled and capillary expulsion fuses, in accordance with the discussion in former
sections, the arc ignition voltage gradient can be as high as 0.5 kV/cm, which means that it is impossible to apply
short fuse elements, for operation under typical distribution conditions, especially if one takes into consideration
the indispensable margin between the system and varistor voltages. Followed the discussion in [1], this margin
should be at least 50% of the operating voltage to avoid unnecessary bulky varistors. Hence, e g. for 24 kV, even
under comfortable conditions, i.e. for earthed neutral system, the fuse element cannot be shorter than 0.6 m. For
systems with isolated neutral a further increase in length is necessary. If cheap construction is used, with a plastic
tubing enclosure placed in a large carrier, as described above, the fuse element should be twice as long. This way,
the fuse element length of a varistor assisted fuse can be comparable to that of a regular sand fuse. However, in
case of capillary expulsion fuses, there still is a difference consisting in the possibility to extend the arc
mechanically, to accelerate voltage buildup while interrupting very low currents.
Moreover, taking into consideration the above mentioned condition that the fuse element should be uniform to
generate rapidly a high voltage, it becomes clear that shaping low current t-i characteristic is not a simple task and
the varistor assisted fuse is better suited for breaking short circuit than overload currents. To meet requirements of
standards, the most reasonable solution seems to be a two-part hybrid design in which overload currents will be
broken by a short, expulsion type segment.
To learn the behaviour of varistor assisted fuse at low currents the authors compared the process of interruption of
60 A with a 0.95 m long, capillary expulsion fuse with copper fuse element, 0.57-mm 0, without any mechanical
arc extension, with and without the varistor assistance. In the former case, a very high overvoltage was generated,
due to the long confinement. In the latter, the voltage was limited, and after a long arcing time the fuse current was
eventually commutated.

6. Conclusions
•

Fuse-to-varistor current commutation is enforced by the process of the fuse element disintegration. Therefore,
the rate of fuse current reduction during commutation is connected with the rate of rise of the fuse arc ignition
voltage.
• In the varistor assisted fuse, a few percent of energy only is deposited while current interrupting, which permits
to use material-saving fuse constructions.
• Small diameter, simple plastic tubing can be used for the fuse element confinements.
• Closed expulsion type fuses are practical for fuse-varistor assemblies.
• With available fuse ignition voltage gradient of 0.5 kV/cm, the fuse element length is considerable.
• Too long fuse elements can adversely influence the current commutation process.
• The varistor assisted fuse is not suited well to interrupt low fault currents. Therefore, hybrid design with an
overcurrent part can be recommended.
'
a?
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1

Introduction

By experimental investigation it could be shown that new fuse designs ensure a high
mechanical stability and high breaking capacity combined with short current cut-off times even
for the requirements for HBC-fuses, which have to be capable of handling prospective short
circuit currents of 1500 A.
Physical effects were used to increase the arc voltage by splitting up the arc column and
generating additional cathode and anode falls, or by reducing the diameter of the arc column by
the confining tube.
To generate additional cathode and anode falls, small diaphragms of Cu or Fe with an aperture
of less than one millimeter were inserted in the fuse enclosure.
The reduction of the diameter of the tube and with this of the arc column resulted in a higher
voltage demand because of the ohmic characteristic a of wall-stabilized arc.
It turned out that the current cut-off times can be reduced by a factor 2 to 10 and the
dissipated energy by a factor 100 compared to the commonly used fuses without filler if tube
diameters smaller than 1 mm were used.

2

The construction of fuses

The principal design of a conventional fuse-link is sketched in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: The principal design of a conventional fuse-link (for details see text).

Conventional fuses which are designed to fulfil the requirements of the so-called "low breaking
capacity" of 35 A, 250 V, cos 0=1, according to the IEC 127 standard III, normally consist
of two termination caps (1), a glass tube (2), the melting wire as current conducting element
(3) and solder (4) to establish a safe and reliable electric contact to the caps.
To perform the so-called "high breaking capacity" of 1500 A, 250 V, cos cp = 0.7-0.8 III the
fuse-link is commonly filled with quartz-sand as an arc-extinguishing medium and the glass
body (2) is replaced by a ceramic body.
The new designs for HBC-fuse-links described in this paper can do without the sand, some
examples of these designs are shown in Fig. 2. There are two main groups:
a) the fuse-link with aperture, and b) the "Narrow-channel-fuse".
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a) Fuse-links with apertures
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b) The „Narrow-channel-fuses“

Fig. 2: New fuse designs under investigation (for details see text).

The fuse-link with a total length of 32 mm enveloped in an outer silicate glass body (10), which
is mainly used to give the entire construction a kind of mechanical stability. Inside the glass
tube there are several ceramic tubes (1) of a suitable outer diameter (da = 4 mm) to fit inside
the glass tube, and an inner diameter of 2 mm. These tube segments were separated by
diaphragmes (12) of copper, quantities 1, 2, 3 or 0, having an outer diameter da = 4 mm and a
circular hole of different diameters of 0.6 mm to 1.5 mm, by which the melting wire (3) is
passed through.
In the so-called „Narrrow-chaimel-design“ the fuse mainly consists of one or several glass
tubes (1) with a small inner boring, forming a narrow channel (4), and optionally a so-called
„blow-out-chamber" with a larger diameter (11).
Different kinds of ceramic have been studied to investigate a possible influence of different
thermal conductivities X of them (Table 1).

Table 1: Properties of ceramics 111
Typ

Specification
acc. to
EEC 672-3 111

Content
of

AI2O3

Thermal
conductivity
k/W/mK

porosity
Pa/Vol-%

Alumina

C779

>99%

28

0.0

Alumina/
Aluminiumsilicat

C610

>65%

4.5

0.0

Aluminiumsilicat/
Magnesiumsilicat
porous

C520

1.5

20

Commercially available round wires of 100 pm diameter made of a silver-copper-alloy have
been chosen as melting elements in all experiments. The wire has been fixed by soldering to the
end caps.
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3

Experimental set-up

The testing of the electrical behaviour of the fuses has been performed with an electrical circuit
in accordance to IEC 127 - standard /!/. The circuit has been adjusted by resistances and
inductivities to establish a prospective current of 1500 Arme, a power factor cos cp = 0.75 0.77 with a voltage of 265 Vrm<- The circuit consists of a power tranformator, a thyristor unit
which switches on the current, and by which the electrical closing angle 0 can be controlled
electronically.
The current has been measured by a 10 mfl shunt, and the time dependent signals of the
current i and voltage drop uf above the fuse have been recorded by a digital oscilloscope with a
vertical resolution of 12 bit and a sampling rate of 1 MHz.
Further data acquisition of the stored digital data could be carried out by normal data
processing.
For interpretation of the test results the most important electrical quantities had been
considered, which are:
t melting time
Id melting current
V arcing time
U arc current
= +t

K K
Uf

L

: The time from the beginning of the current flow until reaching the
liquid phase of the melting wire
: The maximum current amplitude occuring during the melting process
: The arc burning time
: The maximum current amplitude occuring during the arcing
: The total switch off time
: The voltage drop across the fuse during current flow i(t)

4

The test results

4.1

Fuse-links with additional apertures for splitting up the arc

The aim of this test series was to investigate in what respect the number of apertures, various
thicknesses and internal bores bj, as well as the choice of material of the diaphragmes (metal or
ceramic) and ceramic tube pieces play a part in the "switch-off-behavior" of the fuses.
A typical result of one of this series is shown in Fig 3, .4 and 5. Fig. 3 shows the typical
dependence of 1,4, II versus the closing angle 0, Fig. 4 the corresponding times to, t and ta
whereas Fig. 5 shows the corresponding oscillograms Uf(t) und i(t) for 0 = 0° and 50°.

i/ms
fig 4
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fig 3
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Fig. 3: Typical behaviour of currents Id and II
versus closing angle
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closing angle 0/0

Fig 4.: The times t?, tL and ta>
corresponding to Fig 3.

100
Using a closing angle of 0°, the arc-voltage approximately reaches the value of the applied
voltage (which reaches its maximum of 373 V after 5 ms) after 5.9 ms and the arc extinguishes.
For larger closing angles the begin of the current flow is delayed resulting in shorter switch-off
times ta. In this case even the dissipated energy is reduced.
The melting current U increases to larger switching angles since the melting phase occurs at
higher current levels of the first current half-wave. In correlation with this we find a decrease
of melting time U.
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Fig. 5: Oscillograms showing the typical behaviour of fuses: Uf (t) and i(t) for the closing
angles 0° and 50°.

4.2

The influence of the number and the diameter of the aperture

The dependence of the arc behaviour on the number of the Cu-apertures is shown in Fig. 6
and 7.. The indices (1) and (3) refer to the respective number or the apertures in use. A slight
reduction of the times ta, L and a decrease of the arc current II with the number of apertures
could be observed, what is due to the additional number of cathode and anode falls on the
diaphragmes. As the melting process is independent from the number of apertures, U and ts are
of course not affected by this.
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Fig. 6: The currents II with respect to
different numbers of apertures.
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Fig 7: The corresponding times tL and ta to
Fig 6.

Further investigations showed that a variation the apertures bj in the diameter range of 1.0 mm
to 1.7 mm did not entail any significant distictions.
Relating to the thermal conductivity of the ceramic tube segments no effects were found.

The effects of the inserted apertures on the formation of additional arc spots and thereby the
additional demand of voltage of the arc by several anode and cathode falls were tested. The
effects of the ceramic material of the tube pieces were investigated also and it was found that
the effect to the switch-off times are insignificant. The effect of a forced constriction of the arc
on the switch-off times is described in the second part of this work.
The theme "decrease of the electrical conductance by a decrease of the diameter" and, in this
context, an increased demand of voltage supporting the switch-off capacity, is sufficiently
known in literature and initiated the tests with the so-called "Narrow-channel fuses".

5

Narrow-channel fuse

5.1

The physical background

Using the simplified differential Ohm's law, thereby neglecting diffusion effects and taking into
account that the mobility of ions is much smaller than those of electrons (p.j« pe), current
density can be described by:
j=je= e -Ne • pe • E.
Assuming a cylindrical arc column with a radius r and a constant current density across the
diameter 7ir2, the longitudinal component of the electric field can be estimated by
E = I/(7tr2 • e • Ne • pe).
According to this U = E ■ 1 can be increased by
-a reduction of the diameter 7tr2 by constriction of the arc column
-a reduction of the mobility of the electrons pg, e. g. by an increase of the gas pressure
-a reduction of the number of free electrons Ne, e. g. by cooling the plasma column.
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5.2

Tests

For this experiment different types of fuses were used with various chamber combinations (see
Fig. 2b):
-The fuses consist of an extinction chamber, in which a reduction of the inner diameter of the
arc column is provided and, optionally, so-called „blow-out chambers" with larger inner
diameters.
-The „blow-out chamber“ can be used for decompression, reducing the temperature
near the end caps and for providing a suitable benaviour in the low-current region
of the fuse characteristic.
Here, results of the most simple stage of realization, consisting exclusively of a glass tube are
documented. Investigations with glass tubes with different inner diameters b; were carried out.
Fig. 8 shows the melting and switch-off times ts and ta. The indices (6 and 8) refer to the
different inner diameters of the tube bj (0.6 mm and 0.8 mm).
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Fig. 8 Melting time ts/ms and switch-off times ta/ms versus the closing angle 0/°.
The indices (6 and 8) refer to the different inner diameters bj (0.6 mm and 0.8 mm)

The extremely short switch-off-times ta < 400 ps have to be pointed out; they are in the same
range as the melting times ts with approx. 350 ps.
The effect of the capillary diameter is plainly recognizable. Whereas bj does not affect melting
time ts the switch-off times ta are distinctly shorter for internal borings of 0.6 mm (taö) than for
those of 0.8 mm (tag).
In further tests the effect of the internal diameter has been investigated in more detail.
Tubes made of ceramic material with different inner diameters bj = 0.8, 1.0, 1.5 mm,
surrounded by an external glass tube were tested. The results distinctly show the effect of the
inner diameter (fig. 9).
The arc current as well as the respective arcing-time ta diminish if the inner diameter of the
tube is reduced. Stable results are achieved using bj = 0.8 mm and times ta less than 400 ps will
be reached. If the inner diameter is larger than 1.0 mm, times are longer by an order of
magnitude. Likewise this result is reproduceable. In the transition range of=1 mm the fuses
suddenly show a varying behaviour resulting in a large scattering of the results. The average
times are «1.5 ms; this, however, with a substantial scattering of results not considered in these
figures.
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Fig. 9 Melting time ts/ms and switch-off times ta/ms as well as the respective currents Id/A
versus the closing angle 0/°. The indices (8, 10, 15) refer to the different
boresizes b; (0.8, 1.0 and 1.5 mm).

Evidently an inner diameter of 1 mm seems to be a kind of transition range of the "narrowchannel fuse" to the conventional fuse.
Considering the results of one internal diameter each time, the different dominating time
factors become distinct (Fig 10).
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Fig 10: The influence of the different diameters b; = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5 mm on the time ts, h,
and ta in dependence on the closing angle 0/°.

For an innner diameter of bj = 0.8 mm the melting time is the dominant time: t,= 0.45 ms
«ta = 0.1 ms. For an internal diameter of 1.5 mm this relation becomes reversed and L is
the decisive time (ta «tL » C). For an inner diameter of 1.0 mm a transition between these two
cases can be observed.
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6

The energy balances in different reset mechanisms

Fig. 11 and 12 show the current i and voltage drop Uf of fuses switching off at different times.
In one case arc behaviour is according to a conventional fuse design (ta ~ 5-6 ms), in the other
case the fuse cuts the current off after « 0.6 ms. Calculating the electric power P(t) = Uf(t) i(t)
and energy E, it becomes distinct that - when tai/ta2 = 10:1 variies - the power Pmaxi « Pmax2 »
(65 - 80) KVA is identical in both cases; the energy ratio amounts to E2/E1 = 742 kJ/4.8 kJ and
therefore increases by factor 150.
This result shows how important it is to have a fuse with a rapid reset mechanism, if a high
current capacity is to be achieved. However, the excess voltage (Uinci« L dl/dt), which was
increased from 860 V to 1300 V, as occurring in this example, represents a disadvantage.
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7

Conclusion

It could be shown how fuses will be forced to switch off rapidly under utilization of the
reduction of the arc diameter and the increased demand of voltage of the arc even for miniature
fuse designs.
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SIMPLE IMPROVED CIRCUIT MODEL FOR FUSE
BREAKING TESTS
R Wilkins,
Consultant, Heswall, UK

1

Introduction

The breaking capacity of current-limiting fuses is
verified using high-power test plant such as that
shown in Fig. 1(a), and the test conditions are
conventionally characterised by five parameters for
AC tests : the RMS test voltage, RMS prospective
current, frequency, closing angle, and source-circuit
power factor. From these quantities the simple
equivalent circuit model shown in Fig. 1(b) can be
derived. This circuit model is implicit in the fuse
test standards, and has often been used in the
computer modelling of fuse breaking tests. This
model will be referred to here as the standard
source-circuit model. If the voltage generated by
the fuse can be represented in some way, the current
can be found by solving the differential equation :

e

di

It

-

Ri
L

-

(a) Typical layout

;

R

A

vy
(1)

(b) Standard source-circuit model
The values of R and L in the standard source-circuit
model are evaluated from a calibration shot with the
Rig. I Circuit for testing current-limiting fuses
fuse replaced by a link, and they are the DC resistance and inductance of the circuit. However during the
operation of current-limiting fuses the circuit current contains frequencies up to a few kHz, and use of the DC
values can give a significant error.
Analysis more than 100 test records using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) methods showed that the resistance in
the model of Fig. 1(b) increases strongly with frequency, with the value at 300Hz being up to 10 times the DC
value [1], This increase in resistance is due to eddy currents and skin effect in the various items of plant in the
test circuit. Increases in resistance of the same order have been noted in other power applications [2, 3], The
effective series inductance L decreases slightly with frequency.
10
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Fig. 2 Error in current calculation using Perfect Fuse Model

The effect of this is on the circuit
modelling problem is illustrated
by Fig.2, which
shows a
comparison
between
test
measurements and calculations
using the 4th-order Runge-Kutta
method.. The upper traces show
the measured fuse voltage with
the known source e.m.f. The bold
current curve is the test
measurement, and alongside it is
the current computed using
equation (1) and a perfect fuse
model (PFM). This means that
that measured fuse voltage is
used for the value vf in (1).
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If the standard source-circuit model is correct, and the perfect fuse model is used, then the computed current
should agree with the measured value, but Fig. 2 shows that there is an error. The error in current is also shown
in Fig. 2, growing rapidly at around 4ms.
The dynamic increase in circuit resistance during the test causes the circuit current to fall more rapidly than
predicted by the standard source-circuit model, leading to an error averaging about +15% in the computed
value of the Pt integral.
This object of the work described in this paper was to find a better model for the test circuit, with a sound
physical basis, but which is also simple to use.

2

Possible solutions to the modelling problem

2.1

Use of system impulse response and convolution

Using the FFT methods described in [1], the admittance function Y(co)of the source circuit can be derived from a
one-shot test result. The inverse FFT can then be applied to Y(co) to give the system impulse response function
y(t). In theory the circuit response during a subsequent test can then computed using the convolution integral:

i(t)

=

J(e - Vf)y(t - T) dr

(2

)

Fig.3 shows the impulse response of the admittance
50
of the test circuit obtained from the test data shown
in Fig. 2 using the above method. For the standard
40
source-circuit model with constant R and L the
admittance function is 1 / (R + j coL) which has an
« 30
inverse Fourier Transform of ( 1 / L ) exp (-R t / L).
3
The impulse response is of similar form to this. The
£ 20
initial value is of the same order of magnitude as
(1 / L) but the response is multimodal with a fast
10
initial decay followed by a slower one. An accurate
expression for y(t) cannot be evaluated because of
the presence of noise generated by inaccurate
0
higher-frequency components in Y(w) [1],
o
13
Furthermore, the convolution method cannot be
t, ms
very easily integrated with existing fuse models [4],
so this method does not offer a practical solution.
Fig.3 Impulse response of source admittance derived
from test data shown in Fig. 2

2.2

Series Foster circuits

R0

LI

Ln

R1

Rn

L0

, ,
Fig.4 Foster series circuit model

Circuits with a number of parallel R-L
branches in series, such as that shown in
Fig.4 can be used to generate a circuit model
with a resistive real part which increases
— strongly, and an inductive part which
decreases weakly with frequency.
Such
circuits have recently been used to model the
medium-frequency behaviour of transformers,
to allow for the effects of eddy-current
losses [2]

As an alternative a number of series R-L circuits connected in parallel can be used. The resistors and inductors
in the model are found by matching up the real and/or imaginary parts of the total impedance at a number of
discrete frequencies. Information is usually obtained by injecting variable-frequency current into the test object
to determine the variation of impedance with frequency, but this is not practicable for a high-power short-circuit
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test laboratory, which has many different connections to give various prospective currents at several voltages and
nominal power factors. We have only the impedance/frequency characteristics obtained from FFT analysis of
test shots, which only gives data up to about 300Hz, and with considerable dispersion.
Using this data a number of low-order Foster-type alternative models have been investigated. It is easy to match
up the increase of resistance with frequency to give more accuracy during the arcing period, but in each case the
accuracy during the prearcing period was adversely affected, giving no worthwhile improvement in the total Pt
values.
Fig. 2 shows that the standard source-circuit model gives good results during the prearcing period, and in
particular the initial value of di/dt agrees well with the test data.
To match the high-frequency inductance L0, and to get the same initial di/dt as the standard model we need
L = L0. However if we match the Foster model to the standard source-circuit model at DC we require
L = L0 + LI + L2+ ..., which conflicts with the previous requirement. Therefore with a simple Foster circuit
we cannot compensate accurately for a discrepancy such as that shown in Fig.2.

3

Simple shunt correction circuit

Fig.2 shows that the error is quite small during the
R
L
prearcing period but then grows rapidly when arcing
O
]->
begins, suggesting that the error is associated with the
\/ i.f
sudden growth in voltage across the fuse. During the
Rs
calibration shot the supply transformer voltage and
Ö
core flux will be very low, but during a test on a
current-limiting fuse the transient voltage and
associated losses will be much higher. This effect can Q
be modelled by adding a shunt circuit such as that
shown in Fig.5. During the prearcing period the fuse
O
voltage and shunt current will be negligible, but as the
fuse arc voltage rises the shunt current will grow in
Fig.5 Simple improved circuit with shunt branch
the same way as the error current.
The nature of a possible shunt branch was investigated by the following method. For each shot the fuse voltage
and error current transients were transformed to the frequency domain using the FFT, giving the equivalent
shunt impedance at each frequency. The shunt resistance and inductance were then evaluated from the real and
imaginary parts of the shunt impedance. This analysis was carried out on 63 test shots on different fuses, with 5
different test circuit configurations, with the following results for the frequency range 0-300Hz:
(a)

the equivalent shunt resistance decreased slowly with frequency

(b)

the Ls/Rs time-constant of the shunt branch did not change significantly

(c)

the average value of Rs was about 20 times the nominal series impedance

(d)

the average time constant was 0.65 ms

3.1 Time domain solutions
If constant values of Rs and Ls are used in the circuit of Fig.5, the solution is easily obtained by solving (1) and
the following additional equation for the shunt branch :
di

s

dt

_

v

/

Rs i.s

(3)
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and the fuse current is then simply given by
'/

(4)

=

The transients for all 63 shots were recomputed using the PFM and the circuit of Fig.5, using the values of Rs
and Ls at 156.25 Hz obtained by FFT analysis of each individual shot. The error in each shot was almost
completely eliminated.
However in a real situation we are not able to analyse a shot before it has happened, and we need to choose Rs
and Ls somehow. With Rs set at 20 times the nominal source impedance and Ls set at RsTs, with is = 0.65 ms
acceptable results were obtained for all data sets. The improvement over the standard source-circuit model is
given in the table below.

Standard circuit model
With shunt correction circuit

4

Mean error in computed M
13.3%
0.002%

Standard deviation of the error
5.96%
4.82%

Conclusions

A simple shunt circuit can be used to provide a useful correction to the standard source model to get more
accurate calculations of the circuit current in the modelling of fuse breaking tests. In the test results analysed
the error in the standard model was associated mainly with shunt losses, which increase as the fuse voltage rises
at the start of arcing. The nature of the high-power test laboratory plant and its connection varies between
installations, and so the circuit discussed here may not be the most appropriate for other situations. However
whatever the arrangement of plant, it is likely that medium frequency effects in the source circuit will need to be
taken into account to obtain a good match between measured and computed transients.
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BREAKING TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR SAND-FILLED
HBC MINIATURE FUSE-LINKS
A. Hirose, T. Umeda, H. Matsuzaki
SOC Corporation, Yokohama, Japan

1 Abstract
The first and third authors of this paper contributed to the Fourth International conference on Electric Fuses and their
Applications a paper [1] on the breaking performance of lbc (low-breaking capacity) cartridge fuse-links covered by
IEC 127-2 [3].
In this paper, they clarified that the failures of these fuse-links in breaking overcurrent were attributable to the
excessive arc-energy dispersed in the fuse-envelope and that this energy depended strongly on the arc-initiation angle
on the source voltage wave. Based on these findings, they raised a question to the present IEC specification [2] that
requires for all miniature fuse-links a fixed value of 30 degrees as the making angle of the test circuit for breaking
capacity.
They also reported that the arc-energy fell steadily with decreasing breaking current, and suggested that the breaking
tests of the lbc fuse-links at their rated voltage for the lower current levels than their rated breaking capacity should
be deleted as useless.
In the present paper, the authors describe the results of their various tests on the breaking performance of the sandfilled hbc (high-breaking capacity) miniature fuse-links covered by IEC 127-2, and conclude that the breaking
failures of these fuse-links are closely associated with the high arc-energy.
Based on this conclusion, they suggest that the arc-initiation angle on the source voltage wave should be specified
for the test of hbc fuse-links instead of making angle, in line with the IEC requirement for low- and high-voltage
current-limiting fuses [4J[5].
The fall of arc-energy with decreasing breaking current — found to be more conspicuous than for the lbc cartridge
fuse-links — is also reported, and it is suggested that the breaking tests at lower current levels should be deleted for
the hbc fuse-links rated 250V and below.

2. Arc-energy and arc-initiation angle
Since the sand-filled cartridge fuse-link is a current-limiting fuse-link in the principle of current interruption, it is
most likely that their breaking performance is strongly affected by the arc-initiation angle on the voltage wave just
like for the high- and low-voltage current-limiting fuse-links [4]|5].
To verify this presumption, the arc-energy of some hbc miniature fuse-links were tested at their rated voltage for
their rated breaking capacity, i.e. for 1,500A/250V at power factor 0.75, with the making angle of the test circuit
distributed evenly over one half cycle. All the test samples were products of a single manufacturer.
Fig. 1 (a) indicates the arc-energy of 6.3A/250V hbc cartridge fuse-links both of the time-lag and quick-acting
types according to IEC 127-2, taking the arc-initiation angle as abscissa. For both types of fuse-links, the arc-energy
reached maximum for the arc-initiation angle between 50 and 110 degrees. Fig. 1 also indicates that the arc-energy
for the time-lag fuse-links is appreciably higher than for the quick-acting fuse-links.
The fact, that the arc-initiation angle between 50 and 110 degrees provides the highest arc-energy, holds true
irrespective of the current rating of the hbc fuse-links. Fig. 1 (b) indicates one example.
It also indicates that the arc-energy of 6.3A/250V fuse-links is appreciably higher than that of 2.0A/250V fuselinks. The rule of higher arc-energy for fuse-links of higher rated current on the same Standard Sheet generally
prevails for the hbc fuse-links. For the lbc fuse-links, however, this rule does not always hold true [ 1 ].
In our tests for Fig. 1, it was found that the arc-energy for a given making angle scattered more widely for the hbc
fuse-links than for the lbc fuse-links. This fact could be attributed to the filling of the sand into the fuse-envelope,
and it implies that higher attention must be paid in the production of the hbc ftise-links than the lbc fuse-links.
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Fig. 2 shows typical oscillograms illustrating the interruption of 1,500A under the circuit power factor of 0.75 by
the hbc fuse-links. The abrupt cutting-off of the current, accompanied by a high voltage spike, is characteristic of
the current-limiting fuse-links.
In the oscillograms (a) of Fig. 2, the arcing lasts for several milli seconds: in (b), however, the arcing is unstable
and the current is cut off very quickly, due to the poor supply of metal vapour from the fuse-element at the instant
of fusion. The latter mode of interruption is characteristic of the fuse-links of smaller ratings, especially of the
quick-acting type.
Although the tests for Fig. 1 showed no breaking failures, the test results suggested that, of all the hbc fuse-links
covered by IEC 127-2, the interruption of the rated breaking capacity was hardest for 6.3A time-lag fuse-links
specified by Standard Sheet 5.
To define the most rigorous test conditions for the hbc cartridge fuse-links, 6.3A/250V time-lag fuse-links of
various designs, produced by four manufacturers, were tested under extremely onerous conditions.
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Table 1 records all the failures obtained in the onerous tests, where the power factor of the test circuit was lowered
down to 0.26. The material of fuse-envelope for most fuse-links were ceramics, but some were glass.
The Table indicates that the breaking failures are due either to the breakage, including cracking and burst, of the fuseenvelope or to the opening of a hole through the end-cap. This implies that the failures were closely associated with
the high arc-energy dissipated in the fuse-envelope just like in the case of lbc cartridge fuse-links [1].
The Table also indicates that all of the failures occurred for the arc-initiation between 50 to 90 degrees on the voltage
wave, except for one case. This reminds us of the requirement for the arc-initiation angle — in one test between 40
and 65 degrees, in two tests between 65 and 90 degrees — given by IEC 269-1 and IEC 282-1 for the low- and highvoltage current-limiting fuse-links, respectively.
Taking these into consideration, the authors of this paper propose to specify 50 to 90 degrees for the arc-initiation
angle in the test of the rated breaking capacity for the hbc cartridge fuse-links to IEC 127-2.
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Table 1 Breaking failures under onerous test conditions
Test current (A)

Power factor

1,500
1,600
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700

0.42
0.26
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56

Arcing angle

Arc-energy (J)

Failure location

169
270
115
185
181
163
150
206
149
130
151
131
153
143

aid-cap
aid-cap
aid-cap
envelope
envelope
oivelope
oivelope
aid-cap
aid-cap
envelope
envelope
oid-cap
envelope
envelope
envelope

64.4
51.4
54.1
86.5
77.0
77.9
68.9
53.2
52.5
117.0
86.5
77.6
77.4
77.5
67.6

121

Remarks

F

»g-

3

(a)

Fig- 3 (b)

Fig. 3 (a) indicates the oscillographic record corresponding to the hole-opening through the end-cap. The arcing
lasted always for some milli seconds in the case of the hole-opening.
The oscillograms of Fig. 3 (b) correspond to the breaking failure of the burst of envelope. The voltage spike at the
instant of the explosion of the fuse-element is not so high, but falls very quickly down to a plateau, remaining there
for a short time, and then falls down rather slowly to the source voltage wave. It is considered that this behavior of
the arc-voltage implies the burst of the envelope at the earliest stage of the arcing.
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3 Breaking tests at lower current levels
In the present I EC 127-1, breaking tests at lower current levels, i.e. at 5, 10, 50 and 250 times the rated current (In)
of the fuse-links not exceeding their rated breaking capacity, are specified for all miniature fuse-links. This
specification, however, could hardly be justified for the hbc fuse-links with rated voltage not exceeding 250V.
Fig. 4 (a) indicates the arc-energy of 6.3A/250V time-lag cartridge fuse-links for the test currents 2.1,5, 10, 50 In
and also for 1,000A and the breaking capacity 1,500A. The lowest current, 2.1 In, corresponds to the conventional
fusing current for this fuse-link, which might be most difficult to interrupt. The test current 1,000A has been
chosen as an intermediate current between 50 In and the rated breaking capacity.
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Fig. 4 (b) relates to 0.5A/250V quick-acting fuse-links, for which tests were made at 2.1, 5, 10,50 and 250 In and
the rated breaking capacity 1,500A.
For high-voltage current-limiting fuse-links, the interruption of small overcurrent, such as one-hour fusing current,
is not easy and the test for the rated minimum breaking current is specified [5]. In the case of the hbc miniature fuselinks rated 250V, however, no breaking failures occurred even in the test for 2.1 In as indicated in Fig. 4.
Based on these facts, the breaking tests of lower current levels specified for miniature fuse-links by IEC 127-1
should be deleted at least for the hbc fuse-links rated not higher than 250V.

4 Conclusions
The tests of the typical hbc cartridge fuse-links led to the conclusion that the high arc-energy dissipated in the fuselink is primarily responsible to the breaking failures i.e. the breakage of the envelope or the opening of a hole
through the end-cap of the fuse-link. Also, it was shown that this arc-energy is highest of the arc starts between 50
and 110 degrees on the voltage wave of the test circuit.
The test leading to the breaking failures of hbc fuse-links, however, indicated that actually the failures occurred at the
arc-initiation angle between 50 and 90 degrees. Taking this result and other IEC specifications for low- and highvoltage current-limiting fuse-links into consideration, it is suggested that the present specification for the making
angle should be replaced by that for the arc-initiation angle between 50 and 90 degrees on the voltage wave.
It was also shown that the interruption of small currents lower than the rated breaking capacity — even of 2.1 In —
is no problem for the hbc fuse-links to IEC 127-2.
Based on this fact it is suggested that the breaking test for small currents should be deleted from the list of tests for
the hbc fuse-links rated 250V and below.
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A RELIABILITY STUDY OF MINIATURE FUSES
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Summary
Previous investigations on lifetimes are based on curve fitting to experimental results, existing standards also do not
provide enough information for lifetime expectancy. The paper presents physical models for lifetime predictions for
miniature fuses. Effects of cyclic currents on lifetimes has been studied for current conducting times from several
milliseconds to one hour. Excellent agreements have been found between predictions and lifetime observations.

1. Introduction
During normal load situations, the current through fuses may be grouped conveniently under two headings: continuous
current and pulsed (cyclic) current.
-

A continuous load current is defined as the current under the stationary condition carried by fuses at the normal
load.

-

A cyclic current is specified as a repeated pulsed current with a certain on time and off time. The waveform of
pulsed current is the same in each period. Cyclic currents take place in the circuits of power electronics, for
example, rectifier circuits. Motor starting current, inrush magnetising current of no load transformers, inrush current
on charging capacitor or capacitor banks can also be considered as pulsed currents.

Ageing can occur in both loading conditions, various attempts [Aral, 1984; Stevenson 1976; Wilkins 1991; Williams
1981] have been made to provide solutions for the problem of fuse ageing. Possibly the first paper correlating cycles to
failures with current parameters appeared to be in 1969 [Golden, 1969], In resistance welding applications, fuses should
be derated to protect thyristors. Cycles to failure for fuses were presented in a graph as a linear function of the ratio of
rated melting ft to the actual ft passed through the fuse during the current conducting time. Taking the fuse element
temperature excursion as a parameter was also addressed as an alternative.
In the previous investigations, resistance changes, movement and cracks of fuse elements have been noticed. For
both cyclic currents and constant currents, fuse lifetimes have experimentally been found to decrease as the amplitude
of current increases. In the above methods, the estimation relies on the curve fitting of experimental data in lifetime
tests, extrapolation was not on the physical ground. Therefore reliable applications of fuses highly depend on
experience.
At the moment, concerning ageing effects, IEC publication 127 : miniature fuses specifies two types of tests
related with lifetime expectancy. The first one is the endurance test stated in IEC publication 127-1 sub-clause 9.4
and the second is the pulse test specified in IEC publication 127-1 sub-clause 9.6. Endurance tests require fuses to
withstand 100 cycles. In contrast to endurance tests, pulse tests are performed to gain information of ability to
withstand current surges normally experienced in service. These tests require 1000 times of current pulses.
For most applications, fuses have to withstand more than 106 current pulses, 1000 current pulses are far too less
to meet users requirements. Lacking of guidance from existing standards, manufacturers have to accumulate
experience to deal with these practical problems, a good service is normally realised by a try and error method.
Therefore to understand ageing mechanisms of fuses and to perform reliability studies are of a practical value for
industries.
Because the previous studies are based on the curve fitting to experimental results of lifetimes, parameters used in
methods either do not have clear physical meanings or do not defined from the fundamental process. The existing
standards also do not provide enough information of fuse ageing and lifetime expectancy. In attempting to answer
questions related with reliability, the ageing mechanism of miniature fuses during short time pulse currents and long
current periods will be investigated in this study.
This paper attempts to provide a clear view for fuse ageing and to develop physical models for the lifetime
predictions for fuses in general applications. The work is concerned with cyclic thermal fatigue for both short current
pulses and long current periods.
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To demonstrate our theory, a typical time delay fuse (218.800) [Meng, 1994] will be used as an example in the
descriptions. From the fundamental understanding, physical models will be used to predict lifetimes for short current
pulses and to resolve the problem of creep during long current periods. However, it should also be reminded that
applications of our theory will not be limited to this type of fuses. Results of reliability investigation on miniature fuses
lead to this paper.

2. Lifetime prediction for short current pulses
2.1 Physical models
Before the lifetime of fuse is determined, main contributions to the element damage should be defined. When fuses
are subjected to current pulses, temperature rise brings about thermal strain due to thermal expansion. The strain
produces stress due to the constrains of fuse elements. This mechanical strain may be divided into an elastic strain
and a plastic strain.
Because of thermal buckling [Meng, 1994], for the temperature rise above the critical limit, the mechanical strain
will reduce accordingly. During thermal buckling, only a part of the thermal strain is contributed to the mechanical
strain to produce the stress. Thermal strain induced in the fuse element due to a current pulse is proportional to the
temperature rise and given by

As* = pr
The mechanical strain is simply to take the form

Asr = 8AE,A
where 8 is the deflection factor. This factor is derived [Meng, 1994] as

2

z,} j p r

where
ß
T
Lf
A
lm

temperature coefficient for the thermal expansion
temperature difference
length of the fuse element
cross sectional area
area moment of inertia about neutral axis

Because of current pulses, the cyclic thermal stress is applied to the fuse. The thermal stress fatigue is only of
cyclic nature, as long as the time period for each current pulse is short enough. Because of insufficient diameter, for
the wire to accommodate the plastic deformation, cracks were propagated in a more or less brittle fashion [Pao,
1992]. Based on the relationship between the stress and the strain in the elastic range (Aee = AeT), the number of
current pulses N which fuses can withstand may be predicted [Smith, 1962; Hertzberg, 1989] according to

= c. = cry

( 1)

where
Ae/2
E
aa
a'f
N
b

elastic strain amplitude (Aee = AeT)
modulus of elasticity (61 * 103 MPJ
stress amplitude
fatigue stress coefficient (115 MPa)
number of current pulses to blowing
fatigue strength exponent -0.08 (-0.07 < b < -0.15)

2.2 Comparisons with experimental results
To demonstrate the model proposed (equation 1), comparisons will be presented by using both predictions based on
measurements of displacements and predictions purely from simulations.
♦

Predictions based on measurements of displacements
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From displacement measurements, mechanical strains were determined [Meng, 1994]. The mechanical strain was equal
to the difference between the thermal strain contributed by the temperature rise and the apparent strain determined by
the high speed films. The number of current pulses N which fuses withstand is found out from physical models.
Figure 1 presents comparisons of predictions and observations, where the number of current pulses are expressed
against the relative I2t value of pulsed current. The curve gives the predicted values of lifetimes based on the elastic
strain relationship. Mark “o” indicates the observations for rectangular current pulses and mark “x” depicts the results
for sinuous current pulses. In the graph, I2^ is the minimum I2t value corresponding to current - time characteristics at
the same time as the conducting time for a current pulse.

I
Ü
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E
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1

pulse

2

I t„
Figure 1 Comparisons of predictions based on strain measurements (line)
with experimental results of lifetimes
“x": sinuous current pulses
“o”: rectangular current pulses
♦

Theoretical predictions

In addition to the prediction of lifetimes based on strain measurements, lifetimes were also determined purely from
theory by using PSPICE thermal modelling. By introducing the material properties, the number of current pulses which
fuses withstand can be computed and tabulated in table l.
Table 1 Calculated lifetimes under the pulsed currents
0.38

0.50

0.63

0.78

0.95

1.04

0.29

0.38

0.48

0.60

0.73

0.80

Tsim °C

83

114

156

208

276

318

N

4.7* 107

8.9*10

1.8*10

487

14

2.4

I2tpuu= A2s
I tpul*

It™

where Tsim is the calculated temperature rise from the thermal modelling.
Figure 2 illustrates comparisons of observed lifetimes with predictions in table 1. The solid line presents the lifetime
which is calculated by using the temperature rise obtained from the PSPICE thermal modelling.
Both figure 1 and figure 2 show that the number of current pulses which fuses withstand increases as the I2t value
decreases. Predictions are well fitted with lifetime observations.
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Figure 2 Comparisons of experimental results and theoretical expectancy
“o” and “x”: mean lifetime observations

3. Lifetime predictions for long current periods
For long current periods, in addition to the cyclic strain, thermally activated creep may play a role. To estimate
lifetimes for long current periods, temperature rise should be determined for currents which below the minimum
fusing current. Because of cyclic nature, the fatigue process follows Manson - Coffin law [Coffin, 1954]. In this
process, the steady creep strain rate can be used for the determination of plastic strains.

3.1 Theoretical models
Temperature rise for long current periods can be determined both by simulations and experiments. When electric
currents are applied to fuses, thermal buckling takes place. Both currents and displacements may be measured.
Because the maximum displacement has a well defined relationship with the average temperature rise, the relation
between the temperature rise and the current is found. Figure 3 shows results of average temperature rises obtained
from measurements together with a theoretic approximation. The average temperature rise T is a function of d.c.
current / and it is expressed as
T = 103/21
where al = 3.
The creep rate is related to stress, temperature and time in general. Various relationships based on experiments
have been proposed in the past. One of the common used relationships is the power law creep. It states that at
intermediate to high stresses and at temperature above 0.5 Tm (the absolute melting temperature) the thermally
activated creep process is dominated by the activation energy for self - A\ffüüon[Hertzberg, 1989]. Because of
temperature dependence on current, the creep rate is rewritten as

E,

occ":oc

rw

where a2 is a constant (4 < a2 < 5). Accordingly, a trial value a2 = 4.5 is suggested.
For the determination of creep, the relationship with time is essential. Concerning time influence, during each
period, the contribution of the creep rate to the plastic strain Aep may be defined by
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The number of current pulses to blowing N is determined by
r

al*a2 jl+m

”|I/c

(2)
where t is the on time; c, al, a2, K0 and m are constants. According to Manson - Coffin law, in this work, c = -0.5 is
suggested.
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Figure 3 Dependence of the average temperature
rise on d.c. current
“x": average temperature rise determined from
displacement measurements
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Figure 4 Determination of material constants
m and K0
"x”: mean values of current pulses
“o”: 5% values of current pulses

For current pulses with the same current value and different on times, two series experiments in minimum can
determine the slope (1+m) of the number of current pulses with on time. The values of m and K0 are determined
from experimental data shown in figure 4 to be -0.5 and 3.6* 108. The 5% value of K0 is 7.8 *107 which is
corresponding to the 5% value of the number of current pulses.

3.2 Comparisons with observations
By using values of al, a2 and m, exponents for current/and time t can be obtained to be -27 and -1. Figure 5 shows
comparisons of the predictions of the number of current pulses as a function (equation 2) of time and current and
experimental results (al = 3, a2 = 4.5, m = -1/2, c = -0.5).

4. General Discussion
4.1 Difference between short and long current periods
In the section 2 and 3, extensive studies have been performed for short current pulses and long current periods. Now
it is time to give a general explanation and remarks for these definitions.
As it has been indicated that the creep rate has a strong relation with time, therefore, a limit is expected to be
significant for the dominance of creep. The exact indication is not known yet and probably not necessary, because
of the complex of problems and the deviations from other parameters. However, examination of current - time
characteristics snows that for the time above 10 seconds, the prearcing time is not precisely defined because of
thermally activated creep (including oxidation).
Therefore, for the time delay fuses under the discussion, the time of 10 seconds is taken as a criteria to
distinguish the short and long time current pulses. For continuous currents, the model presented for long current
periods can be extended.
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Figure 5 Comparisons of predicted lifetimes and observations
“o”: observations for the on time from 10 seconds to 1 hour
“x": observations of 5% values for the on time of 1 hour

4.2 Comparisons with results from literature
Generally, results above were comparable with the results in literature. The significant difference is that previous
researchers considered that the fatigue of fuse element was mainly controlled by the plastic range [Arai, 1983; Costa,
1991; Wilkins 1991]. For short current pulses, elastic strain plays an important role, while for long current periods,
plastic strain may control the fuse lifetime.
Moreover, in the former research [Arai, 1983], the shape effect of fuse elements was considered as a factor K. The
rule was that K=1 for straight element; K>1 for local deformation; K<1 for bent element. From the photographic
measurements, it indicates that the compression force induced by the thermal expansion may cause the buckling of fuse
element, a part of thermal strain will converted to the apparent strain, therefore, the factor K should be less than 1 even
for the straight fuse element.
Results from long current periods can also be compared with the curve fitted function in the reference [Stevenson,
1976]. On a double log scale, the literature curve slope was 0.045, the slope here found is 0.037 from physical models
(1/27) presented in the section 3.
If the temperature rises were normalised by the melting temperature, lifetime limits were found to be in agreement
with the results given in the reference [Williams, 1981]. Where the temperature thresholds were directly related with the
melting temperature of the fuse element, applications were restricted, because only the thermal properties were
considered.
In IEC publications, a very limited number (1000 pulses in IEC 127) of pulsed current is applied to the fuse to
examine the quality of fuses. On the one hand, the magnitude of pulsed current will be too low to give a indication of
pulse withstand ability of fuses; on the other hand, from this investigation it is clear that fuses may withstand some
thousands of pulsed currents, but they may still fail after a long run in service. Therefore, the requirement in IEC is not
enough to guarantee the long term behaviour of fuses, more specific values of lifetime should be carried out as a
guidance of selectivity.
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5. Conclusions
In this work, physical models for lifetime predictions have been established for short current pulse and long current
periods. Because no limitations are imposed for any specific constructions, they should be valid for any practical
fuses, unless some material constants have to be different.
Predictions for a typical time delay fuses have been demonstrated and compared with experimental observations
and an excellent agreement has been found.
The work is developed purely on the physical basis and results obtained so far therefore provide a significant
understanding of fuse ageing problems compared with previous investigations. Concerning physical models
developed, it should be of a great value to assist the evaluation of commercial products, new developments and
applications of fuses.
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Blade-Fuse-Links
... more than just automotive-fuse-links

Dipl.- Ing. Juergen Scheele
Wilhelm PUDENZ GmbH, Germany

1.

Blade-fuse-links

Since more than 10 years blade-fuse-links have been a well known product for the protecting of the electrical-network in vehicles. The blade-fuse-links replace the ancient fuses like for example continental-fuses or glass-fuses
(see picture 1).

17-32

5-7

Ö

20
glass-fuse-link:
Japanese-; american-;
british-cars

25
continental-fiise-link:
european-cars

I
□

20

Picture 1: glass-fuse-link; continental-fuse-link; blade-fuse-link

The advantage of the blade-fuse-link is for example, that the fuse can directly be connected to wiring-harness and
that this fuse-type allows a higher packaging in the junction-boxes than the ancient fuse-links.
The "electrical"-environment for such a fuse-link in an automotive application is
• max. operating voltage of vehicles:
24 V DC
•
•
•

max. constant current:
current-peaks up to:
max. short-circuit-currents

50A
150A
1.000A

•

ambient temperature

-40°Cupto+100°C

But there are more applications than the automotive application suitable for such a fuse-system. One is the protection of halogen-light-systems.
The "electrical"-environment for a halogen-light-system application is [1]
12V AC
• max. operating voltage:
•

max. constant current:

24A

•
•

current-peaks up to:
max. short-circuit-currents

140 A
500A

•

ambient temperature

+15°C up to +85°C
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2.

Halogen-light-systems

Halogen-light-systems become more and more popular as home-light-systems or for shop windows. In home-installations the transformer of the light-system is, in general, build in furnitures or in the ceiling. In both applications
the transformer is in a heat insulation area, means the heat of the transformer can't be reduced by e g. forced air.
In shop window applications the transformer is build in the ceiling or under the ground area of the shop window.
So nearly the same applies for the shop window application. In this applications there is a great influence from
heat radiation of the transformer on the fuse-link (see Picture 2).

transformer

insulating material

fuse & fuseholder

Picture 2: transfomer and lamp mounted in the ceiling

If the transfomer is loaded with rated power, than it is allowed that the temparature on the surface of the transformer reaches +85°C. The ambient temperatur of the fuseholder and fuse-link is approximately 60°C to 80°C. The
9-derating-factor of the fuse-link can be calculated with the following formular:
(1) 12]

F» = (1+ (»ambient - 23°C)*0,0015/K)4
F

S60°C “ 1,24

FS80°C “ 1,39

3.

Protection by fusing the secondary side

3.1

Time-current-characteristic

On the secondary side more and more blade-fuse-links are used. One of the main problems in Europe is, that the
t/c-characteristic of this fuses is not according to the IEC [3] standard. The t/c-characteristic is based on the UL-[4]
or SAE-standard [5]! Means ("UL") gates

1 351

1,1IRAT; .

RAT

instead of

1,51RAT;

2

>HRAT

(see graphs below). If an

engineer wants to use such fuses with UL-based-characteristic than he has to adapt the UL-based fuses with a faktor to IEC-fuses.
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Picture 2: t/c-charcteri sties 5x20 miniature fuse link vs. blade fuse link and overlay of both

The t/c-factor for blade-fuse-links is

F

t/c~ 1,33

3.2 Cable-size
Beside the ambient temperature and t/c-curve the cable size has an influence on the fuse selection. VDE 0100 stipulates a factor that fixes the minimum cable size based on the t/c-curves.
with:

lb ^ IRAT - lz
and
I2 < 1,45 Iz

cable size/ mm2

Iz30°c/

A

(3)

lb

operating current of the system

IRAT

rated current of the fuse

Iz

maximum cable current

h

fusing current of the fuse (1,351%^)

iz6o°<y

19

10,5

1,5

24

13

2,5

32

17,5

42

23

54

30

A

(4)
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4.

Conclusion

Blade-fuse-links are not only useful for automotive applications! By considering the above mentioned, these fuses
can be use for applications with voltage ratings up to 32V and constant currents up to nearly 22A. Beside the possibilties of various fuseholder-systems there is one big advantage for the user of blade-fuse-links: he can buy these
fuse-links 24h a day, 7 days a week on nearly every gas-station! This is an unique availability. The important point
is, that the engineer knows the background of the different t/c-characteristics otherwise he will put the wrong current rating in his application. The selection of the right rated current could be calculated with the following formula by using the above mentioned factors.
4at ^ fconst %F&X Ft/C

(4)

Having selected the fuse, the engineer is also able to select the minimum cable-size. Beside the selection of the
cable-size based on fuse-datas, he also needs to reduce the voltage drop on the cable, as a result of which most of
the applications have "oversized" cables. Below, see point 5, you find two examples for two different ambient conditions using the same transformer. There is a large difference in the fuse-link's rated current and cable-size selected.

5.

Examples

5.1

transformer mounted in the ceiling

Data of transformer HG 200/K/S
S

200VA
230V

U

PH

11,5V
16A

sec

Mounted in the ceiling

3

60°C
1,24
1,33

I RAT

S 16Ax 1,33 x 1,24

!RAT

S 26,4A

choosen fuse-link = 30A, blade-fuse-link
Minimum cable-size
1,35
30A
1,45
Iz
^ 27,9A
The minimum cable-size is 6mm2
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5.2

Same transformer under room temperature condition

8

23°C

Fa

1

Ft/c

1,33

I RAT

*- 1^^ ^ 1,33 x 1

IRAT

^ 21,3A

choosen fuse-link = 25A, blade-fuse-link
Minimum cable-size
1,35
Iz s>

25A

Iz S 27,9A at 23°C

1,45
The minimum cable-size is 2,5mm2
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NORTH AMERICAN STANDARDS
FOR LOW-VOLTAGE FUSES
Dale A. Hallerberg, P.E.
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
September 25, 1995

1

General

1.1

Abstract

The ability of fuse manufacturers to access larger markets is significantly influenced by the standards used in
specific countries. The North American fuse manufacturers, together with the primary North American safety
certification agencies, recognized and responded to this situation by updating and harmonizing the low-voltage
fuse standards to reduce the time and costs associated with multi-national market access. These new North
American fuse standards are now available as the "248 Series".

1.2

History

Several years ago, Canadian and U.S.fuse manufacturers began discussing the possibility of harmonizing the
low-voltage fuse standards for their two countries. Canadian manufacturers were represented by the Electrical
Equipment Manufacturers Association of Canada (EEMAC), and the U.S. manufacturers were represented by
the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA). At that time, the U.S. standards, published by
Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL), and the Canadian standards, published by the Canadian Standards
Association (CSA), were similar but not identical. The dissimilarities caused difficulties for manufacturers and
added expense when testing for both UL and CSA product certification.
In addition to recognizing the added expense of dissimilar test requirements, U.S. and Canadian fuse
manufacturers understood that trade treaties between the U.S. and Canada stipulated that standards should not
be used to inhibit trade.
At the same time, UL and CSA began to work together in cooperative ventures, including working with certain
industry groups to publish binational standards.
These initiatives came together to drive the Canadian manufacturers, the U.S. manufacturers, UL, and CSA
to rewrite the low-voltage fuse standards to harmonize the requirements. A substantial majority of this work
is now complete.

1.3

Mexican Participation

Concurrent with the standards-development work on the 248 Series, the Canadian, Mexican, and U.S.
governments were developing the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Like the earlier free trade
agreement between Canada and the U.S., NAFTA specifies that standards be harmonized to eliminate as far
as possible all technical barriers to free trade. The fuse harmonization committee invited Mexican participation
into the effort in order to proactively harmonize all North American fuse standards.

1.4

Maintaining Fuse Performance

The fuse committee’s objective was to update the requirements in order to harmonize national requirements,
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reflect present technology, provide consistent testing, and make the standards more compatible with international
standards. Since there were no safety problems which motivated the update of the standards, changes were
carefully monitored to ensure that they did not impact current fuse designs, nor change the application of fuses
in accordance with national installation codes such as the U.S. National Electrical Code and Canadian Electrical
Code.
Similarly, there was no intent to relax any requirements which are needed to maintain the excellent performance
and safety record of low-voltage fuses.

1.5

Publication of Standards

Following a thorough review by the fuse manufacturers and all other interested organizations, the first phase
of the binational Standard for Low-Voltage Fuses was published by UL and CSA on October 1, 1994. This
phase includes 248-1, -4, -8, -10, -12, -14, and -15. The remaining Parts will be published in late 1995.
Part 1 of the 248 Series has been translated into Spanish by the Mexican participants and accepted as a voluntary
standard for Mexico. The Mexican designation is NMX-J-009/248/1-1994-ANCE. Other parts are expected
to be translated and published in 1995.

1.6

CANENA

Trinational committees, such as the fuse technical committee responsible for the 248 Series, have been
established to harmonize many product standards. These harmonization efforts are overseen by a trinational
organization known as Consejo de Armonizacion de Normalizacion Electrotecnicas de Norte America
(CANENA) [Translation: Council for Harmonization of Electrotechnical Standardization of North America].
The committee responsible for the fuse trinational harmonization effort is now accepted as the CANENA Fuse
Technical Committee.

2

Format

2.1

EEC Standards Style

In order to make these standards more accessible to an international market, the 248 Series uses a style very
similar to IEC 269 standards. They utilize a multi-part approach, with 248-1 describing the general
requirements, and the subsequent parts giving specific construction and test requirements for the various North
American fuse Classes as shown in Table 1.

2.2

Definitions

The numbering of the definitions in 248-1 correlates with the numbering of similar items in IEC 269-1. This
assists in clarifying the differences in existing terminology between North American and IEC fuses.
The most notable difference is the definition of Fuse. IEC 269-1 Par. 2.1.1 includes both the Fuse-holder and
Fuse-link, while the North American definition is 248-1 Par. 2.1.3, correlating to the IEC definition of Fuse-link
only. A North American Fuse is an IEC Fuse-link. An IEC Fuse is a North American Fuse with a fuseholder.
Some terms used in the IEC are not used in the 248 Series, therefore some clause numbers are intentionally
deleted from 248-1. Conversely, some definitions have been added to the 248 Series, and these need to be
considered when IEC 269-1 is revised.
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Table 1

Standard
248-1

Fuse Class

Comments

General
Requirements

248-2

Primarily a Canadian fuse

248-3

CA and CB

248-4

CC

Primarily a Canadian fuse

248-5
248-6

H Non-renewable

248-7

H Renewable

248-8
248-9

At DIS stage for IEC 269
K

248-10
248-11

Known as "Code" fuse in Canada

At DIS stage for IEC 269
Plug Fuse

248-12
248-13

Semiconductor

Similar to IEC 127-4

248-14

Supplemental

Similar to IEC 127-2

248-15
248-16

3

Technical Issues

3.1

Marking

Test Limiters

To reduce the amount of translation needed for required fuse markings, several symbols were added to 248-1
as acceptable markings. This also makes the North American markings similar to IEC markings. Preferred
symbols are shown in Table 2:

3.2

Types of Tests

A major benefit from the harmonization of standards is in ascribing common test requirements for all
manufacturers and certification agencies. This provides a consistent approach which results in fair competition,
benefitting the manufacturers, the certification agencies, and most importantly, the users.
The test requirements in the 248 Series are subdivided into four general groups. The highest current rating of
each homogeneous series of fuses is subjected to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

verification
verification
verification
verification

of temperature rise and current-carrying capacity (Inf),
of overload operation (for example: t^ at 1.35 IJ,
of operation at rated voltage, and
of peak let-through current and clearing Ft.
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Table 2
Unit of Measurement

Preferred Symbol

volts
amperes
kiloamperes

kA

milliamperes

mA

interrupting rating

IR or I,

alternating current

(IEC 417 No. 5032-a)

direct current

(IEC 417 No. 5031-a)

alternating & direct current

(IEC 417 No. 5033-a)

cycles per second

3.3

Hz

Number of Samples and Circuit Constraints

The previous North American fuse standards were inconsistent in the number of samples required for testing
various Classes of fuses. The standards also had some subtle differences in circuit constraints for short-circuit
tests. When these inconsistencies were reviewed carefully, the fuse committee noted that they were not
motivated by any safety concern, so 248-1 was written to remove these differences. As a result, sampling and
circuit set-ups are much easier to apply to any fuse test.

3.4

Testing

3.4.1 Verification of Temperature Rise and Current Carrying Capacity
The existing U.S. fuse standards required temperatures to be measured by thermometers placed on the fuse
contacts and body. This was a questionable method to measure temperatures on a fuse, but was linked to the
temperature limits and the current during the test. The fuse committee revised the approach to temperature
testing by implementing the following changes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Replacing thermometers with thermocouples.
Reducing the current during the test from 110% to 100%.
Revising temperature limits to account for the above changes, and to account for new body materials.
Adding a 110% (Inf) test after the 100% temperature stabilization in order to assure users that the fuse’s
non-fusing characteristics had not changed.

Under this new approach, the tests are more consistent, more repeatable, and relate better to actual use.
However, no changes to the actual construction or field-performance of the fuses are anticipated as a result of
the test changes.

3.4.2 Verification of Overload Operation
North American power fuses rated 600A and less have fusing gates at 1.35 I„ and 2.0 I„, but the existing
standards had different opening times for time-delay and non-time delay fuses at 2.0 In. For example, a timedelay 30A fuse had a t^ of 4 minutes at 2.0 In while the non-time delay had a t^ of 2 minutes. Both had a
t^ of 1 hour at 1.35 I„. Also, the time-delay and non-time-delay fuses are physically interchangeable, so many
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instances of cross substitution had occurred in actual use. The issue was whether the distinction was needed
since there were no field reports of difficulties from users.
Research on wire temperature rises showed that the distinction at 2.0 I„ was unnecessary. Temperature tests
on wires, conducted with the maximum current for the maximum allowable time, showed that the wire achieved
higher temperatures during the 1 hour 1.35 I„ test than during the 4 minute 2.0 I„ test. The 248 Series has been
revised to eliminate the difference in t^» for time-delay and non-time-delay fuses.

3.4.3 Testing at Rated Voltage
The 248 Series has clarified the testing of fuses at full voltage. However, no significant changes were made
to the major elements of these tests, which include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3.5

Full voltage testing at 2.0 I„ or 3.0 I„
Verification of interrupting rating (I,)
Maximum energy
Verification of current-limiting threshold
Verification of peak let-through current and clearing Ft

Follow-Up Testing

The fuse committee is considering many items for future work, including the possibility of 248-1 including
requirements for the regular follow-up testing of fuses in production. Follow-up testing is needed in order to
assure continued compliance with the requirements of the 248 Series, but follow-up test sampling and frequency
are currently determined by the various certification agencies. Placing the follow-up requirements in the 248
standards will provide many of the same benefits that harmonizing the existing standards has, including
consistent test programs for all manufacturers and certification agencies, and increased user confidence, since
users will be well aware of the substantial effort the fuse manufacturers put into consistent quality and
compliance.

4

New Standards

In addition to the parts of the 248 Series which replace previous fuse standards, two new Parts have been added
to cover fuses which previously had no published requirements. These are 248-13 and 248-16.

4.1

Semiconductor Fuses

248-13 covers semiconductor fuses. These fuses are presently certified in North America using requirements
not published in a formal standard. The new 248-13 standard allows a very broad range of product, essentially
verifying the manufacturer’s claims and ratings. This standard is very similar to IEC 269-4.
Fuses will be distinguished by a gR rating for full-range fuses, or an aR rating for short-circuit protection only
fuses.

4.2

Test Limiters

248-16 covers test limiters. Test limiters are special fuse-like products used during short-circuit testing on enduse equipment, such as during the testing of a fused switch. The test limiter allows greater peak current and
clearing Ft than is specified for the designated fuse, thus exposing the end-use product to a worst-case short
circuit.
Test limiters are evaluated only for short circuit and must have larger Ip and Ft than the maximum allowed for
the represented fuse. Test limiters are presently certified in North America, using requirements not published
in a formal standard.
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4.3

DC Testing

248-1 includes general information on DC testing, and the subsequent Parts provide the specific details for each
fuse Class. Thus, the current standards for DC testing are no longer needed.

5

National Deviations

The 248 Series is very successful at limiting National deviations to an absolute minimum. Only three such
deviations remain, as follows.

5.1

Plug fuses in Mexico

Plug fuses (used in residential circuits) in Mexico must be tested and marked for use at 127 V, in order to
correlate to past requirements and the predominant voltage delivered to residences. Canadian and U.S. plug
fuses are marked and tested for use at 125 V. The fuse committee is planning to eliminate this deviation.

5.2

"P" and "D" fuses in Canada

Certain Canadian fuses for residential use in Canada must be tested for their ability to open the circuit when
subjected to elevated ambient temperature conditions. These fuses are marked "P" or "D". The 248 Series
allows the "P" and "D" marking only for these fuses in order to keep this marking restricted.

5.3

Language Markings

Fuses for use in Mexico will be marked in Spanish. Fuses for use in Canada and in the U.S. will be marked
in English. In Quebec, fuses for residential use are required to be marked in French.

6

Summary

The 248 Series Standards are accepted by Canadian, Mexican, and U.S. fuse manufacturers, CSA, ANCE, and
UL. 248-1 has been adopted as an NMX standard for Mexico. These standards are also expected to be adopted
as Canadian National Standards (CAN), and American National Standards (ANSI).
The 248 Series of low voltage fuse standards provide complete coverage of North American fuse types, while
allowing flexibility for future fuse technology. They provide a framework which could be used in any country,
for any type of fuse. In addition, by unifying the requirements for Canada, Mexico, and the U.S., they
demonstrate the proactive approach of the fuse manufacturers and product certifiers in North America.

MATHEMATICAL
MODELLING
(
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Modelling fuse elements using a C.A.D. software package
D.A. Beaujean, P.G. Newbery and M.G. Jayne1

Abstract
The short-time pre-arcing characteristics of high breaking capacity fuses are controlled by the current density in the
fuse element and the thermal properties of the fuse materials. At longer operating times, the characteristics of fuses
using M-effect are dominated by the rate of dissolution of the M-effect alloy through the base element material. The
short-time operation is thus dependent upon the electrical and thermal properties of the fuse element, whilst for
longer operating times, diffusion rates also have to be taken into account
Electrical, thermal and diffusion properties form analogous systems which may be fully described by differential
equations of a similar form, and thus by a suitable change of variables, temperature rise and diffusion rates may be
modelled using circuit simulation software packages.
This paper describes the modelling of fuse elements both with and without M-effect using a C.A.D. software
package. At high current densities, the effects of the characteristics of the prospective current, such as circuit
power factor and point on wave closing angle can be simulated, and notch temperature profiles obtained. At lower
current densities, M-effect action is successfully modelled, taking into account both radial and axial heat loss to the
sand filler.

1.

Introduction

Many problems in engineering involve the determination of potentials existing at various points in a field, and the
flow of substance between these potentials. It may be the flow of current or determination of flux in an electric or
magnetic field, the determination of temperature at various points in a thermal field, the flow of liquid in a cooling
system or the mass diffusion of one substance through another.
Most fields can be described mathematically by a form of Laplace's equation.

V2lP = 0

(1)

Where 'F is the scalar value of a variable in the field. Each field is of the form:
Flow Density = Constant x Potential Gradient
or

Flux = Flow Rate/Area = transport property x potential gradient

The operating characteristics of electric fuses are determined by the distribution of current in the fuse element (the
electric field), and the element’s corresponding temperature rise (the thermal field). If the fuse design utilises Meffect, then the dissolution of the alloy through the fuse element will change the element composition and will also
influence the operating characteristics (the composition field), as will the cooling effect of the sand filler (the thermal
field). Electric, thermal and element composition fields are thus all active during fuse operation.
The three key variables of current, temperature and element composition form analogous systems and can be
represented by partial differential equations of a similar form.
The equation for the one dimensional movement of electricity may be written as:

a2v = c av
a2x P at
1

(2)

D.A. Beaujean and M.G. Jayne are with the Department of Electronics and Information Technology,
University of Glamorgan, UK. P.G. Newbery is with Cooper (UK) Ltd, Bussmann Division, Burton-on-theWolds, UK.
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where p is the resistivity, C the capacitance per unit volume and V the electric potential. This is analogous to the
equation for the one dimensional conduction of heat.

a'r i 3T
a? "äir

<3)

where a is the thermal diffusivity and T the temperature. This is also analogous to the one dimensional diffusion of
mass

a2c

=

i 3c

2

8x - D at

(4)

where c is the concentration and D the diffusion coefficient.
Computer aided design (CAD) packages are now available covering all fields of engineering and in particular
electrical engineering, where various circuit simulation packages enable the current and voltage at various points in a
network to be determined. Owing to the similarity of the physical systems active during fuse operation, a suitable
change of variables allows these CAD packages to be modified to also determine the movement of heat and material
in thermal and diffusion fields. A CAD package suitable for this purpose is ASTEC 3.[1]

2

ASTEC 3 Software.

ASTEC 3 is a powerful circuit analysis software package for performing transient, a.c. small signal and d.c. steady
state simulations [1], It is also suitable for providing solutions to differential equations and systems defined by this
format can be solved. The programme uses an iterative method for solving differential equations, in which the
number of iterations, accuracy of solution and the simulated duration of analysis can be specified by the user. Using
ASTEC 3, it is also possible to perform repeated analyses using a number of different initial conditions during the
analysis of a single system, the resulting data being output in tabular and/or graphical form. In addition, it has
powerful modelling facilities where sub-circuits or processing elements can be described in the form of models and
used independently or nested within more complex models to simulate sophisticated systems.
The simulation of a system using ASTEC 3 proceeds in three stages:
* problem description
* simulation
* presentation of results
Each of these stages can proceed independently and may be repeated as required, thus allowing different results to be
presented in a variety of formats from one simulation.
The problem description is an electrical circuit equivalent with component types, values and connections being
entered as a net list. Dc, ac or transient conditions can be simulated. The initial values of all variables and the
duration of the simulation can be set by the user.
Data output from the simulator is not confined to node voltages, but may include branch currents and component
values. Furthermore the results of a simulation may be combined according to any user-defined function so that
complex parameters of circuit performance can be obtained. A useful feature of the simulator package is the ease
with which models can be developed and stored in personal libraries, enabling individual system simulations to be
constructed.
In addition to the simulation of standard electrical circuits, ASTEC 3 permits the solution of sets of simultaneous
differential equations. This facilitates the simulation of electro-mechanical and electro thermal systems, and enables
the investigations of such operating characteristics as the temperature rise of electrical components.

ASTEC 3 software offers the possibility of modelling and hence determining the mutual relationships between the
current flowing in a fuse element, the temperature rise of the element, and also, during M-effect action, the
dissolution of the alloy through the element, this being modelled to a first approximation as simple diffusion.
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Consider, for example, a simple one dimensional system represented by a resistor-capacitor "ladder" as shown in
Fig.l. This system may also be used to represent a thermal or diffusive system, where the flow of heat or diffusing
substance is simulated by the flow of electrical charge, and the potential gradient represents the temperature or
concentration gradients. In other words, the flow of heat through a thermal resistance or the flow of material through
a diffusive resistance is analogous to the flow of current through an electrical resistance, and any heat or material
entering or leaving a system can be modelled as current sources or sinks.

Ri

V

R2

Rn
}

Fig.l
Modelling one dimensional systems using an R-C ladder diagram

Similarly, using the analogy between temperature in a thermal system, concentration in a diffusing system and
voltage in an electrical system, it is clear that fixed temperatures or concentrations at a boundary may be modelled as
voltage sources of the same value.
The ASTEC 3 input language is based on a conventional circuit diagram with the positions of each element defined
by the nodes at its connections. Electrical configurations may be used for cells in 1,2 or 3 dimensional systems.
Fig.2 shows a three dimensional cell. In each cell the equivalent resistance in each direction is divided by two and
resistors of such values are connected from the node at the centre of the cell to nodes at the mid-point of each side.
The equivalent capacitances of value Cn, (thermal) and CDiff (diffusion) and the optional current source representing
heat ( Jn,) or mass generation ( JDiff) in the cell are connected between the centre node and ground. Cells of any
dimensions may be used, but in this illustration the cells are assumed to be of equal dimensions and consequently to
have equal resistances in all directions.

Rx, Ry, Rz may be either R, RTh,

or RoiffJx may be either J, JTh, or JDiff.

Cx may be either C, CTh. or CDiff.

Fig.2
Modelling using three-dimensional cells

Once the cell model has been established, cells may be linked together to form one, two or three dimensional
circuits, depending on the particular system being studied. Inputs to and outputs from the system to the surrounding
media may also be modelled. These may, for example in the case of thermal modelling, be of the form of fixed
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resistors of appropriate value connected from nodes on the outside surface of the model to ground to represent heat
loss at system boundaries, or fixed voltages to denote constant temperature heat sources or sinks.
For fuse pre-arcing times up to approximately Is, only the electrical and thermal properties of the fuse need be taken
into account, but for longer times fuse designs using M-effect must also take into account the diffusion of the alloy
through the fuse element. Modelling the M-effect thus involves modelling all three transport properties. In order to
use ASTEC 3 to simulate such a process the electrical, thermal and diffusion processes have to be modelled, and
these models then nested to ensure cross-referencing occurs during the simulation. Any variations with temperature
in the electrical, thermal or diffusive properties must also be taken into account, as too must the cooling effect of the
sand filler. The problem may thus be broken down into discrete stages as follows.
•

Divide the fuse element and adjacent filler into a three dimensional array of cells and calculate the electrical,
thermal and diffusion parameters for each cell at ambient temperature.

•

Connect the cells together to form an electrical circuit and apply an electrical current to represent the fault current
flowing through the fuse.

•

Determine the temperature rise of each cell, taking into account the variation of resistivity and thermal
conductivity with temperature and cell composition.

•

Calculate the alloy diffusion depth and hence determine the alloy concentration in each cell.

•

Recalculate the electrical resistance and temperature rise of each cell, the cell resistance varying with alloy
concentration.

•

Continue the heating/diffusion cycle until the alloy has diffused completely through the base element.

Each stage of the process is dependent upon previous conditions and thus conditional statements have to be
introduced into the test program. ASTEC 3 allows its normal analogue circuit simulation capabilities to be enhanced
by the addition of user written FORTRAN sub-routines. Conditional statements may thus be easily added to the test
programme.

3

Modelling Fuse Operation

3.1

Short-time Operation (up to 10ms)

ASTEC 3 was used to determine the rapid temperature rise of a notched fuse element when subjected to a high fault
current.
For pre-arcing times up to approximately 1ms, the fuse element temperature rise is adiabatic and all the element
restrictions reach melting temperature simultaneously, there being virtually no heat lost to either the remainder of the
element or other fuse components. For this time range it is not necessary to take into account any heat losses. For
times between approximately 1ms and 10ms, heat is conducted away from the restrictions to the remainder of the
fuse element, and this must be taken into account in the simulation. M-effect is not active at these short times.
A constant current source was used to provide the drive current. In order to simulate the rapid temperature rise of
the notch section when subjected to high values of current under typical fault conditions, the characteristics of the
prospective current, that is the current which would have flowed in the circuit if the fuse were replaced with a solid
link, had to be closely modelled. The prospective current is usually at power frequencies (50 or 60 Hz) and its value
at any point in time is determined by both the power factor of the circuit and the point on the voltage wave at which
the fault is initiated. The power factor in a fault situation is typically less than 0.15 and maximum asymmetry of the
current is achieved by initiating the fault near a voltage zero. A prospective current with these characteristics may
thus be represented by :

I = Ip (sin(((ot + <j>) - cos

1

0) - sin(<|) - cos

0) exp

f

—tea

[tan(cos_1 0

(5)
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where I is the instantaneous current after a time t, co is the angular frequency of the supply, Ip is the 'steady state' peak
value of the prospective current, <)> is the point on wave switching angle in radians and 0 the power factor of the
circuit.
ASTEC 3 is capable of representing current sources of this type, and thus the effect of power factor and point on
wave variation can be determined. Fig.3. shows the simulated applied prospective currents for different power
factor values and different point-on-wave closing angles.
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Fig.3
Variation of applied current with: (a) point on wave, (b) power factor.

A typical notched fuse element used in a medium voltage commercial fuse is shown in Fig.4. Owing to the symmetry
of the design, only one quarter of the element section need be modelled, the other three sections giving identical
results. Each element section was divided into a number of two dimensional cells, the current being uniform in the
third dimension.
The finer the cell structure chosen, the greater the resolution and hence the more accurate the solution. Around the
contour of the notch itself a fine mesh is desirable, whilst in the bulk strip where the current is more uniform a
coarser mesh will suffice. ASTEC 3 can accommodate this by allowing both coarse and fine meshes to be used in
one simulation. This combines the accuracy of the finer mesh around the areas of greatest interest without the large
increase in computer time which would be required if the whole section were covered in a fine mesh.
The cell resistance values at ambient temperature were determined from the dimensions of the cell and the physical
properties of the element material.
Integration of the electrical and thermal characteristics of the circuit was
achieved by combining both models within each cell. Cross-referencing between thermal and electrical models then
automatically occurs during each iterative loop, ensuring that the influence of temperature rise on resistance, and
hence circuit current was taken into account during the simulation.
A simulated heat sink temperature of 20°C was achieved in the thermal model by connecting constant voltage
supplies of 20 volt dc. to each end of the strip. The cell constants were calculated, the electrical mesh constructed
and a computer programme written in ASTEC 3 format.
The test current was chosen so as to cause fuse operation in approximately 10ms. Fig.5. shows the notch
temperature profile obtained from the simulation after 10ms for a 250 ampere prospective current with a circuit
power factor of 0.15 and a point on voltage wave closing angle of 0°. In the figure, (a) shows the temperature
contour map of the notched section, (b) shows the three dimensional temperature distribution of the cells and (c)
shows a smoothed three dimensional temperature profile which has been computer interpolated from the cell midpoint temperatures.
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tach cell shown on the diagram
represents 5 cells in the simulation
X

Due to the symmetry of the design only one
quarter of the element need be modelled

Fig.4
Modelling a fuse notch.

3.2

Medium Time Operation (10ms to Is)

For pre-arcing times between approximately 10ms and Is heat is conducted away from the element restrictions firstly
to the remainder of the element, and then to the granular filler. To allow for this the ASTEC 3 simulation was
extended to include the cooling effect of the silica sand filler. To accommodate this, additional cells were arranged
either side of the element in the thermal model to represent the filler.
The three dimensional arrangement so formed is shown in Fig.6. This three dimensional model allows the properties
of the filler to be studied. The dimension of the filler cell perpendicular to the element was chosen to be several
times the dimension of the element cell to enable the temperature rise at points well removed from the element to be
determined. To simulate a 20°C ambient temperature, 20V voltage sources were either connected directly to the
outside nodes of the filler cell, or through a suitable resistor. In the latter case the value of this resistor effectively
determined the thickness of the sand filler between the element and the inside surface of the fuse barrel.
The results of the simulation including the effect of the filler for a 50 Ampere RMS current source are shown in
Fig.7. As expected, the thermal time constant of the filler is very much slower than that of the silver element.
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Fig.5
Notch temperature profile after 10ms.
Applied prospective current 250 amperes RMS

3.3

Long-time Operation (Is to 6h).

For pre-arcing times greater than a few seconds, heat is conducted away through the elements to the fuse end caps
and connecting cables and also through the sand filler to the fuse barrel. In addition, the shape of the pre-arcing
characteristic in this time range is considerably affected by the M-effect alloy dissolving through the fuse element.
A relatively coarse mesh structure was initially tried, the element and tin deposit being sub-divided into threedimensional cells of various sizes. The area of greatest interest is the tin deposit and the adjacent section of silver
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element, and this area needs to have the largest number of elements. Once the model was functioning correctly, each
cell was sub-divided into eight smaller cells to give a greater resolution (2%) through the thickness of the strip.

Silver strip

Sand filler cells

* /
V

Cell nodes can be:

(a) earthed to represent 0°C
(b) connected to a voltage source
to represent a constant temperature
(c) connected to an appropriate resistor
to represent greater filler depths.

Fig.6
Schematic arrangement of sand Aller cells around the silver element.

Figs.8. and 9. respectively show the variation of tin concentration with time at various depths through the silver
element, and also the corresponding element temperature when an approximate three minute melting current is
applied. It can be seen that both the tin concentrations (representing the diffusion depth) and element temperature
both rise rapidly towards the end of the pre-arcing period.
During the long pre-arcing times associated with M-effect action, the only effect the element notches will have on the
simulation is to increase the strip resistivity and produce local hot spots along the element where the notches occur.
The effect of these notches can be taken into account in the form of cells of increased resistance at regular points
along the element length. Once a particular single notch configuration has been modelled, the results obtained from
this simulation can be used to determine the value of these resistors. Notched sections can be successfully modelled
as single coarse cells, the electrical resistance being calculated as described above, and the thermal resistance and
thermal capacity calculated, taking into account the reduced element mass.

4

Conclusion.

A method has been described which enables the complex pre-arcing operation of high breaking capacity fuses to be
modelled using an analogue electrical circuit simulation software package. At short pre-arcing times, time-current
and temperature rise plots obtained using this method give good agreement with experimental results (within 5%)
and it can be concluded that from the thermal aspects, the theory adequately describes the physical problem. At
longer pre-arcing times, when M-effect is active, simple diffusion theory is used to account for the dissolution of the
M-effect alloy through the underlying fuse element. Whilst diffusion theory alone cannot account for this complex
process it nevertheless gives reasonable agreement with experimental results (within 30%), and provides a useful
guide to the fuse design engineer.
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MODELLING OF CIRCUIT BREAKING AT THE FUSES
WORKING
A. Baraboi, M. Adam, P. Leonte,
TU Iasi, Romania

1

Introduction

The fuses are electric protection devices, assuring the limitation of the thermal effects of the short circuit currents
by their interruption after given lengths of time. If the working is with limitation effect the protection is also
extended at the electrodynamics effects of these currents. The fuses working is accompanied by commutation
phenomena such as the electric arc transitory over voltages.
The circuit protection against the thermal and electrodynamics effects of the short circuit effects is obtained
producing in these circuits transitory over voltages, able to influence the breaking fuse capacity and the isolation of
the protected device.
The modelling of the circuit breaking at the fuse working requires the using of an proper model for the breaking
electric arc and a program for solving transitory equations.
In this paper is studied the possibility of using a "black box" arc model in the calculus of the commutation over
voltages. The authors obtained this model using a combination of Cassie and Mayr models. For the numerical
modelling of the transient state is used the EMT Program.
There are presented calculus results witch put in evidence the influence of parameters variation at the transitory
over voltages accompanying the fuses working.

2

Actuating of the fuses at short circuit

The heating of the fusible element crossed by an short circuit current can be considered as a adiabatic one and it
is developing in time like in Fig. 1.
e
Beginning with the initial moment of
the apparition of the short circuit
e
current,
the temperature of the
V
fusible element rapidly rises in time
after a certain law so that in the
moment tj it equalises the melting
0
temperature. During the time between
f
tj and \.j the mass of the fusible
element melts at a constant temperature
0f. Afterwards the temperature of the
liquid phase is to rise and, in tg, to
reach the vaporisation point, 0V.
The vaporisation of the fusible element
t
t
is equivalent with a little explosion
0
followed by the penetration of the
vapour mixed with
liquid
metal
Fig. 1
particles into the arc extinguishing
material which usually consists in a certain quantity of quartz sand.
The depth of the penetration depends on the dimension of the particles and, also, on the shape and the
dimension of the fusible element. If the arc extinguishing material is the talc powder, then the depth of the
penetration is decreased. In the moment tg the conductance is interrupted and the intensity of the current
annulled. The transient recovery voltage caused by this interruption produces the ionisation of the fuse gap and the
ignition of the electric arc, existing between and l*.
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The duration of the electric arc depends on the action of the arc extinguishing material and on the value of the
transient recovery voltage, appeared as a reaction of the interrupted circuit. In the diagram from Fig.l is
emphasised the pre-arc time t™ which, if it is cumulated with the ta arc duration, leads to the actuating time of
the fuse at the given current. The priming of the electric arc leads at the halting of the current intensity rising,
followed by an diminution and stooped on ta time. The limited current, corresponding to t2, can be calculated
using the relation:

0
representing the current density at the fusible mass melting and K a material constant (K = 9,96.10
2
A ,s/m iui v,u anu
A2.s/m4 for Ag).
The last stages of a fuse actuating are the ionisation of the fuse gap and ignition of the electric arc, followed by its
extinction and the interruption, of the circuit.
The ignited arc among liquid metal drops resulted from the melting of the fusible mass leads at their vaporisation,
the sand from arc zone being submitted to a sinter synthesis process, resulting a corps with resistivity strongly
depending on temperature. The conduction is established through this corps, its resistivity rising along with the
diminution of the temperature, finally being obtained the circuit interruption.
The amplitude of the transient recovery voltage depends on the value of the limited current on the pre-arcing time
and on the values of the interrupted circuit inductance. The diminution of the transient recovery voltage
accompanying the actuating of a fuse can be obtained by rising the limitation effect ( diminution of the intensity
values) and by the delay of the burning duration of the electric arc.
The first possibility is materialised by the perforation of the fusible elements, which must be made from metals
with a small Meyer constant, Ag for instance. The rising of the arc duration is obtained making the fusible bands
or threads with variable section.

3

Modelling of the electric arc

The problem of the primed electric arc modelling during one fuse actuating is a complex one, considering the
special burning conditions inside the replacing mass.
In AC the extinguishing of the electric arc is generally based on the actuating fuse model. At low value over
currents the extinguishing produces at the natural zero crossing of the current. In the case of the limitation effect
actuating, which intervenes at high intensity fault currents, the current annuls long before the moment of natural
zero crossing due to the very rapidly rising of the arc resistance.
In many cases, the modelling of the electric arc in fuses with limitation actuating model is based on the rising of
arc resistance and consists in using of some approximating functions for this phenomenon. In other cases the
modelling of the electric arc is based on the Elenbaas - Heller equation, suggesting the possibility of using for the
communication processes in fuses of an Cassie - Mayr arc model.
A combined model, originated in Cassie - Mayr models is based on the observation that the cooling of the electric
arc is a complex one and takes place both from conduction and convection; prevailing one or another of the
mentioned ways depending on the values of current intensity. According to that observation, the conductance
G(t) of the electric arc results from the introduction into the calculus using some synchronisation functions,
of the conductance calculated using Cassie and Mayr equations:

G(0 = C(/)Oc(f) + M(f)Gw(f),

(2)

where C(t), M(t) are the synchronisation functions, and G^ft), G^(t) - Cassie and Mayr conductances. For
example, having an sinusoidal current, in [1] the synchronisation functions are considered like :

C(t) = sin (co t + <pc + v|/), M(t) = cos2(co t + cpM + vp),
2

(3)
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where:

(Pc = arcctg(©Ta), q>M = arcctg(2coTa),
the parameters of the model being

UQ,

(4)

P(> Ta and \\i [1],

4

Simulation of actuating of the fuses, using the EMT Program

4.1

Single-phase fault current

There is simulating the commutation of an single-phase fault current in a AC low voltage circuit, due of the
actuating with current limitation of a fuse.
no1 Vi

100-

60-

40-

ZDO

400

400

BOO

1000

1200

1400

tips]
Fig. 2

The circuit parameters are: U= 539V, R = 0,020, L- 0,25mH, coscp = 0,25. As it can be seen in Fig.2 the pre-arc
time can be determined intersecting the Joule integral (the 3rd curve) with the right lines 1,2 corresponding to the
constant K. from relation (1) for Cu and Ag. Afterwards the simulation is restricted only at the case of an fuse with
fusible element of Cu. For the next stage, of the electric arc burning, is used the combined Cassie - Mayr model.
The time evolution
“ \0i
of
the
arc
f
resistance, Fig. 3,
is in concordance
with literature [2|,
[4] and is attest
the correctness of
the used
arc
model.
The
simulation
results
are
graphically
presented in Fig. 4
by the curves
representing: 1-the
presumed
short
circuit current, 2tips]
the limited short
Fig. 3
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circuit current, 3-electric arc voltage.
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Factor: (3): 5.0E+0

Fig. 4

The presumed current with a 5900A amplitude is limited by the fuse actuating at a maximal 3090A value. The
transient recovery voltage reaches peak magnitude um = 948V, the amplitude factor resulting y =1,76.
EMT Program gives at request the power and energy corresponding to the simulated circuit branches. In Fig. 5 is
presented the time variations of the power Pa of the arc (1st curve) and of the energy Wa of its column(2nd curve).
P
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W [kJ]
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Factor: (2): 7.5E+2

Fig. 5

4.2

Three-phase fault current

Testing of the actuating of the fuses at tree-phased fault current is clamed by the users in some cases, [3| and the
simulation of this state leads to interesting results.
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Fig. 6

Depending on the initial circumstances of the tree-phased short circuit process can be seen, Fig. 6, that only two
from all three fuses will work. Only the Joule integrals of the fuses on the R, T phases (2nd and 3rd curves) are
intersecting the constant value for Cu fusible (1st curve).
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The S phase fuse has low values for Joule integral (4th curve) and its fusible element will not melt. In Fig. 7 are
presented the results of the calculus for the limited currents on he three phases: R- 1 st curve, S- 2nd curve, T- 3rd
curve. It can be seen that after the first pole interruption due to the R phase fuse actuating the double-phased short
circuit left between the phases S,T will be solved by the fuse on the phase T.
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Fig. 8
So, Fig. 8, the transient recovery voltage for S phase fuse results null ( 2nd curve); in Fig.8 can be seen that the
maximal value for transient recovery voltage is obtained for the first interrupting pole (phase R, 1st curve), being
followed by transient recovery voltage registered at the second fuse actuating (phase T, 3rd curve). For the
amplitude factors are resulting the following values: yj = 2,87 and y-% = 1,97.
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In Fig.9 and Fig.10 is presented the variation of the power parameters of the electric arc from the two fuses which
are interrupting the tree-phased short circuit current: arc power Pa (phase R - 1st curve and phase T -2nd curve)
respectively the arc energy Wa (phase R-lst curve and phase T - 2nd curve).

5

Conclusions

Using the EMT Program (ATP version 1992) is simulated the limiting transient state of the single-phase and treephase fault currents in low voltage AC circuits by the actuating of fuses with Cu fusible element. The simulation of
the electric arc was made with an black box model with four independent parameters.
There are presented like curves the time evolution of the conditioning values for the actuating in limiting transient
state of the electric fuses.
The simulation allows us to analyse the influence of the values characterising the actuating of the fuses and the
protected device on the commutation process.
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Mathematical Modelling of Thermal Processes in
Vacuum Fuses
G. A. Cividjian, A. G. Cividjian, N. G. Cividjian
University of Craiova, Romania
Summary
The vacuum fuses, in contrast to conventional quartz filled fuses, have an outstanding
certain operation in the range of low currents and excellent arc quenching capabilities [1], In the
paper, the steady state nonlinear equation for heat transfer in the fuse is solved, considering the
radiation losses and the conductive heat transfer to the butt electrodes. This makes possible to
evaluate the influence of the length and the cross-section of the fuse wire on the minimal
operating current. In the case of negligible radiation losses the time-current characteristics are
determined by solving the linear heat transfer equation using the Laplace transform and the
numerical calculation of Mellin- Fourier integral. The results are compared with experimental
data.

1. Introduction
Considering only the radiation losses and controlled current, the heat transfer equation for
thin cylindrical fuse wire is

3T_ l 3*T
9t

2c,e(T4-^)

2

cy9x

|

PoO+ote+ße*)

cyr

cy

c=5.67.10-8

’

1

(1)

where £ is the wire radiation constant, c - the wire specific heat, y - the wire density, r - the wire
section radius, T = 273 + 0 is the absolute temperature of the wire at distance x from center, T0 the ambient temperature, p0= p0 f- - the specific Joule loss at 0 °C .
The thermal conductivity is decreasing and specific heat is increasing with the temperature
and near the melting temperature 0n they are
?i=Io(l-ax0n);
cy = (cy)o(l+ac0n)
(2)
where the values at 0 °C are indexed with 0 and given in appendix.
We will choose the linear temperature variation of the resistivity, which gives a good
approximation near melting temperature, considering
_ l+oc0n + ß02

P- «RPOT

ocR -

(3)

In this case the heat transfer equation becomes
9T_ X 92T
9t

cy 9x

2

2 ct £ (T4 — TQ )
cyr

In adiabatic case A, = £ = 0 and the constant K is

|

aR p0 T
cy

(4)
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K= f j2 dt =

0

(*RPo

[(1- 273ac) h

Tb

+ac (T„ - Tb)]

(5)

More accurate the values of K can be determined, considering the given in [3] parabolic variation
with the temperature of the parameters c, y and p. For T0 = 293 K they are: 6.41 • 1016 A2s/ m4
for silver and 8.83-1016 for copper, that rather agree with the given in [4] values (5.91 and
respectively 8.63) then from [5] (7.02 and 9.33).
For short pre-arcing times (near adiabatic regime) better approximations are obtained for
smaller, equivalent value of aR , for which the relation (5) gives the true values of K Thus, for
Ag and Cu aR must be considered:
aR for short pre-arcing time

Silver
Copper

aR for long pre-arcing time
-4
44.0-10
45.9-10 -4

40.1-10"
38,6-10"

2. Negligible Radiation Losses (e = 0)
In this case the heat transfer equation becomes linear one and denoting by T(s, x) the
Laplace time-transform of the absolute temperature T(t, x) and by T0(x) the initial absolute
temperature of wire, we obtain the equation
92T

+ v2T = -^Tb(x)

(6)

I
where j = —— is the current density and

nr
fePO

=j

fepo

■2

S0 = J

(*R Po

(7)

cy

For constant current I and linear dependence of initial temperature T0(x) = T] + (X-1I)T2
, the solution of the equation (6) looks like this

T(s, x) = A cos(vx)—

~~2

TQ(X)

=

A cos(vx) +

lv^

(8)
S-SQ

Considering the initial temperature uniform (T2 = 0) and the temperature of the butt
electrode (for x = lj) constant and equal to T j, the Laplace image of the temperature, at distance
x from the center of the fuse wire, will be

S-SQ

S

cos(vl1)

n s, o)=

Tl
S-So

[1

So
s-cos(vl1)

]

(9)

The temperature in the center of the fuse wire is the original of this expression that can be
obtained by numerical computation of the Mellin-Fourier integral [2]
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£+J°°

st
SO

T(, 0)=

Sou [1- scos(vl1)
^T' [ i^

'

(10)

] ds

e-jo°

The time-current density characteristics for silver are given in fig. 1 for different wire
length. The adiabatic case corresponds to L—> °°.
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2.1. The steady-state temperature distribution
The Laplace transform of the temperature in x (9) may be represented like this
(9*)
The original of the second term of (9') is [6]

f(t)=2jtT] eSot £

(

'1)n
n=0(n + 0.5)n

exp

(n + 0.5)2Tt2X,
cyl2

(11)

For enough small current densities (j < jcr, see below) when
(ffl l1)<jr/2

**

Jt-2

X

4

cylf

SQ <

lim f(t) = 0

t—>oo

(12)

So, the steady-state temperature may be obtained as the limit of the first term of (9') for
s —> 0, when v —> m
T(x)= lim s-r(s, x)= T] [
t~>0°

C0S

(Q)*) j.
s cos(ml])

ml]

(13)
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If the butt electrode temperature is maintained at 8%, the rated current of the fuse may be
determined from (13) and (7) considering that the melting temperature is reached in the center of
the wire: T(0) = 273 + 0n , i. e. from the condition:
1
Tn = 273+6„ = (273 + 9|)COS(©li)

(14)

Considering the expression (7) for ffi, we obtain for rated current and current density

Io - Co —; C0 - —
L

I———

2 ]] aR p0

arccos-*-; L-j0-C]-—C0
Tn

n

(15)

where d = 2 r and L = 2 lj are the diameter and the length of the wire.
For colj = n /2 the steady-state wire temperature becomes infinite. This defines the
critical current density jcr , that is the greatest current density at which the Joule loss can be
completely evacuated by wire conductivity and consequently the wire steady-state temperature
has a finite value:

(16)
LjCT=it
= C„
I OCR Po
R Po
For 0i = 20°C and dimension in mm the constants CQ, C% and Ccr are the following:
I_=-

a

A/mm

Silver
Copper

A/mm

£SL

ci

4018
4535

5116
5548

'SL.

6037

6629

2.2. Two sections fuse wire
For two cross-sections fuse wire (Ai and A2) or in the case of cylindrical butt electrodes
in vacuum, denoting by 1 all the parameters of central part and by 2 of the marginal parts, the
steady-state solution, satisfying the boundary conditions

x = 0 => T,(0) = Tm; S-|x=0 = 0

(17)

dx

x=

*l

=*

T

l(ll) = T2(ll); q = -^i

AJ-^-|X=1J = -A.2 A2-^-|X=1J

(18)

will be:
Tl(x) = TmCOs(m,x)
T

x =

2(

)

T

m[C0S(ml1l)

(19)

C0S C0

( 2(x-1l))-f sin(cül1l)

sin

((Ö2(x-l1))]

(20)

where

^2^2 A]
For x = lj + I2
T2(1J

a

y R2P02 ^02
we

&M
V ^i

=j

i= u

V

(21)

^i

obtain the butt electrode temperature

+12) = Tm[cos(cD1 lj)• cos(m2l2)-f sin(mili) sin(m2l2)]

(22)
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3. Influence of Radiation Losses on Steady-State Temperature Distribution
3T
Considering —— = 0 in (4) we obtain the steady-state equation
ot
2
d T
_ 2cj e
(23)
[l/mz]
2=a (T — TQ )—CD T;
a= Xr
dx
dT
Multiplying the equation by
and integrating, the following solution, satisfying the
dx
initial conditions (17), is obtained
~

dT

2 T
T2 + 2a 1
(24)
[ o(Tn|-T)-0-2(Tm-T5)]
dx = -\/“ ( m- )
A second integration give us the steady-state temperature distribution along of central part
of fuse wire
1
dz
(25)
x(T)= f

T/T_

m2(l-z2) + 2a[-P-(l-z)-0.2T03(l-z5)]
l
m
The integral may be calculated with the 32-point Gauss quadrature subroutine DQG-32 in
FORTRAN.
For a very long wire, when L —>
the wire temperature may be considered constant

V

(— = 0) and the equation (23) becomes
dx
a(T4-T4) = m2T

(26)

In this case the limit current is
loo — C„d

qe

3/2 .
2

V aR Po

rp4 rp4
Tn-T0

(27)

T

n

For TQ = 293 °C => Coo = 2.847-10^ A/m*for silver and 1.948-10^ for copper.
Considering the both thermal flux, the limit current of fuse may be approximated by
I„ = Jlo + I2
<28>
The dependence of the limit current In versus the silver wire length for different wire
diameters is given in fig. 2.

4. Comparison with Experimental Data
The limit current for L = 20 mm measured in [1] for silver wire with diameter d = 0.35
mm is 18 A and calculated with (28) is 24.6 A. For d = 0.40 mm the values are respectively 36 A
(measured) and 32.2 A (calculated). The differences may be explained by the different thermal
contacts between fuse wire and the butt electrodes and by statistical deviations.
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APPENDIX

Silver and copper wire parameters in SI units for 0 °C [3]
“x •id*
4.46
1.80

Y • l(r

Cu

235
386

10.56
8.89

418
388

a-10

Po 10»
1.47
1.62

40.3
43.3

is

0n
961
1083

cu 10"

0.02
0.81

1.54
1.20

4

The specific heat for silver is: c= CQ(1 + 2.13-10
4

ß-108
60
45.3

0). The specific heat for copper up to 500 °C

8 2

c= c0(l +1.7 - 1O“ 0 +60 - 1O 0 )

and
c=c5oo[l+1.81O~4(0-5OO)] for
The coefficients of linear expansion are:

0e(500, 1000).

a, = 19.5 • 10~6 +1.45 • 10-9 0 + 2.25 • 10~12 02
-6

a, = 16.7-10

+ 3.8-1O

_9

0+1.5 -1O

-12

0

2

for Ag

for Cu.
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Abstract
It is used a commercially available finite element program LUSAS to solve two different problems involving
electrical fuses. The first one involves the transient behaviour of the fuse with the ultimate goal being to predict
accurately the prearcing time and the I-t-curves of the fuse. The second concentrates on a problem of calculating
the temperature of the fuse bodies in different surroundings. In the first case the discretization of the fuse body is
very important because close to the fuse element one must use a small mesh size to obtain the temperature of the
element accurately. By comparing experimental results with those obtained using the finite element model one can
quantify how good the finite element model describes the physical problem. In addition, by minimising the
differences between the experimental and theoretical results one can obtain information about the optimum
mathematical conditions (i.e. element size and shape, and the time step). Since the aim is to develop a model
which is valid for a wide variety of fuse designs the simulations and experiments will be performed over a wide
variety of different fuse element designs and material properties.
The second section is concerned with the thermal interaction of the fuse body with its surrounding. This interaction
may play a significant role in the operation of the fuse at low overload currents. The temperature of the fuse body
will be predict from the simulations and compared with experimental results. These results are important in the
commercial use of fuses since they are invariably used in surroundings which are different from those laid down in
the appropriate international standards.

1. Introduction
Along with many other factors such as I2t, a knowledge of the prearcing time of a fuse as a function of current is
essential when selecting fuses to protect equipment. The accurate computation of the pre-arcing time would allow a
fuse manufacturer to quickly distinguish the effects of geometry changes and reduce necessary tests. This, in turn,
will reduce both development time and costs. Moreover, it is widely accepted that a designer of protection
equipment must take into account the environment in which the fuse is operating. For example, if a fuse is to be
used inside a distribution board along with other fuses then it's current rating must be derated. This derating is
necessary because the fuse is operating at elevated temperatures caused by heat generated by the other fuses in
close proximity to it. There are several mathematical approaches to modelling the operation of a fuse. These are
finite difference [1], Transmission Line Modelling [2], and finite elemental]. Finite difference is relatively simple
to program but does not easily lend itself to modelling complex 3 dimensional structures. Transmission Line
Modelling is not widely used as a method of solving diffiision problems. This leaves finite elements. It is widely
used to simulate complex structures and so was chosen for this work. Since the long term aim of this research
program is to transfer the technology from the universities into industry, it was decided to chose a commercial
finite element program which had a good graphical input and output interface. Therefore all simulations presented
in this paper were performed using the commercial package LUSAS from FEA.

2. Fuse model
For the analysis of the prearcing time the fuse model developed by Schumann [6] was used. It allows the modelling
of fuse elements with lengths up to 200 mm with and without restrictions. For the calculations used in this paper
fuse elements with a length of 50 and 100 mm were used. A schematic diagram of the fuse is show n in fig. 1.
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230

Fig.l: Scheme of the fuse used in the prediction of pre-arcing times.

To study the effects of the surroundings on the operation of the fuse element a different model of fuse was used.
Since this is only a preliminary study, the exact modelling of the fuse element was not required and so an
approximation to a real fuse was made. A schematic diagram of the fuse is shown in fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: A schematic diagram of the fuse model used in the study of the effects of the environment.

This difference between the two aspects of the work was also relevant in the design of the finite element mesh. For
the pre-arcing time simulations the fuse was divided into segments of 5 mm in length. This allows the model to be
quickly adapted to model fuses of different length by inserting additional elements. The number of elements could
also be changed rapidly by modifying one of the 5 mm sections. The finite element model of the fuse is shown in
fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Ilmenau Finite Element fuse model.
The requirement that the simulations should predict experimental results as closely as possible sets a limit on the
size of the elements in the finite element model. In regions of large temperature gradients small elements were
used and the converse is also true (i.e., in parts of the fuse where the temperature gradients is small, larger
elements could be used.) The smallest element used in the first part of the simulations was 0.035 mm. All elements
were allowed to have a temperature dependence of their material parameters. The LUSAS software achieved that
by using the spaced averaged temperature to calculate the material properties for the next time iteration. In the two
simulation cases there are 3 lines of mirror symmetry. That was used to reduce the total number of nodes by a
factor 8. The 3D model was constructed using the standard elements types of the LUSAS package, the HF8 and
PF6 element types with 8 and 6 nodes respectively. They had the approximate shape of a rectangle and pyramid.
The total number of nodes and elements for the calculation of the pre-arcing time fuse amounts to 4500 and 3500
respectfully. The calculations were performed on a R4400 workstation (4x Ipl 9 CPU/ R4010 FPU /150 MHz /512
MB main memory). The large simulations look up to 12 hours on the workstation. There was no attempt to run
these jobs on a PC. Whereas for the environmental simulations then number of nodes and elements was much
smaller, a Pentium PC (60 MHz, 32 MB) was used to run these jobs.
Choice of material properties is of paramount importance for fuse especially when the calculations are used to
predict the prearcing time. Data in the literature are not comprehensive and one often only gets values over a
limited range or there is large discrepancies between the data derived by different authors. The material properties
used in the current simulations are shown in table 1. There is no need to take into account the heats of
vaporisation or melting since the simulations are stopped when the maximum element temperature reaches the
melting point.
(W/m/K)
Material
Silver
444. .347
112
Brass
"Pertinax"
0.21
0.44
Sand
Table 1: Material properties.

(kg/m-1)
10.5...9.3
8.56.8.12
1300E-3
1.7

Cn (J/kg/K)
235..31 1
390
2500
605... 1708

Source

[8] [HI

EL
EL
EJMliPI
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3.

Bordering and starting conditions

The simulation of the heat flow through a fuse requires two boundary conditions. The first is the location and
magnitude of the heat sources. Since the heat is generated by ohmic losses within the fuse restriction , the amount
of heat generated will depend on the temperature because the resistance of the metallic fuse element depends
strongly on the temperature. The second boundary condition concerns the surface of the fuse or mounting case. In
addition to these boundary conditions one needs to define the initial temperatures of the nodes. In the LUSAS
suite of programs the PDSP load case allows the user to specify the initial temperature. In this case the initial
temperature was defined to be 13 °C. At the surface of the fuse one needs to take into account convection and
radiation. This is achieved by using the LUSAS ENVT load case. This load case requires a variable called Thermal
Exchange Constant, and the value used in this experiment was 5 Wrn‘%'1
As described above the magnitude of the internal heat sources will depend on the element temperature. This is
achieved by using the RIHG load case. LUSAS suite of programs contains a pre and post processor which makes
the specification of the finite elements very simple and user friendly. Unfortunately, the RIHG is not supported by
MYSTRO the LUSAS pre-processor. There are two methods of overcoming this problem. The first is to hand code
the RIHG element into the LUSAS data file and the second one is to use an additional program [7] to modify the
LUSAS data file. Both approaches were done. When large numbers of elements were used the later approach is
recommend due to the time constraints of hand encoding.

4.

Measurements

There are two aspects of this work. In the first series of simulations the aim is to use the theoretical model to
predict accurately the prearcing time of the fuse. This requires a detailed knowledge of the material parameters. By
solving the stationary heat flow problem, one can obtain the temperature distribution inside a fuse for currents
below the fusing current. This temperature distribution can then be compared to the experimental values which
allows the optimisation of the material parameters. This experimental determination of the temperature values
must be done with great care. Thermocouples could not be used because the heat flow down the thermocouple
wires distorts the temperature profile of the fuse. To overcome this problem the resistance of the element was used
to estimate the temperature of the element. The comparisons between the predicted and measured temperatures in
the fuse element is shown in fig. 4.
Measurements to obtain the t-I-characteristic were performed using an transient recorder. The melting time being
defined as the time between the current's turn-on and the current's break down.

5.

Comparison between calculation and measurement

Since the stationary calculations of the fuse elements temperature were only a preliminary set to test the quality of
the finite element fuse model, the results shown in fig. 4 represent a good correspondence between calculation and
measurement. To get the t-I-characteristic for an electric fuse, it's necessary to perform transient calculations for a
large set of currents. The transient analysis, for each current, was continued until part of the fuse element reached
the melting point of the element. The results are shown in fig. 5. The calculated melting times are a little higher
than the measured. However, this is not an problem since it produces an additional safety factor.
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The second part of the study concentrated on studying the effects of a fuse in close proximity to a case.
Experiments performed at Bussmann (Cooper) UK have shown that the effects of placing a fuse in a case can be
significant. The temperature of the outside body of the fuse can increase by up to 38K [5], Presented in figures 7
and 8 are the temperature variations of the fuse element and the body temperature as a function of case thermal
conductivity (k) receptivity. It can be seen that the temperatures of both the fuse element and fuse body are greater
for the fuse in a case than without one. The size of the increase depends on the thermal conductivity of the case.
For cases with low thermal conductivity the temperature rise is more significant than those with a higher thermal
conductivity. The temperature of the case close to the point where the wires are fed through to the fuse is at a
temperature higher than that of the central region of the box. This suggests that heat flow through the element and
the connecting wires is extremely important in the cooling of a fuse element.
T [K]
T[K]
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780k = 0.1
760 -k= 1.0
740720 700-
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Fig,7: Element temperature
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6. Conclusions
It has been shown, by the results presented in this paper, that it is possible to calculate the t-I characteristics of
fuses by finite elements. In addition, it has been shown that finite elements can be used to model the temperature
profile of a füse held in a cabinet.
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1

Introduction

In 1993 an agreement between Iberdrola SA and Iberica de Aparellajes SL and the Grupo de Estudios
en Distribution de Energia Electrica (GEDEE) of the Department of Electrical Engineering in the
Polytechnic University of Valencia was signed in order to design and develop a Full Range Fuse for
20kV supply networks.
This paper shows the results of one of the stages of the project to obtain pre-arcing curves for
different Full Range Fuse rated currents using finite element techniques (Section 2). The relationship
between thermal and electrical processes and the different behaviour of the materials with temperature
made us consider thermal and electrical effects coupled.
The design of the model used in the simulation experienced changes to match experimental results.
Section 3.1 shows the different models developed to come to the present day model (3.2). Section
3.2.1 introduces the concept of Equivalent Section, a very useful concept which permits the use of
simplifications in the model for Full Range operation fuses.
Section 4 describes the simulation procedure. Other possible model designs are shown in Section 5.
The results obtained for the Full Range operation of the fuse and the validation of the model with
experimental tests are shown in Section 6.

2

Techniques for the determination of pre-arcing curves

Of all the phases of fuse operation, this paper analyses pre-arcing. Time/current characteristics can
be obtained with different simulation techniques: finite differences method [1] [2], electrical analogies
for time/current characteristics in fuses using M-effect techniques[3], the simulation of heat transfer
with parabolic differential equations [4], etc.
In this work, the finite element method has been chosen as a mathematical tool to solve differential
equations systems with a good accurary [5], This method allows to develop the simulation from a
fuse geometry very similar to the real one so that once the properties of the materials are known
(thermal conductivity, electrical resistivity, specific heat, etc) and their variations with temperature
and loads (for example, flow intensity), the temperature at any point of the simulated fuse can be
determined.
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After defining the fuse geometry and properties of the materials (including their variation with
temperature), the next step is to mesh the volumes generated, input applied loads and boundary
conditions to solve the equations governing the physical phenomena.
Fuse geometry and properties of the materials, can be modelled at a minimum cost. Mesh design and
equation resolution greatly affect calculation times; therefore a simplified model has been developed,
which allows the calculations to be done in a shorter time.

3

Modelling

This section describes the different steps in model design and the introduction of the concept of

Equivalent Section.
3.1

Model design

From the beginning of the project, the design of a model for fuses by the finite element technique
changed to end with the model described here below (3.2). The first model used ignored the
existence of a star core and supposes the fuse element (a equidistantly notched strip) to be along the
fuse axis [1]. This was a three-dimensional model in which, even when some fuse elements are
ignored and geometr ' simplified, calculation tin as are too long and there is no obvious improvement
in accuracy.
Then, we tried the model of axial symmetry with two alternatives. The first alternative considered
one central wire only; but this method did not allow to model a strip neither a star core nor several
elements in parallel. The second alternative considered the fuse as a circular wound wire; this model
allowed to model several elements in parallel, but it did not allow to reproduce strip notches. This
second model was neglected as it did not allow to input current in a proper way.
A further model used a plain geometry, but the results obtained did not match very well with
experimental tests as loads could not be input in a proper way. Finally we developed the model
described below.

3.2

The model used

The fuse consists of a star core on which one or several silver strips are wound placed inside a
porcelain barrel filled with granular quartz. The model allows the representation of the fuse geometry
as well as of the different fuse elements and materials.
As the simultion of the complete fuse is impossible with our chances, it is necessary to simplify it to
get reasonable calculation times. Size can be reduced by using symmetries, but because the helicoidal
shape of the fuse does not permit it, other simplications were adopted: to model one helix step.
The helicoidal fuse shape on the star core allows two different approaches by the symmetry method:
the first approach with the fuse element parallel to the star core and the second approach with the
fuse element as circular wire turns. If the helix step of the fusible element is very big, it can be
considered as parallel to the star core. In the case of High Full Range Fuses, because of the length
of the elements, it will be closer to reality to consider them to be arranged as circular wire turns along
the star core.
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The simulated volume is defined between two parallel circular sections, perpendicular to the star core
axis, on which the fuse element is mounted in circular shape, and separated half helix step, with the
appropriate boundary conditions.
In order to include strip notches in this model, the arc considered must be long enough to generate
a high number of nodes; but if an uniform-section strip is considered to be the fuse element (the
Equivalent Section described in Section 3.2.1) wedge size can be reduced. The next step was to
consider a paralelepiped with an uniform Equivalent Section, which simplifies the model and notably
reduces calculation times with no increase in error values.

5

Fig. 1. Wedge and paralelepiped model.

The different parts of the model used, see Figure 1, are the granular quartz inside the star core (1),
the star core (2), the fuse element (3), the quartz sand surrounding the fijse element (4) and the outer
porcelain barrel (5). The fuse element is rectangular in section, and it was analysed as described
below.

3.2.1

Equivalent section

Once the geometry of the fuse and the dimensions of each component element has been described,
only to know the coil section for one step is left.
As this coil is of constant section, a relationship between it and a circular coil with all the strip
notches existing in the real fuse was established. The definition of the Equivalent Section allowed us
to know the variation law of the constant section to apply to each pre-arcing curve. Equivalent
Section is the term given to that section which makes the circular coil in the model reach the melting
point at the same time as the actual fuse strip under similar boundary conditions.
Contrarily to what might be thought, th& Equivalent Section does not only depend on the notched
strip geometry but also on the thermal and electrical properties of the material and on the melting
current and time.
The Equivalent Section is determined with the method of finite elements by comparing the behaviour
of notched strips and uniform section strips.
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The results obtained are shown in Figure 2 for a semicircular equidistant notched silver strip (used
in the validation tests). The results of the simulation and experimental data are shown in the
following sections.
■ Zone 1
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Fig. 2. Equivalent Section.

Zone 1, Figure 2, show s the relation between section and melting time in the area of quick melting,
whereas in Zone 2 (long melting times) the Equivalent Section is almost constant.

4

Simulation procedure

The procedure of simulation has to be thought carefully because there are some parametres
(Equivalent Section) and current, represented as a sinusoidal wave form or by its rms value,
depending on the melting time.
Due to the variability of the Equivalent Section, the analysis should start with the long melting times,
for which the Equivalent Section is constant and current is represented by its rms. For long melting
times, fuse geometry is built from the Equivalent Section in Zone 2, Fig-2. The results corresponding
to this simulated zone can be seen in Figure 3, Zone 2.
For intermediate melting times the Equivalent Section is variable (Zone 1 Fig 2) and current is
represented by its rms.
Due to Equivalent Section variability it is possible for each pre-arcing section to require more than
one simulation (Zone 1 Figure 3) .
For melting times shorter than one cycle (or a few cycles), current sinuosoidal wavelength adequately
discretized was used instead. The Equivalent Section in this zone shows a maximum variation with
melting time.
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Fig. 3. Pre-arcing curve.

5

Applications, behaviour and validation of the model

Therefore, i: will suffice to include some more coils turns with constant section in the simulated
volume. Due to the symmetries considered in the model, the number of coils is half the number of
elements in parallel, whenever it is an even figure, and one more half section turn, whenever it is an
odd number.
Notched silver strips have a good performance for High Current; to ensure good full range fuse
operation other techniques are used, which permit to widen the operating range. Among them are
the use of intermediate heat chambers, a different material for the fuse element, M-effect, etc. Heat
chamber can be easily simulated; it will suffice to use a material with different thermal conductivity
round the fuse element. The use of materials with other thermal properties does not imply a change
in the model, except for the varition law of the Equivalent Section.

6

Experimental tests

To validate pre-arcing curves obtained from mathematical calculations, experimental tests have been
carried out to obtain time/current characteristics for different number of fuse elements and thicknesses
of the strip.
Figure 4 (time/current characteristics) shows pre-arcing curves for two strip thicknesses and different
number of strips in parallel, in comparison with experimental tests. Curves 1 to 6 are simulations with
the same number of strips 0.12mm thick. Curves a,b,c,and d are simulations with 1,2 3 and 4 strips
0.10 mm thick.
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7

Conclusions

With the results obtained in the simulation, it has been proved with experimental data that the method
used is accurate enough to determine pre-arcing curves not only in limiting fuses but also in the case,
of overload for Full Range Fuses.
This work tries to cover the complete pre-arcing curve as well as to simplify the model, like in
simulations for overload currents. No simplified geometry models demand very long calculation
times.
This article presents a new concept: the Equivalent Section, as a parametre affecting the geometry
of the model, easy to use and which remarkably improves the accuracy in the results and calculation
times.
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Abstract
The operating characteristics of a compact style of substrate fuse link will be presented. The fuse consisted of an alumina
substrate with a combination of single layer screen printing and vapour deposited silver film that formed the element.
The fuse link had a nominal current rating capacity of 63 Amps and was tested both at low and high overloads. In
addition capacitor bank tests were also performed which tested the fuse link's ability to clear a DC short circuit. The
new fuse links had a shorter operating time when compared with the conventional semiconductor fuse of similar rating.
From the "captured" current-voltage characteristics, there is a sharp cutoff to the short circuit current with no overshoot
which gives a more symmetrical current waveform. The largest performance gain is in the lowering of the I2t let through
when compared with a conventional fuse link. In general there was a factor of seven improvement when using a
substrate fuse. However, for high overload currents, this improvement increased to a factor of 19. These results show
that this type of fuse link demonstrates some clear advantages for the protection of sensitive semiconductor devices.

1. Introduction.
Semiconductor protection requires very fast acting, current limiting fuselinks for which various designs have been
developed. Most of these designs have evolved from the basic industrial fuselink. This has led to the development
of fuselinks which attain rapid operation with low let-through I2t. So far this has sufficed for the protection of most
semiconductor devices. The next generation of electronic power devices such as IGBTs are much more sensitive to
the effects of fault conditions and so require even faster acting fuselinks.
It is generally believed that the conventional semiconductor fuselink is reaching the limits of its development and so
there is a need for a radically different design. The approach chosen here was to investigate the applicability of
substrate fuselinks for the protection of power semiconductor devices. In a conventional fuselink the fusing region
of the element is sufficiently thin so as to enable quick operation in the event of a fault but sufficiently thick so as to
maintain mechanical rigidity .To achieve much faster operation the dimensions of the fusing region have been reduced
sigificantly. In a substrate fuselink this is achieved by making the elements only a few micrometres thick and
mounting them on an electrically insulating and thermally conductive ceramic substartes, which provide essential
mechanical support. The substrate acts as a heatsink drawing heat away from the element under normal running
conditions. This paper reports on the operating characteristics of such a fuselink.

2. Manufacture.
Details on how the fuselinks were manufactured have already been reported in detail [1] and so only a brief
introduction is given here. The fusing region of the fuselink elements were made by thermally evaporating high purity
silver on to an alumina substrate. Two designs of fusing region were used in this work. These are shown in figure

1.
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Figure 1 Element Configuration
The silver thickness in this region was 1pm unless otherwise stated. The rest of the fuselink element, comprised of
a silver screen printed pad. The resistance of the screen printed areas was sufficiently low so as not to play a role in
the fusing action of the element. The underside of the substrate was also provided with an area of silver screen
printing which allowed the element and substrate to be soldered to a copper baseplate. Connecting tags were soldered
to each end of the element and the whole assembly encased in a plastic body and carefully sand filled. Provision was
made in the base plate to allow the fuselink assembly to be bolted to a heatsink. This arrangement is shown in figure
2.

CONNECTING TAGS

ELEMENT
BODY

QUARTZ

SUBSTRATE

FILLER
BASEPLATE
Figure 2 Physcial arrangment of the fuselink.

3. Current Rating of Fuselinks.
The current ratings of the substrate fuselinks were determined by established methods and the resulting time current
curves can be seen in figure 3 compared with fuselinks from one of Bussmann's conventional semiconductor
protection range. The assigned current ratings of the substrate fuselinks along with other parameters can be seen in
the table 1 and one can see the relatively large power loss of this type of fuse.
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Fuselink

Rating
Amps.

Cross Section
mm2

Power Loss
Watts

Minimum I2t
A2S[2]

Current Density
A/mm2

1 pm 3 Notch

63*

lxlO'2

150-200

8

6300

2 pm 3 Notch

90*

2x102

60-100

31

4500

1 pm 1 Notch

120*

2x1 O'2

175-220

31

6000

20LCT

20

2x10

25

1000

63LET

63

4.8x10

185

1300

80LET

80

6x10'

10

285

1330

125LET

125

12x10'2

16

650

1040

Table 1 showing the properties of the different kinds of fuselink used in this experiment. The Power loss,
minimum I2t and current density are at the rated currents.

4. Short Circuit Performance.
THREE PHASE SUPPLY
50 HZ
CONTACTOR

MAKE-SWITCH

ALTERNATOR
240V

CT

TEST FUSE

©I

NEUTRAL
STORAGE
OSCILLOSCOPE

Figure 4. Short circuit arrangment.
To measure the actual ft let-through, some short-circuit tests were performed. Unlike the pre-arcing time, the arcing
time depends strongly on the voltage applied to the fuselink and the power factor. To simulate the most severe
conditions the fuselinks were tested in a single phase inductive circuit with a low power factor of less than 0.2. A point
on wave controller was used to ensure consistency of switching of the circuit. These tests measured not only the
operating time but also the I2t, arc voltages and cut-off currents. The experimental setup is shown in figure 4.The
prospective current was set at 660A rms. The results of these tests are given in table 2. From this table it can be seen
that the substrate fuselinks respond rapidly to the short circuit. For example, if one considers the 1 pm fuselink
compared with a
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Figure 3Time Current characteristics
conventional semiconductor (Bussmann - 63LET) fuselink, then the average operating time for the substrate fuselink
is approximately half the conventional semiconductor fuse. The reduction in ft for the substrate fuselinks is even
more dramatic where the ratio of the ft let-through is 1:8. The current-voltage relationships for both the substrate and
the conventional fuselink is shown in figure 5.

1pm
63A"

2pm
90A"

120A“

lpmD

CONVENTIONAL FUSELINKS*
20 A
63 A
80 A
125 A

PRE-ARC TIME mS

2.5

3.5

3.5

2.4

3.9

5.0

6.05

TOTAL TIME mS

4.7

6.6

7.8

7.5

9.5

10.6

11.0

PEAK I Amps

425

600

700

300

700

900

1100

PEAK V Volts

660

610

580

530

470

490

510

PRE-ARC ft A2S

200

540

740

90

955

1600

3500

TOTAL ft A S

380

1130

1380

230

2815

4220

8250

* 240 V Semiconductor range from Bussmann. " Assigned rating
Table 2 Results of the short circuit tests.
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Figure 5 Comparison of characteristics of a) 63LET Bussman fuselink and b) 63A substrate fuselink. The top trace
is voltage waveform and the bottom waveform the current. The time,voltage and current scales are the same for each
diagram.
It can be seen from figure 5. that in the conventional fuselink the current continues to rise briefly before falling
whereas in the substrate fuselink the current drops immediately. Since the current reduces faster in the substrate
fuselink, then the voltage during the arcing period is higher than the conventional fuselink due to the inductance of
the circuit From figure 5 it can be seen that this is indeed the case. If the voltage waveform of the substrate fuselink
is considered in more detail, there are two small peaks in the waveform. It is thought that this may arise due to
multiple arcing within the restrictions.

5. High Breaking Current Tests
During the course of this work it was possible to perform a few tests at the Falcon short circuit testing laboratory in
Loughborough. In these experiments prospective currents of 30kA and 17kA were used. The experimental data from
these tests is summarised in table 3.

TEST NUMBER
PROSPECTIVE

4916

9806

4917
29.3

29.3

17.0 kA

9810

63 LET

17.0 kA kA
30 kA
k

APPLIED VOLTS

265

265

245

245

240

POWER FACTOR

0.15

0.15

0.17

0.17

0.12

PRE-ARC TIME

0.06 mS

0.04 mS

0.9 mS

0.74 mS

< 1 mS

3.2 mS

1.17 mS

1.05 mSmS
2 mS

TOTAL TIME

3.3
2

2

2

PRE-ARC I2t

19.7 A S

19.5 A S

60 A S

86 A2S

270 A2S

TOTAL I2t

166 A2S

171 A2S

80 A2S

122 A2S

3200 A2S

Table 3 Results of High Short Circuit Tests. The fuselinks used in the first four test were lum 3 notch substrate
fuselinks. The last column gives the results for a 63A Bussmann LET fuse.
The tests performed at prospective test current of 17.0kA appear to show similarities to those described at a
prospective current of 660A. However, at the higher prospective current of 29.3kA, the tests show that the arcing time
is abnormally long. This observation may be caused by one of two effects. The filler surrounding the fuselink
elements may have not been sufficiently packed, or at 29.3kA this particular design of substrate fuselink may be
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approaching the limit of its breaking capacity.

STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE

CONTROL
CIRCUIT

CHARGING

FIRING

CIRCUIT

CIRCUIT

TRIGGER
THYRISTOR

-VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

TEST FUSE

CAPACITOR BANK

CURRENT TRANSFORMER
Figure 6 Capcitor Bank Arrangement

6. DC Tests
One of the most demanding tasks for a fuselink is the clearing of a direct current fault. To investigate the ability of
the substrate fuselink to clear such a fault, tests were performed on a capacitor bank. See figure 6.
In essence these tests involve charging a large capacitance and discharging it through the fuselink under test. The
results are presented in table 4. These results show that in terms of operating time, I2t let-through the substrate
fuselink performs better than the conventional fuse. As with the a.c. test, the peak voltage across the fuselink
increases. The current voltage characteristics are very different for the two types of fuses. These characteristics are
shown in figure 7. In the substrate fuselink the arc is quenched very rapidly.

lpm
63A

2pm
90A

lpmD
120 A*

CONVENTIONAL FUSELINK
20A 63A 80A
125A

PRE-ARC TIME mS

3.6

4.8

7.1

2.3

5.1

6.5

9.1

TOTAL TIME mS

5.8

8.0

15.0

17.4

21.2

25.8

26.4

PEAK I Amps

365

460

525

260

525

700

930

PEAK V Volts

710

800

410

400

400

320

370

PRE-ARC I2t A2S

220

500

980

80

700

1600

3900

TOTAL I2t A2S

360

980

1800

320

2570

5300

9500

* Diagonal restriction.
Table 4.Results of the D C. Tests performed with a prospective Current of 1500 Amps and a time constant of
13ms.
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100A

SHORT ARCING PERIOD

2ms

RAPID ARC
EXTINCTION

RISE IN ARC VOLTAGE
STEEP
VOLTS

200v
REMAINING t
BANK VOLTAGE
(a)

REMAINING BANK

RISE

VOLTAGE

(b)

Figure 7.Current (upper trace) and voltage waveforms (lower trace) of a) Bussmann 63 LET fuselink and b)
substrate fuselink. The voltage .current and time scales are the same for each diagram and are shown on the lefthand
side of diagram a..

7. Conclusion
The results described in this work show conclusively that substrate fuselinks operate significantly faster than
conventional fuses. The current and voltage characteristics show that during operation of the fuselink, there is a sharp
cut-off to the current with no overshoot and a clear end to the arcing period with no re-strikes. Since there is less
material in the fusing region, there is less metal to vaporise and so the I2t is corresponding less. An unavoidable
characteristic of the substrate fuselink is the rise in peak voltage caused by the inductance of the circuit and the rapidly
changing current. One factor which has not been commented on and needs addressing before the substrate fuselink
can be developed into a practical fuselink is its relatively high power loss.
In conclusion substrate fuselinks operate faster than coventional fuselinks and with a I2t let-through which is
approximately an order of magnitude less than that of traditional designs of a similar current rating.
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A COMPARISON OF CURRENT INTERRUPTION
BY SAND Si02 AND SAND Si02/GAS SF6 FUSES
T.Lipski, M. Pikon
Technical University of Gdansk
Abstract: The comparison described below is based on the interrupting currents of test duty 1, 2 and
2a according to EEC Publ. 269-4. Special test arrangement for Si02/SF6 has been applied.
Semiconductor Si02 and Si02/SF6 fuses with friable and stone sand of 1000 V, 160 A were tested. The
conclusions show on needs of further more detailed investigations mentioned at the end of paper. The
results show superiority of Si02/SF6 fuses with friable sand as concerns the post-arc behaviour.

1 Introduction
In 1890 Modrey was invented widely used since seven decades the sand Si02 high breaking capacity fuses (h.b.c),
in this report briefly denoted: Si02 fuses. The information about this one can trace in [1], These fuses do offer a very
good short-circuit current limiting ability. It is also well known that their ability to interrupt small overloads is
insufficient. Although Si02 fuses with special improvements are in position to correct interruption of even
prospective currents smaller than their rated current (so-called full-range fuses), but their costs are relatively high. It
is world wide practice to avoid such fuses by an application of two-component protection. For example, in medium
voltage (MV) distribution systems a routine solution is a load-switch-fuse combination. The former provides small
overload protection, whereas the latter ensures effective short-circuit protection.
But the problem how to get a cheap full-range fuse still occupies the brains of fuse designers.
One of the possible classical way to get the full-range MV fuses are two-chain fuses [e.g. 2,3,4]: of which one is
Si02 fuse while the second is gas-expulsion, or vacuum, or SFg fuse. Many other suggestions how to solve
practically the problem one can trace especially in the patent documents. For instance, one such document [5] offers
SFg gas generation during arcing process from a piece of material placed in the Si02 fuse arc-chamber.
Unavoidable design which one can expect as a successful solution should be Si02 fuses within air in interstices
between sand grains replaced by SFg gas. In abbreviation they are in the following named Si02/SFg fuses. In the
open literature there is lack informations about the switching behaviour of such fuses. That's why the first aim of the
paper is to show the results of more systematic investigations done recently in the Chair of Electrical Apparatus of
the Technical University of Gdansk on such fuses. The investigations in question are purely experimental because of
the complexity of the arc interaction with Si02 sand in combination with SFg gas.
Unfortunately due to the cost of such investigations in a short-circuit test station the report is limited only to one
characteristic design Si02/SFg fuses. Although the results from this reason are not complete in order to enlight the
problem generally, it seems, they speak sufficiently clear about complexity of the problems associated and therefore
it is possible to formulate a number of questions for the future investigations. This task is also in view of the paper.
The next not less important conclusion eventually to withdraw from experiments is a comparison of Si02 versus
Si02/SFg fuses in different test conditions. To enrich the conclusions two variants of Si02 and Si02/SFg fuses were
tested: with friable and with stone-sand.

2 Test samples
It seems, the best selection of fuse samples for a comparison Si02 versus Si02/SFg fuses shall be based on an
average practical fuse design. Such a view can be fulfilled, for instance, by considering in a comparative study the
fuses for power semiconductor devices protection. A multiple combination of 4 parallel fuse-element (Fig.l) made
from silver strips was assembled in the fuse-link shown in Fig.2. Half of such fuse-links were placed in a special
insulating case demonstrated in the Fig.3 to facilitate the filling they up by the gas SFg under absolute pressure
300 kPa. A special checking procedure showed that the SFg gas bakge from so arranged Si02/SFg fuses over the
time between filling up by gas on the fuse interrupting test is negligible. To get glued sand corns of stone-sand fuses
the processing was used as described e.g. in [6],
For assumed test procedure, which had to be comprised standard IEC test duty 1, 2 and 2a, it wasdecided that 9
samples of a given fuse variation shall be sufficient. It was constrained by the short-circuit test costs in a full power
short-circuit test station. It means it was accepted 3 shots of every variation as sufficient minimum. So the total
number of tested samples was 36 as it is specified below:
• 9 samples - friable Si02, air in pores,
• 9 samples - stone Si02, air in pores,
• 9 samples - friable Si02, SFg in pores,
• 9 samples - stone Si02, SFg in pores.
The fuse rated data were: 160 A, 1000 V.
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ITU

LTLF

n_n

n_n.

10x5

Fig.l. Tested fuse-element, Ag, 0.16mm thick
Necks additionally constricted by a groove up to 40 ± 3 pm

gas

<

Fig.2. Partial cros-sectional view of tested fuses
1 - aluminium body, 2 - ceramic bushing,
3 - copper terminal, 4 - fuse-element

SF,

0

Fig.3. Fuse asembly for test with SF6
1 - PCV envelope, 2 - tested fuse, 3 - fuse terminals
4 - suport ring, 5 - assembly terminals,
6 - valve for gas SF6, 7 - gas inlet into tested fuse

SCB

Sh

MS

Q

M,

M

Fig.4. Test circuit
SCB - safety circuit braker, MS - making switch, S - switch,
Mj, M2 - measurement, Sh - shunt
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3 Test circuit
Short-circuit test duty 1 and 2 as well as overload test duty 2a were performed in a professional short-circuit test
station of Electrotechnical Institut, Gdansk Branch (Fig.4), providing all the tests parameter agreed with the IEC
Publ. 269-4., namely:

Test duty 1: prospective current 60.3 kA(RMS), test voltage 1.1 x 1000 V= 1100 V a.c., p.f.= 0.14, source recovery
voltage maintained during 30s after every shot, resistance measurement abt 1 min after shot by a 500 V d.c. megger.
Test duty 2: prospective current 4.75 kA(RMS), test voltage 1.1 x 1000 V=1100 V a.c., p.f. = 0.21, source recovery
voltage maintained during 30s after every shot, resistance measurement abt 1 min after shot by a 500 V d.c. megger.
Test duty 2a: prospective current 510 A(RMS), test voltage 1.1 x 1000 V= 1100 V a.c., p.f.= 0.4, source recovery
voltage maintained during 30s after every shot, resistance measurement abt 1 min after shot by a 500 V d.c. megger.

4 Test results
The results of test duty 1, 2 and 2a are shown in the Tables 1,2 and 3 respectively.

Table 1. Results of test duty 1: Ij= 60.3 kA (RMS), 1.1 x 1000 V + 5%, p.f. = 0.14.
fuse
variation

friable SiOß
friable SiC>2
friable SiC>2
stone SiC>2
stone SiC>2
stone SiC>2
friable SiC^/SFg
friable SiC^/SFg
friable Si02/SF6
stone SiC^/SFg
stone SiC^/SFg
stone SiC^/SFß

cut-of

voltage

current recovery

making

kA

V

kV

°el

10
11
12
12

1163
1165
1160
1165
1165
1165
1168
1170
1170
1165
1160
1165

1,7
1,7
1,7
2,4
2.3
2.4

2,2
2,1

54
54
83
87
88
57
83
83
53
55
84

2,4

86

13

11
10

11
10
10

12
13

lh

angle

peak

1.7
1.8
1,7

arc
ignition
°el

10 XA S

57
58

8,92
9,90

86

11.7
10.8
13
9,3
6
8,56
8,41
7,64

90
91
60
86
86
56
58
87
89

prearcing
3

arc

post-arc

energy

resistan
ce

10 XA S

kJ

MQ

40.3
48.4
52,9
30.4
36.1
21,3
68.5
46
71.6
23.1
38.1
35.1

14.5
16,8
13,4
8,31
8,43
7,61
19.6
12,9
24.1
9,85

40
40
50

total

2

3

9,36
11,7

2

22

7,81

20
16
1000
1000
1000
7
16
45

arc

post-arc

energy

resistan
ce

12.1

Table 2. Results of test duty 2:12= 4.75 kA (RMS), 1.1 x 1000 V +5%, p.f. = 0.21.
cut-of

variation

curren
t
kA

recovery

4,5
4.2

1125
1125
1125
1125
1130
1125

friable SiC>2
friable SiC>2
friable SiC>2
stone SiC>2
stone SiC>2
stone SiC>2
friable SiC^/SFg
friable Si02/SF6
friable SiC^/SFg
stone SiC^/SFg
stone SiC^/SFg
stone SiC^/SFg

4,1
4,5
4,5
4.3
5,0
4,5
5,0
4.5
4.6
4,5

peak

making

kV

°el

2,1
2,2
2,2

8
8

2,5
2,7
2.4

8
9
8
7

1125
1125

2,1
2.6

8
8
8
8
8

1120

2.9

7

1130
1130
1130

1.9
2,0
1.5

the fuse failed
) late regnition, but the interruption without visible failure

2

I2t

angle

voltage

fuse

arc
ignition
°el

68

prearcing
103xA2s
17,8
14.3
13.3
18,2
18.7
16
14.8
14.4

73
70

17,3
18.5
19.6
17.6

71
68
66
72
71

68

total
3

2

10 XA S

kJ

MQ

75
54,2
68,6
50.1
47,4
48.2

25,6

20.3

1000
200
140
10
35

20,8

5,5

26.4

1000

22,2
24,1

21

l)

87,6

1)

0,22)
55,8
51,6

22,1
21,4

5.5
3.5
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Table 3. Results of test duty 2a: Ig= 510 A (RMS), 1.1 x 1000 V + 5%, p.f. = 0.4.
recovery
voltage

pre-arcing
time

post-arc
resistance
MO
1120
19.8
45
friable Si02
140
1115
17.3
friable SiC>2
friable SiC>2
15.7
75
1115
26.9
1120
4,5
stone SiC>2
30.2
1125
7
stone SiC>2
1120
36.4
7
stone Si02
15.2
400
1125
friable Si02/SF6
1000
friable Si02/SF6
1125
14.5
1120
600
friable Si02/SF^
14.2
1120
26.8
29
stone Si02/SFg
1120
30.3
40
stone S1O2/SF6
30,8
30
1115
stone S1O2/SF6
Note: the pre-arcing times are generally shorter than required by IEC Standard !
fuse
variation

5 Discussion and conclusions
Thinking about results of test duty 1 (Table 1) first of all one can admit four expected regularities:
• abt 30% higher overvoltages of stone Si02 and Si02/SF^ fuses in comparison with friable variations,
• abt 50% greater arc energy and total I2t of friable Si02 and Si02/SF^ fuses in comparison with stone variations,
• smallest post-arc resistance stone Si02 and Si02/SFg fuses,
• the best post-arc resistance of friable Si02/SF6 fuses.
The last observation, it seems, is a result of gas SF6 introduction, whereas the first two are due to reinforcement of
the sand by glueing of the sand corns.
In turn, speaking about the test results of duty 2 (Table 2) to underline is that two samples of friable Si02/SFg
failed. Moreover one stone SiC^/SFg fuse showed late restriking but finally it did interrupt correctly, however its
resistance was unacceptably low.
Finally the post arc resistance in the case of test duty 2a (Table 3) of the friable Si02/SF£ fuses is higher that
outstanding variations.
Summarising, one can say that, it seems, the friable Si02/SF6 arc best in terms of the post-arc resistance. But
generally, the advantages of friable and stone Si02/SF6 fuses are not so distinct as it was expected.
A univocal phisical interpretation of results of § 4 is dangerous because in fact particularly the samples with SFg can
react very in unpredictable way on the arc quenching. There are at least 3 different influences and/or their
combinations on the fuse behaviour: sand, SFg, chemical substances used for sand grain glueing. That's why the
following minimal program of the future investigations in question is desirable:
• widen the scope of fuse-element materials and shapes,
• to provide different processing of sand grain fastening [e g. 7,8],
• to use different grain sizes.
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Summary
The paper describes a general method for lifetime predictions for semiconductor fuses, where fuses are subjected to
short current pulses. Thermal buckling of the element due to electric currents is discussed and considered as the
main reason for ageing. Agreement has been found between theoretical predictions and observations.

1. Introduction
For the protection of electrical circuits and installations, electric fuses are widely used. A fuse normally consists of
fuse elements, a ceramic body and metal contacts. The fuse element is usually positioned in sand fillers. In service,
fuse elements undergo deformations due to mechanical, physical and chemical effects. This leads to changes in their
electrical behaviour. Consequently, the investigation on the fuse reliability becomes one of the attractive subjects
because of practical interest and theoretical importance.
When fuse elements experience electric currents, thermal effect and electromagnetic reaction may be involved.
Because of joule heating, the temperature of the fuse element rises. At elevated temperatures, element materials are
easily deformed. Electromagnetic forces are directly contributed from the electric current carried by the fuse
element. Deformation is thus dependent on the current itself. Both can lead to damages of fuse elements and hence
fuse characteristics may be deteriorated.
For cyclic loading situations, Manson-coffin law presents an approximation between cyclic plastic strain and the
number of cycles to failure. The law was introduced as a basic relationship to correlate the fuse lifetime with current
[Arai, 1984] and a combined variable of temperature [Wilkins, 1991]. Recent studies show that for small wires to
accumulate the plastic deformation, the fracture acts in a brittle fashion [Pao, 1992\, only for long current periods
the creep induced plastic deformation becomes dominant [Meng, 1995],
To achieve better effectiveness for the protection of systems, it is therefore necessary to get an insight of
deformation mechanism of fuse elements and to improve the reliability of fuses. Another method is to reach a good
coordination between the protected systems and fuses. In this work, attempts to improve fuse reliability will be
described.
Commercial fuses for the semiconductor protection were chosen as test objects. The rated current of silver fuse
elements was 160 A. The fuse element dimensions are shown in figure 1. For the determination of parameters in
theoretical models, a simplified fuse element with one row of notches was used. The objective of this work is to
define the basic concepts related with experimental phenomena and results. Attempts will be described to explain
the deformation influence on fuse lifetimes and to correlate the number of current pulses which fuses can withstand
with parameters of the current.

2. Theory
When fuses are subjected to current pulses, temperature rise brings about thermal strain due to thermal expansion.
The strain produces stress, because the end caps and sand impose the constrains on the fuse elements. The thermal
stress fatigue is only of cyclic nature, as long as the time period for each current pulse is short enough. As the
thermal stress is above a certain value, the fuse element tends to move and leaves its previous position. This process is
called as thermal buckling because of its thermal origin. The mechanical strain reduces accordingly due to thermal
buckling. During thermal buckling, only a part of the thermal strain is contributed to tte mechanical strain to
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produce the stress. Therefore, to predict the lifetime, the temperature distribution and the thermal buckling
behaviour should be studied.
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Figure 1 Geometry of fuse element (units in mm)

2.1 Temperature distribution
As a tool, EMTP (Electro-Magnetic Transient Program) was used to simulate the temperature distribution [Meng,
1995]. Because of symmetry, for short current pulses in order of 10 ms, a small region was simulated. A typical
temperature distribution (the maximum temperature Tmax = 574 °C) is shown in figure 2 at the time instant / = 7 ms
during a current pulse with the effective current leff= 1250 A for 10 ms. For different ft values of current pulses,
results of the maximum temperature rise can be obtained.

4

0

0

x [mm]

Figure 2 Temperature distribution in the notch region (t-7 ms, leff = 1250 A)

2.2 Thermal buckling behaviour
To understand physical phenomena related buckling, quantitative observations should be provided from
experiments. Because the element has five rows of notches in the commercial fuses, it is difficult and time
consuming to determine the displacement for every row at different currents. For this reason, straight fuse elements
were proposed, which were composed of only one row of notches in the middle.
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2.2.1 Experiments
To produce a pulsed current, a simple RLC circuit with ten parallel capacitor branches was realised. Basically a
capacitor and a thyristor formed a branch, and the inductance was used in series with a test object. The triggering
signals of 120 mA were individually exerted on the 10 thyristors to prevent the damage of thyristors. The test
current from the circuit was of a half sinuous waveform, which can be characterised by parameters as ft, Ip , T„„ (on
time) and Toff (off time). The on time Ta„ is the conducting time for the pulsed current. ft is the integral of the
current square over the on time. Ip is the peak value of the pulsed current. The off time Toff is the time between two
successive pulsed currents. The shortest duration between two pulsed currents was chosen to be about 2 minutes.
The peak value of a current was up to 2.2 kA which was dependent on the charging voltage of capacitors. The on
time can be chosen to be 5 ms or 9 ms.
Fuse elements are normally surrounded by sand and not visible to the outside. To confirm whether the fuse
element moves or not as a current is exerted, one edge of the fuse element should face a glass plate. The distance
between the plate and the element was smaller than the grain size of sand so that the element can be easily
monitored. The influence of the plate on the possible element motion can be neglected.
Figure 3 shows an illustration of the experimental setup. A high speed camera was located in front of the glass
plate. A flash light was positioned at a angle of about 45° between the plate. To measure the exact exposure time, a
light detector was used to pick up the light signal. A digital oscilloscope was used to record fuse current, voltage, a
triggering signal for the camera (shutter) and a signal related with the exposure period due to a flash light.

Light
detector

Fuse
element
Lens

Shutte

^
Flash
tube

Film

Figure 3 Experimental setup for buckling observations

2.2.2 Results and discussion
Figure 4 shows typical movements of the element together with the pulsed current against time. The element started
to move in about 2 ms, after the current was exerted. Slightly after the current peak, the element arrived at the
maximum displacement. As the current decreased, the element moved gradually backwards and forwards to its
original position. Displacements at the element notch were measured for different ft values of pulsed currents. The
maximum displacement was found to increase with the ft value of pulsed currents. From these measurements, the
motion starting moment can also be determined as a function of the ft value of pulsed currents.
This graph shows that as ft values of pulsed currents exceed a certain value, motion of the element in sand takes
place. The effect can be explained by the increase in thermal expansion due to temperature rises. Because of sand
grains, it might also expect the element to move among grains, however, such a motion requires very high force in
the axial direction. For the commonly used sand sizes (several hounded micrometers in diameter), this condition can
not be fulfilled. Experiments also show that the displacement is rather smooth along the element.
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Figure 4 Measured dynamical displacement induced by pulsed current
a : current; b (A), c (o): displacement at the location 1, 2;
Distance between location 1 and location 2 is about 1 mm.

2.3 Lifetime predictions
For wires with small diameters to accommodate the plastic deformation, cracks were propagated in a more or less
brittle fashion [Pao, 1992; Meng, 1995]. The thickness of the fuse elements is often in order of 150 pm, this
suggests a similar mechanism for the lifetime predictions for semiconductor fuses.
Based on the relationship between the stress and the strain in the elastic range (Aee = AeT), the number of current
pulses //which fuses can withstand may be predicted [Smith, 1962; Hertzberg, 1989] according to

E = oa = <yrNh

( 1 )

where
ASj/2

elastic strain amplitude (Ae, = AsT)

E

modulus of elasticity (71 * 103 MPJ
stress amplitude
fatigue stress coefficient (130 MPa)
number of current pulses to blowing
fatigue strength exponent -0.08 (-0.07 <

cja
a'f

N
b

b<

-0.15)

Thermal strain induced in the notch region of the fuse element due to a current pulse is proportional to the
temperature rise. The total thermal strain can be obtained by integrating from x= /, to l2 and is approximated by

AE,* =
x=/,

where

ß is thermal expansion coefficient (19.68* 10"6)
A0,11, and l2 are constants

The mechanical strain is simply to take the form

AeT = 5 Aslh
where 8 is the deflection factor (0.7 ~ 0.95).
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3. Comparisons of theory and observations
Predictions for commercial fuses were made by using the method in the section 2, however, parameters A0 ,1,,, 12
and 5 were determined from the elements with one row of notches. From thermal buckling analysis in the section 2,
these parameters were found to be A0 = 0.23, lh = 1.5 mm, l2 = 4 mm and 8 = 0.88. To study the deformation
mechanism, lifetime tests were performed with different types of fuse elements (A and C). After pulsed currents
were applied to the tested objects, from the experiments, numbers of current pulses which fuses withstood and their
mean values were obtained. Comparisons of predictions and the mean values of observations are shown in figure 5.
Number of current pulses

10

10

!-

10

10'

pulse

Figure 5 Comparisons of predictions and observations
“x": type A; “o”: type C
This figure clearly shows that for pulsed currents with a duration of 10 ms, lifetimes of fuses with sand decrease
as the f t value increases, predictions are in the conservative side of the number of current pulses which fuses
withstand.

4. General discussion
4.1 Lifetime distribution
Because so many parameters influence the deformation of fuses, statistical approaches are also used to resolve the
problem of lifetime predictions. Figure 6 shows lifetime distributions on Weibull paper for a typical fuse element
for different ft values. It may be seen that in general the data are well fitted with straight lines on the Weibull
probability plot. It is therefore concluded that the lifetime distribution obeys Weibull distribution.
For different types of fuse elements, the slope parameter of lifetime distribution estimated according to Weibull
distribution are often found to vary with the ft value of current pulses as shown in figure 6. However, it also has
been noticed that for some type of fuses, this slope keeps the same. In attempting to present a simple relationship
between lifetime and f t value, the slope is taken to be constant. From this point, the ratio of mean lifetimes
E[x(ft)] is given by

E[x(l2t)J

=

Xo

where

ftn:
X0:

the reference ft value
the scale parameter of Weibull distribution at 110

further the relationship is expressed as
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7

IgN = lg No - lg

t‘>

Xo
where
N0:
N:

the mean value of lifetime at the reference ft value
the mean value of lifetime (N= E[T(72/)] )

Because of no damage to the fuse element for ft = 0, a trivial expression for X is suggested to be

X

=

do

{I2t)k

This expression implies that for ft = 0, fuses should have infinite lifetimes. It follows that the lifetime N can be
approximated by

IgN

=

Ig No - lg — - klg I2t
Xo

This relation provides another extrapolation for the lifetime in addition to that proposed in the section 2. It
should be kept in mind that the result here is obtained based on the assumption that the constant slope or shape
parameter and the scale parameter can be expressed as a power function of ft value.
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Figure 7 Lifetime distributions on the Weibull probability plot
for type C elements at different ft values

4.2 Comparison with other authors
Using different expressions of X may lead to the different lifetime relationships:
(1)

X is dependent on the temperature rise 0 of the fuse element

X = do
(2)

0*

X is dependent on the temperature rise 0 and the average temperature 0av at the hottest spot of the fuse
element

X = ao (

0 0OT)

where a@, x, k are constants
From the first assumption, the lifetime relationship similar to [Arai, 1984] can be achieved, while from the
second assumption the lifetime relationship similar to [Wilkins, 1991] can be obtained.
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4.3 How to avoid ageing
Ageing is a time dependent process. Effects of long time loads on the lifetime consuming is mainly to be of creep
nature (including diffusion and oxidation)[Meng, 1995], For short time loads, lifetimes are considered to be
consumed due to cyclic fatigue related with strain variations [Meng, 1993].
As ageing due to temperature rises is concerned, perhaps, the maximum temperature can be proposed as one
factor for design and using fuses according to the deformation mechanism map. For temperature below 200 °C,
there will be no plastic deformation for silver elements. On this basis, fuses should be designed to carry currents
which do not produce overheating. For fuses exerted with the rated current (160 A), a temperature rise of 200 °C is
found from the EMTP simulation. Therefore, in theory this means the fuses will have infinite lifetimes.
The argument is that deformation mechanism maps are established at a rather slow heating up process, is the
result relevant to fuse applications? According to observation provided in the reference [Williams, 1982], during the
rapid heating up diffusion may occur on the grain boundaries, because of inhomoginous material construction. That
means that the criteria from the deformation map is only valid for the small current carrying ability and constant
loads.
Because of cyclic effects, temperature variations produce deformation even at the lower temperature, as a
consequence, lifetime reduction can not be avoid. The question is how to design an element shape with the optimal
lifetime.
Straight fuse elements provide a relative high stress during current flowing, because thermal expansion can not
be released easily. In practice, often originally bent or waved fuse elements are used. In the most situations, the
element notch has to withstand the maximum stress because of the highest temperature rise and the smallest cross
sectional area. The local stress in the fuse element notch is determined by thermal expansion, strain due to the
displacement in the axial direction and strain due to the displacement in the perpendicular direction. Another factor
is the curvature at the notch due to the vertical displacement. On the one hand, the vertical displacement will release
part of thermal expansion, stress decreases. On the other hand, stress due to bending will increase the stress on the
outer surface. The final situation depends on the compensation of two factors.
The breaking location of fuse elements is situated at the place where maximum deformation is induced.
Experiments indicate the breaking usually occurs at the notch near end caps. As temperature rises near end caps are
not the highest, therefore stress release is expected to be less at these locations due to the element design.
For very short conducting times, lifetime difference due to element shapes, sand and bounded sand will decrease
in theory because of the delay in displacement. The maximum stress imposed depends mainly on thermal
expansion caused by joule heating.

5. Conclusions
As fuses with sand fillers experience in pulsed currents, thermal buckling of the fuse element may take place during
heating up. Because of cyclic nature, plastic deformation is generated.
Based on possible ageing mechanisms, a model has been developed to predict the number of current pulses
which fuses withstand. Predictions and observations indicate that numbers of current pulses which fuses withstand
decrease with the ft value of the current pulse. Reasonable agreement between predictions and experimental results
has been found.
From statistical analysis, lifetimes of fuses are found to obey the Weibull distribution. If the power relation
between ft of the pulsed current and the scale parameter X is assumed, a linear relationship is achieved between the
fuse lifetime N and the ft value of the pulsed current on a double log scale.
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1

Introduction

Fuses protecting a 3-phase drive system such as that shown in Fig.l have to deal with a variety of different types
of fault current from the a.c. side, and it is widely accepted that the a.c. voltage rating of the fuses must be at
least equal to the a.c. line voltage to clear all possible a.c. faults adequately. However when the drive is
regenerating (inverting) the situation is more complicated. Accidental triggering of a thyristor when
regenerating can lead to a d.c. shoot-through (diametric) fault, in which fault current from the d.c. side has to be
cleared by 2 fuses acting in series. A second type of fault
(non-diametric fault) is due to commutation failure (Fig.l)
1
A3
Ä5
and results in the fault current being driven round the fault
loop by the a.c. and d.c. source voltages in series. This
appears to be a very severe fault condition and it is often
proposed that the fuses' a.c. voltage rating needs to be
a
increased by adding a proportion of the d.c. side voltage to
Edc
the a.c. line voltage. This leads typically to a required a.c. b
c
voltage rating of 1.8 times the a.c. line voltage [1, 2],
+
4
7A 6
7\ 2
Application of this criterion to a 660V system would mean
that the fuse would need to be rated to at least 1188V.
However, in the authors' experience, the use of factors as
high as 1.8 is unduly pessimistic. In this paper the severity
of commutation failure is investigated in detail and rules
are suggested for the selection of the required voltage rating. Fig. 1 Commutation failure in regenerative mode.

X

2

Fault current following commutation failure
Ga

eb

In the normal operation of the bridge in the
regenerative mode the output voltages are as shown in
Fig.2. If thyristors 1 and 2 are conducting, thyristor 3
should be turned on before the point A is reached and
current will commutate from thyristor 1 to thyristor 3.
If however thyristor 3 fails to turns on (due to a
missing gate pulse or if there is insufficient time for
overlap to be completed) thyristor 1 continues to
conduct, the fault situation shown in Fig. 1 develops,
and control of the bridge is lost [3],

Go

time

ec

eb

The equivalent circuit for this condition is shown in
Fig.3. If we take t = 0 at the point A the a.c. voltages
can be expressed as

ea

Fig. 2 Output voltage waveforms in regenerative mode.
ea

=

-J2 Epfj sin(<w/ -50°)
eac

where ELL

=

Vi Eph

=

; ec

=

X Ephsm(o)t -270°)

■j2ELLsin(a)t

-

60°)

and Eph is the a. c. phase - to - neutral voltage.

;

which gives
(1)
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In Fig.3 the source voltage acts clockwise around the loop, which has a loop resistance and inductance
R

=

2Rac + Rjc

;

L

=

2 Lac +

JZFLL I sin(<yf + 6 — <fi) - sin(0-<f>)e ^r|

+

——

The solution for the prospective fault current is

1

=

where
Z
=
f(ff + a?L2)
6
= angle of fault initiation after line voltage zero
I„
= initial value of current

co
r

e ^r|

+

Iqe

(2)

= angular frequency of a.c. supply
= L/R = loop time constant
(not the d.c time constant)

Fig.4 shows a typical fault current wave and the corresponding voltage acting around the loop. Since the fault
condition always begins at point A in Fig. 2 the fault initiation angle 0 is always -60° with respect to the a.c. line
voltage Eac.
3.2
6 >Isc
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5 -

fault current

Rdc
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a
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-
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angle after point A , degrees
Fig.3 Equivalent circuit after commutation failure.

3

Fig-4 Source e.m.f. and fault current waveforms.

Fuse melting instant

The severity of the fault condition is affected by the point on the supply voltage wave at which the fuse melts,
just as is the case for a simple a.c. fault. For the simple a.c. fault the so-called maximum arc energy condition
requires a particular combination of the prospective current and the angle 0 [4], However, for the commutation
fault, 0 is fixed at -60° and the prospective current, as a
500 T
multiple of the fuses' rated current, only varies within a
450
critical zone 2
limited range in practice. The parameter that has the greatest
400
influence on the fuse melting instant is the d.c. time constant
350 Tdc ( = Ldc/Rdc) .
300 Fig.5 shows the angle after the a.c. line voltage zero at which
250 melting occurs (arcing angle) as a function of the d.c. time
200 constant for a typical modern 500V 200A semiconductor
150
fuse. These results were obtained using the computer model
100
critical zone 1
of fuse operation which has been described previously [5, 6],
50
(The system data for Fig.5 is as given later in section 6.) In
order to get a high arc energy the fuse must melt on the
40
60
rising part of the supply voltage wave, just before the
0
20
80
maximum. We define the range of arcing angle 60-90° after
time constant, ms
the a.c. voltage zero as "critical zone 1". To get melting
within this zone we need a d.c. time constant of the order of Fig.5 Variation of arcing angle with DC time
10-20 ms, as shown in Fig.5. If the d.c. time constant is
constant for 200A semiconductor fuse.
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higher than this melting occurs on the falling or negative part of the voltage wave (see Fig.4), and the potential
severity of the fault condition reduces. The situation again becomes critical for d.c. time constants greater than
80ms, when melting may occur in the next positive half-cycle of voltage, with an arcing angle of 420-450°.

4

DC voltage rating

600
500

The voltage rating of a fuse for a simple d.c.
fault falls as the d.c. time constant of the circuit
increases. Fuse manufacturers normally allow for
this by publishing a derating curve such as that
shown in Fig.6. The curve is derived by testing
the fuse to failure (under the maximum arc
energy condition for each value of time constant)
by increasing the
test voltage, and then
assigning a d.c. voltage rating well below the
failure level, to ensure an acceptable factor of
safety.

400
If 300
200
100

0

20

40

60

80

time constant of DC circuit, ms
Fig.6 DC voltage rating of500V semiconductor fuse.
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Required voltage rating

For the commutation fault the fault condition is a combination of a.c. and d.c. so rather than use a fixed multiple
of the a.c. rating, the following rules are proposed for the selection of the fuses :
(a)

if the a.c. line voltage is ELL the fuse must have an a.c. voltage rating of at least ELL , and in addition

(b)

if the actual d.c. working voltage is Edc, the fuse must have a d.c. voltage rating of at least xEdc
at the appropriate d.c. time-constant

where x is a factor which is used to allow for the fact that that the two fuses in series may not share the
breaking duty equally, and
0.5

<

x

<

1

(3)

x = 0.5 corresponds to the case where the two fuses share the duty equally, while for x = 1 no sharing between
the fuses is assumed, i.e. each fuse would have to be rated for the full d.c. voltage.

6

Severity of commutation fault

Direct experimental work on a range of converters with various fuses was impractical, and so the computer
model was used to simulate the process of interruption, and evaluate the severity of the commutation fault, by
comparison ; (i) with the other types of fault which may occur and (ii) with the standard type tests. There are two
possible ways to approach this. The first way is to analyse the faults for a full range of standard converter power
sizes, using the appropriate fuse for each circuit [7] The second approach is to consider one specific fuse, and to
analyse the range of possible converter circuits in which it could be used. Both methods lead to the same general
conclusions and the second method will be described here since it is simpler.
We consider the possible applications of the 500V 200A semiconductor fuse mentioned previously, in systems
with a variable d.c. time constant Tdc. The procedure is as follows, for each value of Tdc.
(a)

from the d.c. derating curve (Fig.6) determine the fuses' maximum d.c. working voltage, Vfdc

(b)

calculate the working d.c. voltage Edc = Vfdc / x

(c)

calculate the no-load converter output Edo = Edc /0.95

(d)

calculate the corresponding a.c. line voltage ELL = Edo/1.35

(e)

if ELL exceeds 500V, reset it to 500V and reduce the d.c. working voltage to Edc =0.95 x 1.35 x 500
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Use of the 0.95 factor allows for the fact that the actual induced e.m.f. of the d.c. machine will be less than Edo
because of armature voltage drop in the d.c. machine and phase control of the converter. This is a pessimistic
assumption - in practice lower values will normally apply. Use of the calculated a.c. line voltage will also be
pessimistic, since the calculated value will not generally be a standard system voltage and the value which
applies in practice will therefore be lower than the value given in (d) or (e) above.
The fuse current loading (Irms) was set at 80% of rating = 160A, and the remaining system parameters were set
as follows :

d.c. side:

a.c. side:

Rdc

Irms / V3
5% on d.c. machine rating

Ldc

Tdc Rdc

Z

5% on supply transformer rating
0.15
60 Hz

10

P-f
f

(the supply transformer rating was taken to be 20% higher than the converter input r.m.s. VA). With this data all
the parameters in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 can be calculated, and the interruption transient can be
computed. The fuse model takes into account such phenomena as transient heat flow in the fuse elements and
filler, arc initiation, burnback, fusion of the sand and radial arc expansion, merging of series arcs and other
processes [5, 6]. The previously published models were however for a single fuse, but in the present case we
have two fuses in series. The method that was used to allow for this is described in the Appendix, section 9.
However, the models cannot be used to predict precisely whether a fuse will fail to clear. In practice there are
several mechanisms of failure which may occur including, for example, the effects of the shock-wave produced at
arc initiation; the build-up of pressure if the arcing time is extended; puncture of the ends if the arc length is too
great; and failure of the tube if hot fulgurite comes into contact with it. More than one failure mechanism may be
involved in the tests required to establish the d.c. derating curve (Fig.6) and so it is difficult to define an accurate
single criterion for circuit severity. For the purposes of this paper the total arc energy was chosen as the criterion,
despite the above difficulties, as it is widely regarded as a very important measure of the stress on a fuse.
For the above system data, the computed arc energy in the more highly stressed of the two fuses for the
commutation fault is shown in Fig.7, as a function of the d.c. time constant. A value of x equal to 0.6 was used,
which has been found in practice to be suitable for well-matched fuses. At first the arc energy increases with
time constant and then a maximum is reached, corresponding to the start of arcing in the first critical zone of
Fig.5. Thereafter the arc energy decreases as Tdc increases beyond about 20 ms. For high time constants the
permissible d.c. working voltage is reduced because of the derating curve (Fig.6), and requirement (e) above,
which produces a relatively low arc energy.
16
Also shown in Fig.7 are the computed maximum arc
energies for the "type" test conditions on a single fuse
(i) at the rated d.c. voltage given by Fig.6, and (ii) at
500V a.c. These represent levels of arc energy which
the fuse is known to be able to withstand. (The a.c.
test is represented by a horizontal bar since no d.c.
time constant is defined for this condition and the
operating time is less than 10 ms.)
Over most of the range of time constant the arc energy
for the commutation fault is lower than is produced in
the simple d.c. test. Bearing in mind that a significant
safety factor is built into the withstand levels for the
a.c. and d.c. "type" test voltages, and that pessimistic
assumptions have been made in the computations for
the commutation fault, it may be concluded from Fig.7
that this type of fault is not as severe as may be
thought at first.
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time constant, ms

Fig. 7 Comparison of commutation fault arc energy
with arc energy in type tests.
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7

Conclusions

Fuses protecting a regenerative d.c. drive system have to deal with simple a.c. and d.c. short-circuits and with
commutation failure, which gives rises to a fault current containing both a.c. and d.c components. For the
commutation fault a high arc energy can only be produced within a certain critical range of d.c. time constant.
If the fuses are chosen with an a.c. voltage rating at least equal to the a.c. line voltage and a d.c. voltage rating
(at the appropriate time-constant) at least equal to 0.6 times the d.c. working voltage then satisfactory
protection can be obtained for all three types of short-circuit. This has been verified by computer modelling and
by field experience. Variation of the parameters of the a.c. supply, such as impedance and power factor, within
practical ranges, does not materially affect these conclusions.
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Appendix

^

Consider two fuses in series of similar design with an applied
voltage Vs. We assume that the arc voltage profiles are of (a)
similar shape but owing to slight differences the amplitudes
differ. If the fuses share the breaking duty in the ratio
x: (1 - x), the more highly stressed fuse will be subjected to an
applied voltage xVs as shown in the equivalent circuit
Fig.8 (a). But for this circuit to give the same prospective
current as the actual circuit the source impedance must also be
multiplied by x, so that
di_
dt

xL

L

xZ

(4)

which shows that the circuit current can be computed using an
equivalent single fuse with a voltage (Vf/x). After the solution
has been obtained it is required to divide the total arc energy
between the two fuses. This is done by considering Figs 8(b)
Fig.8 Equivalent circuits for two similar fuses
and 8(c). Noting that the voltage across fuse 1 in reality is
in series with unequal sharing of the
equal to Vf, it is easily shown that the total computed arc
breaking duty.
energy of the equivalent fuse must be divided between the two
fuses in the ratio x : (I -x).

MATERIALS AND
MANUFACTURING
METHODS
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Summary
This paper presents laboratory test results of testing power fuse units renewed from which its
behavior can be predicted theoretically considering the basic parameters like the cylindrical
geometry and dimensions of its arcing chamber made of boric acid.
In practice it has been observed during many years that after operation by low overcurrents, the
length and radii of that chamber do not suffer any significative increase of its dimensions, reason
for which was decided to undertake this basically experimental study.
1

Introduction

The Mexican utility Luz y Fuerza del Centro(LFC) supply electrical energy to the Central Area of
Mexico inside of which is located the biggest City of the World. The total number of users is
about 4,622,000 that during 1994 consumed 23,788 GWh.From the standpoint of distribution of
electrical energy in medium voltage LFC has an overhead radial network system mainly in the
voltage level of 23 kV with 507 primary feeders and 12,723 Km of three phase circuits feeding
33,000 pole type distribution transformers.
The protection against overcurrent of this system is given applying circuit breaking devices like
circuit breakers, reclosers and expulsion K type fuses. The most extensively kind of applied fuses
are: the power type with interrupting capacity of 12.5 kA sym. rms and distribution type with
interrupting capacity of 7.5 kA sym. rms.
Approximately each year operate 27,800 expulsion fuses of different current ratings, being about
22,400 power fuse units of 3A type K.
Because of the majority of overcurrent presented are overloads and high impedance short-circuit
secondary currents, about 16,000 (71.4%) of them are renewed annually and remainder(28.6%)
are rejected.
During 12 years it has been observed that under the above indicated operating conditions the
internal components of the fuse units such as the arcing chamber and electrodes do not suffer any
perceptible erosion and the transfer bridge, tulip contact and compression spring do not
experiment any physical and dimensional variation. Therefore in the beginning it was supposed the
possibility to reuse the fuse units previously operated by overload and secondary faults without
running any risk.
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2

Description of interrupting process

The arc in the expulsion fuse depends for its extinction upon an intense blast of gas generated by
sublimation of the inside wall fuse tube and increased in intensity as the arc currents increases.
When this happens the arc fills the tube and ablation of the wall material results. The arc then
bums inside a plasma whose components are derived from the ablated vapor[l]. The pressure
inside the tube is increased by the mass influx from the wall and in a given instant the plasma is
expelled from the tube at the outlet.
In this transient process the success or failure of current interruption depends on the race between
the speed of recovery of dielectric strength of post-arc space and transient recovery voltage
between arcing electrodes.
An useful measure of the ability of an interrupting medium to recover its dielectric strength after
current zero is the time constant for the arc.
Mayr[2] described such a behavior by this differential equation:
dQ/dt= El-No (1) ; Q stored energy in the arc per unit lenght; No rate of loss of energy per unit
length; E arc voltage; I arc current.
He assumed that during the transient period the diameter of the arc column remains esentially
constant. The electrical conductivity of gas is given by
<T= k exp(q/qQ) (2); k and qD are
constants; q = specific energy content in the gas.
The arc resistance R per unit length is given by R= const, exp (- Q/Qo) (3) ; this equation can be
rewritten as dQ/dt = - Q/R dR/dt (4); since R = E/I, I = f(t) and E = R f(t); then (4) becomes
d Q. — Q-o

at -

R

AR.

dt “Ut/R

4- -JbL° J
+

GLO

_L

R - Qo

F*(t) (5)

Thus the time constant of the arc is defined as 0 = Qo/No (6) ; Qo and No must be measured for
any given arc.
Frind [3] extends this concept by using the relationship between the electrical conductivity and the
flux function derived by Maecker[4] and for a conduction cooled arc he obtained 0= r*/(2.4) k
(7); r0 = radius of the arc ; k = thermal diffusivity

2.1

Critical current density

The predominant influence of the arcs confined by a wall is the ablation of wall materials resulting
in high pressure inside the tube and high plasma velocities near the outlet.
The maximnn power that can be conducted through the stabilising wall is given by:

Pm<U =
R wall radius; kwthermal conductivity; Ts
t w wall thickness;

Luu

Ts

(a)

sublimation temperature;
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The ohmic power

p

-= Wv

I current; <f electrical conductivity
By comparison between equation (8) and (9) we obtain:
current den si
5 it v = |/2c-ku,Ts

V

(10)

ft "t UJ

From this equation we can observe: If R is kept essentially constant the current density j will keep
up a high magnitud and there will be an excess of energy which is dissipated by sublimation of the
wall material.
It has been found [5] that the critical current density is of this order: j = 700 A/cm2 That behavior
implies a pressure rise in the confining channel.
In the case of power fuses under study on have a basic cylindrical geometry of the arcing chamber
as is indicated in figure 1.
I l3/2

r~

R

I

1_

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ1 1

1

T7 ////Z
1 9 ” 16 Cm.

1

^
Figure 1.

RT2 -0.3cm.

outlet
Basic geometry of the cylindrical acid boric arcing chamber studied.

Under short circuit conditions the chamber 1 of radius R1 , chambers 2 of radius R 2 and the
conical chamber 3 of length 13 work together and therefore the overall surface ablating area is:
AT=2TT (RI\I + U2\2 +

«0
N N>

Under overload and high impedance short circuit conditions, the surface ablating area is: A - 2 IT
R212 (12).
In this case the available area for transport of the ablated mass out of the channel is Q = TT
(13)
It is evident that: 21TR2l2vr > TTR^Vg (14)
where: vr = radial velocity and ve = exit velocity. Near the outlet: vE > vr
But for a significant portion of the axial flow v? ~ vr [5]
As there is a sonic limitation on the axial velocity, the pressure drop can not be from central
pressure to ambient and is limited to : pe / pc -0.5
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The critical parameter that defines the magnitude of the overpressure is the ratio of channel
surface to cross-sectional area :
c.p. = 2ER212 /ITRJ = 2 12 / R2

(15).

As it has been found on about 30,000 renewed fuses operated by overload and high impedance
short-circuit currents, the increase of radius R% is insignificant and therefore the tube area remains
practically constant, the length 1^ do not experiment any variation.
Under such a condition 12 » R2 when comparing the performance of a new power fuse against a
renewed one,the plasma pressure is of the same order causing plasma to de ejected from the tube
at the outlet.
From calculations of Kovitya and Lowke [6] it is shown that the axial gradient of arc area 3A/9z
is small and can be neglected. Kovitya[l] using the isothermal approximation calculated the arc
behavior for different ablating materials.
For instance the ratio between arc area A to tube area Q decreases slightly when the current
increases and the radiation scape factor f is kept constant. If f is increased the arc area decreases
as more radiant energy is used to produce more ablation.
With boric acid tubes the variation limits are embraced between 0.6 and 0.8 so that the increase of
R%is minimun whichever be the current magnitude.
2.2

Erosion rate

From the calculations made by Kovitya[l] to calculate the plasma temperature T, pressure P and
arc area A when vapor density /O , enthalpy of vapor zone hg and sonic velocity ac are specified
it is possible to estimate the erosion rate for boric acid tubes applying the formula:

erosion rate =

me _

El “ he

mc rate of wall abliation, E electrical field, I current applied; f radiation scaping factor
(fraction of the total radiation that is not absorbed by the vapor zone,hc enthalpy of vapor zone).
The boric acid properties at 3000 K calculated by Kovitya[l] are vapor density = 0.1226 Kg/m
a c sonic velocity = 964.4 m/s, h c enthalpy 8 kJ/g, f = radiation scape factor =2.
Applying the formula (16) we obtain: erosion rate =0.025 g/kJ for acid boric tubes with 1 = 20
cm and R = 0.5 cm and currents comprised between 1 to 15 kA.
Hettwer[7] using a clyndrical sample of 1 = 2.5 cm and R = 0.625 cm, applied an underdamped
current of 2 kA at 225
found for acid boric material an erosion rate 0.026 g/kJ •
In the case of the power fuse units studied, when considering the short circuit currents of 3.14 kA
and 11.1 kA and taking into consideration the condition I 2 » R2 , using the chart of fig. 6 of
Kovitya's document]!], it is possible to make calculations.
In our case considering, 1

2

= 16 cm and R 2 - 0.3 cm Q = 0.28274 cm 2

I 2 /R.2 = 53.333
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First case: Applying 3.14 kA
(I/Q)l/R = 6082.5 A/cm ; plasma temperture Tr. 15,000 K; pressure P-100 atm
Second case: Applying 11.1 kA
(I/Q)^R = 21,502 A/cm ; plasma temperture Tc: 26,000 K; pressure P > 100 atm
In both cases the pressures attained are very high[8] after the vaporization of the fuse wire. Under
this condition the interruption is absolutely satisfactory as it was demonstrated by the interrupting
tests described in the next section.
3 Tests
In order to verify the theoretical predictions sketched in the previous section and the results found
in practice, we carried out interrupting test on the power fuses renewed for us. These tests were
made complying with the requirements of ANSI C37.41-1988 Std. series 2, 4, 5 and 6 of table 2
[10]. Tests were carried out at rated maximun voltage of 23 kV. Power frequency recovery
voltage was maintained across the fuse terminals for at o.5 second after current interruption.
In figures 2 and 3 are shown the tests circuits for series 2, 4 and 6 respectively.
Test cell
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Figure 2. Test circuit for series 2 and 4
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Figure 3. Test circuit for sene 6
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In table 1 we show calibration test and measurements of prospective TRY.
-H

Test circuit I

|Prospective TRV

/x
Ie

Us

X/R

Ie

for
Serie
Serie

|p.f.|
23.2

2

28.9

23.2

4

|

8.08

11.1

|

Serie

5

23.1

1.07

Serie

6

23.2

0.023

f

I1.43

223

2.24

16

I
11.40

225

2.22

0.434|

I
9.9|1.69

47

0.015

1.2 1.48

435

I

|

|

17

3.14

I

t,

10.6
1.15
-t-

-4-

TABLE 1. Calibration test and measurements of prospective TRV
Us
Source voltage, rms value, kV
Ie
Test current, first asymmetrical peak, kA
Ie
Test current, rms value, kA
p.f.
Peak factor
t2
Time to peak, ms
f
Equivalent frequency, KHz
For prospective TRV
Series 2 and 4: p.f., t and f for the source side
Series 5 and 6: p.f, t and f for the complete circuit

3.1

Test results

The results obtained are shown in table 2 and as can be see in
performed successfully
TABLE 2
1

all cases the fuse units tested
—.

Test
Parameters
DESCRIPTIO N+
+ - —- +
+
+
+
+
+
(Making angle) | Us | Ie | Ie | 0
| U
| tm | ta | te
-

- - - -

— -

Serie 2,(-5 to 15

4

+

dgr.)| 23.4 | 28.6 |
+

+

"+

--

+

| 4.11 23.2 11.13 112.7 113.8
+

+

+

+

Serie 2,(85 to 105 dgr .)| 23.4 116.6 |
+
+
+

--

Serie 2,(l30 to 105 dgr) 23.5 | 25.4 |

--

| 137 | 23.3 | 0.47 114.9 115.4

Serie 4,(85 to 105 dgr .)| 23.5 | 4.67 |

--

|

Serie 5

| 23.3 |
+

Serie 5

+

Serie 6
+

Serie 6

90 | 23.3 | 0.78 | 23.6 | 24.4
155|22.9|5.8

--

+

| 4411
+

| 41.0 | 46.7

138|22.9|7.06|40.5 | 47.5

+

+

| 23.3 |

--

115.11

--

| 23.3 |

--

115.11

--

+

+

+

|23.111094|83.0 11177

4

1

Us
Ie
Ie
O
U 60
tm
ta
te

| 443|

88 | 23.2 | 0.38 116.1116.5
+
+
+
+

+

| 23.3 |
+

--

|
+

+

I

1

1—

|23.111114 |
1-

1

Source voltage, rms value, kV
Test current, peak of the interrupted current, kA
Test current, rms value, A
Making angle, degree
Power frequency recovery voltage, kV
Melting time, ms
Arcing time, ms
Total clearing time, ms

1

23311347
1
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From series 2 and 6 we present at least one oscillogram with the corresponding description:
»•US (X

Source voltage

Test current
Second x NO

%

»0

rz

M
!

20-

Source voltage

Recovery voltage
'—I

DCÜÜ

20 -

Arc voltage

Z
llcond X lo"J
• TO
S2

Figure 4.-

Serie 2. Application of a fully asymmetrical current of 28.5 kA peak value

In this case after the current passes through its peak value the arc voltage begins to increase faster
an before the current zero this arc voltage increases steeply and then decreases appearing spikes
voltages. The maximun value of arcing voltage is about 10 kV and consequently the arc resistance
is very high.
This test is mechanically severe although easy electrically since the power frequency recovery
voltage component of total recovery voltage is decreasing at current zero.
volt*

it

r\

10J>

Source volta

-20

(X 10»)

Test current

u—*

io

«2

14

ib

10

.

>8

\cfK

Arc current
Recovery voltage
J

4b
20..

-3

secondxio

■20

Arc voltage
-3

90

Figure 5.-

second x 16
.80

-■*>-

Serie 2. Application of a symmetrical current 16.5 kA peak value

The melting time in this test is less than in the foregoing (0.383 ms versus 1.13 ms) owing to the
current has grater initial rate of rise. The arcing voltage is en phase with the arcing current and
not increases steeptly.At current zero the maximun value is about 1 kV and power frequency
recovery voltage is increasing, condition that means a much more severe electrical condition. In
this case, if the arcing chamber radii (Fig. 1) were enlarged the likelihood of failure could be
greater. Nevertheless the result obtained was satisfactory.
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£1
Teat current

°h
amps

r—I

Teat current
a«pa.

Recovery voltage

M-M
Figure 6.- Serie 6. Application of 15 A rms symmetrical
The magnitude of testing current applied, corresponds to overloads and high impedance
transformer secondary faults. The overcurrent is low but the rate of rise of recovery voltage is
high and either the fuse clears normally or arcing persists for a long period of time failing
thermally and exploding. In the oscillogram of Fig. 6 it can be seen that before each current zero
the arc voltage increases to values as high as 40 kV. This means that at the final current zero the
rate of increase of resistance of the dynamic arc is enormously increased and so the arc becomes
much more effective in opening the circuit. [9]

4

Conclusions

As it has been demonstrated with the interrupting tests made at the High Power Laboratory of
IREQ, the results found in practice and the theoretical predictions outlined in Section 2, it is quite
possible to renew these power fuse units operated by overload and short circuit secundary faults
provided are satisfied some basic mechanical requirements not presented in this document,
therefore, they can be applied in protecting against overcurrents, the primary side of pole type
distribution transformer, without any risk.
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1.

- Abstract

A theoretical model to calculate the prearcing time of fuses has been used to study the
behaviour of different metals as fuse elements. The model has been experimentally checked and
contrasted with data of a real fuse. From the obtained results with the studied metals, we can
conclude that, for each metal, there is a thickeness that allows to obtain a only characteristic
curve if the same fuse element geometry is used.

2.

- Introduction

Gauged conductors (fuses) are utilized in the industry to protect equipments and
installations against overloads and shortcircuits. The prearcing time-current characteristic curve
of fuses is normally obtained by means of essays in the laboratory, being the lost of time and
material a consequence of the method.
The previous has motivated that some researchers [1-8] deal to obtain a theoretical
model that allows to deduce the characteristic curve of fuses without have to use the experimental
tests.
The nominative models, in general, do not take into account the variability with the
temperature of diverse factors such as the electric resistivity, the specific heat or the thermal
conductivity of the materials that constitutes the fuse.
Recently [9J, we have developed a theoretical model that allows to obtain and to optimize
the characteristic curve of fuses and considers the variability of the parameters with the
temperature.
The experimental contrastation by means of tests in the laboratory and the comparison of
theoretical results with the curve of a commercial fuse, have demostrate the validity of the
developed model, adjusting perfectly the theoretical prearcing times with the experimental and
manufacturer data.

Fig.l: Fuse element geometry, symmetrical part used in our model and finite-difference mesh.
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In general, copper is the metal utilized with preference in the manufacture of fuses. In this work,
the developed model is utilized in order to study the behavior of other metals as melting element
in the manufacture of fuses.

3.- Theoretical Model
The model has been described in detail in [9]. Briefly, due to the symmetry of the fuse, in
a part of the same (Fig.l) it is carried out a partition (finite-difference mesh). We solve the
corresponding equations in the partition by means of the approximation of the same by finite
central differences [10].
The model is based on the calculation of the current density in each one of the partition
points, solving the electric potential (V) and current density (J) equations:

1

V2V +V-VV = 0 ,=>

p

a2v

-

a2v

5(1/p)

ay

ar

2

p 8x

f>

divJ = -div(grad

V / p)

= 0, =>

av aT av ar
dx dx

i av

Jx = -

n ax

,

= 0

dy dy

Jy = -

(1)

i av

(2)

where p is the electrical resistivity and Jx and Jy are the components of the current density. Both
equations are solved taking into account the appropriate boundary conditions [9].
Once known the distribution of the current density in the fuse element, the time of melt is
obtained solving the heat diffusion equation (distribution of the temperature T) in the fuse:

(lCp-*

(3t

= V(KVT) + Qv = K

a2,r a2!' a2!'
,+ ,+ ,
dx

2

dy

2

dz

2

dK
ax

+ Qv

(3)

where d, Cp and K are, respectively, the density, the specific heat and the thermal conductivity of
the material where the equation is solved. Qv represents the generation of energy per unit of time
and volume due to the Joule effect. The previous equation is solved taking into account the
appropriate boundary conditions.
Due to the variation with the temperature of p, Cp and K, a non-linear equations set is
obtained, which is solved by means of the Gauss-Seidel method [10].
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Fig.2: Current density in the fuse element
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Fig.3: Temperature distribution in the fuse element.

4.- Results
The Figure 2 shows a tipical distribution of the current density in the fuse. The current
through the fuse from left to right side. The size of the segment is proportional to the value of the
density of current. Due to the abrupt variation of the geometry of the fuse element, it can see as at
the begining of the restriction, the current density suffers a high increase as in absolute value as
in direction. The corresponding temperature to a determined instant it can be see in the fig.3. In
this case it shows the temperature for short-circuit current of 1000 A in a real fuse of current
nominal 15 A. In the mentioned figure it can be seen as in the wide zone of the element, the
temperature rises from 43 “C at the beginning to 244“C in the comer of the restriction zone ,while
in the restriction zone center it reachs the melting temperature (1073 °C).
The short-circuit current depends both on the the circuit closing angle 0 and the shortcircuit power factor angle q> (short-circuit impedance angle) in accordance with the equation:

\ 2 Itt[si
Sin(wt + 0 - qp) - e

-wt/»gcp

Sin(0-cp)J

yfi Ine~wt/<8<pSinO

(4)

where Icc the short-circuit current and I0 the current before short-circuit. In [9] has been
shown the effect of the variation of the circuit closing angle on the prearcing time-current
characteristic.
Fig.4 shows three typical characteristic curves obtained with our model for fuses of
copper. In this case, the curves correspond to currents of asymmetrical short-circuit, for three
different values of the short-circuit impedance angle (0, 10 and 70°). The results shown
correspond to average prearcing times for short-circuit closing angle varying between 0° and
180“.
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Fig.4: theoretical characteristic curves of a copper fuse for three values of the short-circuit
impedance angle.

Such as it is seen, the prearcing times diminish with the short-circuit impedance angle,
obtaining the minimum values for a totally resistive impedance of short-circuit. In the case under
study (real fuse of nominal current 15 A) the difference in prearcing times is significant only for
higher currents to 100 A, obtaining similar values for lower currents to this one . This is due to
that with lower currents to 100 A, the prearcing time of the fuse is higher than a semicycle of the
signal of current (0.01 s), for which the initial transitory due to the inductance of the circuit does
not affect to the prearcing time.
In order to study the characteristic curves of several materials, we have utilized as model
a real fuse of copper and whose characteristic curve knows both experimental and theoretically
(nominal current of 15 A).
In that same model, with identical measurements, it has been substituted the parameters
of the Copper by the parameters of: Aluminum (Al), Zinc (Zn), tin (Sn), Silver (Ag) and Niquel
(Ni).
The theoretical curves of prearcing time-current proportioned by our model are shown
in the fig.5 and 6. The results showed in these figures are in accordance with the values of the
electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity of the different metals (Table 1 [11]) and it should
may be concluded that the form of the characteristic curves is different for each metal, if it is
considered the difference in prearcing time for low and high currents.
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Fig. 5 and 6: theoretical characterisitc curves of different fuses with the same geometry and
measurements.

To check that possible difference in the curves, for a current of 100 A, the thickness of
the fuse element (Al, Zn, Sn, Ag and Ni) was modified, conserving the remainder measurements,
with the objective of achieving a prearcing time equal to the one of the copper fuse for the
mentioned current. Once the thickness that verify the condition is obtained, the prearcing times
for all currents are calculated.
The process was applied to mentioned metals, obtaining the results shown in fig.7. As it
can be seen , we have obtain the same prearcing times for all currents and all the studied metals.
From this figure it can be easily deduced that, in spite of the enormous difference in the properties
of the materials (Table n“l[l 1]), for each one of them, a thickness exists for which it is possible to
obtain the same prearcing time-current characterictic curve.
In our case, the thickness of the copper real fuse is of 0,1 mm, obtaining for the other
materials the following thicknesses to obtain the same prearcing time-current curve that the
copper one: Al: 0,187 mm, Zn: 0,478 mm, Sn: 0,827 mm, Ag: 0,1075 mm and Ni: 0,215 mm..

5.- Conclusions
The theoretical model developed and checked in the laboratory, has been utilized in
order to study the behavior of different materials as fuse elements. From the obtained results, it is
deduced that for a fuse element with a determined geometric form, a thickness of the element
exists such as the prearcing time-current characteristic curve is the same for all the studied
materials. This allows us to conclude that, if different characteristic curves are desired, it is
necessary to use different geometric forms of the fuse element, since with the same geometry
identical curves are obtained without more than modify the thickness of the utilized material.
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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY:
Cu: K = 401,3 - 0,061.T W / m° C
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■■
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Fig. 7: Theoretical characteristic curve for all fuses with
the same geometry and measurements, except the
thickness that is different for each metal

Table nQ 1: thermal conductivity
and electrical resistivity of metals
used in this work.
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Bonding in fuse industry
B. Früchte
Wickmann-Werke GmbH, Witten

1

Introduction

Since the sixties bonding’ is well known in the semiconductor industry. But in the fuse industry it has mainly not
been used for the next two decades. One reason for this could have been the fact that in this time there were no
advanced requirements neither from the customers nor from the standardization point of view.
The growing of the surface-mount-technology in the electronic industry at the end of the eighties gave bonding' a
new startup concerning fuses.

2

Bond-technologies in the semiconductor industry

2.1

Definitions

Saying bonding' one has to define what is ment using this term. Concerning this article this term is referred to for
special intermetallic contacts only. In contrast to this bonding' is used as a term for connecting a semiconductor
chip to a substrate or carrier ( die-bonding ).

2.2

Techniques

2.2.1

Thermocompression ball-wedge bonding

This technique is most commonly used to connect semiconductors to the metal-terminations of the outer housing.
The standard metallization of semiconductor chips is aluminum. The wire itself has to consist of precious metal to
make it possible to form a perfect ball by melting the end of the wire even when this is done in the presence of
oxygen due to the surrounding air. Besides of this materials suitable for bonding have to fulfill a series of other
requirements. Pure gold is the standard wire for ball-wedge bonding. Special heat-treatment and dotation of the
gold with atoms of different materials are used to achieve best characteristics for the use in the bonding process.
The Au-ball is pressed onto the aluminum metallization and cracks the very thin alumina surface of the metallization. So Au- and Al-metal atoms get into a very close and direct contact. The metal parts are heated up to a
temperature around 100°C to support the process.
Ball-bonding makes it possible to reach terminations in every direction from the first bond without turning the
bondingtool and is therefore a very fast process. The disadvantage of this kind of bonding is the second bond at
the termination. This is a wedge bond which is done by the outer shape of the ball bonding tool and can therefore
not easily be optimized (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).
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Ball- and wedge-bond done with a ball-bonding tool (example 1).
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But in any case a sufficient conductive contact between the gold wire and the aluminum metallization is
accomplished.
The strongly reduced cross-section at the second bond is normally no problem for a standard low-power
semiconductor. The diameter of the wire is mainly determined by the maximum reachable handlingspeed so that
the wire is somewhat oversized and the current density is quite low even in the shattered area at the second bond.
Another disadvantage is that gold (Au) and aluminum (Al) form intermetallic phases which cause defects in
volume. So Au-Al contacts deteriorate by the influence of time and temperature. But if the focus is set on the
achievement of very low costs the bondingspeed has to be quite high and the aging of the bond is of minor priority
and not so critical especially concerning lowpower semiconductors which are not operating at elevated temperatures. Therefore in the semiconductor industry pure gold is paradoxically used for lowcost applications.
2.2.2

Ultrasonic wedge-wedge bonding

The second technique is preferrably used to perform a high reliable contact to the standard Al-metallization of the
semiconductor. To avoid the a m. intermetallic phases even at higher temperatures Al-wire is used. For highpower
semiconductors the cross-section has to be increased as well. Wire diameters around 100 pm are most common
for these applications.
The support of the bonding process is done with an ultrasonic-movement of the bonding tool. To avoid
oxidization of the aluminum no elevated temperatures are used. The first and second wedge-bond (Fig. 3 + 4) are
well controlled by the special shaping of the wedge-bonding tool.

nss

m

Fig. 3

m,

First bond done by a wedge-bonding tool

The disadvantage of the wedge-wedge bonding is that the orientation of the first bond determines the direction to
the second bond. The necessity to turn the tool makes this technique somewhat slower than ball-wedge bonding.
But the shape of the second bond is nearly the same as the first one (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4

Second bond done by a wedge-bonding tool

3

Surface-mount-fuses

3.1

Probable surface-mount-fuse application problems

Surface-mounted-devices became more and more common concerning all types of electronic components at the
end of the eighties. At that time the fuse industry was mainly not involved in this development. Most of the fusemanufacturers wondered if there is a real need for sm-fuses. This discussion was focussed on two points:
- most customers may worry about the exchange of soldered-in sm-fuses
- the I-t-characteristics of such a small fuselink might be influenced too much by the heat interchange with the
surrounding circuitry

3.2

Surface-mount-fuse requirements

Some fuse-manufacturers had overcome the above mentioned questions and decided to start conversations with
the customers concerning probable applications for sm-fuses. The main requirements for such a component are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

small
available for low and high voltage applications (up to 250 Vac for line-crossing)
not mainly influenced from the local environment
heat resistant for any kind of soldering
no aging (long lifetime)
cheap, but
fully approved according to the relevant standards (TEC, UL etc.)

Most of the possible applications were not so critical with regard to inrush-currents because at that time switching
power-supplies had already replaced ancient linear regulated ones with high charging-currents flowing into huge
capacitors at power-on. So the classic' time delay was not longer a must' for a sm-fuse.
The question of easy replacement was discussed at the beginning of the eighties. If it is considered that a fuse will
only operate if there is a defect in the circuit a repair has to be done anyhow to replace the defective device which
caused the fuse to blow.
Therefore the easy exchange of a blown fuse is only a minor requirement. From the economical point of view it is
more important to design fuses appropriate for automatic pick-and-place machines than suitable for fuse-holders.
From the manufacturers point of view there have been some other options which should be realized:
•
•

reliable and well-known technique
good automation available for the manufacturing process
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3.3

Specific problems concerning sm-fusedesign

A fusedesign using a standard soldering technique does not perfectly meet the requirements given in 3.2 because
of the diffusion problems between the solder and the meltingwire. If materials like nickel or platinum are used for
the wire the diffusion can be reduced but the contact may be poor. To achieve a sufficient heat resistance of the
sm-fuse to the soldering process which is applied later by the user a high-temperature soldermaterial for the
internal connections of the fuse has to be chosen. If this is done by increasing the lead content the tendency to get
a dry joint' is increased as well. Agressive flux is no solution as it causes other well known problems.
To avoid all these difficulties a direct connection between the meltingwire and the terminals such like welding or
bonding is beneficial.
If welding is used the terminals and the meltingwire have to be melted by applying high temperatures directly, in
form of electric power (resistance welding) or any other means (e g. laser). All these techniques have their own
difficulties if applied to very thin wires on massive substrates.
In any case the handling and positioning of the wire, tool and substrate is critical and has to be attended.
Especially the latter problem is solved in a nearly perfect way when the bonding technique is applied.

3.4

Realization

To realize a defined heat capacity together with a sufficient current carrying capacity, highly conductive
terminations should be used as a base for the connection of the melting wire.
The result of the ongoing investigations at Wickmann's was a melting wire bonded to a massive copper substrate.
These copper terminals have to be equipped with a sufficient surface cladding for the bonding of the wire.
The good conductivity and the substantial cross-section of the copper prevent additional heat generation due to
the current flow even when higher rated currents are realized. The heat-conductivity and heat-capacity ensure a
temperature that is always near room temperature. The solderability is easily achieved by cladding the outer part
of the terminals with a standard tin-lead layer.
From chapter 2 it can be derived that the main advantage of the ball-wedge technology has to be paid by a loss of
control at the second bond. If high current densities are applied on such a wire this heel-region (passage between
the distorted and the untouched part of the wire) will be very critical. In this region thermocycles could cause
additional mechanical stress owing to the thermal elongation of the wire material.
So wedge-wedge bonding (Fig. 5) is a much better choice particularly because the disadvantage (direction of the
second bond is determined by the first one) is unimportant for an application in fuses as well. The realization of
different amperages can be achieved by parallel bonded wires but there's no need to place the second bond
somewhere else.

Fig. 5 Standard wedge-wedge-bonding process
But even in the wedge-wedge bonding technique attention has to be paid to the cracks in the heel-region.
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In addition to the metal system for the bond connection two possible solutions were found concerning this topic:
1. re-enforcing the heel-area with a metal-compound
2. modification of the bonding parameters to optimize the heel-region without enforcement
Version 1 resulted in a two-compound wire (e g. Ag-core with Al-cover) bonded on an Al-plated coppersubstrate. During the production process of the wire special measures have to be taken to ensure that the contact
between the meltingwire and the covermetal is achieved and stabilized.
After bonding (wedge-wedge) the heel-region is covered by a removable epoxy and in the next production step
selectively etched with NaOH. If a sufficient ratio of the corewire to the covermetal is chosen, the conductive
cross-section at the heel-region will be greater than the cross-section of the remaining core-wire (Fig. 6). Heel
cracks - when occuring in this mechanical and electrical reinforced area - will normally stop when reaching the
different core material structure. So silver, one of the best-conductive rigid materials, is made available also to
bonding-technique as a melting element for the fuse.

epoxy

metalsubstrate
Fig. 6

meltingwire

cladding

Meltingwire after etching process

Version 2 realized a special doted Au-wire bonded to an Au-surface therefore being highly resistant to any kind
of treatment like heat, humidity or even chemicals.
To keep the thin Au-cladding on the surface a nickel layer is implemented underneath. Aging of the wire itself is
of cause not a problem. Gold being less conductive than silver makes it possible to realize lower rated-currents
than silver at the same wire diameter.
Another advantage of gold is the smaller heat-conductance. So the hot spot in the center of the wire which is
operating at a few hundred degrees Celsius under steady state conditions is thermally slightly isolated from the
terminations. Consequently it is possible to realize real small sm-frises without thermal problems for the outer
temperature of the housing or terminations.
To check if an optimized set of bond-parameters is capable to address the problem of heel-cracks in a sufficient
way some pulse load tests are carried out (Fig. 7).
The pulse load is shaped rectangularly and applied with currents of approximately ten times the rated current.
After a pulse 30 seconds pause will allow the wire to cool down to room temperature.
If more than 83% of the I2t-value are loaded to the wire the melting temperature is reached and the material melts
partially. Some deterioration of the outer shape results in the reduction of cross-section of the wire at some spots.
Hence within one of the next pulses this reduced area will cause the fuse to operate.
But if the the iVvalue is kept low enough not to heat up to the melting temperature, the mechanical stress does in
no way influence the device. This can be seen in comparison with a soldered wire which suffers from the diffusion
more and more with every pulse. If more than 1000 pulses are required in an application the load has to be kept
below 60% of the iVvalue.
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Pulseload on different fusetypes

Both versions avoid all problems at the bond itself by using a monometal-system (Al-Al or Au-Au). The diffusion
between the wire and the cladding of the substrate will not result in the deterioration but in the reinforcement of
the connection.
High melting temperatures of the wire itself (approx. 1000° C) guarantee a really small influence of the ambient
temperature on the switch-off-current.
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Microcrimping of fuse-elements and terminations of
sub-miniature-fuse links
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Florian Haberey, Dipl.-Ing. Michael Heek,
Dipl.-Ing. Michael Wendt

1

Introduction

Nowadays the most common method to connect a fuse element with the connections of a fuse is by soldering.
When soldering, the fuse element is joined with the ections (via the solder) in a way that a gas-proof contact surface comes into existance avoiding any oxide or surface coatings of the contacts.
For fuses with a high rated value materials like silver or copper are generally used as fuse elements which can be
easily soldered even with non-activated soldering flux. However, these materials have the disadvantage that the tin
or lead contained in the solder diffuse in the copper and silver material and weakens the fuse element at the soldered joint. During diffusion intermetallic phases are caused reducing the melting point. This often causes problems
especially for very thin fuse elements as these fuse elements are often weakened already during soldering.
In order to reduce this problem or to be able to produce even smaller currents, materials of a high electric resistance like nickel, platinum, tungsten oder Constanta are frequently used . These materials have a considerably higher
melting point compared to silver or copper.
It is, however, a disadvantage of such materials, that it is very hard to solder them with flux materials of a very low
activation. Due to this a trick can be applied by tinning the fuse element with the galvanic process; this, however,
is an expensive solution. For cost reasons and also for reasons of environmental protection it is advisable to do
without galvanization.
Above problem in particular affects miniature fuses as - due to their small distance to each other - they require a
highly resistive wire to achieve small ratings. As the joining pieces of miniature fuses consist of tinned copper,
high temperatures must not be applied, the flux materials must be of low activation avoiding a corrosion of tin and
copper.
Due to above problems we decided to launch a project in cooperation with the Institute for Materials in Electrotechnics at Bochum University with the aim of finding a way to join such fuse elements without a galvanic surface
and without soldering with tinned copper terminations.
The requirements for this would be as follows:
The joining technique to be developed must produce gas-tight contact surfaces; otherwise oxid and other surface
coatings might occur on the joining terminations and the fuse elements. This technique should be resistant to mechanic stress and environmental influence; at the same time it shall represent a good transition resistance. This
technique should be developed for miniature fuses only. The joining technique was called "microcrimping".
All tests were to be carried out on standard fuse bases. A wire consisting of tungsten (0 4,4 pm) as well as a wire
consisting of silver copper (0 28 pm) were used and tested as fuse element.

2

Experiment

The first attempts to carry out the "microcrimping" method were done with the help of a simple pair of pliers.
These attempts already showed the problems of this technique. Special photographs showed that the thin wire does
not find any contact with the junctions. On top of this extremely large cavities had formed, caused by a loosening
of the microcrimping connection after the pressure of the pliers was relieved. Therefore it was not possible with the
help of this relatively simple method to produce the required contact area resistant to corrosion.
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During the second attempt the contacts were pushed together with the help of a pair of shaped pliers and the pliers
turned to and fro under pressure. Due to the shape of the pliers' jaw the contact surfaces did not shift towards the
pliers, but rubbed against each other and against the wire positioned between them. Therefore, both contact surfaces got "smeared" against each other. Checking this contact area the junctions showed a high bond strength and
did not open after a relieve of pressure. The fuse element was embedded between the contacts; a cavity surrounding
the fuse element could not be observed.
On the basis of these elementary investigations an apparatus was constructed with the help of which it was possible
to carry out definedly above bonding technique, (see fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Microcrimping apparatus.

With the help of this device it is possible to carry out the crimping and smearing method with a defined and constant force. The device consists of two jaws which can be pushed together definedly with a torque screw wrench.
The jaws of the device are fitted like a pair of shaped pliers. This shape is used to dig into the contacts from the
outside. Finally the jaws can be shifted towards each other by 10 pm with a small lever.
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For the production of fuses following steps are to be carried out:
The round tinned copper terminations are pressed in the fusing area fitted with a cap; this is done with another tool
at 1.5 kN. After pressing the joint ends are roughly pre-folded. These pre-folded fuse bases are fitted in the device;
the fuse element is put under the pre-folded joint terminations and tightened.

1

is

Fig 2: Crimping process.

Fig. 3: Microcrimped fuse.
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After this, the fuses are crimped at a defined turning moment of 6 Nm and the contact surfaces "smeared" towards
each other with the simple mechanism of the apparatus.
After this the fuses are crimped once more at a defined turning moment of 9 Nm. By this it can be avoided that the
contacts do not open up after opening the device.
The force necessary for squeezing the contacts around the fuse element is decisive for a good result of microcrimping. For this reason it is necessary to convert the turning moment which can be set reproducably to a crimping
force. This dependance was established with the help of stretching strips resulting in the calibration curve as
shown in below illustration.
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Fig. 4: Dependance between turning moment (M) and force (F)

After the production of the fuses these underwent various tests. A large part of the joints were polished in order to
carry out analyses with the scanning electronic microscope. Here, attention is particularly paid to cavities between
the contacts and the fuse element, and and an elementary distribution for the determination of possible diffusion
processes is carried out.
The remaining fuses had to withstand electric, thermic and mechanic tests. Therefore the cold resistance as well as
the characteristic of the fuses were tested. A pulse test was also carried out.
For the determination of the resistance to aging, some fuses underwent changes in temperature (thermic shock) (50
cycles ä 2 h; - 40° C, + 100° C) and others were exposed to damp heat. (150 h; + 40 °C;
95 % r.h.).
In order to test the mechanic stability of the fuse element in microcrimping, some fuses underwent a vibration test
(24 cyles ä 15 min.; 10 - 2000 Hz; function stroke in the scope of < 60 Hz: 1.5 mm; acceleration in the scope of >
60 Hz: 10 g).
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3

Results

150 fuses with a tungsten fuse element of a diameter of 4.4 pm were produced. These fuses showed following results for above tests:
The investigation in the scanning electronic microscope showed that the fuse element has a good all-side contact to
the contact terminations. Diffusion processes were not found.

Fig 5: Scanning electronic microscope photo of crimped joint. (Centre: Tungsten wire)

The cold resistance measurements of the fuses showed values that were distributed closely. The measurement of the
characteristic showed that the fuses produced in the microcrimping process fulfil all requirements to a fuse. In a
pulse test with 60 % of the measured A-value, the fuses were exposed to more than 40.000 pulses without switching off.
In all thermal tests the increase in cold resistance of the fuses was established and assessed. No substantial increases could be found.
No failure was registered during the vibration test.
Furthermore 100 fuses with a fuse element consisting of silver copper with a diameter of 28 pm were produced.
These fuses, too, underwent above tests and showed following results:
When investigating the fuses with the scanning electronic microscope, the fuse element was found to have a good
all-side contact to the contact terminations. No diffusion processes could be found.
The resistance measurements of the fuses represented values of a relatively tight distribution. The measurement of
the characteristic showed that the fuses produced in the microcrimping process fulfil all requirements to a fuse.
During a pluse test with 60 % of the measured Pt-value the fuses were exposed to more than 40.000 pulses without
switching off.
During all thermic tests the increase of the cold resistance of the fuses was established and assessed. No substantial
increase was found in any of the tests.
During the vibration test one failure was registered. Here the fuse element disconnected next to the joint contact.
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4

Conclusion

Tests have shown that it is possible to produce fuses with very thin fuse elements by way of microcrimping. As
such joints ensure a permanent electric contact only when the contact partner is free of suface coatings, the device
was manufactured that way that surface coatings are split. This is achieved by rubbing both contact surfaces under
pressure with the fuse element positioned between them. The condition achieved like this is then frozen by another
microcrimping procedure. By this, the clean surfaces produce a tight, permanent mechanic and electric connection.
One of the most important factors for microcrimping is the pressure to be exerted on the contacts. The optimum
pressure during the tests was 9 N/cm2. A considerable reduction of the pressure did not result in a firm connection
between contacts and fuse element. When, however, increasing the pressure considerably, the fuse element gets
sheared off. Inferior Microcrimping contacts can be selected by applying the measurement of the cold resistance.
The electrical tests of the fuses als well as their exposure to pulses have revealed that the fuses produced in the
microcrimping method fulfil all requirements to a fuse.
The mechanic and thermic tests have shown that (similar to the soldering technique) the fuse elements have a tight
contact to the joint terminations. Especially the vibration test has revealed that the adhesive properties of the fuse
element between the two contacts is so good, that there were no failures.
Due to the diffusion analysis with a scanning electronic microscope no diffusion processes could be observed; therefore this possibity can be ruled out for this production technique.
Comparing the microcramping joints as described above and the facts resulting from the tests with already known
procedures, the joint technique of microcramping represents an alternative to the conventional soldering technique
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NEW RESULTS ON THE POST-ARC FULGURITE
RESISTANCE OF H.B.C. FUSES
K. Öwidak
Electrotechnical Institute
Gdaiisk Branch

T. Lipski
Technical University
of Gdansk
Poland

AbstractThe major new results obtained in the paper are dealing with the share of particular parts of the postarc fulgurite in the total fulgurite resistance. In the case of Cu-elements the fulgurite is a sum of nearly equally
rising in time of swell resistance and resistance after bum-backed fuse-element shoulders. Meanwhile the Ag
fulgurite post-arc resistance increase is done mainly by the rise of the swell resistance.

1

Introduction

The importance of the post-arc fulgurite resistance and dielectric withstand of h.b.c. fuses was already underlined in
[1, 2], Late arc reignitions in such fuses is a problem the manufacturers are dealt with because of the eventual fuse
explosions. In our previous paper [1] already a number of the preliminary results on post-arc resistance of fuses in
question are shown but they are not satisfactory in view of that resistance physical and mathematical modelling.
The extension of investigations described below makes possible to elaborate such modelling which is in term
presented in the paper [3] submitted to this ICEFA. Still another aim of this report is to get, at least partly,
an answer the question: which part of the post-arc fulgurite resistance is responsible for the recovery voltage
withstand. The last question, posed in [4], is also
important for fuse designers. They want to know
whether responsible is the part arising after constriction
exploding or the part after fuse-element bum-back.
I Z
J>
U
Z
I
Unfortunately we are not yet in the position to elight
above questions analytically. That's why this report is
based on an experimental approach only.

2

Tests

The tests were performed at prospective short-circuit
current ab. 3.1 kA (RMS), p.f.= 0.27, source 50 Hz
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Fig. 1 Test circuit.
B - master circuit-breaker, Z - making switch,
T - transformer, S - shunt, F - fuse-link model,
L - inductance, R - resistor, A - amplifier, TR transient recorder, PC - personal computer,
P - printer

Fig.2 Fuse-link model.
1 - knife, 2 - metal cover, 3 - body, 4 - fuseclement, 5 - probe, 6 - probe grip
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Fig.3 Fuse-clement. n - number of constrictions
source voltage zero. After every shot this voltage
was kept across the fuse by 10 s. The post-arc
Cu
current was monitored continuously by a transient
recorder over 0.5s after forced bringing the cut-of
current to zero. Small, in comparison with test
current, post arc-currents were recorded using a dc
amplifier placed close to the shunt to avoid
undesirable interferences. Moreover, the voltage
between the fuse-terminals and on the special probes Fig.4 Post-arc resistance versus number of constriction.
Source voltage 550 V
inserted into the fuse-link body as well as the shortcircuit current were also recorded.
Made of textolite the fuse-link body (Fig. 2) was composed from two parts. One of them, namely the cover, in Fig. 2
is removed. It made easier the fuse-element 4 to place in a correct position and to adjust the probes 5 (Fig. 2).
The probes gave voltage signals needed to monitor the post-arc resistance of characteristic parts of the arising
fulgurite. The arc-chamber volume of fuse-link was equal to the volume of size 1 industrial DIN fuse-link.
A standard quartz-filler of granularity 0.12 + 0.43 mm packed by a standard procedure was used. Cu fuse-elements
(Fig. 3) were of 1,2 and 3 rows of constrictions, made of 0.1, 0.17 and 0.2 mm thick strips, while Ag fuse-elements
of only 0.17 mm. It was decided that one Ag strip thickness is sufficient for a comparison with the Cu strip results.
The constriction ratio always was 5. The weldings joined the fuse-element to the link-terminals.

3

Results

Post-arc resistances were derived from the post-arc current amplitudes and recovery voltage. Most of the resistances
were calculated from first and second amplitude of post-arc current, i.e. 5 and 15 ms after recovery voltage first zero.
The corresponding resistances were denoted R5 and R15. The R15 magnitudes seems fit better to analyses because
these but for 5 ms often were smaller than calculated from recorded profile regression model.
The data were treated statistically by STATGRAPHIC Plus program.
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Fig. 5 Post-arc resistance versus Cu element thickness
Source voltage 550 V

Fig.6 Post-arc resistance versus distance a between
the
constrictions. Cu fuse-element 0.2 mm thickness,
n=3, source voltage 400 V
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Fig.7 Post-arc resistance versus source voltage. Cu
fuse-element 0.1 mm thickness, n - number of
constriction

Fig.8 Image of the arc: ij - main current path, i2 - partial
current path , vb - bum-back velocity, v<j - droplets
velocity, a - angle between droplets layers and axis,
g - recovery withstand gap between droplets layers
which in fact is the gap after explosions, A - points
of a good galvanic connection [4]

3.1 Post-arc resistance
R15 values as related of the constriction row number n (Fig. 4) by constant strip thickness 0.17 mm show the
essential influence of the element-material. In the Ag case the fulgurite resistance in question is ab. 2.5 times higher
than that of fulgurite resistance after Cu-elements. Greater the number n greater the post-arc resistance. This
increase in some way relates to the weight of fulgurite, but the relation is not so distinct as compares with the
influence of the element thickness (Fig. 5). For instance, the fulgurite weight ratio is ab. 1.7 for thicknesses 0.2 mm
and 0.1 mm and post-arc resistance ratio is ab. 0.25.
The profiles in Fig. 6 do suggest, that the post-arc resistance is not concentrated only in places after exploded
constrictions. If it would be the case the port-arc resistance should be practically independent on distance between
the constrictions. In contradiction to last statement the Fig. 6 shows rather a strong relation of the resistance on
distance g. The conclusion is that the dispersed metallic drops layer between the exploded consecutive constrictions
is not so much current carrying as it outcomes from the model suggested in [4], We will come back to this question
once more speaking below about recorded resistance distribution along the fulgurite.
Fig. 7 demonstrates more precise relation of the post-arc resistance on source voltage at 3.1 kA (RMS), which differs
from nearly linear at 50 kA (RMS) [1],

3.2

Post-arc resistance distribution along fulgurite

One can discern at least two important components of the fulgurite resistance (Fig. 8): the resistance of swells after
exploded constriction (Rs) and the resistance of outstanding parts of fulgurite, which can contain lot of dispersed
metal drops in the sand usually in shape of a layer. The question is what are the shares in total post-arc fulgurite
resistance of mentioned individual components. For this purpose we introduced the probes, shown in the Fig. 2,
positioned near the expected ends of dispersed metal drops in sand in the vicinity of the swell. An expected dynamic
voltage drop between the probe and fuse-link terminal was monitored. Finally the post-arc fulgurite resistance of
swell corresponding to the exploded constrictions was calculated from the equation:
Rs = R - 2Rm

(1)

where: Rs - resistance of a swell, R - measured resistance of whole fulgurite between fuse-terminals, Rm - measured
resistance of one dispersed metal drops layer.
The results in Figs. 9 and 10 demonstrate drastically different behaviour of Cu and Ag fuse-elements. In the Cu case
both resistances Rs and Rm are increasing in time within nearly this same rate of rise (Fig. 9). It means the relative
share of both resistances in the total fulgurite resistance remains approximate constant over the recorded post-arc
period of ab. 0.5 s. On the other hand, the dispersed Ag metal drops layer is of nearly constant resistance over that
period (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 9 Distribution of post-arc resistance along
different parts of fulgurite of Cu element. R post-arc resistance of whole fulgurite, Rm resistance of one metal layer part, Rs resistance of swell
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Fig. 10 Distribution of post-arc resistance along
different parts of fulgurite of Ag element. R post-arc resistance of whole fulgurite, Rm resistance of one metal layer part, Rs resistance of swell

So the post-arc fulgurite resistance increase in the case of Cu-elements is due to nearly equal rise of both Rs and Rm
resistances. Meanwhile for Ag-clements the post-arc fulgurite resistance increase is done mainly by the rise of the
swell resistance.

4

Conclusions

• The well known priority of Ag fuse-element above Cu one for h.b.c. fuse also from the point of view of the higher
post-arc fulgurite resistance has been confirmed;
•

Weight of fulgurite is correlated with the thickness of the fuse-element and with the post-arc resistance. Thinner
the fuse-element strip higher the resistance e.g., by factor 4.

•

Also at 3.1 kA (RMS), as it was already at 50 kA (RMS), the fulgurite resistance shows a strong relation on the
source voltage

•

Individual parts of a fulgurite after Cu and Ag strip participate in the increase of the whole fulgurite resistance
in different ways. In the case of a Cu-element the increase is due to nearly equal rise in time of resistances of the
swells after exploded constrictions and of the dispersed metal drops layer. But for an Ag-element the increase is
mainly due to rise of the swell resistances, whereas the resistance of a dispersed metal drops layer is nearly
constant over the whole time 0.5 s.
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AN ANALYTICAL MODEL OF POST - ARC FULGURITE
RESISTANCE OF H.B.C. FUSES

K. Jakubiuk*, K. Cwidak**
* Technical University of Gdansk,** Electrotechnical Institute of Gdansk, Poland

Abstract: ID simplified cylindrical model of post-arc fulgurite cooling resulting in its
resistance growing has been given. Assumptions to the model were taken from our
previous experimental results. Additional tests of which goal was the dynamic
temperature measurement in the vicinity of fulgurite are described. The basic heat
transfer equation is solved using Crank-Nicolson scheme. The results of calculations of
the temperature and fulgurite resistance in time are compared with the experimental ones.
The agreement of both is satisfactory.

1 Introduction
Existing analytical approaches on h.b.c. fuses cover practically two problems: pre-arcing heating, e g. [1,8] and
arcing behaviour, e.g. [4], Parameters of the arcing processes, particularly at the arc-quenching instant define
initial conditions of the post-arc period. A h.b.c. fuse during interrupting a short-circuit current usually brings it to
the artificial zero. Immediately after that the post-arc channel gets cooling, the vapour condensation begins and
then the glass solidification and finally the fulgurite creation have take place. However, a dynamic of these
processes was already investigated experimentally [2,3,5], the knowledge of them still is insufficient to derive a
complete analytical approach. On the other hand, a preliminary analytical model on the base of mentioned
investigations can be elaborated. It is the main aim of the paper.
The results of already mentioned investigations [3,5] show that the post-arc fulgurite resistance strongly relates to
the temperature. That's why the heat transfer in connection with the post-arc fulgurite cooling is the principal
problem to deal with in this approach. Of course, a verification of the analytical results by a comparison with the
experiments is also included into the paper. But to have a possibility to make better confirmation of both results
some additional experiments are needed. A brief description of these experiments is therefore the subject of next
section.

2 Additional experiments
In addition to experimental results given in [2,3,5] it was decided to monitor the temperature in the vicinity of the
fulgurite. Indicated in Fig. 1 tested fuse-link shown in our paper [3] was completed by a thermocouple. The test
scheme remains the same. During shots the post-arc current was monitored by a transient recorder over 0.5 s,
whereas the temperature up to 30 s of post-arc period. The recorded temperature and resistance profiles are shown
in chapter 3. Fuse link and -element dimensions and short circuit test conditions are given in [3 ].

3 Models of temperature field and post - arc resistance
ID model for temperature distribution has been considered. So simple approach was dictated mainly by the lack of
information about properties of Si02 sand and of fulgurite above 1000°C [4,6,7,9,10]. Unfortunately, especially
about chemicals compositions of a fulgurite, we know nearly nothing, hence its physical properties are also not
know sufficiently [2,5,10]. So, because of ID model and practically lack of needed physical informations the
following considerations are preliminary and give qualitative view rather than quantitative.
Investigated fuse-link model (Fig. 1) pertains to a link with the strip fuse-element of 3 constrictions. The fulgurite
after such an element, of course, is not circular in its cross-section. Above that it is changeable along axis. In spite
of that it has been assumed that the fulgurite in shape is cylindrical (Fig. lb). Diameters of the fulgurite layers
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shoving different properties were defined by averaging of their real dimensions. To minimise a calculating error
due to axial heat transfer it was decided to neglect the parts in the vicinity fuse-link contacts (Fig. la). The
temperature distribution for above model describes the equation

0„c„^ =

v

(XVTn)

(1)

where: pn(T) - specific density, cn(T) - specific heat, \(T) - heat conductivity, n - layer number.

i

A

A

D,
1)3

Rs
D4

Fig. 1 Investigated fuse-link: a) - physical model, b) - model for calculation:
1 - space after exploded notch, 2 - quartz sand, 3 - fulgurite shell, 4 - voltage probe, 5 - thermocouple,
6 - folly melt layer, 7 - partial melted layer.
For ID the equation (1) gets the form

dT
c

Pn n-^ ~

,

a2Tn
2

dr

1 9Tn
r dr

4-

, dK

dr dr

(2)

As the initial condition is an arbitrary assumed initial temperature distribution due to fose-link heating up during
pre - and arcing period, one can write
T

n|t=0 ~TnO(r)

The boundary conditions were assumed as follows

(3)
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Second condition of (4) is an approximation taken due to unknown coefficient of heat take over by the fuse-link
body. By not large temperature rises on the body inner surface this approximation does not introduce significant
errors. The displacement of the melting (or solidification) boundary of sand defines the equation

,
f . dTi ,,
PlLmvm - -^1 ~T~ +^2 ~ror
dr

(5)

in which: Lm - melting heat, vm - velocity of displacement boundary between liquid and solid state,
T] - liquid temperature, T2 - solid state temperature.
The fulgurite resistance in time defines the formulae
Ü4

R = If 2rr Jan rdr

(6)

Pi
V

2

where: If-fulgurite length (Fig. 1), a = on(T) - conductivity.
Properties of individual layers versus temperature were assumed in form
Pn(T) = Pno[l +°(np(T—TQ)]

(7)

c

(8)

n(T)

= c

no[l ^nc(^ ~^b)]

Xn(T) = Xn0[l4«nX(T-To)]

(9)

a

<m

ffn(T) = 10

T

(10)

The equation (2) with conditions (3) - (5) was solved within finite difference method in the Crank-Nicolson
scheme. The variations of material properties and the place of movable boundary were taken into account by
iteration method.

3 Results of calculations
The computations were made for the values of the parameters in the relations from (7) to (10) given in Fig. 2.
Because in the literature there are large differences concerning qualitative and quantitative changes of the fulgurite
silicates properties versus temperature in the calculation we assumed some averaged magnitudes taken form
sources [6,7,9] (Fig. 2). Moreover the properties were linearised by sections according to (7) 4- (10). By higher
temperature than shows in Fig. 2 there is absolute lack of information about above properties. In this case variation
of those properties were assumed to be agreed experimental and analytical results Additionally a continuity of
property changes temperature were taken into account.
As it was mentioned earlier the calculations rather are of qualitative character and tend to demonstrate
approximated evaluation of several parameters of the post-arc fuse. Having got the measurement results, described
in the section 2, concerning the temperature profile in the distance Rg (Fig. lb) to the fulgurite and the fulgurite
resistance over the 0.5 s of post-arc period the following range of analytical investigations was assumed:
• more precise determination of the initial temperature distribution (3) and of the thickness of individual layer
using an iteration;
• determination of the temperature distribution over the period under considerations and, on this base, more
precise determination of phenomena deciding on changes of the post-arc resistance;
• preliminary evaluation of the fulgurite conductivity versus temperature.
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Fig. 2 Properties of quartz sand and silicate versus temperature
Exemplary results of calculations are presented on Figs. 3 T 6.
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Fig. 6 Profiles of resistance of fulgurite versus time: a) t = 0 -5-0.5 s, b) t = 0 -4- 25 s
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5 Conclusions
• The calculation demonstrate that the fuse temperature distribution and the resistance variations during post-arc
period dramatically relates to the initial temperature distribution and variation of the conductivity versus
temperature. It is particularly the case for T 2: Tm.
• Defined by "numerical experiments" the fulgurite thickness is in agreement with the averaged fulgurite thickness
obtained experimentally. The fulgurite dimensions are (Fig. 1): Dj = 3.5 mm, D% = 5 mm, D3 = 7 mm, inner
diameter of the fuse-link D4 = 33 mm, the fulgurite length If = 30 mm.
• Initial part of resistance profile very much relates to the temperature. Over this initial period should exist very
fast heat transfer from the inner fulgurite layer which initially possess the boiling temperature of quartz. This
layer is abt. 0.1 mm thick.
• Carried out numerical analyses of the temperature distribution and post-arc resistance, using ID simple model,
makes possible to evaluate the temperature influence of sand physical properties as well of arising silicates.
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Abstract
Nowadays, thanks to IGBT, power electronics applications work with very high frequency. Considering the power
switched by IGBT, protection against explosion of the case is necessary. Fuses designed for the protection of
semiconductors can be used [1]. However, fuse's behaviour is affected by high frequency and the current rating of
fuses must be reduced with increasing frequency.
Furthermore, the reduction of wiring inductance is of great importance in modem power applications. That’s why
the planar Bus-Bar technology is often used [2], It consists in a stacking of close copper sheets separated by
insulation. The distribution of the current can be affected by the close current carrying conductor and its influence
must be investigated. Our studies will be made for different kinds of connections between fuse and copper sheets.
To obtain the distribution of current through the elements of the fuse, the Flux2D computer program based on the
finite element method is used. As a result, current distribution can be obtained as a function of frequency and the
distance between fuse and current carrying conductor. So, derating of the fuse can be determined. Those
characteristics are very important for designers to ensure the fuse will not melt prematurely at high frequency.

1

Electromagnetic effects

From electromagnetic laws, it can be established that the distribution of high frequency alternating current through
parallel conductors is controlled by two phenomena: skin effect and proximity effects.

1.1 Skin effect
Let us consider an alternating current flowing in an isolated conductor. The flux in the conductor is continually
changing because of the alternating current. So, electromagnetic field's are induced thereby eddy current are generated.
The result is that the current flows only in a thin skin of thickness of the order of 8 (skin depth) [3]:

where

Votopo
a
to = 2nf
Po

electrical conductivity (fT’.nr1)
with f: frequency (Hz)
magnetic permeability of vacuum (4rc.l0'7 SI)

As a result, this phenomenon is called skin effect. For high frequency, the current is increasingly confined to the
surface of the conductor.

1.2 Proximity effects
Let us consider an alternating current divided among a group of close parallel conductor. The magnetic flux through
one conductor is due to its own current (self inductance) and the current in others conductors (mutual inductance). In
other words, each conductor generate eddy current in others by mutual effect [3]. As a result, the sharing of the total
current between conductors is generally unequal.
As this phenomenon is dependant on the distance between conductors, it is called direct proximity effect.
Furthermore, if a current carrying conductor is brought near the parallel conductors, the distribution of the current
can be affected. This phenomenon is called inverse proximity effect since opposite currents flow in current carrying
conductor and the group of parallel conductors.
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2

Test on 3 parallel sheets

Current distribution among parallel conductors is determined by solving electromagnetic laws. This theoretical
approach generally leads to equations that requires computing. That is why the Flux2D computer program [4] will
be used to obtain the distribution of current through parallel conductors. Flux2D is an electromagnetic software
based on the finite element method. As it is a two dimensional software, all conductors are assumed to be infinitely
long.

2.1 Influence of skin effect
Skin effect is well known : when an alternating current flows a conductor, current density is higher at the edge than
at the centre. Figure 1 represents current density in a silver sheet for an alternating current having an amplitude of I„
and a frequency of 5 kHz. At 5 kHz, a skin depth of 0,95 mm is calculated from (1). Thus, skin effect is negligible
in the depth of the sheet. However, simulation shows that skin effect is very important in the width.
^ current density (A/W)
1

,
J

n = VS

S = 4 mm^

f = 5 kHz

V////////////////7//////A////////////////////////////////A I

<

*41

0,2mm

20 mm
Figure 1 : Current density in a silver sheet

2.2 Influence of direct proximity effect
To become aware of the direct proximity effect, the distribution of an alternating current through 3 parallel silver
sheets will be investigated (fig. 2).

0,2 mm
10 mm

^4

20 mm
Figure 2 : Three infinitely-long parallel sheets
The group of conductors carry a total alternating current having an amplitude of 450 A. Due to the symmetry of the
structure, currents flowing in conductors 1 and 3 are equal. Figure 3 represents the module of the current carried by
each conductor as a function of frequency.
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Figure 3 : Distribution of the current as a function of frequency
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At very low frequencies, the current in each conductor is equal to 150 A, but at high frequencies, sharing is very
uneven. As conductor 2 is at the centre, the flux linkage is the greatest. As a result, high eddy current is induced and
conductor 2 flows a low current. Conductors 1 and 3 carry a higher current than conductor 2.
Moreover, fig. 3 shows that for frequencies above 20 kHz, the distribution of the current among conductors remains
roughly the same. The explanation given is that at low frequencies, the current distribution is controlled by the
resistances of the conductors whereas at high frequencies, current distribution is controlled only by inductances
(resistances become negligible).
However, if current distribution remains constant, current density in a conductor is still increasing with frequency.
To obtain an homogeneous distribution of the current, mutual inductances have to be equal. This is done for a 3 axis
symmetry geometry (fig. 4).

Figure 4 : 3 axis symmetry structure
Then, with structures described in fig. 4, the sharing of the total current between conductors is equal for all
frequencies but current density in one conductor is still affected by frequency.
To obtain a constant current density in one conductor, a cylindrical structure is required. For instance, with structure
shown on fig. 5, current density in each conductor remains the same for a large range of frequency.

Figure 5 : Cylindrical structure for constant current density
Direct proximity effect is independent of the total alternating current carrying amplitude. The group of the 3 parallel
conductors can be modelled electrically by the R, L equivalent circuit coupled with mutual coefficients (fig. 6).
V

Figure 6 : R, L equivalent circuit of the 3 parallel conductors shown in fig. 3
Using matrix notations, the relationship between voltages and currents is given by :
Vi

V2

Ri+jLi©
MJ2
M12
R2+jL2co

=

Y}
Hence,

L

Mi3

[I] = [Y][V]

M23
where

MJ3

I,

M23

I2

or

[V] = [z]

[I]

R3 + jL3a>J I3
[Y] =

[z]

1

Assuming that an equipotential exists at each side of conductors, voltages Vj are equal:

= V2 = V3
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Furthermore, current through each conductor verify the relation:
So,

[I]=[Y][V]=[Y]

Ii +12 +13 = I,

1
1
1

It can be concluded that each current is proportional to the total current. As a result, the ratio current in one
r
conductor to total current
remains the same whatever the It value may be.

2.3 Influence of inverse proximity effect
A current carrying conductor (copper sheet) is close to the group of 3 parallel conductors (fig. 7). The flux generated
by the current carrying conductor passes through the group of 3 parallel conductors and vice versa, then eddy currents
are induced. As a result current distribution among the 3 sheets is affected by the current carrying conductor.

0,2 mm

3^- 4
x (mm)l
20 mm
2 mm

copper sheet &
30 mm
Figure 7 : Structure with current carrying sheet

To test if inverse proximity effect have an influence on current distribution among the parallel conductors,
simulations are repeated for various spacings x and frequencies. Figs. 8 and 9 show the current carried by each
conductor for a total current having an amplitude of 450 A and a frequency of 1 and 10 kHz.
At high frequencies, current in the conductor nearest to the return conductor (conductor 3) is the highest. When the
return conductor is very close to the group, maximum disturbance takes place.
For a spacing of 50 mm and frequency of 1 kHz, conductor 1 - furthest from the return conductor - carries less
current than the centre conductor - conductor 2 - (fig. 8). Hence, under these conditions, inverse proximity effect is
more significant than direct proximity effect. However, for higher frequencies and spacings x, direct proximity effect
is prominent.
For a return conductor a long distance away, current distribution is the same as fig. 3 : inverse proximity effect
becomes negligible.
It can be shown that as for direct proximity effect, inverse proximity effect is independent of the amplitude of the
current.
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Figure 8 : Current distribution at f = 1 kHz
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Figure 9 : Current distribution at f = 10 kHz

3.

Test with the elements of a fuse

The same tests are made on a semiconductor fuse. The fuse investigated is made of a group of 3 parallel silver sheets
arranged as fig. 10.

t
37 mm

Figure 10 : Dimension of the elements

3.1 Direct proximity effect
Due to the symmetry, conductors 1 and 3 carry the same current. Fig. 11 shows the current distribution among
elements for a total current It having an amplitude of 3In (In being the rated current in one conductor).
Conductor at the centre (conductor 2) carries the lowest current: this is an expected result
. evolution in current sharing
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Figure 11 : Current distribution versus frequency

3.2 Inverse proximity effect
Our studies will be made for two positions of return conductors as shown on fig. 12.
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Figure 12 : Positions of return conductor relative to the elements.
* A position : in this case, conductors 1 and 3 carry the same current
Simulations are made for various values of spacings x and a total current of 3In (fig. 13).
When the return conductor is close to the elements, distribution is very uneven. Conductor 2, the nearest to the
return conductor, carries the highest current. As a result inverse proximity effect is the most significant
For a spacing x of the order of 150 mm, it is interesting to observe that the current distribution among the elements
is roughly equal. The reason is that direct and inverse proximity effects counterbalance. This special spacing is
independent of frequency.
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Figure 13 : Current distribution versus spacing x
* B position : in this case, there is no more symmetry.
Figs. 14 and 15 show current distribution as a function of spacing x for frequencies of 1 and 10 kHz.
Conductor 1 always carries the highest current since it is the nearest to the return conductor.
As for A position, dependant on frequency and spacing x, direct or inverse proximity effect is prominent. However,
with this structure, there is more disturbance in current distribution as for A structure. It can be also shown that this
structure is more inductive than the precedent. Therefore, it is advisable to use a current carrying conductor in
position A.
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Figure 14 : Current distribution versus spacing x at 1 kHz
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4

Thermal effects

As resistances of elements increase with temperature, thermal effects must be taken into consideration. Nevertheless,
thermal effects affect current distribution only at low frequencies (until 20 kHz). As mentioned before, for high
frequencies, current distribution is independent of resistances values.
If a current in one conductor is higher than the current in others conductors, temperature of this conductor will rise.
The result is that resistance of this conductor increases thereby the current flowing will decrease and be diverted
through the other conductors. Hence, thermal effects are favourable to obtain homogeneous distribution.
However, the geometry of the fuse plays a great part in the temperature of each element and therefore of the
resistances values. As an example, let us consider the group of 3 parallel conductors (fig. 2), conductor 2 at the
centre carries the lowest current. However, since it is at the centre of the fuse, its temperature is higher than
temperature of conductors 1 and 3. Therefore, resistance of conductor 2 will rise and become higher than resistances
of conductors 1 and 3. As a result, current flowing in conductor 2 decreases. In this case, thermal effects are
unfavourable for having an equal distribution.
We see that thermal effects must be taken into consideration so as to find the current distribution.

Conclusion
Proximity effects play a great part in current distribution among the elements of a fuse. Some element may carry
more than their rated current and so melt or age rapidly. These elements are ruptured thereby fuse operate. That’s
why current rating of fuses must be reduced when they are used in high frequency applications.
These derating characteristics must be done by taking the return conductor into consideration. It is necessary to
study all kinds of connections for the return conductor in order to minimise disturbance in current distribution as
well as inductances [5].
Moreover, reduced sections are made on the elements of the fuse thereby the resistances of the elements increase.
Then, studies have to be made to determine whether reduced sections disturb the current distribution.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF CAPILLARY
ARC PHENOMENA
S. Arai, S. Hama da
Tokyo Denki University, Japan

1

Introduction

The relationships between electrical and physical behaviors of the capillary arc are experimentaly studied to
understand the physical mechanism governing the high arc voltage generation during the heavy current
operations of current limiting fuses. The arc temperature measurements by the spectroscopical method and
pressure measurement by the pressure transducer method were used, these methods have been reported in
the area of basic research of fuse operation. [1] [2] [3]
The high pressure container is mainly made of insulation cylinder and stainless steel disks. The empty space
of container is reduced as small as possible. The test sample which consists of a copper wire and a Pyrex
capillary, is inserted into the container along its axis.
The arc temperature of 6000~10000K and pressure of 0.1 ~ 0.7MPa were observed at the arc current of
120 ~ 300A after completely burned back between electrodes. The trend of growing the arc voltaes is
observed according to decreasing diameter of the capillary in the given length under the same test
conditions.
It is suggested that the developement of high arc voltage depends on the ratio of vaporizing mass of the
inner surfase material of capillary surrounding arc column to the incident arc power.

2

Experimental System

The experimental system arrangement is shown in Fig.l.
follows.
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Fig.l The experimental system Arrangement

The operating sequence of the test circuit is as
The capacitor bank C is charged at
appropriate voltage, the charge of capacitor
bank is discharged through the reactor L,
Thyristor Th and breacker B by the closing
circuit switch of Thyristor. When total
charged energy of the capacitor bank is
transfered to the reactor and the capacitor
bank voltage is zero, the breacker is open
at the instant, and the capaciter bank is
isolated. The test circuit changes over from
the circuit of capacitor bank and reactor to
the circuit of reactor, the pressure
container and distributed resisutance. The
current commutates into the test sample
and the current measurement shunt Sh. Arc
energy in the high arc voltage state is
easily controlled by this circuit
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Fig.2 shows the high pressure container which
has a pressure transducer at the bottom and a
opening at the side of insulation cylinder. The
optical fiber is inserted into the opening to take
out the light from arc column. A quartz glass
window at the toe of the opening protects against
the leakage of gas and shields against the heat
and mechanical damage of optical fiber.
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Sp-

ri

MS

SS :stainless steel
IC (insulation cylinder
T :terminal
Is (insulator
FE :fuse element
Sp (spacer
Gc iglass capillary
MS :metal spacer
OL (opening for optical cable
PT (pressure transducer

Since the pressure measuring transducer is set
back to avoid any deleterious heating effects due
to the arc jet, the piston-cylinder including
silicon oil is used to communicate the pressure in
the container to the transducer. A pressure
transducer is a piezoresistive transducer which is
semiconductor resistance strain gauges. The
resistance change is measured as an output
voltage of a bridge circuit The pressure
transducer have a frequency response of about
100kHz.
The test sample is consisted of a copper wire
fuse element of 0.18mm in diameter and a Pyrex
glass capillary.

Fig.2 A high pressure container
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3.1

Experimental Observation
Arc Voltage and Pressure

Fig.3 shows the typical arc voltages obtained under the same test conditions. The arc voltage of Fig.3(a) is
obtained for the capillary diameter of 3mm, arc initiating current 340A, arcing time 2.04ms. Transient process
including bum back process of element has
completed in 0.14ms with pulse arc voltage after
inner
diameter:
3.0(mm)
arc initiation. Arc voltage is 690V at the second
< 400
length of capillary: 50(mm)
peak of pressure and 465V at the first shoulder of
pressure after the begining quasi-steady arc
200
burning.
The arc voltage of Fig.3(b) is obtained for the
capillary diameter of 2mm, arc initiating current of
298A, arcing time of 1.29ms. The duration of pulse
arc voltage is about 0.11ms after arc initiation. Arc
voltage is 810 V at the second peak of pressure and
535V at the first shoulder of pressure. Those arc
voltages are higher than those of Fig.3(a).

0.5

0.5

Time(ms)

(a)

The arc voltage of Fig.3(c) is obtained for the
capillary diameter of 1mm, arc initiating current of
336A, arcing time of 0.50ms. The duration of pulse
arc voltage is about 0.075ms after arc initiation.

Current(A)

1.5

Pressure(MPa)

400

Voltage(V)
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Arc voltage is 1600V at the second peak of
pressure immediately after the duration of pulse
arc voltage and 1410V at the first shoulder of
pressure. Those arc voltages are quite higher than
those of Fig.3(a) and (b).

inner diameter:
2.0(mm)
length of capillary: 50(mm)

200

Fig.3 shows the time variation of the
experimentally measured pressure. The
observed pressure traces in the container show
similar trends to the appearances on Fig.3.

0.5

In short duration after arc initiation, an arc
bums back between the terminals and the
pressure raises simultaneously in the container.
This forces the gas and copper vapor to leave
the capillary at great speed. The output of the
pressure transducer responds to this gas or
copper vapor jet, and the high pressure pulse
pressure appears as shown in Fig.3. The peak
instantaneous value of the pressure pulse is
roughly 0.7~0.8MPa at the instantaneous arc
current of 290 ~240A. After the peak pressure
pulse, the pressure pulse falls rapidly.
Then the pressure elevation appears again due
to arc developed in the capillary. The second
peak pressure is about 0.5~0.7MPa, which is
lower than the first peak pressure pulse.
Then pressure goes on decreasing to the
shoulder roughly 0.3MPa and thereafter keeps the
similar decrement to the arc current
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Fig.3 Arc voltages, current and Pressure

3.2 Temperature
p-| cylindrical container
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diQlal memory
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men ice

Under the assumption of local
thermal equilibrium conditions, the arc
temperature in the capillary is calculated
with spectroscopical method. The arc
temperature is estimated from the
relative line intensity method of copper
[1] [2]. The multichannel spectroscopical
analyzer system and 2 monochromatic
spectroscope system are used in this
experiment as shown in Fig.4.

H.T.
Eliminator

2 monochromatic
speclorscope system

Fig.4 The multichannel spectroscopical analyzer system
and 2 monochromatic spectroscope system

The line spectra from the arc in the
capillary is observed with the multichannel
spectroscopical analyzer system expessed
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in PMA system in Fig.4 in order to select the
effective line spectra for the relative line
intensity method.
The 2 monochromatic spectroscope system is
used to obtain the 2 spectral line intensities from
the arc in the capillary. The light guided by an
optical fiber from the arc is divided equaly, and
sent to each monochromatic spectroscope.

w

c

1

I

The typical spectrogram of the arc taken by the
multichannel spectroscopical system is shown in
Fig.5, the spectrogram was obtained under the
experimental conditions of the tube diameter of
3mm, the arc initiation current of 345A and the
arcing time of 1.8ms. The copper line spectra
were observed at the wave length of 427.5,
465.1, 510.6, 515.3, 521.8, 578.2nm.
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Fig.5 Typical spectrogram of the arc taken by
the multichannel spectroscopical system
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To ensure the correct interpretation of
obtained spectral data, it is necessary to
existence of local thermodynamic
equilibrium in the arc, so that this
condition is checkd with the Boltzmann
plot. [5] Accordingly, it made certain that 4
Cul lines of 510.6, 515.3, 521.8, 578.2nm
from the spectrogram were linearly
plotted with the upper energy level with
regard to the given arc temperature on
the semi-logarithmic section paper.
Fig.6 shows current I, arc power P, line
spectral intensity curves of 510.6 and
521.8 nm in wave length taken by the 2
monochromatic spectroscope system and
temperature T calculated from these
spectral intensity data obtained during the
arcing time.

521 .Brcupper line spectrum of 521,8nm

Fig.6 Current, arc power, line spectral intensity curves
of 510.6 and 521.8 nm in wave length and calculated
arc temperature
The conditions of the experiment about Fig.6 are the same as Fig.3(b). The line spectral intensity curves
start at same instant of the arc initiation. The traces of both line spectral intensities are mostly similar
pattern excepting intensity magnitude, the shoulders of the curves appear for 0.2 msec after the starting,
thereafter both curves increase and attain to maximum intensity in 0.7~ 0.8ms, then decrease
monotonously. The temperature is 7900K for 0.27ms from the begin, then increases gradually and goes up
9200K near the end of the arcing time. On the other hand, arc power goes down monotonously for arcing
time.
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3.3 Tube Mass Dissipation and Remaining Copper
The arc discharge constricted by the capillary causes the ablation of wall, the state of the arc is affected by
the generated gas by the ablation.
The measurement of ablating mass as the
function of arc energy was made with Pyrex
glass capillary of 2.0mm in inner diameter and
20mm in length. The copper and copper
compound adhered inside the tested
capillary was cleaned by the chemical
treatment The mass decrease of the tested
glass capillary was obtained by the mass
difference of the capillary between before and
after the test Fig.7 shows the relasion
between the dissipated mass of Pyrex glass
capillary and arc energy. [6]
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The average mass of gas generation per unit
arc energy of Pyrex glass tube equals
approximately to 6.6 mg/kj.
0.5
Arc energy (kJ)
Fig.7 The dissipated mass of capillary and arc energy
The deposit of copper inside the capillary
depends on the length of capillary. Fig.8
shows the deposit mass of copper wire
depending upon the length of capillary. [6]
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The measurement of depositing mass of
copper wire in the capillary after tested was
made taking mass dissipation of capillary into
account The depositing mass per unit volume
of capillary is almost 28mg/cm3 about the
capillary length less than 30mm. Over the
length of 50mm, the remaining mass of copper
increases distinctively, the deposit mass is
128mg/cm3 at 60mm in the length.
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Consideration to the Causes of Lowering Arc Conductivity
Effect of Depositing Copper
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In the engineering of current limiting fuses, the appearance of dangerous high arc voltage is well known by
means of insulation materials use of low temperature evaporation for the filler. Pyrex glass capillary used in
the experiment is hard evapoladng material, so that it may be difficult to plays an important part in the
function of raising arc voltage.
As shown in Fig.7, depositing mass of copper increases appreciably over 30 mm in capillary length. These
phenomena are a hint of raising arc voltage and lowering arc conductivity. It is supposed that the copper
adhered inside the capillary plays the same function as the filler of the materials of low temperature
evapolation. The molten metal of copper may cover some area of capillary inner surface like the shin sheet,
consequently the inner surface of capillary changes hard to ease evaparation materimals after the arc
initiation.
It is shown that the temperature of arc column surrounded by the ablating wall is inversely proportional to
the rate of evaporation mass to incident arc power in unit surface area of the wall.[7] It is given by
T

• = f

®

where T . is the temperature of arc column, w is the rate of evaporation mass to incident arc power in
unit surface area of the wall, C is proportional coefficient It follows that the temperature of arc column goes
down as the rate of evaporation mass increases.

4.2

Heating Wall Energy from Arc Column
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Fig.9

The arc constricted by evaporating wall materials has a
well defined boundary, and the arc temperature
distribution in the cross section of arc column is mostly
uniform. [4] Fig.9 shows the suppositive geometry of arc
discharge and vapor layer which separates the arc column
from the inner surface of capillaryin the capillary. T ■ is
arc column temperature, T» is the evaporating
temperature of copper, r 1 to r 3 is the vapor layer
thickness, A r is the region of steep temperature gradient,
q 1 2 is the input power density in steep temperature
gradient and q 3 is the input power density on the
capillary surface. Therefore temperature gradient of the
order of several thousand degrees per millimeter exists in
the vapor layer. Temperature gradient must be enough for
the radial flow of heat which keeps the balance of the total
electrical energy developed in the arc column.

The geometry of arc discharge and
vapor layer in the capillary.

The temperature of copper sheet surface deposited inside the capillary may keep the evaporating temperature
of copper. The specific enthalpy of copper vapor ejected from copper sheet surface is given by the evaporating
temperature of copper and local pressure on the sheet surface of copper.
As mention in section 4.1, the temperature of arc column depends mainly upon the rate of migrating vapor
mass to the arc column. A fraction of the ohmic power production in the arc column per unit length is spent
to evaporat copper or the inner surface material of capillary. The ratio of the fraction of the ohmic power
producting the migrating vapor mass to ohmic power is expressed by 1 and in case of copper dominant
evaporation, the following relationship as shown in Fig.9 is given

1
1

r

1

2

a

= ec2ir»«[hi(Ti)-hv]

(2)
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where I is arc current, £ c is ratio of the copper sheet area to the inner surface area of unit length of
capillary, h i ( T i ) is the specific enthalpy of arc column, h » is the specific enthalpy of copper
evaporation, o is a arc column conductivity.
The inflow rate of evapolating mass into the arc column is given by
1

2

1
!

Zi2fri ri
where 7

is constant including 1

[hi(Ti)-hv]

and £ c .

As the inner diameter of capillary is decreased, the inflow rate of evapolating mass may be greatly incleasing,
because the right side of Eq.(3) increases inversely proportional to 3 powers of capillary inner radius because
of a thin vapor layer. The hi ( T 1 ) goes down according to the decrease of arc temperature because of the
superheated copper vapor in arc column. The increasing mass inflow rate into the arc column plays the
important function to lower the temperature of arc column owing to Eq.(l).
It is qualitatively supposed that vapor or gas ejected from the wall sorrounding the arc column may essentially
increase by means of reducing capillary diameter, the inflowing vapor into the arc column accordingly
increases, the arc temperature is lowered. Lowering the arc temperature, the conductivity of the arc column
becomes low. Consequently arc voltage goes up according to the decreasing the diameter of capillary.

5

Conclusion

The copper metal used as fuse elements adhers like copper sheets on the portions of inner surface of
capillary in the short time after arc initiation. The copper metal sheets adhered inside capillary change hard
evaporating surface of Pyrex to easy evaporating surface of copper sheet, and plays the same function as the
filler of the low temperature evapolation materials.
The inflowing copper vapor into and outflowing from the arc column increases nearly equal so that the
pressure of arc column changes modelately according to the reduction of capillary diameter. The increasing
rate of copper vapor inflowing into the arc column lowers the arc temperature. As the diameter of capillary
decreases, the lowering arc temperature correspondingly decreases the degree of ionization, and the
conductivity of arc column goes down also, the arc voltage rises conversely.
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Experimental Investigation of wall-stabilised arc mechanisms of
wires in fuse filler
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Synopsis: The paper reports on an experimental investigation into a fundamental aspect of
arcing behaviour in HBC fuses [1], The behaviour reported on is restricted to the case of
silver uniform wire immersed in compacted silica sand subjected to a.c. short-circuit
currents. The experimental findings indicate that arc formation and extinction processes in
wires are basically simple sequential mechanisms for fuse operations characterised by wallstabilised arc conditions. The findings lead to new explanations on how arcs behave in filled
fuses and to a single mathematical expression for the arc voltage generated in HBC fuses
over the complete arcing period.

1. Introduction
Many workers [2-10] have reported on the arcing mechanisms of fuse elements immersed in
compacted silica fillers. This paper is restricted to a limited report on one aspect of a wide
ranging research study into fundamental arcing behaviour in HBC fuselinks [1], Although
the results reported on here refer only to arc mechanisms occurring in silver wires immersed
in compacted silica quartz filler they are applicable to other fillers and fuse elements.

2. Experimental Investigations
2.1 Methodology
The experimental investigations utilised crow-bar [10] and fibre-optic [11] experimental
techniques to variously record and observe arc formations in uniform section silver wire
within standard HBC fuse constructions during the arcing periods prior to and following
the instant arc voltages reach their maximum value. Only the results of the crow-bar tests
are reported on in this paper. All the tests were performed at the so-called I2 'critical
current' test setting for each fuse type, under standard test authority conditions. Each fuse
sample was X-rayed to examine the fulgurites following fuse operation. Several hundred
fuse samples were investigated in this work in this way.
The a.c. test circuit voltage was 230 V. The length and diameter of the wire tested,
corresponding to the critical arcing energy conditions, was 35 mm and 0.6 mm repectively.
The filler material was standard fuse quartz sand, purity 99%. The grain size used was
300/180 p (ASTM standard sieves) contained within a DIN 43625 standard (size 00) fuse
construction.
2.3. Physical Observations from Crow-bar Tests
The following arcing behaviour was observed from X-ray photographs of wire fulgurites
from the crow-bar tests:
•
During wire melting the number of necks and swollen sections and how their number
increased with time, could be seen, together with some "crown" and "hair" -like
structures which suggest that the metal is pushed away from the wire in liquid
form.Photographs 1 & 2
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Photographs 1 & 2 - Examples of fuse wire disruption

Photographs 3 & 4 - Wire interruption showing long and short arc combinations
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At the beginning of the arcing period only one or two short arcs are observed.
Photograph
3. although a short time later a few short and long arcs appear.
Photograph 4.
The arc phenomena continues sequentially producing an increasing number of short
arcs and some longer arcs at the same instant.
The number of arcs continue to increase until the arc voltage peak is reached.
At, or just after, the peak arc voltage occurs the single short arcs begin to coalesce
into long arcs.
The fulgurite found after the arc is quenched constitutes a series of alternate uniform
modules typified by white and dark grey rings. These modules generally differ only
very slightly in length.
Multiple arcs do not to merge into a single arc during the arc extinction period [5]

3. Proposed Arc Mechanisms
3.1 Basic Arc Mechanism for Rising Arc Voltage .
As the number of arcs and arc voltage could be determined from the foregoing tests it
was decided to examine the transient positive column voltage E(t) per arc (i.e. the transient
arc voltage per arc less an assumed contant arc-root voltage (Vak) per arc) against both arc
number and time. It was also decided to consider first the arcing behaviour in wires up to
the instant the arc voltage reached its peak value.
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The plot of the transient positive column voltage per arc for this period is given Fig 1. The
graph is very revealing as, in resembling a saw-tooth in shape, it indicates that the arcing
process is a sequential arc mechanism which is characterised by the following behaviour if
wall-stabilised arc conditions are assumed to apply:
•
the positive column voltage E.x(t) increases from zero to a maximum value equal to
the arc root voltage value (Vak) at each new arc ignition.
.
the maximum voltage an arc can sustain is consequently 2Vak (i.e.which occurs when
E.x(t) —> Vak) after which a new arc is formed.
•
the maximum arc voltage follows as Vak peak=2nmaxVak.
.
the time interval between arcs ignitions is a constant, for the period up to the instant
the maximum value of arc voltage occurs.
.
the arc voltage is a simple function of the number of arcs which can be expressed
mathematically by the relation
Varc = 2 (n-1) Va|<
Data is required on the arc-root voltage drop, the maximum arc voltage and the slope, or
speed, of voltage rise for relevant wires to be able to apply the formulae to wire fuses. The
value of the arc-root voltage was estimated as 32 V from the experiments, which includes
the anode and cathode voltage drops. The second data required is that of the maximum arc
voltage, which is determined using Hibner's equation :[6]

where k\ is obtained from the experimental data.
The maximum number of arcs is given by nmax = L/h, where h=0.555+2.08d [9] and L
and d are the wire length and diameter respectively. The arc root voltage may be obtained,
alternatively, from Vak= Up/(2nmax).

Based upon the proposed arc mechanism, the arcing process is as follows:
After the heating period some part of the fuse wire reaches sufficient temperature to disrupt
and produce an arc [7], The anode and cathode voltage drop occurs very rapidly in
comparison to the establishment of the positive column, this was indicated by the sudden
change in the voltage trace of 32 V for all the fuses tested.
The positive column commences virtually at the same time but increases in length and
voltage relatively slowly due to burn-back. The column voltage increases until it reaches the
arc-root voltage drop value (32 V). Since the arc voltage is now twice the anode-cathode
voltage (64 V), the arc voltage is sufficient to support two arcs with virtually no positive
columns. It is proposed that the transfer from one arc with a positive column to two arcs
with minimal positive column voltdrops occurs without change in the total arc voltage. For
this to happen the first arc column must virtually vanish by arc root merger and/or greatly
expand in diameter. Both effects would account for the observed massive scatter of molten
and semi-molten element products in filler. Irrespective of either effect the results indicate
that the maximum voltage value for each arc is 2 x Vak (64 V) [7, 8], The two arcs after a
very short time re-establish their positive columns, and column extension, due to the burn
back, recurs. This produces an increase of the column voltage at the same rate in both
columns. The speed of positive column growth is, is therefore, halved. When the two
separate positive columns reach 32V, a further arc occurs. The positive columns again
'reduce' but for this and subsequent cases the column voltage does not fall to zero.
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For the example described, just before the third arc ignites the total voltage is 128 V (i.e.
64 V for each of the two arcs). When the third arc ignites the total arc-root voltage drop is
96 V (32V x 3) hence the remainder voltage (32 V) is shared between the three columns
(i.e. 10.7 V across each positive column).
Physically the remainder voltage would be distributed across the columns in accordance
with their prevailing physical properties and dimensions. Based on this averaging the
column voltage of the first arc changes from 0 V to 32 V, then decreases to 0 V before
increasing again up to 32 V. At the next ignition the column voltage per arc falls to 10.7 V
before increasing to 32 V, and for the next ignition the column voltage per arc falls to 16 V
rising to 32 V and so on. It follows, based on the results and above explanations that the
positive column voltage decreases without change in the total arc voltage, the mechanism
being solely an internal voltage redistribution
It is postulated that the mechanism is replicated until the maximum number of arcs occur.
At this instant the arc voltage is equal to twice the sum of the individual arc-root falls since
each column voltage fall will be equal to that of the arc root voltage. From a simple
mechanistic viewpoint, the rate of the voltage increase (dv/dt) in each arc will diminish as
the arc number increases. For example, the dv/dt associated with the first arc will be halved
when two arcs are burning, and divided by three when the next (third) arc ignites, and so
on, from which it is also postulated that the column dv/dt, Fig. 1, is inversely proportional
to the number of arcs.
From these findings and tests, it is proposed that prior to the voltage peak, the positivecolumn voltage is virtually proportional to the arc length and that the column cross-section
remains constant. This means that the column voltage gradient is practically constant during
this part of the arc phenomena, these being the conditions of the wall-stabilized arc. The
transient fuse arc voltage based on the proposed arc mechanism is given by the following
relation and conditions:
a = n(vak + (E dx/dt) ta)
0)
where n = arc number, x = positive column length, dx/dt is the bum-back rate, E the
column gradient and ta the arc commutation time ( ta= Varc max rise time/nmax)
Subject to:
(i) E . x(t) max. = Vak or E . x(t) < Vak
(ii)
Va<2 n Vak
and
(iii) E . x(t) = Vak (n-2)/n for t = t„
(where t„ is the time at commencement of the nth arc)
v

3.2. Basic arc mechanism for falling arc voltage
The same analysis of the arc voltage per arc was applied to the arc period subsequent to
the occurrence of the arc voltage peak. Based on the same wall stabilised arc assumptions,
the transient positive column voltage wave-form shape is similarly obtained Fig. 2. This arc
voltage shape is similarly distinctive except that the distance between the saw-tooth teeth
(arc extinctions) is now not constant but, in contrast, to the corresponding pre peak arc
voltage results Fig. 1, the slope of the column voltage per arc is constant. This new graph
indicates (i) that at the instant the arc voltage falls the number of arcs will be a maximum,
(ii) the number of arcs decrease as the arc voltage continues to fall by the simple process of
two arcs merging, and (iii) that the arc extinction mechanism is governed by the same
condition, as in the previous case, namely that the maximum voltage per arc cannot exceed
2Vak.

Va> (2 n-1).
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The arc extinction voltage wave-form shape, based on these assumptions, is explained as
follows. The arcs continue to extend as the means of dissipating the circuit energy but
cannot increase in number given that the whole wire is consumed. It follows, therefore, that
two of the separated arcs must eventually merge. At this instant there is a loss of an
anode/cathode arc root and, therefore, a corresponding intantaneous increase in the column
voltage of value Vak.
As in the arc formation process the column voltage wave-form shape indicates that the
positive column voltage per arc cannot exceed Vak, hence the net column voltage and arc
voltage must fall by this amount whilst the overall arc column length remains essentially the
same.
The proposed arc extinction mechanism is basically as follows. Given that the maximum
arc chain length is that of the fuse wire, then as each arc column increases minutely in length
with time the number of arcs decreases sequentially by the process of separated arcs
merging.
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Experimental Column Voltage per Arc
This mechanism involves a sequential quantum decrease in the net column voltage whilst the
sum of the column lengths remains more or less constant during which, however, the
corresponding decreases in current become progressively larger. For example, from Fig. 3
over the period 0.39 ms to 0.4 ms, the percentage change in current is 26% for a change in
arc voltage of 17% and over the period .43 ms to .45 ms the corresponding percentage
changes are 64% and 29% respectively. The fall in current, for these conditions, can occur
only if the column diameter or the column conductivity decrease at ever increasing rates.
For example the latter percentage change results in a doubling of the arc impedance
corresponding to either a reduction in arc conductivity by a factor of 2 or a reduction in
column diameter by a factor of 1.4. Either effect would lead to an accelerated deionisation
of the arcs which is consistent with rapid arc extinction under wall-stabilised arc conditions
as observed in the reported tests.
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3.3 Transient Arc Voltage Prediction
Equation(l) is applicable for predicting the transient arc voltage for the pre- and post-peak
arc voltage periods. The comparison of the experimental and predicted fuse arc voltage and
current using the arc voltage equation for both periods is shown, Fig. 3.

4. Conclusions
The proposed arc mechanisms for wires immersed in compacted silica filler have been
demonstrated to give consistent results with experimental findings, observations and
analysis for the arcing periods up to and following the instant arc voltages reach their peak
value, referred to as the arc formation (ignition) and arc extinction mechanisms respectively.
Both mechanisms, in essence, are based on the proposition that the arc column voltage per
arc cannot exceed the anode/cathode root voltage for a given fuse type. The mechanisms
provide new explanations on how arcs behave under wall-stabilised arc conditions, typical
of those encountered in successful HBC fuse current interruption.
The proposed mechanisms are expressed by a single, relatively simple, mathematical
expression which enables accurate prediction the complete fuse arc current, voltage and
I %t characteristics.
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SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENT OF FUSE ARC
TEMPERATURE
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Abstract:

This paper describes an experimental spectroscopic technique to continuously investigate arc
parameters, such as temperature, in high breaking capacity fuses. Difficulties concerning access to the fuse arc
were overcome by the use of an optical fibre inserted into the fuse body, providing an optical window to the fuse
arc. The spectroscopic technique consisted of the continuous acquisition of plasma emissions of radiation by an
opto-electronic system. Using well stablished quantum-mechanics expressions for the computation of the results,
the arc temperature was estimated to be about 20000K, which agrees with previous research. There was no
significant variation of arc temperature with time. This piece of information is believed to be of great value for
those developing dynamic representations of fuse arcs.

1

Introduction

The concealment of the hbc fuse arc within a solid dielectric [1] imposes important restraints to experimental
diagnostic techniques such as the determination of the level of absorption of plasma radiation. This is an essential
factor in the determination of the optical depth (or optical thickness) of the plasma. The formation of the fulgurite
is so unique to this kind of device that it is almost impossible to directly compare the fuse arc to any other wellknown industrial or laboratory plasma. To identify major particles present in the arc plasma Chikata et al. [2] used
a specially built transparent fuse associated with a spectrometer. Based on a few pictures of the arc, they used time
integration for the spectrum of radiation emissions to predict the plasma temperature. Barrow [3], for the first time,
inserted optical fibres into fuse bodies with an end sited close to the element and was also able to record major arc
radiation by the use of a rapid scanning spectrometer, linked to a photomultiplier. His temperature measurements,
however, were inconsistent and disagreed with those found by Chikata. Both techniques were based on the
recording of pictures or snap shots of the arc spectrum. The basic structure and main component parts of the high
breaking capacity (hbc) fuse used as arc generating source for this study is shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity, the
metallic element contained only one notched region and pure silica (Si02) was used as filler.
cylindric fibre body
end cap
notch

cathode

plasma column

o

Silver element

cathode fall region
Figure 1 - Industrial fuse used as “arc source”

2

The fuse arc

2.1

General

anode fall regio

Figure 2 - Main regions of the arc plasma

The arc [4] is characterised as a self-sustained electric discharge in which the plasma occurs at high temperature,
high pressure and the medium is said to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) implying, among other
things, that the electron temperature is the temperature of the plasma. To sustain a high electron density a small
electric field strength is needed and there is a small electrode fall of the order of 10 V, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
most important feature of the arc is thought to be its temperature field. The main plasma column is known as the
thermal plasma or thermal layer in which most of the energy transfer takes place due to collisional processes
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involving free electrons and heavy ionised particles. The collisions are said to be elastic and most energy is used to
heat the colliding ions. A hbc fuse arc is classified, to a first approximation, as a wall-stabilised by ablation,
axisymmetric arc. The wall-stabilised definition is reasonable to indicate the presence of a barrier surrounding the
arc at a different temperature from the plasma. The major diflference in the case of a hbc fuse arc, which greatly
distinguishes it from all other types of ablation arcs, is the formation of a liquid barrier, which is entrained in the
granules of silicon dioxide and held in position by surface tension. The chemical composition of such a structure
has been discussed [1, 3] and it is basically formed of Si and Ag particles. The inner layers are very poor in Ag
while its concentration tends to increase towards the outer layers. One of the reasons for this is thought to be a
phenomenon known as ionic migration. Take a plasma rich in two vaporised particles, say neutral silver (Ag I) and
neutral silicon (Si I). For a given axial temperature of the arc, Ta, only the particle with the lower ionisation
potential is significantly ionised (in this case, Ag I). The ions and the atoms of this gas will then have the largest
concentration gradients in the plasma. This will impose a flow of particles, as shown in Fig. 3, which implies an
inward flow of atoms (neutral particles of Ag) and an outward flow of the recently ionised particles (Ag II, etc.)
and electrons. Put differently, ionised particles of silver, if at all present near the axis of the arc, are likely to
migrate to the outer boundaries of the plasma, being forced out by ionic migration.

Si III

hypothetical
arc channel

O Ag I, Si I
O AgE

Temperature

Figure 3 - Plasma particles migration

2.2

Figure 4 - Radiation from different stages of
ionisation as a function of temperature

Atomic Emissions of Radiation from the Arc Plasma

Griem [5] derived an equation to calculate the thermal energy of the electron, on transition between specific
quantum states, at atomic level. He went on to show that the ratio of the intensities of emissions of radiation from
any two such transitions was given by
ll

=

^23glfl

c(E,-E,)/kT

(1)

%2

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the electron absolute temperature, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the
higher and lower quantum states, £ is the intensity of atomic emission of radiation, X is the wavelengthg, E is the
energy level, f is the oscillator strength and g is the statistical weight of the lower quantum state of the transition.
The atomic parameters [6-8], such as E, X, g and f are known for a large number of elements. The only unknown
in the right-hand side of eqn. 1 is the ratio ^ l^2 of intensities of emissions of radiation. When different stages of
ionisation of a given plasma particle are compared, the energy diflference E2 - Ej is much higher than that when
radiations from the same atomic species, in the same ionised stage, are compared. Griem extended the argument to
deal with atomic radiations from particles in subsequent stages of ionisation and derived the following expression,
for a given atomic species :
E2+E,-E,-AE„
\l _
Xi3g2f2(kTj3/2
kT
(2)
3 2 3
3/2
Si
^Vl47t / ao NeEH
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the lower and higher stages of ionisation respectively, ao is the Debye radius,
EH is the ionisation energy of the Hydrogen, E M is the ionisation energy of the less ionised particle, AE„ is the
reduction of the iozization energy of less ionised particle and all remaining parameters have the same meaning as
in eqn. 1. Once the particles in subsequent stages of ionisation are selected, for a given plasma, all parameters, but
the intensities % , can be found in tables of atomic quantum transitions. For both equations 1 and 2 the ratio
between intensities of emissions of radiation can be found experimentally. Regarding subsequent stages of
ionisation it is important to notice that at a given electron temperature, T, for a particular atomic species, one stage
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of ionisation will dominate all others. Cheim [9] also developed similar expressions and explained how eqns.l and
2 can be used to assess plasma temperature based on a consideration of the local thermodynamic equilibrium and
the optical thickness of the plasma. Fig. 4 gives an indication of the differences in the levels of emissions of
radiation as a function of the temperature. In a silicon plasma, at low temperatures, one is supposed to find higher
concentrations of neutral silicon (Si I) than two-fold Si II and so forth. There is a minimum temperature level to
find a specific ionised particle, as there is a certain temperature above which only particles in an even higher
ionised stage will be found. Away from these two extreme cases of temperature, one is likely to find two or more
ionised stages, at the same time, but in diflferent concentrations and emitting radiation at various levels of
intensity. A better estimate [5] of plasma temperature is achieved by using eqn. 2 than by using eqn. 1 because of
the larger difference in the upper energy levels, making the spectroscopic technique more sensitive changes in
plasma temperature. The experimental technique described in the next section allows for a continuous monitoring
of the ratio of atomic radiations
/£2) from the plasma, throughout the arcing period. The arc temperature can be
calculated using eqn. 1 for the same stage of ionisation or eqn. 2 for subsequent stages.

3

Fibre Optic Continuous Spectroscopy (FOCS)

3.1

Fundamentals of FOCS

The FOCS experimental technique was developed from the ideas and previous experience discussed earlier in this
paper. The novelty introduced here is the use of fast photodiodes associated with an optical fibre for the continuous
recording of plasma radiations. FOCS combines the use of an optical fibre with an optoelectronic system which is
able to choose and continuously monitor, from the main radiation beam, two and only two preselected frequencies
of arc radiation (1). This can be done without interruption, as long as plasma radiation exists or as long as it is
observable. The optical probing takes place in the thermal plasma (plasma column) and it is supposed that the
region under observation develops the highest temperatures.

3.2

Experimental Implementation of FOCS

The experimental implemtation of FOCS was achieved by the set-up of an optical system as shown in Fig. 5.
Polychromatic plasma radiation exits the optical fibre through a special connector which yields a divergent beam
with a clear image of the arc. The divergent beam is then collimated by a high quality camera lens. The distance
between the fibre exit and the lens is carefully chosen so that the optical aperture of the collimated beam is set to a
predetermined value ( = 0.5 cm). This dimension has to be compatible with the physical dimension of the
remaining optical components. The collimated polychromatic radiation then reaches a special device called a
beamsplitter. It literally splits the incoming light beam into two secondary beams, each one having 50% of the total
impinging power of the original beam but with the same spectral characteristic. Using an electrical analogy, it
works as a voltage divider. The amplitude of the signal is reduced but the waveshape is kept intact. After that, each
secondary beam will follow similar optical paths. First, each will be filtered to a previously defined wavelength.
This is made possible by the use of very narrow band interference filters. These are specially coated optical surfaces
which allow for the transmission of only one frequency, with a small error defined by its bandwidth. All other
frequencies are reflected back. The selected monochromatic radiation is then passed through a condensing lens to
focus the monochromatic image of the arc. This image is then collected by a very fast PIN photodiode, the output
of which is an analogue voltage signal, proportional to the impinging intensity of the plasma radiation, at the
selected frequency. An identical procedure is adopted for the other branch of FOCS. The fundamental difference is
in the selected frequency of radiation (central line of the interference filter). It is now clear that the connection
between FOCS and atomic radiations, in the plasma, is made possible by a proper selection of interference filters,
corresponding to expected frequencies to be radiated by plasma particles. The next stage, as shown in Fig. 6, is the
electronic amplification of the output of the photodiodes and posterior storage by a LeCroy 9400, 125 MHz digitial
oscilloscope. From the scope data is transferred via a GPIB/IEEE-488 interface to a personal computer where the
signals are stored and treated mathematically. The mathematical treatment comprises a simple division of the two
signals on a byte-to-byte basis, using digital averaging. The result is a continuous curve of the ratio
of
radiation emissions for the duration of the arc. Substituting this ratio in eqn. 1 or 2 (whichever is appropriate) the
continuous temperature variation is calculated. To relate the waveforms captured by FOCS, as voltage signals, to
fuse arcing, and to provide a time reference for these signals, one of the outputs from the photodiodes was recorded
on another digital oscilloscope, simultaneously with the fuse test current.
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Figure 5 - FOCS experimental setup
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Figure 6 - Data transfer to a personal computer

Sample Fuses as Arc Sources for FOCS

A special effort was made to ensure that identical sample fuses were produced. A high level of quality control was
adopted from the manufacturing stage of the main component parts, through the basic assembly line and to the
final preparations in the laboratory. The sample fuses were manufactured without being filled with granular silica
and without the two sealing pins shown in Fig. 7. All fuses were x-rayed to determine the precise location of the
notches. A small hole was then drilled in the fuse body, immediately above the notch. A pure silica glass tube
(diameter <J> =1.0 mm) was pushed through the hole until its bottom end was approximately 3 mm from the pure
silver metallic element. It was then glued to the walls of the hole. The cleaved tip of the pure silica optical fibre
was inserted into the glass tube and allowed to rest on or very near the notch. This process was monitored by
observation through a magnifying lens positioned near the pin hole. The fibre was then glued to the glass tube and
the fuse filled with granular silica (mesh size 100/140, BS 410, 1976), having an average grain size of 100 pm. To
minimise interference with the arc, the granular silica (Si02) was chosen to be approximately the average silica
grain size. A good compaction was achieved by vibrating each fuse for 10min. To ensure consistent compaction, a
metallic rod was pushed through the pin hole and pressed against the silica granules. When no more silica could
be inserted the fuses were sealed and ready for testing. All fuses were tested in a one-phase, 250 V AC circuit, as
shown in Fig. 8, with a prospective symmetrical current of 600 A RMS, at a power factor of 0.18 lagging.

4

Experimental Results

The results obtained by FOCS, from the power tests carried out on a number of sample fuses, are presented in two
groups. The first group shows the patterns of radiation emissions from Si II (505 and 634 nm) while the second
group shows different patterns from simultaneous emissions of Si II (413 nm) and Si III (457 nm).

4.1

Emissions of Atomic Radiation from Si II

Fig. 9 shows atomic radiations from Si II 505 nm (transition 3s^4p => 3s^4d) and Si II 634 nm (transition 3s^4s
=> 3s2 4p). The time reference into the arc is shown in Fig. 10. An important effect visible in this example is the
residual atomic radiation at 634 nm, after arc extinction. This effect was always present for this frequency and will
be discussed in Section 6. The ratio of radiation intensities is given in Fig. 11 and substituting this continuous
ratio in eqn. 1, the variation of plasma temperature with time was calculated, as shown in Fig.12.

4.2

Emissions of Atomic Radiation from Si II and Si in

Atomic radiations from Si II 413 nm (transition 3s2 3d => 3s^4f) and Si III 457 nm (transition 3s4s => 3s4p) are
shown in Fig. 13. The respective arcing time references are given in Fig. 14 and the correspondent ratio of
radiation emissions are given in Fig. 15. Replacing the ratio of radiation intensities in eqn. 2, the plasma
temperature was calculated continuously and the results are given in Fig.16.
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Discussion of Results

The most interesting aspects of the results obtained by FOCS is, without doubt, that although observable
emissions of plasma radiation are greatly reduced, as the arcing time progresses, the temperature remains high
and almost unchanged in practical terms. There seems to be a fundamental difference between this
phenomenon and the interruption of arc current in other industrial devices (i.e. circuit breakers) whereby an
external gas flow is imposed across (or along) the arc cross-section, changing its geometry and exchanging
heat in the process, up to arc extinction. In the HBC fuse heat escaping from the arc is used to build up the
fulgurite surrounding the arc channel. This can be demonstrated by the hollowness of the fulgurite which
shows the region previously occupied by the arc. As the Si02 immediately in contact with the plasma melts
and decomposes, heat continues to flow outwards, in the direction of the solid and remote silica quartz,
transported by the liquefied material and plasma vapours. Although the formation of the fulgurite is a thermal
process which takes place due to the high temperatures developed within the plasma, the expression 'arc
cooling' does not seem very appropriate as the temperature of the inner layers of the arc changes very little
throughout. This suggests that expressions like 'arc constriction' might be more appropriate for the inner
plasma. In the investigation of subsequent stages of ionisation (SiII/SiIII) the plasma temperature remained
approximately constant, about 25000K, for most of the observed interval. This reinforces the findings of
Chikata [2] although he used a completely different spectroscopic technique and a time resolved
approximation. Regarding the accentuated reduction in the intensities of emission of radiation, observed in
both cases given in the Section 4, the present authors believe that radiations are damped by an absorbing
layer of material, which progressively interposes itself between the plasma and the optical fibre. The
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thickness, and thus the absorption capacity of this layer, increases with arc duration. The closer the pair of
wavelengths (Si II 413 nm and Si III 457 nm), the smaller the spectral influence of the forming layer of
material on the ratio
/ §2. As the temperature is calculated from the ratio of emission intensities, if both
radiations are damped at approximately the same rate, the ratio would not vary significantly and neither
would the temperature. This alien layer of material is the wall of the fulgurite, in process of formation. A
critical analysis of the results led the authors to make the following observations :
(a) For approximately the same arc duration, emissions of radiation of 413 nm and 457 nm (Fig. 13) reduce
rapidly whereas the emissions of 505 nm and 634 nm last longer (Fig. 9).
(b) For the pair of line emissions ^634/^505, the plasma temperature starts at about 20000K, remains at that
level for some time (Fig.12) and then decreases rapidly to about 10000 K, just prior to arc extinction. After
this, numerical instabilities do not allow further calculations, as \ 505 approaches zero.
(c) For the pair of radiation intensities §457/£413 temperature oscillates around 25000 K (Fig.16) throughout
the observation period.
(d) Radiation emissions at 634 nm seem to last longer than the arc itself, indicating a probable coupling of
frequencies radiated from different plasma particles.
There should be an explanation for the drastic reduction in the intensities of plasma radiation, observed in
the rapid decline of the lines Si II and Si III, after 0.5 ms to 1 ms of arc commencement. High levels of
temperature should indicate intense plasma radiation and vice versa. The opposite, however, is observed. The
temperature remains high while emissions of radiation severely decrease. A careful investigation [10] of
possible atomic radiations, from other plasma particles, showed the existence of neutral oxygen (O I)
radiating near 634 nm. This wavelength coincides with one of the radiators used in Fig. 9. Oxygen is present
in the air in the quartz interstices and can also be obtained from the decomposition of Si02. It is likely that
these particles interfered with the measurements, acting as stray sources of radiation. The solidifying quartz
is also thought [9] to emit strongly towards the red (634 nm) at about 2000°C. These would add to the Si
II 634 nm emissions, generating an apparently higher ratio £634/^505 which, from eqn. 1, would result in
lower temperatures. The increase in the ratio £634/£505 does not seem to be caused by plasma reabsorption
of radiations at 505 nm, as the upper energy level of this particular transition is very high (E =12.53 eV)
compared to the maximum possible energy for Si II (ionisation energy=16.35 eV). From Fig. 9 it is also clear
that radiations at 634 nm are kept high even near arc extinction. Again, glowing oxygen or nitrogen particles
could well be detected in the absence of the electric current, just after arc extinction. Moreover, there is a
possibility of radiations from molten silver, near the red (634 nm), being captured and wrongly added to the
silicon emissions. Although the optical thickness of the fuse arc plasma was not measured by the use of an
external source of radiation, it can be estimated by the levels of energy involved in the atomic transitions.
As stated earlier, radiations arising from higher quantum states are not expected to be reabsorbed and, as a
consequence, the plasma is optically thin to those radiations.

6

General Remarks on FOCS

The experimental technique was successful in tracing plasma radiations continuously, during most of the
arcing period. A number of steps have to be followed to successfully choose the atomic emissions of
radiation to be traced. These steps are described below.

(a)
The primary constraint is imposed by plasma particle composition. One needs to know, from a pr
examination, the atomic species that are present and their ionised stages, during the existence of the pbana
(b) Select those particles whose levels of radiation are sufficiently high to be recorded throughout the desired
interval.
(c) From this selected group, one has to put aside pairs of particles, belonging to the same atomic species,
identifying those which are in the same stage of ionisation and those which are in subsequent stages.
(d) From these pairs, choose those whose differences in the upper energy levels, of the atomic transitions,
are large enough [5, 11] ( ~ 2 eV) to yield accurate measurements of temperature from emitted radiation.
(e) Additionally, check whether or not the chosen wavelengths, for the particular pair of radiations, are
present in radiations from other plasma particles, which would create the inconvenience of parasitic radiators,
altering the results and possibly yielding incorrect conclusions.
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(f) Finally, after a careful selection of wavelengths, one needs to specify the adequate interference filters, with
good peak transmittance and narrow bandwidth, which are not always commercially available. The choice
of wavelengths is extremely critical as it can be very difficult to meet conditions (a)-(e) simultaneously.
The error in the method can be discussed according to its classification as systematic or random error.
Systematic errors are very difficult to detect as they are inherent in the measuring device itself or in the
specific technique of measurement. The safest way to check [7] for the presence and scale of this type of
error is to compare the results with those obtained by a different method. As mentioned before, there was
excellent agreement between the results found in this project with those found by Chikata [2]. This is very
much reinforced by the fact that the agreement was not only on the levels of arc temperature but also on its
time pattern. Using time integration, Chikata was able to predict what has been confirmed by the continuous
information registered by FOCS : the temperature stays very high ( = 25000 K) and approximately constant
near to the extinction of the arc. Although this is not an absolute guarantee of a negligible systematic error,
it is a good indication of the accuracy of the results. It is important to remember that Chikata used
photomultipliers with an external source of calibration, characterising a very different spectroscopic technique.
Random or statistical errors in the method, due to factors such as oscillations in the base line of oscilloscopes
(for digital averaging), internal oscillations in the electronic amplifiers for the photodiodes, dark current of
photodiodes etc., are overshadowed by a large error introduced by uncertainties in the atomic transition
probabilities (oscillator strength). These uncertainties [5] are unavoidable and depend very much on the
availability of data for the particular pair of atomic radiations. For the lines Si II 413 nm and Si III 457 nm,
the uncertainty [6] is 25%. Unless more accurate information is available regarding atomic parameters, any
spectroscopic technique will be subject to important errors originating from uncertainties in the fundamental
atomic data. Taking all this into account, one can say that on the assumption of LTE and optical transparency
of the plasma, FOCS gives continuously a good indication of arc temperature ( ~ 20000 K) which remains
approximately stable through the arcing process. Validation was achieved by comparing the results obtained
from two types of radiation (same stage and subsequent stages of ionisation) and results obtained by a
different spectroscopic technique. The combination of the optical fibre with the photodiodes showed an
excellent sensitivity to radiation in the visible range of the spectrum. The major advantage of FOCS is the
continuous recording of emissions of atomic radiation, allowing for a continuous calculation of the plasma
temperature. The major disadvantage lies with a difficult choice of wavelengths.

7
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EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR SPECTROSCOPIC
MEASUREMENTS OF PLASMA ARCS IN FUSES
P. Bezborodko, J. Fauconneau, R. Pellet
Laboratory Arc Electrique et Plasmas Thermiques
U.R.A. 828 C.N.R.S.,University Blaise Pascal
Clermont-Ferrand, France

Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present our latest experimental set up for spectroscopic measurements. Two different
experimental sets have been used. The first one includes a 500 mm focal spectrograph and light is collected via an
optic fiber placed in sand near the fuse element. This set up enables us to obtain large band spectra without
modifying the physical phenomena. The second one includes a bigger spectrograph (f = 1500 mm) where spectral
lines are focused on an O.M.A. (Optical Multichannel Analyser) array. The array is used in a streak camera mode for
data acquisition. Light is optically collected by means of lenses and diaphragms. In this case the fuse is a half-fuse
whose partition is a glass wall. This set enables us to obtain a succession of time resolved spectra (down to 100 ps)
during the fuse arc phenomena.

Introduction
Our investigations are devoted to the comprehension of physical phenomena occurring during the breaking period of
a high breaking capacity (H.B.C) fuse.
The range of our experiments is the following: electrical field E is about 30 V/mm, instantaneous breaking current
Imax is about a few 103 A and we try to obtain current density j of about 10* A/m^. We have chosen fuse elements
with constrictions with a view to obtaining a bum-back process which occurs in typical modem H.B.C. fuses.
Our questions are about energy or matter transport which permit to dissipate the electrical energy of the circuit. We
also asked ourselves what are the relative contributions to energy losses in the following phenomena: gas and vapor
evacuation through sand, increase in sand enthalpy by temperature increase (heat content) or fusion (latent heat),
optical radiations, pressure transfer (gas evacuation, sand packing). Another problem is to understand physical
mechanisms which induce the bum-back of the fuse element.
Our approch is mainly an experimental one. We try to carry out different kinds of experiments, the spectroscopic
ones can give valuable qualitative information. However physical parameters such as electronic density, temperature,
instantaneous pressure will require special attention on account of unfavourable conditions (optically thick plasma,
radiations of neighbouring black body).

1

Experimental set up

1.1

Test fuses

Fuse elements have an effective length of 36 mm, are 0.105 mm thick, 99.99 % pure silver strip. As one of our
interests is the bum-back phenomenon, we have chosen fuse elements with a single row of notches punched at their
centres. Depending on the number of notches (1,2, or 3,0.5 mm large each), we dispose of three strip widths: 2.5,
5, 7.5 mm. The fuses are filled with approximately 99 % pure silica grains with a mean diameter of 400 pm. To
test these fuses, we have a capacitor bank which can release an energy of 2100 Joules (Ucharge = 540V,
Imax

=

4000 A).
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Therefore, we have made two sorts of test fuses (Fig, 1):
- The first (Fig. 1-a) is a standard reproduction of a normal fuse with a 2 mm hole perpendicular to the plane of the
fuse element This hole is located just opposite the notch. A ceramic tube is inserted to within 3 mm of the element
and glued into place. A 1 mm optical fiber is introduced so as to be 2 mm recessed of the tube end. Like this, an
alteration of the fiber end is avoided. To insure that the pressure is identical to the real case, we have conformed to
the volume of sand required.
- The second (Fig. 1-b) is like a half-fuse with a glass wall. On the one side, a 4 mm wide glass wall is put on the
fuse element On the other side, the fuse is filled with silica grains.

Fuse strip

Fig. 1-a: Fusel

1.2

Fig. 1-b : Fusel

Large band spectra : set up 1

Fuse 1 is associated with a 0.5 meter focal length spectrograph which has three gratings (150, 600,
2400 grooves/mm).The detector is a linear diode array which gives an image coupled with fiber optic bundles. This
set up enables us to obtain large band spectra without modifying physical phenomena. The minimal exposure time
is 30 ms. The mechanical shutter has an opening time of about 6 ms, which explains why it is impossible to
synchronize precisely data acquisitions with the phenomenon.

1.3

Time resolved spectra : set up 2

Fuse 2 is associated with a 1.5 meter focal length spectrograph with two gratings (600, 2400 grooves/mm). The
detector is a Charge Coupled Device array (512 x 512 pixels). The CCD detector is used in streak mode operation.
This mode permits to record the behaviour of the phenomenon as a function of time with an exposition time as
short as 100 ps. In fact, the light is just focused on one track of the array ( 10 or 15 rows). Successive spectra are
acquired and then shifted down to the rest of the array providing a storage area for data. This set up makes it possible
to synchronize precisely data acquisitions with fuse arc. The oscilloscope recording enables us to visualise the exact
timing of spectra acquisitions associated with the current behaviour.
This test configuration is shown in Fig.2.
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2

Experimental results

2.1

Discharges characteristics

A certain number of electrical measurements have been done with the aim of verifying that our fuse presents suitable
electrical characterises. One example of electrical characteristics is shown in Fig.3 where the fuse element is
7.5 mm wide. The voltage across the capacitor bank for this experiment was 540 V.
The electrical field values have been estimated taking into account the maximum voltage across the fuse and the
final length of fulgurite. The values obtained vary from 20 V/mm to 30 V/mm. These characteristics are of the same
order as those obtained in industrial fuses.
Whatever voltages are applied on fuse, arcs begin at constant current values (2.5 mm width : 1200 A, 5 mm :
1800 A, 7.5 mm : 2400 A). These characteristics are important for Set up 2 to identify the start of arc from current
curves.

Current

Vo]tage

U —>

-0 00

1 000

2 000

3.000

A 000
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Fig. 3 : Voltage and current characteristics of Fusel.
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2.2

Fulgurite

The object was to obtain a great length of fulgurite from a single notch in such a way that bum-back phenomenon
could be observed easily. Lengths of 36 mm were obtained. We have also measured the dissipated arc energy versus
fulgurite weight in Fuse 1. A value of 1.3 KJ/g is obtained. Some experiments have also been made at Ferraz's
with industrial cartridges and with the same fuse elements. A value of 1.7 KJ/g is obtained. The difference between
these values is probably due to the difference in packing density. These values are to be compared to the result
(2.1 KJ/g) obtained by Barrault and co-workers in [1].

2.3

Spectroscopic results

An example of spectrum obtained with the 0.5 meter focal length spectrograph is shown in Fig. 4. In this
experiment, Fuse 1 was used with a 7.5 mm wide fuse element. Si+ lines (634.7 nm and 637.1 nm) are easily
identifiable and have been already observed by authors [2], Two other lines around 521 nm and 546 nm cannot be
identified with certainty. There exist Ag lines at 520.9 nm and 546.5 nm but there are also Si+ lines at either
520.2 nm or 546.7 nm and 546.9 nm.
Another result is that the continuous background noise is very high compared to the line intensity, which leads us
questions about light source. It seems that the arc plasma occurs but is surrounded by a layer which behaves like a
blackbody.
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Fig. 4 : Emitted light by Fusel
To avoid this problem, we have realised Fuse 2 where the fuse element is right against the glass wall. A band of
10 nm wavelength around 636 nm is shown in Fig.5. Fig.6 shows the simultaneous acquisition obtained on the
oscilloscope. Channel 1 represents the succession of exposures and sweeps done by C.C.D. camera. Channel 2
represents current I. It can be seen on the whole of the oscilloscope recording that there is no exact simultaneity
between light and current. In general, light reaches its maximum value some hundred jxs after the supposed
beginning of arc. Further experiments will be done with voltage recording in addition.
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The spectra show that Fuse 2 continuous background noise is much less than with Fuse 1 (the intensity of 0.246
before and after the experiment is an electronic offset). However, current and fulgurite sizes are comparable. Morever,
it can be seen on the spectra that when light starts to emit, the line broadening is several times as broad as at the end
of the emission (in Fig.5, broadening of lines n°ll are four times those in n°18). The line peaks are sometimes
shifted towards violet (in Fig. 5, there is 0.06 nm gap between track n°l 1 and n°18).

Conclusion
We have shoown the possibilities offered by our experimental set up. A succession of spectra as short as 100 ps
permits to characterize the evolution of lines for a single occurence. The calculation of the electronic density and
temperature [3] will require some care with regard to the radiations which are emitted by the blackbody surrounding
plasma.
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The dielectric reignition of electric fuses at small overcurrents
A. Ehrhardt, W. Rother, K. Schumann, G. Nutsch
Technical University of Ilmenau
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technique
Abstract:
The dielectric recovery of a fuse model is investigated by a synthetic test circuit. The influences of the melting time
and of the arc energy on the dielectric recovery strength are represented. The used fuse element is a silver band with
a single notch. The electric fuses are stressed with small overcurrents. Simple models for these conditions are
represented for the calculation of the arc period and the dielectric recovery.
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Introduction

The melting period and the arcing period of electric fuses have often been subjects of experimental investigations as
well as theoretic research. Accordingly a great diversity of calculation models exists for the description of these
processes. In comparison with those the process of the recovery is not researched very intensively /I - 61. The
processes which lead to a reignition of the arc after current zero are very complex. Referring to reignition one
usually takes into account two extreme cases the thermal and the dielectric reignition. The residual plasma has an
electric conductivity after current zero by the thermal inertia of the arc plasma. Therefore, a post arc current exists
due to the transient voltage. A thermal reignition of the arc occurs if the power input to the residual plasma by the
post arc current is higher than the power loss caused by the cooling . After current zero the former arc channel
between the electrodes has a smaller dielectric strength in comparison with a cold gas channel because of the high
gas temperature. This high temperature decreases slowly with time. A dielectric reignition will occur if the transient
voltage is higher than the momentary breakdown voltage accross the electrodes.
For the accurate knowledge about the reignition process of electric fuses different investigations are necessary for
both thermal and dielectric reignition. The aim of our research is the investigation the dielectric recovery of a fuse
filled with quartz sand. With the knowledge of the dielectric recovery behaviour of the fuse one can obtain some
outcomings of the influence of the thermal processes within the whole recovery.
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2

Experimental investigations

2.1

Experimental arrangement

The synthetic test circuit for the measurement of the dielectric recovery strength of electric fuses is shown in
figure 1.
S1
S2
R1
R2
Figure 1: Synthetic test circuit
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The device operates according to a method published by OZAKI 111 and is qualified for recording of a complet
dielectric recovery strength charateristic during one test. At first the electric fuse is loaded with a voltage ul (up to
5 040 V) and a current up to 200 Amps. The beginning of the arcing period is recorded by a threshold voltage of
about 30 volts. The arcing period can be interrupted after 45 ms (switching delay of S2) in every half-cycle. The
arrangement shown in 161 is used for short arcing times. After the interruption by the load voltage ul and the
charging of the capacitance c the test object is loaded with the test voltage U2. A dielectric reignition will take place
if the charging voltage of the capacitance is higher than the breakdown voltage of the former arc channel. The
capacitance is recharged after the breakdown. These processes repeat themselves until the breakdown voltage of the
former arc channel is higher than the test voltage U2. The energy input and the rate of rise of the test voltage are
controlled by U2,R2 and C in which the energy input after current zero has to be much smaller than the energy
content of the residual plasma column. As an example figure 2 shows the intermittent voltage slope after current
zero.
The connection of the voltage maxima gives the dielectric recovery strength characteristic for the investigated fuse
element. For a successful application of the measuring method for the investigation of the dielectric breakdowns it is
necessary that the residual current of the fuse is much smaller than the test current i2. On the other hand the value of
the test current i2 is limited by the requirement of a minimal energy input after current zero. In consequence it is
difficult to use the measuring method with a low electric resistance of the fuse after current zero. This can be the
case using copper fuse elements or if the fulgurites are rather short. Results of corresponding investigations will be
published later.
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2.2

Test conditions

A coaxial fuse modell is used as a test object whereby a fast exchange of the fuse element and the quartz sand is
possible. Silver is used as the fuse element material. The thickness of the fuse element is 0,07mm and its width is
1 mm. The notches of the fuse element are produced by a perforator. The cross section of the constriction is
0,5*0,07 mm2. The particle size distribution and the composition of the used quartz sand is shown in table 1. The
quartz sand density amounts to 1,68 g/cm3. Table 2 shows the variation region of the test parameters.
Table 1: composition and particle-size distribution
composition
substance

portion

Si02
Fe203

>98
<0,015
<0,3

Al2Q3+TiQ2
CaO+MgO
Na2+K2Q

2.3

particle-size distribution
grainz size
mm
0,5
0,315
0,2

<0,2

0,1

<0,1

0,063

Table 2: test parameter
parameter

range

portion
0,4
8,3
57,2
33,7
0,3

load voltageu 1
test voltage U2
load current il
test current 12
capacitance c
melting time U
fulgurite length
arcing time tLB

1SR

500 - 5 040 V
600 - 7 000 V
21 - 200 A
100 - 200 mA
0,5 - 50 nF
-2 000 s
4 - 80 mm
5 - 300 ms

Results

The reignition of electric fuses is influenced by the energy input during the melting time as well as the arc energy as
already shown in 12,31. The energy absorption during the prearcing time and the arcing time determines not only the
geometry of the fulgurite but also the physical and electrical properties of the gas between the burned back ends of
the fuse element. For comparing different measurments the measured breakdown voltage is divided by the gap length
between the two endes of the fuse element lc. The obtained dielectric strength ep is used as a criterion for the
dielectric recovery. The influence of melting time as well as of arc energy on the dielectric strength is to be seen in
figure 3.
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Smaller melting times as well as a small arc energy lead to a steeper course of dielectric strength as function of time.
The reason for that is the heating of the quartz sand during the melting time as well as the arcing time, which leads to
a less cooling of the residual plasma.

3

Modelling of the recovery strength process

The selection of a reference test is useful to develop an empiric model for the calculation of the reignition process.
This curve of the dielectric strength epo (see figure 4) corresponds to a mean value of arc energy (Wa = 444 Ws) as
well as of melting time (tm = 88 s).
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Figure 4: Dielectric strength of the
reference experiment versus the time
after current zero
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The reference test is approximated by:
e

(1)

D0 =17+10* tcZ0>6

The values of the numbers in the equations (1) - (7), (11) and (13) are only valid using the units of the ‘List of
symbols’. To take into consideration the different influence of the melting and arcing period adjusting factors ftm
respectively f\Va are used as shown in the following equation:
e

D = eoo * ftm * fWa
with
ftm - adjusting factor for different melting times
and
f\Va - adjusting factor for different arc energies

3.1

(2)

Consideration of the melting period

The melting time is used as the characteristic value for the influence of the prearcing period. Tests with nearly the
same arc energy but with different melting times are taken for the calculation of the adjusting factor for different
melting times ftm- The measured dielectric strength (ep) are related to the dielectric strength (epo) of the reference
test at the time L* = 1 ms after current zero. Figure 5 shows the obtained adjusting factor % for different melting
times.
Figure 5: Adjusting factor for
different melting times
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The characteristic can be described with:
ftm = U5 * tm-0,03

(3)
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3.2

Consideration of the arcing period

In order to take different arc energies into calculation the values of the dielectric strength eg obtained with different
arc energies but the melting time of the reference test are compared. Figure 6 shows the obtained adjusting factor
f\Va for different arc energies.
2,7

Figure 6: Adjusting factor for
different arc energies
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The approximation is made using:

fWa = 6*Wa-0,3

(4)

The arc energy can be calculated by the correlation of the electrical network and of the arc voltage. The arc voltage
is
"a = uac + lc * e

(5)

The electrode drop uac (sum of anode- and cathode drop) is determined by GNANALINGAM 78/
uac=15 + i0,39

(6)

The application of a constant burn back rate as well as the burn back model of DAALDER191 are not suitable for the
calculation of the arc length. An experimentally determinded relationship between the arc length and the arc energy
(see figure 7) is more useful.
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Figure 7: Measured fulgurite length
approximated by equ. (7) as a
function of the arc energy
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The approximation results in
lf= l,2*Wa°’6

(7)

To calculate the electric field strength e of a wall- stabilized arc a model by HUANG /10/ is used. It starts from
following energy balance:

fi * lc / (K*b *h) = e* a * lc * 2 * (b +h) *T4

(8)

It is supposed, that
- the whole arc energy is transported to the surrounding only by radiation,
- the arc is quasi - stationary and isothermal,
- the arc length is much higher than the arc channel diameter,
- the arc occupies the whole channel of the fulgurite,
- the arc plasma is an air plasma and
- the emission coefficient Eis 0,1.
The spezific electric conductivity of an air plasma (values by /11/; pressure 0,1 MPa, in agreement to /12/) is
approximated in the temperature range between 5 000 and 17 000 K by means of the function, written in equ. (9)
using the values for a and ß shown in table 3.
K

= ß * T“

(9)

Table 3: approximation values
a
up

to 9 000 K

3 * 10-24

9 000- 12 200 K
above 12 200 K

2,5 * 10-16
1,5

To use equation (8) the size of the arc channel must be known. The measured channel cross sections ascertained by
microscopic investigations of fulgurite cross sections are in accordance with the calculated results using equation
(10) by GNANALINGAM /8/
dAa/dt = (ko+(km-ko) * (1 - exp(-ta/x)) *e *i / Wp

(10)

with
ko = 0,08,
km —0,63,
Wp = 3,8 Ws/mm3,
and

T

= 10 ms .

10

Figure 8: Measured arc channel
thickness approximated by equ. (11)
as a function of the arc cross-section
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Independently of the load of the fuse element the evaluation of the measurements results in a relation between the
fulgurite channel cross-section and the fulgurite channel thickness (see figure 8) corresponding to

h = 0,5 * Aa0,675

(11)

By means of the equations (8), (9), (10) and (11) is it possible to determine the spezific electric conductivity of the
plasma . The electric field strength can be calculated with the Ohm's Law :
j = K*e

(12)

Now the designation of the arc voltage (equ. 5) and of the adjusting factors f\Va equ.(4) is possible. The insertion of
equ.(3) and equ.(4) in equ.(2) results in equation (13). By this equation it is possible to transfer the dielectric
strength of the reference test to other melting times and arc energies.
eD = (117,3 + 69 * tcZ0,6)* tm-°-03 * Wa-0,3

(13)

For the calculation of the dielectric strength eg it is consequently necessary to know the energy absorption during the
arc period besides the knowledge of the melting time. The melting time can be determined by calculations /13/ or by
experiments.

3.3

Results

The arc period of electric fuses at small over currents lasts several half-waves. The arc period is interrupted after
each current zero by the recovery process. In this phase it is decided whether the current will be cut off or the
reignition of the arc occurs. The dielectric strength characteristic of the gap must be calculeted by a mathematic
simulation after each arc half-wave corresponding to the energy input during the whole arc period. A reignition will
take place if the transient voltage reaches the breakdown voltage of the gap. To compare the measured and the
calculated current and voltage curves it is necessary to take the ignition time of the arc from the measurement,
because it is difficult to calculate the ignition time of the arc within a half-wave for long melting times. Figure 9
demonstrates an example of the calculation of the arc period for a single notched fuse element.
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Figure 9: Comparison of calculated and measured arc voltage and current
parameters: load voltage ul = 1413 V, load current il = 24 A, melting time L = 804 s
V'LMHVWr measured,
calculated
In table 4 calculated and measured parameters for different test conditions are shown. There is a rather good
agreement between the calculated and measured geometry of the fulgurite as well as of the electric parameters.
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Table 4: Calculations with different test conditions

u 1 =500 V, il=23 A, tm=310 s
arc energy
[Ws]
fulgurite length
[mm]
arc channel thickness [mm]
[mm]
arc channel width
max, mean temperature [K]
breakdown voltage
[V]
ul=1413 V, i 1=24,5 A, tm=569 s
[Ws]
arc energy
[mm]
fulgurite length
arc channel thickness [mm]
[mm]
arc channel width
max, mean temperature [K]
breakdown voltage
[V]
u 1=2773 V, il=26 A, tm=78 s
[Ws]
arc energy
[mm]
fulgurite length
arc channel thickness [mm]
arc channel width
[mm]
max, mean temperature [K]
breakdown voltage
[V]

2.

1.

parameter
cal.

meas.

cal.

10,54
4,9
0,18

9,3

30,6
9,36
0,3
1,56
14168

1,22
18629
437

half wave
5.
meas.
cal.
meas.
cal.
fuse element length 50 mm
29,86
10
0,35
1,46

meas.

cal.

meas.

275,4

361,8
41,1
0,92

386,2
41,5
0,84
2,5

512

1,58
1,5
0,1
0,96
17654
93

1,69

360

27,3
8,7
0,3
1,59
15463
567

3,7

1,8

37,9

2,6

10,6

0,13
1,04
18995
233

0,36
1,67
15422
525,8

280

fuse element length 100 mm
26,3
148
168,4
249
24,1
32,9
0,8
0,65
2,5
2,27
10208
10937
1343
1160
520
1272
fuse element length 100 mm
357,5
199
30,7
205
40,8
29,2
0,89
0,72
2,65
2,38
10311
11031
1210
1160
360
1042

2,68
9744
1400
350,4

535,9
52,8
1,04
2,84
9840

1280

Summary
Based on the good agreement between the calculation and experimental measurment the following conclusion can
be made. Using silver fuse elements the reignition process is determined by the dielectric process with the given test
conditions (see chapter 2.2.). The recovery process of a single notched fuse element after current zero is influenced
by the energy absorption during the prearc period and the arc period. The experimental results can be summarized in
an empirical model for calculating the switching-off process of a fuse with silver elements in the region of small
overcurrents.
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TWO - STAGE MECHANISM OF STRIATED
DISINTEGRATION OF FUSE - WIRE
K. Jakubiuk
Gdansk Technical University, Poland
Abstact: Up to now in the open literature there is a conviction that fuse-wire shows one
stage disintegration by striation. It is not the case in reality. The paper pushes forward an
idea about a two stage striation. Each stage: primary and secondary, has got its own
modulus. For primary striation that modulus is several times shorter than for secondary
one. In the paper a developed analitical explanation of both stages is given and compared
with experimental observations. An analitical approch is based on MHD equations plus an
equation of state of the liquid conductor metal.

1 Introduction
Investigations show clear, that interrupting a short - circuit the fuse - wire disintegrate by striation
[1,2,5,6,10,11,12,13,14], On the other hand, drop, segment and chaotic disintegrations have taken place due to the
overload and moderate short-circuit currents breaking [5,10,12], Hitherto research does not give a univocal
identification of the striation [2,9,10,12,13,14], Hibner's experiments [5,6] suggest that such striation occurs if the
maximal current density in the fuse element fulfils the conditions:
• for wire fuse-elements
(1)

• for strip fuse-elements
(2)

in which: d - wire diameter in mm, A - cross - sectional area of strip in mm2.
The main feature of striation is modulus, which established experimentally is:
• Nasilowski's for wires [10,11]
(3)

hs =kc A0"""1

[mm]

(4)

where: kc = 3.1 mm° 4 - empirical constant.
Both relations (3) and (4) are based on sand fuse fulgurite inspections, which on the other hand does not exist if a
striation in the open space occurs. In such case on ultra rapid X - ray photography [3,4], shows that striation
appears if jm « 5 H- 1000 kA/mm2. The modulus in the last case is several times smaller than one suggested by
(3) and (4) (Table 1). The reason of so greate differences is in different kind of that modulus determination.
Namely, the instants of modulus observation in sand fuses and in open space in experiments are dramatically
shifted: in fuses the observation is statical after final current interruption, whereas in open space the observation is
dynamic and has just taken place before wire disintegration. Arai investigations [1,2] indicate, that striation in the
wire fuses demonstrate 2-stage process (Fig. 1). During the first one. which is over the pre-arcing period, primary
striation arises within modulus analogous to that but if a wire disintegrates in the open space. The second stage,
during arcing in a fuse. Now arise a secondary distribution within considerably longer modulus. The last one led
on to the fuse-wire distribution moduli described by (3) and (4). 2-stage process distincly demonstrated in Fig. 1
has got more complicated nature than that up to now has been considered.
So, the aim of the paper is to make an attempt in explanation of 2-stage wire striation.
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Fig. 1 X-ray photography of consecutive phases of striation disintegration, Ag - wire d = 0.4 nun, 1 = 50 nun in
sand, jm =11 kA/mm2 [1,2]. Pictures shots are taken 1 ms later than disintegration peak voltage. Time
distances from that peak are: 1 - 7 /is, 2 - 17 /is, 3 - 21 /is, 4 - 24 /is, 5-28 /is.

2 Physical and mathematical models of striation
2.1 Primary striation
Primary striation, arising during pre-arcing period, runs along there consecutive periods disintegration it self. The
heating up process last from the current beginning up to the complete wire liquifaction. Due to in homogeneous
geometry and structure of a conductor and unequality in its melting, along that conductor are arising stochastically
distributed surface perturbations. The perturbations indicate small amplitude, of order 1% of the dimension of the
cross-sectional area, - and can be analysed as Fourier's series [9,16]
00

r

z

p( > t0) = R + pRn(to) cos(knz +ij
(5)
n=l
in which: R - radii of wire, tg - instant of the complete wire liquifaction, rp(z,tg) - equation of the conductor
side surface in instant tg,
6R%(tg) - disturbance amplitude of wave number kn in instant tg,
\pn - phase of angle of wave number k%.
In turn, the deformation lasts since complete conductor liquifaction up to the arriving in it thermodynamic
parameters of a spinodal. This parameters

)

0

means termodynamic instability of overheated conductor

liquid. In doing several simplifications of the MHD-equations relating to the liquid displace of conductor one can
formulate them as fallows [9,16]:
• equation of (incompressible liquid continuity
V•v = 0

(6)

• displacement equation (Navier-Stokes)
dv
P

= —V p + j xB + t] V~ v

(7)

~dX

• energy equation
d

(
cT-

_J

(8)
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• equations of electromagnetic field
f

V“ B + pa

1 '

\ Pa J

x (V

XB)

=

0

(9)

j = — V xB

(10)

where: p - density, p - pressure, v - vector of velocity, B - vector of magnetic induction, j - vector of current
density, 77 - absolute viscosity, a - conductivity,
p - magnetic inductive capacity, c - specific heat,
T - temperature.
The equations (5) -(10) ought to be completed by the equation of the liquid metal state and by relation of the metal
properties: c (T), 77 (T) and a (T) on the temperature.
In this manner the problem formulated was solved by finite-diffrence method using Crank-Nicolson approach
[8,15]. The position of free conductor surface was defined by marked particles method [9,15]. The equations set (5)
- (10) was solved many times for initial surface perturbations defined by the consecutive k% (5) numbers. The
exemplary results are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Minimal radii of deformed conductor versus wave number of different values of p.n. parameters w^0 and
Cj, and various initial perturbations 6%« = 6Rp/R = 0.01 calculated for instant of reaching of parameters
of spinodal
The calculation demonstrate, that, for a given current density jm as well for a defined radius R and metal properties
Pm,
om in the melting temperature Tm, there is a distinguished perturbation wave lenght of which amplitude
rises most quickly. For current densities jm * 5 -t- 50 kA/mm2 the conductor deformation can be so significant,
that in constrictions the radius is approaching zero.
When arriving spinodal parameters the metal gets instability and starts a disintegration lasting up to the maximum
overvoltage across the conductor. Now begins the disintegration according to the MHD low. Assuming, as in many
eleborations on the wire explosions, e g. [9], that the disintegration velocity is given by
v(r,t) =vR(t)
in which: v% - liquid velocity on the wire surface.
the MHD equations one can present in a simplifie from [9]:

(11)
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• equation of uncompressible liquid continiuity
dp

+ p V -v =0

(12)

dt
• Navier - Stokes equation
dv

(13)

p— = —Vp + j xB
• energy equation

d
P
dt

(
(14)

c T +-

• electromagnetic field equation
(15)

j

A

Of course, above equations shall be completed by the equation of state and relations on conductivity versus
temperature and density [9]. Bearing in minde the relation (11) the last four equations one can rewrite in form of
normal nonlinear differential equations. Finally the equations (12) - (15) were solved by predictor - corrector
method with iterations [8,15]. Exemplary results are given in the Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Maximal relative diferences of conductor specific density in swollen and constricted places versus
time for exemplary parameters Xpmin.
and CT2 (s - property of spinodal parameters)
Table 1 Juxtapposition of experimental and analytical results

Material

Diameter
[mm]

Jm

->
|kA/mm“

Primary
modulus of
experimental

Kind of striations

Source

[mm]

Calculation
modulus
of primary
striation

Modulus
calculated
after the
formula (3)

[mm]

[mm]

Ag

0.3

8.2

0.31

primary,secondary

[2]

0.27

1.18

Ag

0.5

6.0

0.36

primary, secondary

[2]

0.38

1.60

Ag

0.5

12.0

0.24

primary, secondary

[1]

0.28

1.60

Cu

0.625

170.0

0.23

primary

[4]

0.22

1.85

Cu

0.625

260.0

0.20

primary

[3]

0.19

1.85
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Results show that, as a result of deformation, the constrictions fulfil the condition x—^ < 0.95, at current densities
jm« 5 -s- 50 kAmm2, the relative density differences in Fig. 3 are at least 45 %. It can be considered as the
primary disintegration.
Comparisons the results of experiments with the results of calculations by presented method and with the results of
calculations after the formula (3) are given in the table 1.

2.2 Secondary striation
Obove analyses and experiments [1,2,9] suggest at that jm *= 5 4- 50 kA/mm2 the conductor deformation is
considerable. It can even get a local break in the continuity of conductor. Because of densities are not relatively so
great the deformation lasts relatively long. As a result the constrictions are not arising simultaneously [1,2,9],
consequently the spinodal parameters are ariving first in the smallest cross - sections whereas the disintegration
starts earlier. During the explosions of such smallest cross - sections it generates a significantly higer pressure [7],
Finally in here arcs are ignited. Two pressures now are acting on the pieces of conductor: just mentioned exploding
pressure and arcing one (Fig. 4). Demonstrated secondary striation in Fig. 4a, seems, that it is confirmed by the
X-ray image in Fig. 4b. Secondary striation modulus is two to five times longer than modulus of primary
striation.

exploding
constriction

modulus of the
primary striation

modulus of the
secondary striation

I I

C surface in the
l instat of explosion

surface after
the deformation

pressure acting
on the pieces of
conductor

a)

\
b)
Fig. 4 Secondary striation mechanism:
a) sketch for explanation of mechanism,
b) magnified fragment of X - ray image on Fig. 1(3)
Carried out endeavourings to eleborate an analytical model of just mentioned processes gave not yet a satisfactory
result, because physical phenomena are very complicated. The problem is still under considerations.
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3 Conclusions
• A reason, why striation moduli defined experimentally (3) and (4) and hitherto by theoretical approaches, is a
very simplified disintegrating mechanism taken into account. In those approaches only one mechanism was
taken as deciding on striation. Above considerations show clear that in reality decides a combination of various
phenomena leading in fact to two - stage striation.
• Two - stage striation is valid for maximal current densities in the range jm « 5 - 50 kA/mm2. The stage one
appears over post - arcing period, whereas the second one during arcing. The secondary striation modulus is
much longer (2 -H5 times) than that of primary one.
• By the curent density jm » 5 - 1000 kA/mm2 striation is limited to one - stage only. It can be observed in
exploding conductors in open space. The final modulus of striation is exactly as one - stage modulus.
• Primary striation is due to MHD deformation of liquifield conductor. In this the main phenomena are: magnetic
pinch, mass inertia and viscosity of metal. Reaching spinodal parameters an overheated metal gets a
thermodynamical instability and disintegrates.
• The secondary striation arises on the base of the primary striation. Deciding factor is an interaction between
exploding constrictions and burning arcs between the fuse - element fragments being in an overheated state
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